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Here we are again, on the cusp of 
another round of voting on amendments 
to the Florida Constitution. 

There are no “pig-cage” amendments 
on this year’s ballot, but as always, there 
are controversial proposals. In the past 
two months, Florida judges have struck 
three of nine proposed amendments 
from the ballot, and those rulings all are 
being appealed.

Meantime, six proposed amendments 
are still on the statewide ballot, although 
even three of those are awaiting final 
state Supreme Court approval.

Over the next few weeks, we’ll 
analyze the amendments and provide 
recommendations. Our analysis 
always applies a fundamental question 
that serves as the basis for our 
recommendations: Does the proposed 
amendment protect and expand 
individual freedom, or does it restrict 
freedom? Almost always, if the answer 
is it protects and expands freedom, we 
recommend a yes. If not, vote no.

In this week’s installment, we address 
Amendments 1, 2, 5, 6 and 8. 

  
Amendment 1

Article VI, Section 7. Summary: This 
proposes the repeal of the provision 
in the state constitution that requires 
public financing of campaigns of 
candidates for elective statewide office 
who agree to campaign spending limits.

Back in 1998, the Constitution 
Revision Commission put on the ballot a 
sweeping amendment that included six 
changes related to elections. This was on 
top of 11 other proposed amendments on 
the ballot. Voters were overwhelmed.

Of the six changes in the elections 
amendment, four were good. The mangy 
dog in the pack was the creation of 
taxpayer-financed campaigns. As usual, 
there were all kinds of prattle about 
big-money buying elections and how 
public campaign financing would “level 
the playing field” for the little guy/gal 
running against the rich guy/gal.

We advocated against public financing 
of political campaigns back then. Talk 
about criminal looting and a horrible 
transfer of wealth. Worse, we all know 
the saying about “voting for the lesser of 
two evils” — two candidates you don’t 
support. It makes no sense for your tax 
dollars to help elect evil.

When put to the freedom test, 
Amendment 1 passes. It will give us 
more freedom by taking power away 
from government bureaucrats to 
waste your money on enriching sleazy 
advertising agencies and political 
hatchet men who produce those slimy, 
mudslinging campaign ads. Vote yes.     

   
Amendment 2

Article VII, Section 3, Section 31. 
Summary: To require the Legislature 
to provide an additional homestead 
property-tax exemption for members 
of the U.S. military or military reserves, 
U.S. Coast Guard or its reserves or 
the Florida National Guard who 
receive a homestead exemption and 
were deployed in the previous year 
on active duty outside the continental 
U.S., Alaska, or Hawaii, in support of 
military operations designated by the 
Legislature. The exempt amount will 
be equal to a percentage of the taxable 
value of serviceman’s homestead 
property. The applicable percentage 
shall be calculated as the number of 
days during the preceding calendar year 
the person was deployed on active duty 
outside the United States, Alaska, or 
Hawaii, in support of military operations 
designated by the Legislature divided by 
the number of days in that year.

Typically, subsidies of any kind should 
be despised; they’re an unearned benefit. 

But it’s difficult to reject a subsidy 

when it comes to those who voluntarily 
sacrifice and put their lives at risk in 
defense of our freedom and nation. 

They volunteer to give up a lot — their 
families and personal safety and security, 
topping the list. There often is an 
opportunity cost. Many service men and 
women postpone their ability to advance 
in the private-sector work place.

As part of paying our debt to our 
armed forces for protecting our freedom, 
this subsidy would be a small price.

To some extent, you could argue 
Amendment 2 adds to our freedom. It 
rewards those who protect us, our nation 
and our freedom.  Vote yes.  

Amendments 5 & 6
Article III, Sections 20 and 21. 

Summary: Legislative and congressional 
districts or districting plans may not be 
drawn to favor or disfavor an incumbent 
or political party. Districts shall not 
be drawn to deny racial or language 
minorities the equal opportunity to 
participate in the political process and 
elect representatives of their choice. 
Districts must be contiguous. Unless 
otherwise required, districts must 
be compact, as equal in population 
as feasible, and where feasible must 
make use of existing city, county and 
geographical boundaries. 

Before examining these amendments,  
we have to wonder about them, 
particularly when we see some of the 
names behind the group sponsoring the 
amendment, FairDistrictsFlorida.org. 

The group’s honorary chairs include 
a mix of Democrats and Republicans, 
an obvious attempt to make the 
amendments appealing to both sides. 
The Democrats: former Gov. and 
U.S. Sen. Bob Graham; former U.S. 
Attorney General Janet Reno; and 
former Miami Mayor Manuel Diaz. 
The Republicans: former George Bush 
lawyer Thom Rumberger; and former 
Florida Comptroller Bob Milligan. 
And let’s not forget Nat Reed, founder 
of 1000 Friends of Florida (mostly a 
liberal group). In a head count, the 
Democrats outnumber the Republicans. 
That may suggest motivations — such 
as Democrats tired of Republicans 
controlling the Legislature and Florida’s 
congressional seats.

In any event, look at the language 
of the amendments: What they offer 
sounds great and fair. Everyone would 
agree that legislative and congressional 
districts should favor no one, especially 
political parties. And the wording of the 
amendments sounds as though they are 
intended to protect your freedom, i.e. 
make sure your vote counts. 

But as they say, the devil is in the 
details. In a report to the Legislature on 
these proposed amendments, Florida 
lawyer George Meros of the Gray 
Robinson law firm wrote: 

“ … The requirement that every 
district be drawn so as not to favor or 
disfavor any incumbent or political 
party will spawn challenges to virtually 
every district, census tract by census 
tract, without guidance on what ‘favor’ 
or ‘disfavor’ means in this highly 
specialized context.

“… The court will be required to create 
new legal standards for evaluating 
the intent of the Legislature and the 
political influence of minority groups 
to define the concept of compactness 
and to engage in a completely subjective 
analysis of whether the use of existing 
boundaries would have been feasible.

“… The new subjective and fact-
specific inquiries will subject each 
district individually to attack, whether 
by political parties, incumbents, 
challengers or interest groups, and 
will invite a proliferation of experts to 
analyze each district according to the 
new constitutional standards.

“Adversary interests can be expected 
not only to assail the legislatively 
drawn plan but to present plans that 
each purport to comply with the 
constitutional mandate. The 30-day 
period allotted to the court will likely 
require it to appoint special masters to 
evaluate the evidence and argument 
presented by adversary interests. 

“The Legislature … will be required to 
defend every boundary of every district 
against every attack … ”

Then multiply all of those challenges 
by 25 congressional districts. Aye-yi-yi.

The Legislature’s fiscal analysis of 
the amendments indicate they will 
increase litigation costs at least seven to 
10 times those experienced in the 2000  
apportionments. That would mean 
between $43.4 million and $62 million. 

Suffice it to say the intentions of 
these amendments are good. But their 
practicality will be nightmarish. An 
avalanche of lawsuits requiring taxpayer 
funds to pay for them will constrict 
freedom, not increase it. 

What’s more, as we look back over 
three decades of elections, there haven’t 
been constant complaints, injustices or 
lawsuits that Floridians are being denied 
proper representation because of the 
boundaries of their voting districts. 

The authors of these amendments 
made a valiant attempt to depoliticize 
political redistricting. But their solution 
is one that will create a plethora of legal 
ambiguities. Under their model, draw 
a new district anywhere on the Florida 
map, and you can be sure anyone can 
— and will — claim to be an aggrieved 
voter.

Florida’s redistricting system — for 
all of its faults and albeit not to the 
minority party’s satisfaction — has been 
working for more than a century. Vote 
no on Amendments 5 and 6.    

Amendment 8
Article IX, Section 1; Article XII, 

Section 31. Summary: The Florida 
Constitution currently limits the 
maximum number of students assigned 
to each teacher in public-school 
classrooms in the following grade 
groupings: for pre-kindergarten through 
grade three, 18 students; for grades 
four through eight, 22 students; and 
for grades nine through 12, 25 students. 
Under this amendment, the limits on the 
maximum number of students assigned 
to each teacher would become limits on 
the average number of students assigned 
per class to each teacher, by specified 
grade grouping. This amendment also 
adopts new limits on the maximum 
number of students in an individual 
classroom: for pre-kindergarten through 
grade three, 21; for grades four through 
eight, 27; and for grades nine through 
12, 30. This amendment specifies that 
class-size limits do not apply to virtual 
classes, requires the Legislature to 
provide sufficient funds to maintain the 
average number of students required 
by this amendment and schedules these 
revisions to take effect and to operate 
retroactively to the beginning of the 
2010-2011 school year.

The original amendment limiting 
public-school class sizes never should 
have passed to begin with in 2002. 

It took Floridians eight years to figure 
out the consequences that opponents 
spoke of then, namely it would be cost 
prohibitive. Yes, small class sizes are 
good. But they are not the magic elixir 
that automatically results in better 
student performance. 

This amendment is a step toward 
more freedom. Let school districts 
decide their own class sizes. A better 
amendment would eliminate limits on 
class sizes altogether.  Vote yes.

Next installment: Amendment 4, 
“hometown democracy.”

The Observer
SARASOTA
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December 30, 2010

James Madison Institute urges Floridians to vote ‘No’ on
Amendments 5 & 6

Citing concerns over the “confusing and contradictory standards” in Amendments 5 and 6,

the nonpartisan Florida-based James Madison Institute recently released

recommendations in opposition to Amendments 5 and 6 as part of their “2010 Voter Guide

for the State Ballot Proposals.”

“Florida simply cannot afford to add these unrealistic and unworkable requirements to our

elections law,” said former Florida Secretary of State and Protect Your Vote Chairman

Kurt Browning.  “Passing these requirements will throw Florida’s redistricting process into

chaos and put representation from Florida’s diverse communities at risk.”

In addition to concerns over the amendments’ language, the Institute also highlighted the fact that the

amendments would “increase the likelihood that any redistricting plan devised by the Florida Legislature would

be subject to protracted litigation and would ultimately be replaced by a plan devised by appointed judges rather

than by the people’s elected representatives.”

Chaired by former Florida Secretary of State Kurt Browning with Congresswoman Corrine Brown and

Congressman Mario Diaz-Balart serving as national steering committee members, the Protect Your Vote

campaign consists of a bipartisan group of state leaders representing a host of Florida’s diverse communities and

political backgrounds.  Amendments 5 and 6 are supported by outside groups including ACORN, the ACLU, trial

lawyers and other special interest insiders with no ties to Florida.  More than half of the $4.2 million raised to put

amendments 5 and 6 on the ballot came from personal injury lawyers, labor unions and ACORN.

Tags: Ballot Proposals, Bipartisan Group, Congresswoman Corrine Brown, Corrine

Brown, Diverse Communities, Elections Law, Florida Legislature, Florida Secretary Of

State, James Madison Institute, Kurt Browning, Labor Unions, Mario Diaz Balart, National Steering Committee,

Personal Injury Lawyers, Political Backgrounds, State Ballot, Steering Committee Members, Trial Lawyers, Vote

Campaign, Voter Guide
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Florida Redistricting: Amendments 5 and 6 Pit Power Against
Voters - Florida Redistricting Elections Primer 2010 | FlaglerLive

FlaglerLive | October 13, 2010

Lack of representation is an old story for Flagler County.

Redistricting, which happens every 10 years, is the redrawing of political boundaries—congressional, state house

and senate, school board districts, and so on. It’s done following the decennial census, to keep up with population

trends.

In every democracy in the world, redistricting is the job of independent commissions. Not in Florida.

Florida is among 45 states where the state Legislature takes on redistricting. In those 45 states, a few of which

have advisory commissions, whoever controls the Legislature controls the outcome, which is to say that politicians

in power get to choose their own voters. In Florida, when Democrats were in charge in the last century, they drew

boundaries to favor them and diminish Republicans’ chances of a take-over as much as they could. It worked for

decades. Since Republicans took over the Florida Senate in 1992 and the Florida House in 1996, they were able to

control redistricting in 2001, much to their advantage. They’ll do it again next year.

Two proposed constitutional amendments would change that, to a degree: Amendments 5 and 6. The initiatives

are identical but for one difference. Amendment 5 applies to the redistricting of state legislative boundaries.

Amendment 6 applies to congressional district boundaries.

Neither initiative would create an independent commission. Rather, the initiatives call for districts to be

“contiguous” and “compact, as equal in population as feasible, and where feasible must make use of existing city,

county and geographical boundaries.”

Whoever controls the Legislature would still control the process. Even if the initiatives pass—they’ll need 60

percent of the vote to do so—redistricting in Florida would remain a politicized process. It would merely be

somewhat less politicized, and possibly diminish the staying power of incumbents as well as the influence of the

party in power, when it comes to redistricting. For example, computer programs legislators use now to pinpoint

and separate heavily Democratic neighborhoods from heavily Republican one would no longer be allowed when

redistricting.

The lack of precision in the amendments may make litigation more likely, although when Democrats redistricted

in the early 1990s, the result ended up in court, and when Republicans did so in 2001, they ended up in court as

well. Litigation following redistricting is a norm when legislatures are involved instead of independent

commissions.

The initiatives have not created entirely predictable camps favoring and opposing them, although generally

speaking, conservatives and incumbents oppose the amendments, liberals favor them. A few black and Hispanic

lawmakers in Tallahassee worry redistricting under the proposed rules would hurt their chances of keeping their

seats in six congressional districts where they have a majority, or something close to one. The districts include

those of Democrats Corrine Brown, Alcee Hastings and Kendrick Meek, and Republicans Lincoln Diaz-Balart,

Mario Diaz-Balart and Ileana Ros-Lehtinen.

The initiatives are supported by Fair Districts Florida, a non-profit, non-partisan organization led by former

Miami Mayor Manny Diaz, an independent, former Senator and Governor Bob Graham a Democrat, former

Attorney General Janet Reno, a Democrat, former State Senator Daryl Jones a Democrat, former Comptroller

http://flaglerlive.com/12700/amendments-5-6-florida-redistricting
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Attorney General Janet Reno, a Democrat, former State Senator Daryl Jones a Democrat, former Comptroller

Bob Milligan, a Republican,  former Assistant Secretary of the Interior Nat Reed, a Republican, and former Judge

Thom Rumberger, a Republican. Their supporters include the NAACP, the League of Women Voters, the Florida

League of Cities, the Florida Association of Counties, the Florida School Board Association, and the American Civil

Liberties Union. Some 1.7 million Floridians signed petitions to put the initiatives on the ballot.

Brown and Mario Diaz-Balart are openly against the initiatives, as are Florida’s business lobbies and the Florida

Chamber of Commerce. They have coalesced around an organization called protectyourvote.com, led by former

Secretary of State Kurt Browning. Brown is worried because a non-majority-black district would make her re-

election more difficult—a distinctly self-serving rather than principled opposition to the amendments.

Some black or Hispanic state legislators are also worried, for the same reason. In the state Legislature, 24 House

seats and six Senate seats are majority black or Hispanic. But looking beyond incumbents—whose anxiety always

spikes at redistricting time regardless—popular support for redistricting is more pronounced because of popular

discontent with incumbents.

Florida tried to reform its redistricting system in 1978, 1993 and 1998, and failed every time. California voters

will also be voting in a redistricting amendment opf their own in November, though in California the ballot

initiative would create an independent commission.

Don't just recommend. Support FlaglerLive. Go to our Contributions/Donations

Page.
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Bloomberg throws his support behind Fair Districts
amendments

Perhaps the two most well-known politicos involved in campaigning against Amendments 5 and 6 (which would

effectively disallow representatives from redrawing their own district lines to ensure their reelection) are Reps.

Corrine Brown, D-Jacksonville, and Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Miami. Brown and Diaz-Balart both represent strangely

drawn districts that consist overwhelmingly of minority voters belonging to each representative’s own political

party. Both have been staunch in their opposition to the amendments that, if passed, might lead to the end of

their political reigns.

With the election nearing, the hotly-contested battle over the amendments has also grown to include politicians

from states well outside of Florida.

New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg has made his support for Amendments 5 and 6 known in the past few

days. Last week, Bloomberg joined former Miami Mayor Manny Diaz for a press conference detailing the pros of

the two amendments. Today, in an email sent out by Fair Districts Florida, Bloomberg reiterated his decision to

support the amendments that he say will “will answer the call of voters frustrated with incumbents who seem

more interested in protecting their own jobs than in creating jobs for everyone else.”

Read the email in full:

Last week, I traveled down to Florida and spoke in front of a large crowd and many news cameras

about why Amendments 5 & 6 have my full support.

I support Amendments 5 & 6 because I believe they will answer the call of voters frustrated

with incumbents who seem more interested in protecting their own jobs than in creating jobs for

everyone else.

The single best job-protection program for incumbent legislators happens every ten years, when

they re-draw their district lines.  They zig-zag up and down streets and across whole regions to find

the people who will be most likely to vote for them.  Elections are determined before the first voter

goes to the polls.

Instead of voters choosing legislators, we have legislators choosing voters!  Amendments 5 & 6 will

stop that because they create rules against drawing districts to favor incumbents of political parties.

Will you join me in supporting FairDistricts Amendments 5 & 6?

I urge Florida voters to strike a blow for democracy and bi-partisanship by voting YES on

Amendments 5 & 6.

In California, voters have passed similar districting reforms, and it is time to make this happen in

Florida too!

If ever there was an issue that should bring together voters from across the political spectrum,

putting an end to incumbents’ current political protection plan is it.

Please take a moment to donate to this real opportunity for fairness.

And remember, early voting starts today!
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And remember, early voting starts today!

Sincerely,

Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg
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December 23, 2010

Sen. Mike Haridopolos" Vote no on Amendments 5 & 6.

Published: Monday, October 18, 2010 at 1:04 p.m.

In 2008, President Obama won twenty of Floridas forty Senate districts, the same districts that have been

described as uncompetitive and politically gerrymandered. While everybody supports fair redistricting,

Amendments 5 and 6 are not the answer.

First, lets be clear: Fair Districts, the amendments sponsor, is not a nonpartisan, grassroots organization. It is a

well-funded arm of powerful, liberal political interests, many located outside Florida.

Fair Districts has raised $3 million from lawyers and large labor unions, including $1 million from state and

national teachers unions and $625,000 from SEIU, the labor union that spent millions to elect President Obama.

It even accepted $25,000 from the Florida affiliate of ACORN, the shady, left-wing organization suspected of

nationwide voter registration fraud.

These highly partisan, liberal groups did not invest millions for nothing. Their agenda is not disinterested civic

reform, but a more liberal Congress and Legislature.

Tellingly, Fair Districts has paid $2.7 million to a California-based consulting firm that specializes in progressive

initiatives such as euthanasia, liberal drug laws, and government-run health care. It has also paid nearly $1

million to an advertising firm dedicated to democratic candidates and progressive organizations. Fair Districts is

not a grassroots movement of mainstream, Florida citizens.

Even worse, Fair Districts refuses to explain how Amendments 5 and 6 would work. The Legislature held ten

meetings to study the amendments vague and conflicting mandates. Fair Districts declined several invitations.

When it finally accepted, it avoided direct answers and refused to draw a district map that implements its own

proposals. If Fair Districts believes in its amendments, it should welcome every opportunity to promote them and

prove that they work.

Last March, during a presentation for members of the media, legislative staff showed that the amendments are

unworkable. The media were invited to prepare maps, and were offered all available resources. Still, not one map

has been produced.

Meanwhile, the Legislature heard from minority leaders who oppose Amendments 5 and 6. It listened to U.S.

Representatives Corrine Brown, an African-American Democrat, and Mario Diaz-Balart, a Hispanic Republican,

who testified that the amendments would diminish minority representation. State Senator Gary Siplin, who chairs

the black caucus, echoed their concerns.

Minorities have made historic gains through redistricting. The number of African-American members has

increased dramatically, from twelve in 1982 to twenty-six under the current, Republican-drawn plan. These

achievements should never be jeopardized.

Fair Districts suggests that Republicans owe their legislative majority to gerrymandered districts. Not so.

Republicans gained their majority under a plan drawn by Democrats. The number of Republicans in the

Legislature today (under Republican-drawn districts) is the same as a decade ago (under Democratic-drawn

districts). And while Republicans hold 63 percent of seats drawn by the Legislature, they fare even better where

redistricting is not a factor, winning 73 percent of Floridas statewide elections during the last decade.
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redistricting is not a factor, winning 73 percent of Floridas statewide elections during the last decade.

The Legislature takes redistricting seriously and supports sensible reforms. It even passed an amendment

(stricken by the courts) that would have prohibited map-drawing to promote political parties. But not all change is

reform. Floridians should say no to union bosses, trial lawyers, and special interests, and vote no on Amendments

5 and 6.

Mike Haridopolos

Incoming Senate President

Tallahassee
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Legislative and Congressional Redistricting in Florida - Room
for Debate

Aubrey Jewett is a political science professor at the University of Central Florida who specializes in American

national, state and local politics. He is a co-author of "Politics in Florida" and "Political Rules of the Road." is an

associate professor of political science at the University of Central Florida.

While Florida is a battleground for statewide elections like president and governor, it has not been very

competitive for Congressional House and State Legislature races for the past decade. Republicans took control of

the Legislature and the Congressional delegation in the 1990s and used partisan gerrymandering in 2002 to

increase their lead, and actually dominated these bodies in the subsequent years.

Ballot initiatives, if passed, could improve Democrats chances in 2012.

Thus the Republicans have a 76- to 44-seat lead in the Florida House and 26- to 14-seat lead in the Florida

Senate and a 15- to 10-seat lead in the Congressional delegation (these numbers were actually worse for

Democrats before the Obama victory in 2008). This despite the fact that Republicans have never had more

registered voters (coming within about 3.5 percentage points at one stage), and that currently there are about

600,000 more registered Democrats in the state than there are Republicans (a 41 percent to 36 percent lead

among all registered voters).

The biggest policy change potentially affecting the state after this election concerns redistricting. There are two

proposed initiatives on the ballot that would amend the Florida Constitution by setting up standards for drawing

lines for legislative and Congressional districts.

These measures would require that the Legislature draw compact, contiguous districts that follow local political

and geographic boundaries and do not hurt minority chances to win seats, but also would forbid creating districts

with the intent of favoring or disfavoring any political party or incumbent.

If the measures pass, they would constrain the rampant partisan gerrymandering otherwise expected from the

likely G.O.P.-controlled Legislature. This would improve the chances that Florida's Democratic Party would pick

up seats in the Legislature and in Congress in 2012.

The measures have a reasonable chance of passing, but under Florida law they need to get 60 percent of the vote

to become part of Florida’s Constitution. While theoretically these are nonpartisan, good-government measures

designed to restrict gerrymandering over the long run, politics is almost always played out over a short time

frame.

Thus Democratic and liberal groups are funding a campaign to seek passage and Republican and conservative

groups are seeking to defeat them. The potential stakes are the viability of the Florida Democratic Party in

district-based elections for the coming decade and potentially control of the U.S. House since Florida is expected

to gain two seats in Congress after the release of the 2010 census data.
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Democrats’ Sneaky Plans in Florida Redistricting

A bizarre alliance of so-called “good government groups” working with the usual suspects are trying to engineer

an end run around the will of the people in Florida.

Fronted by a woman who used to be the cochair of Sen. John Kerry’s 2004 presidential campaign in the state, the

group “Fair Districts Florida” is trying to overlay atop the existing redistricting process a series of limitations and

restrictions that will make it that much easier to get the post-2010 Census remap into court.

[See where Kerry gets his campaign money.]

Why? “A fair map,” meaning one favorable to the Democrats, “would probably produce another three to five

Democratic [House] Districts,” the ultra-liberal National Committee for an Effective Congress’s Tom Bonior told

Politico’s Ben Smith.

While not exactly “shady,” to borrow a word very much in vogue, it is nonetheless suspicious that Fair Districts

Florida recently received a large cash infusion of more than $1 million, Smith reported, “most of it filtered through

local groups” from “three major national Democratic allies,” all of whom hope to help Democrats win in court what

they may lose at the ballot box.

All the usual suspects are there, in one form or another. One group is linked to liberal financiers George Soros and

Peter Lewis. The National Education Association has given money. So have the Service Employees International

Union and the pro-abortion Emily’s List operation. Even the Association of Community Organizations for Reform

Now wrote a check, Politico says, before it stopped being ACORN.

Using its several million dollar bankroll, Fair Districts Florida is pushing for two amendments to the state

constitution that, which seemingly innocuous, would almost guarantee any new state legislative or congressional

district would end up in front of some judge who would have to rule on its “fairness.”

This, in itself, is not new. It is increasingly the practice, regrettably in both parties, to short-circuit the political

process by assigning to judges the responsibility for making the kinds of decisions elected officials should, and then

be held accountable for doing so.

Under Florida’s Amendment 5, currently appearing on the November ballot, members of the state legislature

retain the responsibility for and authority to draw state district lines but with the added caveat that “legislative

districts or districting plans may not be drawn to favor or disfavor an incumbent or political party,” among other

new requirements. The proposed Amendment 6 would apply the same standard to U.S. congressional districts.

Who makes the determination as to whether favoritism was shown? Some judge, asked to rule on a lawsuit

probably filed by some aggrieved public interest group funded by a combination of union money and, no doubt,

government grants.

Notice that this is being pushed in Florida, which has term limits for state legislators but is arguably a Republican

state, despite the fact that Barack Obama carried it in 2008 and several of its statewide elected officials are

Democrats.

It is not, however, being pushed in Massachusetts, where this seemingly sound piece of liberal public policy could

be enacted quite easily.
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Massachusetts, it is worth noting, has a seemingly permanent liberal Democratic majority in its legislature and,

for the moment at least, has a delegation in the U.S. House of Representatives that is both all Democrat and all

white, despite the 2000 Census having determined that Boston was now a majority-minority city.

It is also not being pushed in Illinois or New York, where the Democrats might just wield all the redistricting pens

come January 2010.

No, the target is Florida, where the Democrats seem to think they just might be able to rewrite the constitution to

achieve a political end favorable to their interests. It is not as though they are offering a nonpartisan commission

to do the job or proposing that the responsibility for redistricting be shifted to a panel of retired federal judges;

they are trying to keep the politics in the process, but in a way that helps them overturn the will of the electorate,

which, if it wants a GOP-led state legislature, will vote one into office.

Having listened for months to “the smart set” opine that the U.S. Constitution is sacrosanct and only changeable

by lawyers and judges--rather than by amendment as the founders and several of the more prominent Tea Party

types running for office have suggested--it is surprising that this effort in Florida has not gotten more attention.

Or maybe the people who are afraid to even discuss amending the U.S. Constitution don’t think that state

constitutions, or the states themselves, are just that important anymore.

Corrected on 10/18/2010: An earlier version of this blog post incorrectly indicated the census at issue. It is the

2010 census.
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On Politics: Districts' lines spark status quo

The dirty little secret is out.

Florida’s political status quo wants gerrymandered districts to stay as they are.

So, who is the status quo? The Republican Party of Florida, Associated Industries of Florida, The Florida Chamber

of Commerce and U.S. Rep. Corrine Brown.

Sure, Republicans leaders have used ethically challenged Brown as a foil to rile activists, but they’ve emerged

from behind the curtain as one of the powers working to keep her district intact, publicly denouncing

Amendments 5 and 6. Also known as the Fair Districts Amendments, they would require legislative and

congressional districts to be drawn in the most un-American of manners — fairly.

In other words, incumbents might be forced to campaign in competitive districts. Why would Republicans be in

favor of gerrymandered districts? It’s simple math.

Democrats outnumber Republicans by more than 590,000 registered voters in Florida, but congressional districts

have been drawn to ensure Republicans outnumber Democrats in 60 percent of them.

In the three districts represented by African-Americans, Democrats outnumber Republicans by more than

550,000 voters. That essentially guarantees re-election for incumbents of both parties, for as long as they wish.

Only 10 incumbent legislators, out of 505, have lost in Florida over the past 10 years, according to Fair Districts

Florida, the group behind 5 and 6.

Flag as offensive
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Amendments 5 and 6 - GatorCountry.com Swamp Gas Forums

Amendment 5

Amendment 6

At quick glance these amendments look appealing, especially considering Corrine Brown's district. I think

everyone on this board supports fair redistricting, especially considering we are in a census year and Florida will

most likely gain seats in the House. But the standards proposed in the two amendments are contradictory at best

and any plan that our legislature presents would be subject to protracted litigation and would be replaced by a

plan devised by appointed judges as opposed to our elected representatives.

If you do a little research on the sponsor of these amendments, Fair Districts, the real motive becomes clear.

From the links above, 3 of the top 5 donors who support the amendments are the Service Employees

International Union, Florida Education Association and the National Education Association.

Additionally, Fair Districts has raised $3 million from lawyers and large labor unions, including $1 million from

state and national teachers unions and $625,000 from SEIU, the labor union that spent millions to elect President

Obama. It even accepted $25,000 from the Florida affiliate of ACORN, the shady, left-wing organization

suspected of nationwide voter registration fraud.

Fair Districts has paid $2.7 million to a California-based consulting firm that specializes in progressive initiatives

such as euthanasia, liberal drug laws, and government-run health care. It has also paid nearly $1 million to an

advertising firm dedicated to democratic candidates and progressive organizations. Fair Districts is not a

grassroots movement of mainstream, Florida citizens.

House Majority Leader Adam Hasner said, "It is a stealth agenda funded by the left to do in the courts what they

can't do at the ballot box. This is the top priority of Democrats in 2010 and it must be stopped."

Sen. Mike Haridopolos describes the redistricting amendments as the "full employment for lawyers' bill."

According to Haridopolos, of the amendments are approved by voters it will lead to lengthy and costly court

battles because of the proposed guidelines. The senator supports the FREDS 2000 program, a software program

used in 2001-2002 by state lawmakers to lay out district lines. The software, he said, helps lawmakers be

"contiguous and meet the standards of the voting rights act to draw district lines," according to reports.

Former NAACP Chairman Dr. Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr., joined the Protect Your Vote Campaign to express his

opposition to Amendments 5 and 6. In a written campaign statement, the former NAACP leader: I am

categorically opposed to Constitutional Amendments 5 and 6...because these proposed amendments

fundamentally violate the voting rights of all Floridians, especially minority voters. Also, Chavis challenged the

supporters of Amendments 5 and 6 to draw up their boundaries using their methods to prove that minorities

would not be effected.
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More than you wanted to know about Florida redistricting

There are big prizes to be won on Election Day 2010.  Congress, the Senate, Governors, state legislatures...all

important, but if you're not following the fight to control redistricting, you're missing one of the biggest political

stories of the year.

Control of Florida's redistricting is the biggest prize of all in the eyes of a coalition of national liberal and far-left

special interest groups.

They've made a bold play to seize control of the political process in Florida, the 4th largest (soon to be 3rd largest)

and most important swing state in the 2012 elections, especially with the projected gain of 2 more seats from the

2010 Census. Two obscure ballot questions (Amendments 5 and 6) could give liberal judges and special interest

groups complete control of the political map.

Decades of Republican gains in Florida, earned by hard work, a strong message and great leaders? Kiss them

goodbye.

Who Is Really Behind 5 and 6?

I'll bet FairDistrictsFlorida – the sponsor of Amendments 5 and 6 – tested really well in focus groups. It certainly

doesn't sound like a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Vast Left Wing Conspiracy...but when one peels back their

public record the ugly truth is revealed.

Early in the game, FairDistricts posted a list of the groups supporting their effort: the SEIU, ACORN (remember

them?), the AFL-CIO, Common Cause, the Florida Education Association, the United Transportation Union, the

Communication Workers of America, the United Auto Workers, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,

the Plumbers and Pipefitters Union, the Florida ACLU, Planned Parenthood, People for the American Way,

EMILY's List, the League of Women Voters and a host of Florida progressive and far-left groups.

Not exactly your average non-partisan good-government movement, is it? I will leave it to your imagination why

FairDistricts scrubbed that list off their site and went to great lengths to hide it.

Their association with these groups would prove the case in itself, but the money trail is even more damning:

Follow The Money

FairDistrictsFlorida has been on the receiving end of a firehose of enormous donations. Far from being a

grassroots effort, the $7+ million dollars they've raised to dates reads like a Who's-Who of the progressive

movement. This is on top of almost $4 million spent in 2006 in a direct effort to take redistricting away from the

Legislature and give it to a commission. It didn't make the ballot, but at least they were honest about their plan

then.

Big union money – over $1.8 million as of today, with $359,000 from the NEA, $650,000 from the SEIU and

$650,000 from the Florida Education Association has flooded in, along with smaller donations from the Teamsters

and the AFL-CIO.

You'll be unsurprised to find Florida's robust trial lawyer community (which donated to Barack Obama's 2008
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campaign in staggering numbers) is also deeply involved in FairDistricts, donating over $1.1 million.

The Soros front-group America Votes funneled $900,000 through a series of shell groups to FairDistricts.

Amazingly, the FairDistricts staff denied any knowledge of the transfers, but state and Federal records prove

otherwise. (“What? Where? Soros? Unions? Never heard of 'em.”) George Soros has a long record of trying to

influence the elections process, and never, ever in a good way. In all the current chatter about secretive flows of

anonymous donations, you'd think this one might draw the attention of the media.

America Votes funds and advocates redistricting "reform"...but strangely, only in states where the Republicans

control the process. Coincidence, I'm sure.

Let's not forget that FariDistricts had early seed money (pardon the pun) from ACORN and Emily's List. Finally,

and other major liberal donors who have played a role in similar takeover efforts in Colorado and Texas.

The Democratic Activists Running 5 and 6:

The staff and consultants of FairDistrictsFlorida are all Democratic party and the progressive movement activists:

The Chairman of FairDistricts is Ellen Friedan, John Kerry's 2004 Florida chairman. Friedan is also a major

Democratic fundraiser and bundler and – shocker – a liberal trial lawyer from Miami. The campaign manager has

a gold-plated Democratic resume: she was Obama Florida campaign manger, worked for John Edwards in 2004

and 2008 and was field director for the Democratic Party of Florida.

The signatures for the amendments were collected by Progressive Campaigns Incorporated (Clients include...wait

for it...the SEIU, the ACLU, George Soros, the National Education Association, Michigan Democratic Party and so

on.). Four years ago they used ACORN subsidiary Citizen Services to collect petitions. They apparently weren’t

available this time...

They're dropping metric tons of fluffy-looking, high-minded direct mail...all sent from the Democratic mail house

Mission Control Inc. Clients include the SEIU (again, shocked), Planned Parenthood, and NARAL Pro-Choice

America.

Also on board as their lead consultant is one Amy Walker...formerly of Organizing for America. This list goes on,

but suffice to say, no one connected to their campaign ever pulled the lever for George Bush or John McCain.

Look At What They Do, Not What They Say

When you look under the hood of Amendments 5 and 6, the weird contradictions and deeper political objectives

become apparent.

An odd, contradictory bit of language in the amendments states that “districts cannot be drawn to favor or

disfavor an incumbent or political party.” Huh? Aside from the algorithmic impossibility of this, it presents the

first cause of action for litigation under these amendments. This language – untested tested anywhere in America

– would suddenly become embedded in the Florida Constitution. Good thinking.

Another poison pill: the amendments forbid the use of partisan political data...but the Voting Rights Act mandates

it under Federal law to ensure minorities have equal opportunity to elect candidates of their choice. Yep: the

people behind this are willing to destroy minority voting representation to win this.

Black and Hispanic representation has been rising in the Florida Legislature since the 1990s...but if this passes, it
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will plummet, meaning the Legislature and Congressional delegations will be be as white as they were in the

1950s. This is lawsuit bait of the highest order, as the FairDitrics folke

Here's the reality: you cannot draw these districts under the rules in these amendments. It's why FairDistricts

won't produce a map based on their own rules: they can't. When challenged by the Legislature, they refused

outright.

Clearly, the smart lawyers who drew up these amendments had to be aware of the impracticality and legal

jeopardy of the provisions imbedded in them, right?

Of course they were...because purpose of the highfalutin', good-government talk in both amendments isn't to

have them actually implemented, but rather to induce so much chaos and litigation that they break the system

and have electoral lines drawn by Florida's very liberal Supreme Court (for a retrospective take on this, see

Recount 2000).

They want a thousand lawsuits, a trainwreck and a crisis that forces the Obama Justice Department (and we

know how well that will work out) and liberal judges to decide who represents us.

These outcomes are a feature, not a bug.

They want 2011 and 2012 to be a firestorm of ligation, election delays and endless wrangling...even a political

meltdown that means every district in Florida is decided on an at-large basis.

Democrats want to paralyze the political process in Florida, wrecking the GOP Presidential Preference Primary,

delaying the ability of candidates to know where they're actually running and continuing the story of Florida as a

political Dysfunction Junction during the 2012 GOP convention in Tampa. It's a staggeringly ambitious

effort...amoral, but ambitious. Who says the Democrats are bankrupt of ideas?

It's imperative Republicans and independents and minorities in Florida crush Amendments 5

and 6 – it only takes 40% to stop them, thankfully – not only for the political goal of protecting conservative

gains, but for the larger purpose of striking a blow against the efforts of the liberal apparatus that will stop their

efforts other states. Winning in November will feel great, unless we're also doomed to decades of political chaos

and control by liberal special interest groups.

My message to them is simple: if you want to control redistricting, fight it out with us at the ballot box, head-to-

head in Congressional and legislative elections. Run better campaigns, get better candidates and work harder than

we do. We beat you in the 1990s when you controlled the district maps...as you had for decades.

I would normally end with a snarky comment, but allow me to quote Florida Senate Democratic Majority Leader

Al Lawson, who said yesterday “...the reason Democrats did not have more elected officials is because of their

poor candidates...I know we went out there to recruit, and there were not very good candidates. They did not

want to work hard, and wanted [the Florida Democratic Party] to fund their campaigns. As long as you have that,

districts won't matter."

We sometimes fail to recognize the depth and scope of the ambition of the Left. This attempt by liberal special

interest groups, unions and the Democrats to hack the system with these phony and deeply dishonest

amendments speaks to their deep contempt for democracy and how boundless their ambition to subvert it really

is.

I strongly encourage you to reject Amendments 5 and 6.
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WMNF Evening News Thursday 

Leon Russell is vice president of the national board of directors of the NAACP and supports

Amendments 5 and 6.
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Florida voters are deciding on two proposed amendments to the state Constitution that

establish new rules for redistricting. Some say the current system is unfair and point to the

statistics: over the last six years, only three incumbents have been defeated out of more than

420 races for the Florida Legislature. But opponents say minorities could lose seats.

If passed, Amendments 5 and 6 would establish more guidelines for the Legislature to follow when districts are

realigned. They call for contiguous, compact districts that make use of existing municipal boundaries and don’t

favor or disfavor incumbents, parties or minorities. Florida ACLU President Michael Pheneger says the measures

would reduce gerrymandering.

"Right now there’s only one rule, and that is they have to be equal in size. Given that they only have

one rule, they can literally draw districts anywhere they want and any way they want. They

basically draw them to insure incumbency. That’s why we have a professional politician class,

because right now in large measure, politicians in Florida are running in districts where they’re

largely safe from actually losing an election."

According to the Florida Division of Elections, 650,000 more Democrats are registered to vote in the state than

Republicans. Yet the GOP holds a commanding advantage in both the state Legislature and Congress. Pheneger is

a long-time Republican, but even though the current gerrymandered districts favor his party, he wants the

amendments to pass. Organized labor is on board as well. Aaron Carmella, with the West Central Florida Central

Labor Council told a small gathering at a Unitarian Universalist church in Clearwater that some citizens don’t get

fair representation from their legislators

"It’s really about accountability for the representatives back to their constituents. And right now,

there’s nothing in this state really forcing them to do that as they’re picking their voters, not so

much us picking our representatives right now."

Some elected officials have come out against the redistricting amendments, perhaps fearing they will lose their

seats. One is U.S. member of Congress Corrine Brown, a Democrat. But Pheneger from the ACLU says her district

is a poster child for gerrymandering.

"Well, Corrine Brown’s district is kind of notorious because it begins in Jacksonville and snakes

through nine different counties, parts of nine different counties, not all of them, and comes all the

way down to the outskirts of Orlando. Nobody would draw a district that way unless they had an

ulterior purpose. And the ulterior purpose is either to exclude voters that they don’t want in their

district or to include voters that they want in a district to ensure somebody’s election or reelection."

Critics, including former NAACP Chair Benjamin Chavis, argue the amendments could affect minority
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representation. Representative Brown agrees.

"For one time we have a voice in every level of government. And this [Amendments 5 and 6] will

take these voices away. You’ve had at-large, square districts, but did not represent communities of

interest. And I think communities of interest is key. And to think that for 129 years, a state that has

30% African-Americans and we didn’t have any [elected representatives], and you’re talking about

going back to that. It is unacceptable. It’s crazy."

But supporters say the amendments would safeguard civil rights protections. Leon Russell is vice president of the

national board of directors of the NAACP and is chair of the legislative committee of the Florida state conference

of NAACP.

"Corrine Brown right now has a 47% minority district; she doesn’t have a majority district, yet she’s

been elected for 17 years to her Congressional district. So these amendments would continue to

protect that district. It might not look like it looks today and there might be some different

constituents in it. But it still has the ability to influence the election of candidates of the folks’

choice."

Supporters like Pheneger also point out that right now the Voting Rights Act only applies to five counties in

Florida but if the so-called Fair Districts amendments pass they would add similar language to the state

Constitution.

"The Black Legislative Caucus has voted by majority vote to support the Fair District

Amendment[s], as has the NAACP, Democracia, things like that, because they understand that we

don’t need to draw districts that way to ensure that we have African-Americans [elected]. In fact

the Amendments 5 and 6 each say that you can’t redistrict in ways that have the tendency or the

effect of actually diminishing the rights of racial- and language-minorities to basically vote for

Legislators of their choosing. That basically parallels the Voting Rights Act."

There is some bipartisan support for the measures, and Fair Districts Florida, the group behind the amendments,

has raised more than $4 million. The financial backing comes from a few big donors, including the Democratically-

aligned SEIU and National Education Association and a combination of thousands of individual donors. Another

political action committee, Protect Your Vote, formed to defeat the measures.

The Republican-controlled state Legislature added a third amendment that, if passed, would have canceled out

the other two. But the Florida Supreme Court tossed it off the ballot because it found the wording misleading.

Early voting and absentee voting has already begun in Florida. Amendments 5 and 6 need 60% support to pass.

The text of Amendment 5

Text of Amendment 6

Fair Districts Florida

Protect Your Vote

http://election.dos.state.fl.us/committees/ComDetail.asp?account=43605
http://www.protectyourvote.com/
http://election.dos.state.fl.us/initiatives/fulltext/pdf/43605-2.pdf
http://election.dos.state.fl.us/initiatives/fulltext/pdf/43605-1.pdf
http://election.dos.state.fl.us/committees/ComDetail.asp?account=43605
http://www.protectyourvote.com/
http://www.wmnf.org/give?program_id=252
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Patriot Room Radio #99: Florida Redistricting Fraud; plus,
Arkaday from Right Condition

October 22, 2010

Clyde welcomes Arkaday from Right Condition dot com to discuss the Massachusetts and national elections.  They

pass through conditions in the Middle East on their way to an extended discussion of China’s intentions and

(in)ability to disrupt the EU.  The final segment is a fascinating discussion with Kurt Browning, former Florida

Secretary of State and current president of Protect Your Vote.  They discuss the Soros – SEIU – Teachers’ unions

multi-million dollar campaign to overturn a recent SCOTUS redistricting decision by amending Florida’s

Constitution with proposed Amendments 5 and 6.

Podcast: Play in new window | Download

http://libertypundits.com/2010/10/patriot-room-radio-99-florida-redistricting-fraud-plus-arkaday-from-right-condition/
http://www.rightcondition.com/
http://nix5and6.com/
http://libertypundits.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/PRR099.jpg
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewPodcast?id=315115556
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The truth about Amendments 5 & 6 » Suwannee Democrat »
Suwannee Democrat

Live Oak — We’ve backed the the Fair Districts amendments, Nos. 5 and 6 on the Nov. 2 ballot, from the start.

And from the start we’ve made clear this never was and never will be a partisan issue.

All we want is to be heard in Tallahassee, by way of a state senator who can claim at least a passing acquaintance

with folks in Suwannee and neighboring counties.

Hardly what we have now. No offense to our current senator, former Citrus County Sheriff Charlie Dean, but his

ties to these parts are tenuous at best.

Nonetheless, some folks have gotten the idea that this is about party dominance -- a mere attempt to wrest

control of the legislature from Republicans.

For some it probably is.* Since there are more registered Democrats (4,630,000) in Florida than Republicans

(4,040,000), they figure that Republican control of the state Senate and House must be the result of

gerrymandering.

They’re wrong, and a new study proves it.

Political scientists at the University of Michigan and Stanford have shown that gerrymandering has little or

nothing to do with Republican dominance in Florida politics. In fact, the July 2010 study concludes that

“Republicans can expect to win around 59 percent of the seats [even] without any ‘intentional’ gerrymandering.”

That’s because Florida Democrats are often concentrated in urban districts, note authors Jowei Chen and

Jonathan Rodden, while Republicans tend to be more evenly distributed throughout the state. 

(Never mind what we already knew -- that plenty of Democrats vote Republican in general elections, as is often

the case in Suwannee. Some folks, Republicans at heart, stay registered as Democrats so they can vote in local

primaries, which tend to be dominated by Democratic candidates.)

So the advent of compact, contiguous and “fair” districts -- as opposed to monstrosities like our own Senate

District 3 -- won’t likely alter the balance of power in Tallahassee.

Fine. That’s not what we were after to begin with.

All we want is our own voice in the Florida Senate.

It’s that simple, folks.

If you feel you’d be better served in Tallahassee by a senator who hails from, say, Suwannee, Hamilton or

Lafayette than one from Citrus or Marion counties -- the seats of money and power in District 3 -- you’ll vote yes

on Amendments 5 & 6.

Hopefully folks in other underrepresented regions across the state will do the same and soon we’ll have our own

voice in Tallahassee.

Who is John Ferentinos?

There’s a third name on the ballot for Florida House District 11, right between Debbie Boyd and Elizabeth Porter.

http://suwanneedemocrat.com/suwannee/x847474475/OUR-VIEW-The-truth-about-Amendments-5-6


John Ferentinos calls himself a Tea Party candidate, but has no affiliation with the national group so named.

He originally registered to run for state Senate, District 26, but was disqualified for failing to complete the

required paperwork. He moved upstate and declared for House District 11.

Early on, some folks thought him a foil, a decoy candidate meant to take votes from Republican Porter.

We don’t know about that, but we do know he’s a hard man to find. We’ve tried for some time to contact

Ferentinos, to no avail. He has no website, at least not that we could find, and hasn’t actively campaigned. State

records show he’s spent a total of $1,781.82 to date.

We question the seriousness of Ferentinos’ candidacy.

However, we thought it wise to mention him so as to avoid possible confusion at the polls.

As you recall, we endorsed Porter in this race.

*See Franz Metz’s Guest Commentary, Page 6A. Metz opposes Amendments 5 & 6 in part because, as he notes,

some pretty liberal folks support them. Of course, liberal Congresswoman Corrine Brown strongly opposes the

amendments, so the “enemy of my enemy” reasoning may not work here.

As for Franz’s fear that judges, rather than legislators, may end up drawing district lines, that’s a fair concern.

However, as we noted in last week’s endorsement of Amendments 5 & 6, redistricting battles often, and

unfortunately, end up in court anyway.
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Amending our concept of what's 'fair'

By TOM JACKSON | The Tampa Tribune

Published: October 22, 2010

Updated: 10/22/2010 05:46 pm

Right out of the box, give the folks behind (and also way, way behind) Amendments 5 and 6 credit. They couldn't

have picked a better name for their project: Fair Districts Florida .

You may shoulder a quiver bristling with sharp opposing arguments, but you're down a dozen bull's-eyes before

you've even drawn your bow. One side favors fairness. It says so right in their incorporation papers and all their

advertisements. If you're not for fairness, you must be for … unfairness .

Who could stand against fair districts? If you believe the editorial pages of Florida's newspapers, only grasping,

desperate incumbents fearful that if they are unable to pick their voters, their voters will pick someone else.

Well, yeah, all of them. Plus Kurt Browning. And whatever we think of the incumbent class, Browning's presence

at the tip of the opposition's spear elevates their argument before he's uttered a word.

Florida's immediate former Secretary of State and before that Pasco's longtime elections supervisor, the man's

reputation for public service is spotless; his advocacy on behalf of honest, true and accurate elections

unsurpassed; and his anticipation of election disasters unrivaled. Years before Bush v. Gore, he warned elected

officials about the bomb lurking inside the punch-card ballot system, waiting only for the spark of a deadlocked

election.

If Browning is against it, attention to the resistance must be paid.

Now, add the idealistic and benign-sounding provisions of 5 and 6. No favoring or disfavoring political parties or

incumbents. Account for minority representation. Apply existing political (city limits, for instance) and

geographical boundaries, where feasible . And make your districts compact and contiguous. Obvious – likely

purposeful – loggerheads abound.

It is an exercise in the impossible, Browning says. Call it the Attorney Full-Employment Amendment of 2010.

"They want the Legislature to throw up its hands and turn it over to the courts," where – according to Browning's

reading – the black robes will gather behind closed doors for the drawing of lines not limited by Amendments 5

and 6 (the rules apply only to state lawmakers), nor subject to ongoing public scrutiny.

Of course. Consider the sponsors pouring millions into the effort: Politico's Ben Smith points out pro 5 and 6

contributors include liberal rabble-rouser George Soros, the Service Employees International Union and ACORN,

all in pursuit of a game-changing scenario that has proved elusive on Election Day.

Florida's voter registration is lopsidedly Democratic, but its legislative and congressional representation is

substantially Republican. Proponents of 5 and 6 point to this inverse relationship as a symptom of something

sinister. Browning says history suggests otherwise.

Florida has favored Republicans in three consecutive gubernatorial races, and may yet make it four straight come

Nov. 2. Republicans have won 5 of 6 statewide cabinet elections since 2002, and lead the polls in all three races

this year.

http://www2.tbo.com/content/2010/oct/22/221746/amending-our-concept-of-whats-fair/


The state tilted GOP in eight of the last 11 presidential elections. And in a sure sign of quirkiness, since 1980,

Florida has elected Republicans in four of nine (soon to be five of 10) U.S. Senate races.

In short, if Democrats have not been able to turn their advantages in registration into ballot-box victories, it's a

sure sign of something, if not exactly what Fair District Florida supporters would have us believe.

Browning's advice: "Run better candidates." And leave the state constitution the heck alone.

Listen to the one honest man in the fight. Sounds fair to us.

Tom Jackson hosts "The Jax Files Weekend" Saturdays at 11 a.m. on WGUL, 860 AM.

Share this:
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Amendments 5 and 6 sponsored by powerful, liberal political
interests » TCPalm.com

Mike Haridopolos

In 2008, President Barack Obama won 20 of Florida’s 40 Senate districts — the same

districts that have been described as noncompetitive and politically gerrymandered.

While everybody supports fair redistricting, Amendments 5 and 6 are not the answer.

First, let’s be clear: Fair Districts, the amendments’ sponsor, is not a nonpartisan,

grassroots organization. It is a well-funded arm of powerful, liberal political interests,

many located outside of Florida.

Fair Districts has raised $3 million from lawyers and large labor unions, including $1

million from state and national teachers unions and $625,000 from the Service Employees International Union,

the labor union that spent millions to elect President Obama. It even accepted $25,000 from the Florida affiliate

of the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now, the shady, left-wing organization suspected of

nationwide voter registration fraud.

These highly partisan, liberal groups did not invest millions for nothing. Its agenda is not disinterested civic

reform, but a more liberal Congress and Legislature.

Significantly, Fair Districts has paid $2.7 million to a California-based consulting firm that specializes in

“progressive” initiatives such as euthanasia, liberal drug laws, and government-run health care. It also has paid

almost $1 million to an advertising firm dedicated to “democratic candidates and progressive organizations.”

Fair Districts is not a grassroots movement of mainstream, Florida residents.

Even worse, Fair Districts refuses to explain how Amendments 5 and 6 would work. The Legislature had 10

meetings to study the amendments’ vague and conflicting mandates. Fair Districts declined several invitations.

When it finally accepted, it avoided direct answers and refused to draw a district map that implements its own

proposals. If Fair Districts believes in its amendments, it should welcome every opportunity to promote them and

prove that they work.

Last March, during a presentation for members of the media, legislative staff showed that the amendments are

unworkable. The media were invited to prepare maps, and were offered all available resources. Still, not one map

has been produced.

Meanwhile, the Legislature heard from minority leaders who oppose Amendments 5 and 6. It listened to U.S.

Reps. Corrine Brown, an African-American Democrat, and Mario Diaz-Balart, a Hispanic Republican, who testified

that the amendments would diminish minority representation. State Sen. Gary Siplin, who chairs the black

caucus, echoed their concerns.

Minorities have made historic gains through redistricting. The number of African-American members has

increased dramatically, from 12 in 1982 to 26 under the current Republican-drawn plan. These achievements

should never be jeopardized.

Fair Districts suggests that Republicans owe their legislative majority to gerrymandered districts. Not so.

Republicans gained their majority under a plan drawn by Democrats. The number of Republicans in the

http://www.tcpalm.com/news/2010/oct/23/mike-haridopolos-amendments-5-and-6-sponsored-by/
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Legislature today (under Republican-drawn districts) is the same as a decade ago (under Democratic-drawn

districts). And while Republicans occupy 63 percent of seats drawn by the Legislature, they fare even better

where redistricting is not a factor, winning 73 percent of Florida’s statewide elections during the last decade.

The Legislature takes redistricting seriously and supports sensible reforms. It even passed an amendment

(stricken by the courts) that would have prohibited map-drawing to promote political parties. But not all change is

reform. Floridians should say “no” to union bosses, trial lawyers and special interests, and vote “no” on

Amendments 5 and 6.

Haridopolos, R-Merrit Island, is president-elect of the Florida Senate.
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Stop the bleaching of Black and Latino voting districts on The
Louisiana Weekly

Black Americans once again stand at a critical junction in helping to determine the future of the United States of

America, and thereby also the future of the world.  Fifty million African Americans with a spending power of $1

trillion and millions of potential votes in the upcoming November 2, 2010 mid-term elections across the nation are

well strategically situated to play a major role in determining the outcome of these important elections.  

There are some who say that every election should get our attention.  But, it would be major oversight for us not

to see that 2010 will be seen as an evaluative referendum on what happened back in 2008 and a foretaste of what

might happen in the 2012 predicted re-election of President Barrack H. Obama.  Will the Tea Party be successful

this year in its backlash tactics against the Obama Administration?  Will the jubilance of the election of the first

African American president of the United States, two years ago, give way this year to the forces of bigotry and

reactionary politics?  Will the majority of all Americans be too quick to forget the shameful and disastrous

economic condition that President George W. Bush left the country in when he departed the White House in

January 2009?  These questions and many more will be answered by the civic action or inaction of African

Americans and others who care about the future of America, as we prepare to hopefully have an unprecedented

turn out of our votes on or before November 2, 2010.  

One the leading national research bodies, the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies in Washington, D.C.,

just released a study on the power of the Black vote in America in advance of the fast approaching mid-term

elections.  Dr. David A. Bositis led the study for the Joint Center.  He concluded that if there will be a strong

turnout of the African-American vote, the results of who will be in control of the U.S. Senate and House, as well as

14 different state governorships will be determined.  

Millions of dollars, however, are now being spent to confuse African-American voters.  One such deceptive ploy is

going on once again in the state of Florida with the so-called "Fair Districts" Constitutional Amendments 5 and 6

that will re-determine how voting districts are to be drawn across that state.  There are similar measures on the

ballot is the state of California.  These proposals are unfair and will lead to the "bleaching" of voting districts in

those states and later in all states.  Of course, this will be a undermining disaster to the Voting Rights Act.  The

proposed "whitening" of voting districts has a lot of Black people confused and we when we are confused, it can

cause a low voter turnout.

In Florida, more than four million dollars has already been spent to promote the "bleaching" of Black and Latino

voting districts.  Some of my colleagues in the Civil Rights Movement have been unfortunately sucked into

supporting these latest tactics of voter suppression and disempowerment of Black political interests and progress.

 I stand firmly with Congresswoman Corrine Brown, Congressman John Lewis, Congresswoman Barbara Lee,

Congressman James Clyburn, and many other members of the Congressional Black Caucus who have publicly

spoken out against these regressive and backward ballot initiatives that are designed to undermine and replace

the Voting Rights Act with State's Rights Constitutional Amendments.

We need a large Black voter turnout throughout the nation.  Let's not sit back and watch others dismantle our

progress.  Our communities deserve better.  Let us not be confused or apathetic.  Let's tell our young voters and

our senior voters that the future is in our hands:  Vote early and vote strong.  Don't lose hope.  Don't be confused.

Stop the bleaching!  Vote for freedom, justice, and equality for all.

This article was originally published in the October 25, 2010 print edition of The Louisiana Weekly newspaper

http://www.louisianaweekly.com/news.php?viewStory=3447
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Massive confusion or even playing field?

2010-10-25 01:00:52

DESTIN Former Mayor Craig Barker knows firsthand the confusion voting districts can cause.

It caused massive confusion, not only here in my race but also all over the state of Florida, said Barker, who lost in

the Republican primary for the District 4 state House seat in March. I understand that there can be some

demographic similarities, that you try to draw the district boundaries to incorporate those differences, but at the

same time, it was kind of a big laugh around here after the special election that Destin wasnt even contiguous with

Destin, but was contiguous with Niceville.

On Nov. 2 voters will decide on Amendments 5 and 6, which would set standards for legislators to follow when

redrawing district boundaries.

New House and Senate districts are drawn every 10 years. The proposed amendments would require that the

new districts not be drawn to favor one political party over the other.

If approved by 60 percent of the voters, the amendments will take effect Jan. 4.

According to the Wall Street Journal, Florida could add one or two congressional seats by the 2012 election

because of its population growth.

While he admittedly is not passionate about these amendments getting done, Barker said it would be a step in the

right direction.

I think this is more of a long-term proposition than a short-term fix, Barker said. We need to continue to do a

better job with political boundaries that are contiguous with their neighbors.

For his part, state Rep. Matt Gaetz will not vote for the redistricting amendments.

I opposed them because the standards are incomprehensible, said Gaetz, R-Fort Walton Beach. If they were to

pass, no district lines would be drawn that could favor or disfavor the incumbent. No matter where you drew the

lines, one could argue they could favor or disfavor an incumbent.

Gaetz, who defeated Barker in the GOP primary to replace Ray Sansom, said the wording on the ballot also is

confusing and could send the entire redistricting process into endless litigation and leave courts and judges to

draw district lines.

Its something that we dont want or need, he said.

http://www.nwfdailynews.com/common/printer/view.php?db=nwfdn&id=34219
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Fair Districts a Good Idea. Hope It Works

There is no process I have ever witnessed in a decade of covering government which better demonstrates the old

sausage-making metaphor that the outwardly corrupt reapportionment process. This is one of those exercises so

painfully bureaucratic that few voters even realize it is going on, and then one day show up at a poll and say "but I

thought I was in so-and-so's district."

That is why I support Amendments 5 and 6 . Not because I think they will work. I fear they will do very little. But

something needs to be done, and it needs to happen before the redistricting process begins in 2012.

The amendments basically say that when the state Legislature convenes to redraw district lines for themselves

and for Florida's Congressional delegation, the lines cannot be drawn to favor an incumbent political party.

Amendment 5 affects state House and Senate lines. Amendment 6 covers the Congress.

Now, I have my questions about the effectiveness of this. The full text of the amendments do not detail any

enforcement of the law. Basically, that is up to the courts. Of course, judges already can, and have, called for

district lines to be redrawn. The snake-like district which Corrine Brown holds was drawn one way by the

Legislature in 1992 and then tossed by a judge later. It still is one of the most clearly racially-gerrymandered

districts in the country, but at least you can drive from end to end.

That district and others were the product of an unholy alliance back then between state Republicans and the

NAACP which helped create districts where black Congressman could reliably get elected and portion many

Democratic voters out of districts which Republicans wanted to win. But the NAACP supports 5 and 6 now,

probably because of some language intended to make sure minority voters are not disenfranchised.

At least the ends of racial gerrymandering in the past were noble, even if the means were unsettling. When I

watched the 2002 redistricting process play out, it was amazing to me just how brazenly political the entire affair

became. Tom Feeney, then the state Speaker of the House, had his members draw him a bizarre-shaped district

which had an odd satellite poking out to the west in order to include his Oviedo power base. State Rep. Mario

Diaz-Balart, who headed up the redistricting committee in the House, created a Cuban-heavy district in South

Florida that allowed him to move to Washington and hang out with his brother Lincoln. Katherine Harris, who was

Secretary of State during a somewhat controversial vote recount , had a district hand-drawn for her as well.

The most atrocious example to me, though, was when state Sen. Ginny Brown-Waite, Diaz-Balart's counter-part

in the Senate, redrew the seat of a sitting Congresswoman so that it leaned Republican. Rep. Karen Thurman

ended up losing the election is hard-fought contest which I covered. Now, both Brown-Waite and Thurman are

legislators for whom I hold respect, but that race came down to the lines being rigged against the incumbent. That

isn't democracy at work. It is politicking at its worst. Brown-Waite's big defense was that the district had just

been hand-drawn for Thurman was Thurman was in the state Senate 10 years prior. The only reason that

defense isn't deplorable is that it is 100-percent true.

But then, that is just more evidence the process is riddled with problems. Historically, the legislators who chair

the committees on reapportionment have ended up with hand-drawn seats in Congress. That is true whether

Republicans are running Tallahassee or if the Democrats are in power.

So can these amendments make the reapportionment process apolitical? I doubt it, but it offers one more check

against corruption, and that can't be a bad thing.
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The Battle of Less Bad

Posted: October 25, 2010 3:24 PM

FairDistricts Florida and its supporters say Amendments 5 and 6 will put an end to the way incumbents draw

voting district lines every 10 years. But opponents say the rigid requirements would make the Legislature's job of

redistricting nearly impossible and have potentially unintended consequences.

"How about I just ask everyone to stand up," said incoming Senate President Mike Haridopolos to a crowd of

about 200 Florida Chamber of Commerce members. "Line up in alphabetical order by height, weight and age --

that's literally what's happening here."

The crowd chuckled at the analogy, but Haridopolos says there are serious challenges with the proposal. Earlier

this year he tried to put an additional amendment on the ballot that would modify 5 and 6, but the courts rejected

it.

The summary of Amendments 5 and 6 as they will appear on the ballot reads as follows:

Congressional districts or districting plans may not be drawn to favor or disfavor an incumbent or

political party. Districts shall not be drawn to deny racial or language minorities the equal

opportunity to participate in the political process and elect representatives of their choice. Districts

must be contiguous. Unless otherwise required, districts must be compact, as equal in population as

feasible, and where feasible must make use of existing city, county and geographical boundaries.

"There are few things more hazardous in politics than a bad idea that sounds good," said Rep. Dean Cannon, the

House speaker designee. "I like FairDistricts, but the premise is flawed and the structure is flawed."

Haridopolos and Cannon say the FairDistricts' premise is flawed because it assumes the reason districts have such

sprawling shapes, and Republicans are in the majority because incumbents draw districts to favor themselves.

Video: Watch interview with Dean Cannon on Amendments 5 and 6

In Cannon's view, the imbalance is reflective of voters who simply choose not to always vote along their party

lines. He took the two U.S. Senate seats and four Cabinet seats in Florida as an example. Four of the six are

Republican.

"Now you can't accuse us of drawing the state of Florida in some peculiar configuration," said Cannon. "Voters

have crossed party lines. Voters are smart. They choose among candidates and they differentiate."

But Sen. Dave Aronberg, D-Greenacres, sees it differently.

"[He's] right about the state, but the districts are different," he said. "The districts are skewed to only elect one

member of a party -- to elect either a Democrat or a Republican. There are very few competitive districts left."

Aronberg is one of FairDistricts' strongest voices in support of Amendments 5 and 6. He says his district, which

stretches from West Palm Beach to Fort Myers and down to Naples, is an example of gerrymandering.

"This is the typical game of incumbents trying to make a fake argument; trying to scare people into rejecting this

and make people believe the current system, the status quo, is somehow better," Aronberg said.

FairDistricts' claims support by more than 50 nonpartisan Florida organizations -- including League of Women
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FairDistricts' claims support by more than 50 nonpartisan Florida organizations -- including League of Women

Voters, AARP, NAACP and Democracia Ahora -- but they receive most of their financial support from

unions, including $500,000 from the Florida Education Association and $250,000 from the SEIU labor union.

They describe their purpose as working to establish constitutional rules to stop politicians from drawing districts

to favor themselves. They accuse politicians, particularly Republicans, of manipulating district boundaries to keep

themselves and their friends in power by drawing lines based on voter registration records.

Opponents of the amendments say, ultimately, the FairDistricts' requirements would make it so convoluted that

anyone can take it to a judge claiming it doesn't meet requirements.

If the courts twice strike down the FairDistricts' attempt, the Constitution says the Florida Supreme Court would

then have to draw the map itself.

"That's one of the basic premises of our federal republic, that courts don't make political decisions; and yet 5 and

6, left unchecked, may result in courts drawing political districts."

Aronberg argues that would still be better than the alternative.

"I'd rather have the courts draw the lines than the politicians themselves," he said. "Do you think it's a better

system to have incumbents draw their own districts? It's a terrible system."

Cannon says he and Haridopolos asked those who drafted the amendments to explain some of the seemingly

contradictory requirements. He says they refused to give an answer.

"The fact that the drafters wouldn't explain how they would work to the legislative branch that would be

governed by them -- that raised a red flag," Cannon said.

He added that because support of the amendments is primarily funded by trial lawyers and unions, "that sends

up a red flag, too, that there's sort of a partisan motive behind them."

Lane Wright can be reached at lane@sunshinestatenews.com or at (561) 247-1063.
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Crazy gerrymandering of districts is why we need Amendments
5 and 6 » TCPalm.com

Another election with few choices for Tallahassee or the U.S. Congress: Do you wonder why? Have you ever

considered running yourself?

The truth is that current office holders in Florida have stacked the deck against you, me, or any outsider who

might consider being citizen legislators. In St. Lucie County, we have had some excellent folks consider running

who had served on the county commission or school board. Most of us mere citizens would think someone who

successfully was elected to a countywide office could be very competitive for higher positions.

But the districts are drawn in crazy pattern which is senseless to all but the computer programmers and current

politicians. Instead of a congressional district of one, two or even three counties, they are spread out

over nine or more counties with a few streets here and a few in next county and a few in the next. What does this

mean to us?

When a citizen wants to run, instead of buying time in one or two media markets for televison ads, the district is

spread out over many, which means it is prohibitively expensive to run for office. This means the office holders

pick who elects them rather than the voters picking their representives as was intended by our Founding Fathers.

Many folks are going back to their old offices without even facing the voters in next week’s election at all. This

result of the back-room drawn districts is special interests and out-of-state forces bankrolling the guys who serve

their purposes instead of the folks these politicians are supposed to be representing.

Lets take back our rights as citizens. Vote for Fair District Amendments 5 and 6 on Election Day.

Timothy Williams

Port St. Lucie

http://www.tcpalm.com/news/2010/oct/25/letter-crazy-gerrymandering-of-districts-is-why/
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What does Amendment 6 mean?
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bradbuck@dailycommercial.com

Four people represent Lake County in Congress -- Corrine Brown, Ginny Brown-Waite, Alan Grayson and Cliff

Stearns.

Brown-Waite represents all of Sumter County.

And none of them lives in Lake or Sumter County.

"I'd like to see Lake County have one congressional district, but that isn't going to happen," said Joe Rudderow,

chairman of the Lake County Republican Committee.

Nancy Hurlbert, chair of the Lake County Democratic Committee, cannot get over the fact that in her area, Mount

Dora, Grayson represents almost everyone. But there's one sliver of Mount Dora represented by Brown.

"Some of these districts are absolutely ridiculous," Hurlbert said.

The congressional districts of the four House members who represent Lake skirt all over the place.

Brown's district starts in Jacksonville and meanders down and across the St. Johns River. Grayson's district is just

about as twisted.

A question voters must decide Nov. 2 is whether to let the Legislature redraw congressional district boundaries to

make them more "fair."

By "fair" in this case, Amendment 6 asks voters if they want congressional districts that do not favor or disfavor

any candidate or party.

After each census, a legislative commission redraws district boundaries based on population shifts. So this will

happen in the next year, whether Amendment 6 passes or not. But if the amendment does pass, it will

theoretically make the districts more fair.

If the amendment gets approved, congressional districts should be compact, contiguous and respect minorities.

"The intent is good," Rudderow said. "They're trying to do away with gerrymandering." That's the practice of

drawing legislative and congressional district boundaries to protect particular candidates and/or parties. The

boundaries wind up meandering all over the place. And gerrymandering, as Rudderow knows, "has been around

for as long as politics has been around."

But the main problem with Amendment 6 is that it's only two paragraphs long, and the issue of redistricting is far

more complicated than that, he said. Attorneys will be in court forever, battling over what's a "fair" district

boundary.

http://www.dailycommercial.com/localnews/story/102810amendment6
http://www.dailycommercial.com/storygallery/102810amendment6
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Even if it passes, though, Rudderow doesn't think the amendment will affect Lake County voters.

"We're never going to get it fair to all people," he said. "Population isn't situated like that." It grows in all different

directions.

There's a different way to make elections fairer to the electorate, Rudderow said.

"I'd rather see term limits on (the ballot)," he said.

Aubrey Jewett, a political science professor at the University of Central Florida, said neutral groups such as the

League of Women Voters favor the amendment because in the long run, more people will know who their

representative is. The theory is that the districts will be more compact and make sense to the average voter,

Jewitt said.

But that's not what's really going on, he said.

In the short run, Democratic groups are pushing Amendments 5 and 6 because they know Republicans will

control the Florida House and determine congressional district boundaries, he said.

There are other inherent problems with the amendment, Jewett said.

You might redraw a district to help a black, but you'll more than likely help the Democratic Party, and that's a no-

no under this measure. Or you could draw a district to help a Cuban get elected and that would invariably help

Republicans, he said.

"In many ways, it's beneficial to have more representatives in state or federal government because the more

voices you have," the better off you are, Jewett said.

With only one person representing your town or your county, you don't have as many people with a vested

interest in your issues, Jewett said.
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Money flows to incumbents - Other Views

There are two ways to look at the state of black politics in Miami.

In the ``glass half-cracked'' version, black communities are stuck with ineffective politicians who often help

themselves but not their constituents, and who can't lose because of the impenetrable shield of money

surrounding incumbents. Pols like U.S. Rep. Corrine Brown, Democrat of Jacksonville (and U.S. Rep. Mario Diaz-

Balart, Republican of Miami) are trying to scare minority voters away from redistricting reform, the better to

cling to power for another 20 years.

In the ``glass mosaic'' version, black politics has never been more vibrant: more and more, diverse candidates are

running for state and federal offices than at any time in recent memory.

In Miami's District 5, for the third time in two years, the battle is on for a commission seat that's seen multiple

occupants leave the dais indicted.

Incumbent Richard Dunn was appointed on a promise not to run in November. He's running anyway, and not only

do the commissioners who set that unheard-of precondition not mind a bit, Dunn claims the support of Mayor

Toms Regalado, Commission Chair Marc Sarnoff, Miami Commissioner Francis Suarez and Miami-Dade County

Commissioner Audrey Edmonson. Sarnoff consultant Steve Marin, once a Dunn adversary, is now his consultant.

Dunn has raised more than $240,000; about 10 times what the next best funded of his five opponents, Alison

Austin, has taken in. The cash is largely from developers and construction companies expected to join the soup

line for the glut of money set to flow from the CRA (community redevelopment agencies) and into the Port of

Miami.

``Nobody thought God would give me the ability to win these people over with my leadership,'' Dunn said of his

newfound allies. And he points to his record on the commission and a petition with 1,500 signatures on it from

District 5 residents urging him to run.

Austin supporters claim a ``climate of intimidation'' is keeping funders from supporting other candidates, but

Dunn denies it. He calls the monetary pull of incumbency ``one of the general, normal, basic, fundamental things

in politics.''

On that score, he's right.

County Commissioner Dorrin Rolle has raised about $329,000 to extend his tenure in District 2 -- double what

Eugene Flinn, the top money raiser in District 8 has taken in to fill that district's open seat, and four and a half

times the haul of Rolle's opponent, Jean Monestime. Controversies over Rolle's stewardship of the James E. Scott

Community Association (JESCA) and the battered condition of much of his district haven't slowed him down a bit.

Former Miami Mayor Maurice Ferre calls the pressure to give to incumbents par for the course, but also a ``legal

way to be unethical,'' and even ``a clear and present danger to the republic.''

``It's almost an unwritten rule that wealthy, interested parties [like] developers and builders give money,'' Ferre

said without commenting on specific races. ``That's why you get people who otherwise wouldn't seem worthy of

public office raising $300,000 and $400,000 and getting elected with 5,000 votes.''

Indeed, cities and counties all over the country have for decades lived a microcosm of the money tsunami the U.S.

Supreme Court unleashed with its Citizens United decision that allows unlimited funds from corporations and

http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/10/28/1895514/money-flows-to-incumbents.html


labor unions.
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Florida's Elections and Black Politics

Florida's Republican Gov. Charlie Crist, now the "independent" U.S. Senate candidate, trails the official Republican

candidate, Marco Rubio, by six points, and political forecasters in the state now predict a Rubio victory. Kendrick

Meek, the state's first black Democratic candidate, is given no chance at all. Every poll since Labor Day has him

with no more than 25 percent support. Some Democratic Party leaders have quietly urged him to drop out of the

race and throw his support to Crist, but Meek told a USA Today interviewer, "I'm comfortable playing the role of

David."

From the beginning, the election has been in the national headlines. Immigration and health care have been a

large target of Republican campaign advertising. "Vote to rescue America" and "the America that was is no more"

are two constantly repeated Republican refrains on television, usually accompanied by images of Barack Obama

or Nancy Pelosi, even in races that seem distant from Washington, D.C., like state attorney general or chief

financial officer. For those of us old enough to remember, such slogans hint at yearnings for the racist society that

existed until the struggle for civil rights and the 1965 Voting Rights Act began redefining Southern politics and

America.

But the manner in which race has been turned on its head is one of the interesting dynamics here in this Florida

election season. What might be called "the skin test" may have to be thrown out the window. State Sen. Al

Lawson, minority leader in the Florida Legislature and the only black Democrat representing northern Florida,

has endorsed Crist -- not Meek. Lawson lost the August primary for the congressional seat held by Blue Dog

Democrat Allen Boyd in large part because both the state Democratic Party and President Obama endorsed Boyd.

Their endorsements were a politically pragmatic effort to aid the seven-term conservative Congressman, who,

down nearly a dozen points in the polls, now seems likely to lose his seat to his Republican opponent. Some

speculation suggests that the endorsement of Boyd is the Democratic Party's way of sending a subtle message to

black voters that it is OK to vote for Crist. With Meek virtually out of the running, Democratic leadership much

prefers Crist over Tea Party favorite Rubio, whose victory would put a crucial U.S. Senate seat in the hands of a

Republican.

In the tight race for Florida's 22nd Congressional District, which includes Fort Lauderdale and Palm Beach,

Republican Allen West has the Tea Party and Sarah Palin in his corner. He is one of 32 African Americans running

for congressional seats as Republicans this November.

The former Army lieutenant colonel was forced to retire after firing a gun near a detainee's head in Iraq to get

information about a possible ambush. During the 2008 presidential campaign, he compared Obama campaign

events to Nazi rallies and has accused Obama and Pelosi of Gestapo tactics. Should he win, however, West says he

wants to join the Congressional Black Caucus.

Redistricting is the stealth issue in the election. It has the greatest potential consequence for Florida's black

electorate and also reflects the changing face of "black" politics. Two "Fair Districts" constitutional amendments

on the state ballot would prohibit state lawmakers from drawing legislative or congressional districts that favor

incumbents or political parties.

The often bizarrely drawn districts have also guaranteed a black majority district that has repeatedly sent Rep.

Corrine Brown to Congress since 1992; and unsurprisingly, Brown opposes the amendments. She calls them an

effort to "bleach" her district, arguing that minority representation in Florida will diminish if the amendments

pass.
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But the state NAACP and nearly every member of Florida's Legislative Black Caucus say the amendments would

give minorities more power. Redistricting in 1992 shifted Democratic voters, many of them minorities, out of

other districts, resulting by 1996 in Republican control of the Legislature for the first time in nearly 120 years.

Politicians like former Atlanta Mayor and U.S. Rep. Andrew Young have proved that blacks can win white votes in

unexpected places, but of the 42 black Democrats in the House, all but two represent districts in which blacks are

a majority or plurality. An important question raised in Florida and other Republican campaigns around the

country is, With Republicans fielding more black candidates than Democrats in federal races, how relevant are the

accusations of racism that have been a staple of Democratic Party campaigning?

Charles Cobb Jr. is a regular contributor to The Root.

Like The Root on Facebook. Follow us on Twitter.

http://www.facebook.com/theroot
http://www.twitter.com/theroot247
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More cash for Florida redistricting fight - Ben Smith

October 30, 2010

I wrote recently about the big money, mostly from the left, flowing into the campaign to depoliticize Florida's

redistricting process, a move with the very political consequence of tilting the field back toward the Democrats.

The latest contributions include $250,000 from Mike Bloomberg, $250,000 from the Atlantic Advocacy Fund,

the liberal charity that underwrote Health Care for America Now, and a big $800,000 from the National

Education Association, waging a battle over teaching rules in the state.

Posted by Ben Smith 05:20 PM

Back to top
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Haridopolos wrong on amendments 5, 6; real people favor them
» TCPalm.com

I think the Florida voters who signed the 1.7 million petitions to get Amendments 5 and 6 on the ballot would

disagree with Mike Haridopolos’ Oct. 23 column. Don’t be misled by his scare tactics. Look who is really

supporting amendments 5 and 6.

Every major newspaper in the state has said vote “yes” on Amendments 5 and 6. Organizations including the

League of Women Voters, AARP, NAACP, Democracia Ahora, Florida’s Legislative Black Caucus, Florida Black

Caucus of Elected Officials, Florida League of Cities and the Florida Association of Counties have all endorsed

amendments 5 and 6.

Now, look who is opposing: legislators who fear losing their secure seats and the lobbyists and special-interest

corporations who influence them.

We can no longer afford to allow legislators to go behind closed doors with their supporters to create backroom

deals for their own political gain and protection. This is our chance to ensure that elected officials can be held

accountable by the voters they represent. The way for Florida voters to truly protect their vote is by voting yes

on amendments 5 and 6.

Lisa Sloat

Miami
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PolitiFact Florida | Opponent of Amendments 5, 6 claims
"liberal, out-of-state" donors have spent millions

The group fighting a proposal to change how the state Legislature draws state and congressional district

boundaries says in a new TV ad that the issue is being funded and supported largely by liberal, out-of-state

special interests.

Amendments 5 and 6, which will appear on the Nov. 2, 2010, ballot, seek to amend the state Constitution so that

districts are compact, contiguous and rely on existing city, county and geographical boundaries.

The group backing the changes, Fair Districts Florida, says the changes to the Constitution would prevent elected

leaders from drawing legislative boundaries to benefit incumbents or one political party. But opponents, including

the group Protect Your Vote, say the changes create standards that are impossible to meet and may actually

make preserving minority representation more difficult. Instead, the opposition group — funded primarily by the

Republican Party of Florida — characterizes the amendments as "designed to elect more Democrats."

A new ad by the group says:

"Take a close look at Amendments 5 and 6. They are a con job and a power grab.

"Liberal out-of-state special interests are spending millions on 5 and 6 to change the way Florida draws its

congressional and legislative districts so they can elect more liberals to support the Obama-Pelosi agenda.

"More taxes, more spending, more debt, more job loss.

"How can the same liberal groups that helped bring America to its knees put Florida back on its feet?"

The "liberal, out of state special interests" claim is accompanied by symbols of the AFL-CIO, SEIU, the American

Trial Lawyers Association, the American Civil Liberties Union, and ACORN — the Association of Community

Organizations for Reform Now. Below the symbols is text that says "Spending on 5 & 6 ... $5,786,364."

In this claim, we're checking that "liberal, out-of-state special interests are spending millions" supporting

Amendments 5 and 6.

For the record, here are official summaries of the two amendments. They are almost identical, with 5 applying to

the state Legislature and 6 to Florida’s congressional districts.

Amendment 5  — Legislative districts or districting plans may not be drawn to favor or disfavor an incumbent or

political party. Districts shall not be drawn to deny racial or language minorities the equal opportunity to

participate in the political process and elect representatives of their choice. Districts must be contiguous. Unless

otherwise required, districts must be compact, as equal in population as feasible, and where feasible must make

use of existing city, county and geographical boundaries.

Amendment 6 — Congressional districts or districting plans may not be drawn to favor or disfavor an incumbent

or political party. Districts shall not be drawn to deny racial or language minorities the equal opportunity to

participate in the political process and elect representatives of their choice. Districts must be contiguous. Unless

otherwise required, districts must be compact, as equal in population as feasible, and where feasible must make

use of existing city, county and geographical boundaries.

Through Oct. 8, Fair Districts Florida had raised $6.9 million, more than two-thirds of which came in large
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Through Oct. 8, Fair Districts Florida had raised $6.9 million, more than two-thirds of which came in large

donations of $25,000 or more. We’re looking at contributions before Oct. 8 because new reporting Oct. 28 wasn’t

taken into account for Protect Your Vote’s ad.

It’s well-covered ground that "liberals" — or at least groups that traditionally support Democrats — are dominant

contributors to Fair Districts Florida. The Orlando Sentinel and other news organizations characterize the issue as

one of incumbents vs. those out of power, since Republicans will draw the new lines in 2012 based on fresh data

from the 2010 census. Republicans also drew them 10 years ago, since they had gained control of the state

Legislature after a redistricting effort led by Democrats the previous decade had been redrawn by the courts. The

resulting congressional delegation had 15 Republicans and 10 Democrats even though registered Democrats

outnumber Republicans in the state. The Orlando Sentinel analyzed campaign contributions and concluded in an

Oct. 20 article that "Democrats and their traditional allies have provided more than $5.7 million of the $6.9

million raised by Fair Districts Florida."

But what about the part of the claim that says "out of state?" Campaign contributors provide an address, so it’s

easy to separate contributions inside Florida from those outside it. PolitiFact Florida removed contributions from

Florida addresses (ignoring a handful of small contributions that didn’t come with an address), and came up with

$2.2 million in outside funding, with large contributions from the liberal group America Votes and labor union the

National Education Association. That $2.2 million is about 32 percent of Fair District Florida’s funding through

Oct. 8.

PolitiFact Florida also wondered about contributions from the groups whose logos appeared in the ad along with

the amount "$5,786,364." How much had they contributed? We confirmed that SEIU contributed $625,000;

Florida ACORN, $25,000 (back in 2007); and AFL-CIO chapters more than $18,000. But we were unable to find

contributions from the American Trial Lawyers Association or the American Civil Liberties Union.

We contacted Ryan Duffy of public relations firm Ron Sachs Communications, who had provided us with a link to

the ad and a four-page document supporting its claims. Did the Protect Your Vote campaign also come up with

$2.2 million in out-of-state contributions and zero campaign cash from the ATLA and ACLU?

On the "out-of-state" question, he responded that according to Politico, America Votes had contributed $500,000

to the Florida Watch Ballot Committee, which in turn handed the money to Fair Districts Florida — making it out-

of-state money that merely looked like in-state money. The same was true of a Florida Education Association

donation of $500,000 after it received the same-sized donation from the National Education Association, he

wrote.

He added: "These findings suggest the possibility that even more money than this is being filtered through local

organizations that has yet to be uncovered."

Meanwhile, he acknowledged that the American Trial Lawyers Association and American Civil Liberties Union

were not direct contributors to Fair Districts Florida. Rather, he said, they were included in the ad because

donations from attorneys amounted to $1.2 million and 18 percent of the total contributions made to Fair Districts

Florida, while the ACLU used its own money to organize rallies, distribute campaign literature, issue news

releases and send out e-mail alerts in support of Amendments 5 and 6.

"Thus while the ACLU does not show up as a donor, it is clear that both the Florida and national organizations

have contributed numerous resources (e-mails to their mailing list, organization of rallies, promotion on their

website etc) to Fair Districts Florida," Duffy wrote.

What does the Truth-O-Meter make of all this?

When it comes to the phrase "Liberal, out-of-state special interests are spending millions on 5 and 6," the Protect

Your Vote group does reasonably well. PolitiFact Florida identifies $2.2 million in out-of-state money — though
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it’s not immediately possible to confirm all 230 contributions are from "liberal" donors or "special interests."

Many donations come from individuals. But arguments from Duffy about the Florida Watch Ballot Committee and

National Education Association hold some weight, providing an additional $1 million that fits the "out-of-state

special interests" category and tipping the claim closer to true.

But this claim wasn’t made in isolation: The words appeared just as five logos and a number flashed on the screen

for viewers. The AFL-CIO, SEIU, American Trial Lawyers Association, American Civil Liberties Union and

ACORN logos appear above text that says: "Spending on 5 & 6 ... $5,786,364." We know two of those

organizations didn’t contribute directly to Fair Districts Florida, and the rest contributed less than $669,000

combined. Also, the number on the screen represents "liberal" donations to Fair Districts Florida — not just those

from out of state. Anyone watching without other background could fairly conclude that nearly $5.8 million had

been contributed by "liberal, out-of-state special interests," with significant contributions from the organizations

on the screen. That’s simply not the case.

Meanwhile, it’s not clear that the message itself came from a partisan group — the top six donations to Protect

Your Vote come from the Republican Party of Florida: $750,000 as of Oct. 8, and $1.9 million since then.

"Liberal, out-of-state special interests" is the claim we’re checking, and there are clearly more than $1 million in

donations that fit that category, and possibly more. But the mix of group logos and dollar figures is misleading. Not

all those groups contributed money directly. Those who did contributed less than $1 million combined. And the

number dramatically overstates "liberal, out-of-state special interests" since it represents all "liberal" donations

from both inside and outside the state.  We rate this claim Half True.
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Redistricting Fight Starts Nov. 2 (Florida Gov. race is pivotal)

Redistricting Fight Starts Nov. 2

Florida Republican gubernatorial candidate Rick Scott stands with running mate Jennifer Carroll at a campaign

stop Tuesday in New Port Richey, Fla.... View Enlarged Image Republicans are poised to retake control of the

House after the midterm elections. Big state-level gains should bolster their chances of winning and holding more

seats in the coming years.

Population trends should give more House seats and electoral votes to "red" states at the expense of typically

"blue" states. Additionally, Republicans will get a boost in redistricting battles next year from expected big gains

in statehouses and governorships.

the rest of the article:

Nevertheless, there are many mitigating factors that could limit the GOPs gains.

Final census estimates, on which reapportionment depends, wont be finished until year-end.

Estimates provided by the firm Election Data Services show Texas gaining an additional four House seats. Florida

will gain two seats, while Arizona, Georgia, Nevada, South Carolina, Utah and Washington will gain one each.

States likely to lose one seat are Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey and

Pennsylvania. New York and Ohio could each lose two.

Red States Get Bigger

Washington is the only state poised to gain a seat that usually votes Democratic. Louisiana is the lone red state

likely to lose a seat.

It is somewhat of a trend from bluer states to redder states, said Kim Brace, president of Election Data Services.

But its more a trend from the Northeast and Upper Midwest to the South and West. Thats where the population

movement has been since World War II.

Democrats hold 26 governorships vs. 24 for Republicans. Election analysts generally predict the GOP will pick up

6-8 governorships.

A lot of those House seats seem to be going to states where Republicans are likely to control the process, said

professor Keith Gaddie, a redistricting expert at the University of Oklahoma. But thats not as certain as we

thought it was.

Texas Republicans currently control the governors mansion and statehouse.

Recent polls show Gov. Rick Perry solidifying his lead over strong Democratic challenger Bill White. In Florida, the

GOP controls the legislature but may lose the governorship. Republican Rick Scott and Democrat Alex Sink are

neck-and-neck.

Of the states projected to lose House seats, six have state legislatures controlled by Democrats.

But the parties split control of the legislatures in Ohio, Michigan and Pennsylvania. The GOP has a solid chance of

regaining full legislative control in Ohio and Michigan and Republican gubernatorial candidates are currently

leading in both states.
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leading in both states.

When you have a governor of one party and a legislature of the other party, the gains or losses are more likely to

get shared, Gaddie said. If they cant make a deal, it goes to litigation that can cost the state millions.

Texas population has grown by nearly 4 million over the past decade, but most of that has been among Hispanics.

Hispanics tend to vote Democratic, and Gaddie suggests that one or two of the likely new Texas districts may

have heavy concentrations of Hispanics.

Finally, ballot initiatives that seek to strip politicians of their redistricting power could also play a role.

No More Gerrymanders?

California voters will decide on Proposition 20, which would let a citizen commission created in 2008 to determine

state legislative seats draw up congressional districts. Though the Golden State is not projected to gain or lose

House seats, the panel could put in play more of the 53 seats which now almost never switch hands, due to

gerrymandering.

The current process for doing redistricting is Americas best kept dirty little secret, said Gerry Hebert, program

director at Americans for Redistricting Reform. Politicians use the process to choose the voters they want in their

district. That leads to fewer competitive districts.

However, state Democrats are promoting Proposition 27, which would eliminate the panel entirely.

Democratic groups are taking a different stance in Florida, hoping Amendment 6 will produce more Democratic

seats. It would let state courts reject any redistricting plan designed by state legislators with the intent to favor or

disfavor a political party or incumbent.

A few states already have panels that draw congressional districts, but most still let governors and state

legislatures alter the plans.

The state legislature, on its own, is unlikely to give up the redistricting power, Hebert said.

Disclaimer: Opinions posted on Free Republic are those of the individual posters and do not necessarily

represent the opinion of Free Republic or its management. All materials posted herein are protected by copyright

law and the exemption for fair use of copyrighted works.
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Florida voters to decide on redistricting amendments in
November

Length: 4:39 minutes (4.26 MB)

Format: MP3 Mono 44kHz 128Kbps (CBR)

Yesterday, we looked at how redistricting, the process of redrawing district boundaries, could shape congress for

years to come after the November elections. Today, we take a look at how that could play out on the state level.

In Florida, voters will decide on two proposed amendments to the state Constitution that would establish new

rules for redistricting. The Amendments supporters say the current system is unfair: over the last six years, only

three incumbents have been defeated out of more than 420 races for the Florida Legislature. But opponents say

elected officials of color could lose seats. From WMNF Community Radio in Tampa, Seán Kinane reports.
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Fair districts mean truer representation

The Tampa Tribune

Published: November 1, 2010

Of all the amendments on the ballot Tuesday, 5 and 6 could have the most lasting significance to Florida voters.

This pair would change the way lawmakers configure congressional and legislative districts by setting new and fair

standards for redistricting in the state constitution.

The U.S. Constitution requires states to use new U.S. Census data every 10 years to redraw their federal and

state lawmakers' districts. Each decade, the boundaries are redrawn, and that time is almost upon us.

Tuesday's vote culminates a years-long and bipartisan effort to bring some sanity to the process. 

As it stands now, the party in power has total control of what has become an incumbent-protection project.

Most of the proponents for change are Democrats. They're out of power and would stand to benefit most from a

yes vote. Most Republicans, meanwhile, have reservations about the proposals. They're in power, and they want

to stay in control.

But while both parties may have political motives in their stands, the goal of the "Fair District" amendments is not

to help either party but to empower voters.

Redistricting and reapportionment have become more about politicians choosing their voters than about voters

choosing their representatives, which is why this newspaper, like every other major daily in Florida, has urged a

yes vote on both counts.

Under amendments 5 and 6, state lawmakers would retain the responsibility for drawing their district lines. But

the guidelines would lead to more compact and sensible boundaries and more competitive races.

The rules would do away with districts that stretch hundreds of miles and sometimes bounce from one side of the

street to another. Small towns like Temple Terrace would likely not be served by three members of Congress.

Approving the proposed standards would bring order to the process. Wedges should not be driven between

communities, counties and voters.

And politicians would be more likely to listen to all their constituents. Because the current system tends to lump

like-minded voters in the same districts, elected officials often have little incentive to consider opposing views.

Democrats in safe districts can be as liberal as they like without regard for the welfare of small business owners.

Similarly, safe Republican lawmakers can dismiss the concerns of union members.

Districts that are drawn to reflect communities, rather than to segregate voters according to parties, would likely

make more responsive elected officials.

The amendments are aimed at getting rid of rigged results and offering a truer representation of voters,

achievements that members of both parties should support.
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ThinkProgress’ Things To Be Thankful For: Redistricting
Reform

There are few aspects of politics that appeal to politicians’ worst demons more

than redistricting. The process begins after the decennial census is conducted

and population data is given to the states, which then use various methods to

redraw their congressional districts accordingly. In many states that task is

delegated to the state legislature and governor. When both are controlled by

the same party, as will be the case next year in states like Georgia,

Pennsylvania, and Illinois, redistricting often descends into gerrymandering,

the process by which one party deliberately manipulates the map in order to

put the other party at a disadvantage.

But fortunately, we’ve seen several substantive efforts at redistricting reform this year. Ridding our political

system of gerrymandering is an issue that puts voters ahead of incumbents and benefits both Republicans and

Democrats. Ensuring more fairness and competitiveness in our elections has been pushed by people across the

political spectrum, from Tea Partiers to progressives, and from establishment Republicans to establishment

Democrats. Because redistricting benefits the party in power, a party’s position on the issue often depends on

their status.

Thankfully, voters in a growing number of states are pushing for changes that remove — or severely restrict —

politics from redistricting. Four such states are California, Florida, Iowa, and Arizona:

CALIFORNIA — For the past ten years, California has been a model of the ill-effects of partisan

redistricting. A decade ago, California legislators opted to draw a new map with the primary goal of

protecting incumbent officeholders. It worked beyond belief. In the following election, every single

incumbent in California’s House, Senate, and congressional delegation won reelection, taking an

average 69 percent of the vote. Over the ensuing decade, none of the 120 legislative seats and just

one of the state’s 53 congressional seats have switched parties.

This time around, California voters opted to draw the map themselves. In November, they

overwhelmingly passed Proposition 20, which turned over congressional redistricting to a citizen

commission. Out of 31,000 applicants, eight Californians — including a bookstore owner, an

engineer, and an insurance agent — were chosen at random last week to serve. Those eight will soon

choose another six citizens to finalize the 14-member commission, which will be evenly split

between five Democrats, five Republicans, and four unaffiliated voters. Together, the commission

will draw a new map using “strict, nonpartisan rules.” In order to become law, the new map must be

supported by at least nine of the 14 members — three Democrats, three Republicans, and three

unaffiliated voters.

FLORIDA — Like California, Florida’s current map is an egregious example of gerrymandering. A

perpetual swing state, Florida backed President Bush in 2004 with 52 percent of the vote and

President Obama in 2008 with 51 percent of the vote. However, thanks in large part to Republican

gerrymandering in 2001, the GOP’s 55 percent of the state’s congressional vote in 2010 translated

into capturing 75 percent of the state’s congressional seats.

Thankfully, Florida voters passed a redistricting reform initiative in November by a whopping 25

points, despite opposition from the state Republican Party, who stood to lose a new opportunity to
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gerrymander the state’s districts. Now, despite a Republican governor and large majorities in the

state legislature, the GOP is barred from drawing congressional districts that “favor or disfavor an

incumbent or political party.”

IOWA — Iowa is a model for fair, nonpartisan redistricting. Rather than allowing legislators to pick

which voters they want to represent, Iowa gives the power of redistricting to an independent body,

the Legislative Services Agency. The LSA draws a map that uses specific formulas to keep districts

as compact and contiguous as possible, while also preserving city and county boundaries. Where

current legislators live is a factor that is prohibited from consideration. The map is then voted on in

the state legislature, but if it’s rejected, the LSA is then charged with producing another map that

the legislature may like less.

There are a few demographic aspects unique to Iowa that make the state’s redistricting restrictions

less complicated and more apt to the type of reform it has implemented. For instance, as

Stateline.org notes, “Iowa is so overwhelmingly white that it does not have to craft districts that

favor minority voters, as required under the federal Voting Rights Act. Plus, Democrats and

Republicans are spread pretty evenly throughout the state.” Still, Iowa’s approach is laudable and

other states would do well to replicate its system.

ARIZONA — Like Iowa, Arizona employs an independent redistricting commission comprised of

two Democrats, two Republicans, and one independent. Instead of protecting incumbents and

ensuring their reelection, the commission is charged with drawing as many competitive districts as

possible while still creating compact, contiguous and fair borders. Unlike California, Arizona

succeeded at prompting competitiveness in its congressional elections over the past decade. Nearly

40 percent of the state’s districts switched parties once, while a quarter switched parties twice.

Rather than disenfranchising voters, Arizona has taken positive steps to ensure that its elections are

representative and fair.
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Ballot Access News » Blog Archive » Redistricting Reform
Passes in Florida and California

On November 2, redistricting reform ballot measures passed in both Florida and California.  In Florida, the

measures require the legislature to draw congressional and legislative district boundaries without regard for

partisanship and without regard for helping incumbents.  The lines must respect county boundaries to the extent

possible.  Both measure (one for U.S. House boundaries, and one for legislative boundaries) needed 60%, but both

attained it.

In California, over 60% of the voters voted to transfer authority for drawing U.S. House district boundaries to the

same Citizens Commission that was already in place for drawing legislative boundaries.  A rival measure, to

eliminate the Citizens Commission, failed with only 40% of the vote.
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Gag order on redistricting study? || Gulf Coast Business Review

By: Gulf Coast Business Review

November 02, 2010

Millions of dollars have been flowing from left-wing interests outside the state to support FairDistrictsFlorida.org,

the elections redistricting campaign. Count the likes of left-wing financier George Soros, national labor unions such

as SEIU and the controversial Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) among its

contributors.

Miami attorney Ellen Freidin, who co-chaired John Kerry’s presidential campaign in Florida in 2004, heads

FairDistrictsFlorida.

Proposed state constitutional Amendments 5 and 6 would change how the redistricting process works in Florida

by setting constitutionally mandated standards for drawing legislative and congressional district lines.

Critics claim the result will be a confusing set of state and federal standards leading to litigation and judicial

determination of voting districts. And that may be what liberals ultimately want.

One key standard requires districts be compact to eliminate gerrymandering.

But an academic study co-authored by Jowei Chen of the University of Michigan and Stanford University’s

Jonathan Rodden, refutes Freidin’s group’s main claim: that partisan gerrymandering in 2002 led to the

Legislature and Florida’s congressional delegation being dominated by Republicans even though Democrat voters

outnumber Republicans voters. See the study at http://www.stanford.edu/~jrodden/chen_rodden_florida.pdf.

That 45-page study, subtitled, “Why Compact, Contiguous Districts are Bad for the Democrats,” points out that

it’s the fact that Democrats are concentrated in compact urban areas where they win big — but mostly lose in

suburban and rural areas — that causes what FairDistrictsFlorida mistakenly blames on gerrymandering. The

change could also cost minorities their representation, which explains why many African-American and Hispanic

legislators, and U.S. Rep. Corinne Brown, D-Jacksonville, oppose it.

The study’s authors conclude that, “The best hope for Democrats to reclaim the Florida Congressional delegation

or state legislature is to insist on a districting scheme that minimizes the importance of compactness.” But that’s

the opposite of what Amendments 5 and 6 seek to do.

So Coffee Talk asked state Rep. Keith Fitzgerald, D-Sarasota, also a political science professor at New College,

what he thought of the study. Fitzgerald, who supports the amendments, and has read the study, referred to it as

“a good study,” “a carefully done study,” and said, “It’s a really good study.”

But then, Fitzgerald told Coffee Talk, “The Fair Districts people have tried to get me not to talk about that study.”

Fitzgerald says it wasn’t Freidin who tried to put the gag on him, but wouldn’t name names. Freidin admitted that

she hadn’t read the study though she was aware of it.

Apparently, it’s not relevant, though Fitzgerald says, “Democrats are going to be sorely disappointed.” No doubt

those will include those multi-million dollar contributors.
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Florida redistricting standards pass while class-size changes,
Hometown Democracy fail

By Becky Bowers and Ron Matus Times Staff Writers 

In Print: Wednesday, November 3, 2010

Voters followed the money on citizen-led constitutional amendments Tuesday, narrowly passing two redistricting

measures backed by a $9 million campaign and rejecting a dramatically outspent Hometown Democracy effort.

Meanwhile, Florida voters didn't endorse the Legislature's attempt to put some flexibility into the class-size

amendment they approved eight years ago.

"We didn't have the money and the organization that our opponents had," said state Sen. Don Gaetz, R-Niceville,

a former Okaloosa County superintendent and a leading supporter of Amendment 8. "For the teachers union,

class size is the holy grail. And the teachers union worked very hard in this campaign. They raised a lot of money."

Having the cash to communicate with voters is especially important on constitutional measures, said Susan

MacManus, a political scientist at the University of South Florida.

"Advertising matters when it comes to amendments, because voters find them so confusing," she said.

However, two of three other legislative measures passed without big spending:

Amendment 2, which gives a property tax break to military personnel deployed overseas, passed easily. "Who

would not want to give those folks who are in active service a little bit of a break, right?" said Aubrey Jewett, a

political scientist at the University of Central Florida.

A nonbinding referendum that asked voters if they want to see the U.S. Constitution amended to "require a

balanced federal budget without raising taxes" also appealed to voters, though it's merely a survey of public

opinion.

Amendment 1, which would have ended public financing of state political campaigns, attracted a simple majority

of voters, but not the 60 percent required to pass. "Most Floridians don't even know we have public financing in

campaigns," said Daniel Smith, a political scientist at the University of Florida.

Constitutional amendments from any source have been harder to pass since 2006, when voters approved what

else an amendment requiring 60 percent approval instead of a simple majority. Still, in 2008, a citizen-led

measure defining marriage passed, as did three of five non-citizen-led changes.

Floridians, who generally love citizen-led constitutional amendments, bucked more than a decade of "yes" votes

to reject Amendment 4, which would have given voters a say in land use plan changes. Florida Hometown

Democracy spent just $2.3 million over several years, compared with nearly $16 million by opponents $11 million

just this year by Citizens for Lower Taxes and a Stronger Economy, backed by Realtors, builders and the Florida

Chamber of Commerce.

Ryan Houck, executive director for Vote No on 4, said that in addition to advertising, the campaign built a

network of 4,000 volunteers, attracted 15,000 fans on Facebook and worked with 320 business, labor and civic

groups.
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"It all goes together," he said.

Lesley Blackner, who started the Hometown Democracy movement seven years ago, issued a statement Tuesday

night: "Unfortunately, it is very difficult to have a rational discussion of a solution to Florida's horrible growth

management problem in 30-second television ads that cost millions of dollars to air."

The redistricting effort, led by Fair Districts Florida, passed the 60 percent threshold with for each initiative. The

measures, one for legislative districts and one for congressional districts, had more than a 2 percent cushion with

the vote count nearly complete Wednesday morning.

Backers of the measures raised the majority of their campaign cash for Amendments 5 and 6 from traditional

Democratic supporters ultimately putting up $9 million against $3.6 million from primarily Republican sources.

"I'm disappointed that they're passing," said state Sen. Garrett Richter, R-Naples. "If you follow the money, those

amendments are intended to create a more liberal Legislature, and a more liberal Congress, and the money trail

tells it all."

Republicans, who will have control as the Legislature prepares for redistricting in 2012 based on fresh census

data, will now have standards directing them to create districts that don't favor incumbents or a political party

and that consider geographic and community boundaries. They predict extra litigation as Democrats use the

amendments to challenge GOP-drawn districts.

"There will clearly be litigation challenging these new districts, but it has the potential of leveling the playing field

in Florida, a field that has heavily favored Republicans," said Smith, the UF political scientist.

Tuesday's vote also doesn't end debate over class sizes.

"The Legislature has tried time and time again to tell the people they're wrong (about the original 2002 class-size

amendment) and they weren't," said state Sen. Alex Villalobos, R-Miami, a leading opponent.

State education officials will determine later this month whether school districts met the limits imposed by the

2002 amendment or face potentially millions of dollars in penalties.

Becky Bowers can be reached at bbowers@sptimes.com. Ron Matus can be reached at matus@sptimes.com.
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Florida Redistricting Amendments Pass

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) --

Voters approved two amendments setting new

rules for how legislative and congressional districts in Florida

are redrawn each decade.

Amendment 5 dealt with legislative districts, while Amendment 6

addressed U.S. congressional districts.

The battle over the amendments pitted several of Florida's

best-known black and Hispanic lawmakers against advocates who said

the current methods create gerrymandered districts that protect

incumbents.

The new amendments require that both legislative and

congressional districts be compact, equal in population and make

use of existing city, county and geographical boundaries. The

amendments prohibit drawing districts to favor or disfavor an

incumbent or political party.
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Congressmen Challenge Florida's Redistricting Law

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) - Two members of Congress are challenging a

new amendment that sets rules for drawing congressional districts

in Florida, less than 24 hours after it was approved by voters.

U.S. Reps. Corrine Brown and Mario Diaz-Balart filed a lawsuit

challenging Amendment 6 Wednesday in federal court in Miami.

The lawsuit asks that the amendment be declared invalid and stopped

from being enforced.

They claim the new standards could threaten Florida's six

congressional districts where blacks and Hispanics are either the

majority or close to being in the majority, a contention strongly

disputed by the amendment's supporters.

The amendment requires districts be compact, equal in population

and make use of existing city, county and geographical boundaries.
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Here in Florida, there was an important story of reform -- real, perhaps revolutionary election 

reform -- that was lost in Tuesday's carnage. Florida Constitutional Amendments 5 and 6, 

designed to limit the power of legislators to design their districts to guarantee their reelection, 

were approved by over 62 percent of Florida voters. Reforms like Amendments 5 and 6 are have 

been pushed by good government advocates in both parties, have been instituted in handful of 

other states, and are needed everywhere. 

The abuse the reforms have addressed is gerrymandering. In Florida, it has been regular practice 

by both parties for generations. Over the last few years, however, gerrymandering has literally 

become a science. Computer programming allows the party in power to draw district lines block-

by-block, carving voters of a particular persuasion in or out of district. Ultimately, legislators 

were picking their voters rather than voters picking their legislators. 

The fruits of the labors of gerrymandering are no clearer than they are in Florida. Florida actually 

has more registered Democrats than Republicans. In most statewide races over the last few years, 

including Tuesday's governor's race, the margins of victory are very slim. You may remember 

our close presidential election a few years back, and, of course, Floridians supported Barack 

Obama. Yet, at the end of the Tuesday, 20 out of 25 Florida congressional seats were in 

Republican hands. Republicans have had similar control in the Florida House and Senate. 

How can this be? The Republican legislators who draw the lines pack as many Democrats in to 

as few districts as possible. The Democrats who did win garnered 86, 79, 62, 62, and 61 percent 

of the vote in their districts, respectively. In the districts around the small number of Democratic 

bastions, Republicans have the clear advantage. In California, Governor Schwarzenegger tried to 

get his Democratic legislature to address the mirror-image problem, to no avail. 
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A classic example of the system that has been created is that of Representative Mario Diaz-

Balart. Diaz-Balart had been laboring for years in the Florida legislature, and made it known in 

2000 that he would retain his seat for one more term, so he could chair the legislative committee 

that would draw the lines after the next census. Diaz-Balart's goal, which he successfully 

achieved, was to create his own seat in the United States Congress. 

The district Diaz-Balart created for himself in 2000 is ridiculous. It begins in Miami's heavily 

Republican western suburbs, carves out all African-American voters nearby, then stretches 

across the Everglades, where no one lives, to include heavily Republican bastions in Southwest 

Florida.  

Other examples abound. State Senate District 19 has a doughnut hole in the center which isolates 

residents and puts them in another district. Congressional District 11 is "contiguous" only by 

including a causeway over Tampa Bay, and includes three separate counties. And the small 

Florida city of Winter Park is carved up among four separate Congressional districts. 

This nonsense is repeated throughout the country, and its impact on the level of our discourse is 

profound. Because so many districts are rigged ahead of time, the real battle for a district often 

occurs in lightly-attended primaries, where candidates on a party's fringe are more likely to be 

successful, and much less likely to seek compromise or moderation once elected.  

In Florida, at least, the voters had enough of legislators choosing their voters rather than allowing 

voters to choose who they want to elect. The amendments passed Tuesday prohibit drawing 

district lines to favor or disfavor any incumbent or political party; they require districts to be 

compact and to utilize existing political and geographical boundaries, while at the same time 

protecting minority voting rights. 

Of course, the legislators who are now constricted by the Florida Constitution will not simply 

roll over. Congressman Diaz-Balart did not even wait until dawn on Wednesday to file an action 

in Miami's federal court challenging the amendments, even though a similar action was rejected 

by the Florida Supreme Court. The lawsuit will be disposed of, and the Florida legislature will 

ultimately be dispatched to reluctantly carry out the new provisions of Florida's constitution. 

Now, it's time for this effort to be replicated around the country. In the meantime, we live in a 

democracy in which 80 percent of its voters have utter disregard for their legislators, yet the 

lion's share of these people are almost automatically reelected. Fair redistricting is a revolution 

within our system that needs to happen. Throughout the country. Now.  
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Florida redistricting measures cleared the ballot but face a
possible legal challenge | Ballotnews

November 4, 2010

By Bailey Ludlam

TALLAHASSEE, Florida: Redistricting measures - Amendment 5 and Amendment 6 – in Florida were cleared

by voters by more than 60% of the votes in favor. [1] However, On November 3, 2010, hours following the

November 2 general election, Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart and Rep. Corrine Brown, opponents of Amendments 5 & 6,

announced that they are suing to block the measures.

Both lawmakers argue that the measure is unconstitutional. According to their statement, they argue “The reason

is simple: because traditional redistricting principles, such as maintaining communities of interest or minority

access districts, will become entirely irrelevant if Amendments 5&6 are implemented, primarily because of the

Amendments’ requirement of ‘compact districts.’ Certainly, minority communities do not live in compact, cookie-

cutter like neighborhoods, and so district ‘compactness’ would defeat the ability of the state Legislature to draw

access and majority-minority seats, since minority communities would become fragmented across the state.” [2]

In reaction to the lawsuit, Ellen Freidin of Fair Districts Florida, supporters of the two measures said, “I can’t

imagine how this can be anything other than more effort by politicians to try and have districts drawn with no

rules.” [3]

Both state representatives previously challenged the measures in May 2010. However, in late August 2010 the

high court dismissed challenges to two both citizen proposed redistricting initiatives – Amendment 5 and

Amendment 6.
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Tuesday was a disaster for Democrats, of course, but it was perhaps the best day ever for a cause 

that many progressives hold dear: redistricting reform. In California, Proposition 20 passed with 

over 60 percent of the vote, giving the citizen commission established in 2008 responsibility for 

Congressional redistricting as well as state legislative redistricting. Proposition 27, which would 

have dismantled the commission and returned redistricting to the legislature, was soundly 

defeated. In Florida, similarly, the two Fair Districts initiatives both passed, again with over 60 

percent of the vote. As a result, Florida's legislature will now have to abide by a set of fairly 

rigorous rules--compactness, respect for political subdivisions, no intent to favor any party or 

incumbent--when it conducts its next round of Congressional and state legislative redistricting. 

The success of California's Proposition 20 more than doubles the number of Congressional 

districts nationwide that will be redrawn by commission in 2011. In the next cycle, about 20 

percent of districts (an all-time high) will not be crafted by self-interested politicians. Within 

California, Proposition 20's passage makes it unlikely that the bipartisan gerrymandering that has 

long shielded the state's incumbents from any serious challenge will be repeated in the next 

decade. The citizen commission can be expected to devise a district map that is more competitive 

as well as more reflective of the state's demographic and geographic realities. In Florida, 

similarly, the state legislature will now be more constrained in its ability to gerrymander in favor 

of the dominant Republican Party. Any highly partisan plan will immediately be challenged on 

the ground that it was designed "to favor or disfavor an incumbent or political party." 

It is quite surprising that the California and Florida initiatives managed to pass (particularly since 

the Florida measures had to clear a 60 percent threshold). A few years ago, I examined all 

redistricting initiatives in American history and found that the vast majority of them (especially 

in recent years) failed. Typically, the measures were popular when they were first introduced, but 

then were discredited by fierce opposition from the majority party in the state, which stood to 
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lose seats if the initiatives prevailed. True to form, both the Democrats in California and the 

Republicans in Florida vigorously resisted this year's measures. California Democrats placed the 

rival Proposition 27 on the ballot, while Florida Republicans first tried to have the Fair Districts 

initiatives disqualified by the Florida Supreme Court and then (unsuccessfully) attempted to add 

their own poison-pill measure to the ballot. 

How, then, did the California and Florida initiatives pass despite such determined opposition? 

One answer is that they did not try to do too much. Proposition 20 merely entrusted California's 

existing citizen commission with one more responsibility (Congressional redistricting). Not 

coincidentally, it received much more support than Proposition 11 in 2008, which created the 

commission in the first place and passed with just 51 percent of the vote. Similarly, the Fair 

Districts initiatives only sought to provide the Florida legislature with rules to follow when it 

redistricts. They did not try to actually take away the legislature's redistricting authority. They 

thus prevailed at the same time that every Democratic candidate for statewide office was 

defeated. 

A second answer is that the California and Florida measures enjoyed significant media and 

financial backing. The vast majority of newspapers in both states (including all the major ones) 

endorsed the initiatives. In California, activist Charles Munger poured in $12 million on behalf 

of Proposition 20, singlehandedly outspending the combined opposition. Similarly, Fair Districts 

Florida raised substantially more money (largely from Democratic-leaning interest groups) than 

its opponents. It is not a surprise that newspaper endorsements and campaign ads exert at least 

some influence on the electorate. 

Finally, and most speculatively, today's voters may be more receptive to good-government 

reforms than their predecessors. In a climate of widespread disgust with all politicians, voters 

may now be willing to embrace redistricting reform even if it is opposed by the party they 

otherwise support. If that is the case, then proponents of fair redistricting would be wise to strike 

while the iron is hot. Major states that permit popular initiatives but currently lack Congressional 

redistricting commissions include Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, 

Missouri, Ohio, and Oregon. Here's hoping this year's successes generate an even bigger wave of 

reform in 2012. 
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What's fair about districts? Voters paid attention 

Scott Maxwell 

TAKING NAMES 

7:18 PM EDT, November 4, 2010 

Advertisement 

Today we're looking back at this week's elections — the winners and losers, the game-changing 

moments and some details you may not know about the folks you just elected. 

 

Losers: Dean Cannon and Mike Haridopolos. No, they didn't get bounced from office. (Heck, 

most of these legislative districts are drawn so safely that incumbents could get caught stoned, 

naked and stealing swans from Lake Eola and still cruise to re-election.) Instead, these two guys 

put their reputations on the line to fight the fair-districting amendments … and got beaten like a 

bass drum. You know why? Because their defense of gerrymandering was transparent and lame. 

And 62 percent of voters knew it. 

 

Loser: Corrine Brown. Brown also tried to fight fair districts in a self-serving attempt to protect 

a district that snakes through nine counties and across 200 miles. What makes Brown even worse 

is that, the day after the election, she and GOP Congressman Mario Diaz-Balart filed a federal 

lawsuit, trying to overturn the voters' will. Nothing unites politicians like protecting their own 

rear ends. 

 

Winner: Walt Disney World. You might not think Mickey could deliver a fatal blow, what 

with his soft-gloved, four-fingered hands and all. But when Disney backed Teresa Jacobs in the 

race for Orange County mayor, it was too much for Bill Segal's already struggling campaign to 

bear. You can't very well claim you're the business-backed candidate when the biggest business 

in town just backed someone else. 

 

Winner: Deep-pocketed outsiders. Our airwaves were filled with nasty ads — many of them 

funded by outside groups whose identity you knew little about. Both sides did it. But an Orlando 

Sentinel analysis showed that conservative groups such as Karl Rove's American Crossroads 

and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce dwarfed spending by liberal groups such as the National 

Education Association by a 5-1 margin. And since most of those business-backed candidates 

won, expect lots of those outsider nasty-grams next time as well. 

 



Sometimes I'm really right. Like with Sandy Adams. More than a year ago, I wrote that 

Adams was probably the Republican most capable of ousting Democrat Suzanne Kosmas. But if 

you remember, the D.C. Republicans tried their best to mess that up. They were trashing Adams 

and trying to recruit everyone from little-known city officials to ESPN's Lou Holtz. Adams, 

however, stuck to her guns. Now she's going to Washington, owing little to the party hacks. 

 

Sometimes I'm really wrong. Like with Rick Scott. Early this year, I scoffed at readers who 

asked me if Scott had any chance of winning. I mistakenly thought the fact that he ran a 

company that stole from taxpayers would be an impediment. In fact, on May 6, when a worried 

supporter of Bill McCollum came calling, I wrote: " ...if Scott gains any traction, his competitors 

shouldn't have to do much more than point to his track record to effectively wipe out his 

chances." Not. 

 

What's the common link? 1) Less money for public schools. 2) More drilling off Florida's 

coast. 3) A ban on gay adoptions. These are all things most Floridians oppose — and things 

supported by the man they just elected governor. 

 

Soiling God's name. Did you know that the Christian Coalition tried to con its followers into 

opposing fair districts, too? As if God is a big proponent of gerrymandering. (You remember the 

scripture, right? "For God so loved John Mica, he gave him a 100-mile-long district without too 

many liberals.") It's one thing to mount a lame defense of a corrupt system. It's another to drag 

God's name into it. 

 

Voters paid attention. At least, when it comes to constitutional amendments. Politicians who 

fear the grass-roots power of the people sometimes try to argue that citizens are too stupid to cast 

informed votes on complicated issues. Tuesday's results said otherwise, since voters passed only 

three of six amendments and by wildly different margins. I'm always amused by politicians who 

think you're too stupid to cast informed votes, except when you vote them into office. 

 

What can you buy with $73 million? The governor's mansion, obviously. Rick Scott proved as 

much by digging into his own deep pockets to shatter all kinds of spending records. But to put 

the amount in perspective, $73 million could also buy 330 of the region's median-priced homes, 

school supplies for 102,000 middle-school students and one space shuttle (used price: $28 

million). 

 

For more winners and losers -- including some losers listed above who won in other ways -- 

and to add your own candidates to the list, check out orlandosentinel.com/takingnames. 

 

Scott Maxwell can be reached at smaxwell@orlandosentinel.com or 407-420-6141. 

Copyright © 2010, Orlando Sentinel 
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And it begins: U.S. Reps. Diaz-Balart and Corrine Brown launch
legal challenge to Amendments 5 & 6

U.S. Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart and Democratic U.S. Rep. Corrine Brown won their congressional bids on Tuesday.

 On Wednesday, they issued this joint statement launching a legal challenge to Amendments 5 & 6

“The implementation of Amendments 5 and 6 as prescribed in the ballot initiative would inevitably lead to a

dilution of the voting rights of African-Americans and Hispanics in the state of Florida, as well as a significant loss

in the number of representatives elected from minority communities – on the federal and state levels, and on

local levels such as city councils, across the state of Florida,” said the representatives in a joint statement released

on Wednesday.

“The reason is simple: because traditional redistricting principles, such as maintaining communities of interest or

minority access districts, will become entirely irrelevant if Amendments 5 and 6 are implemented, primarily

because of the amendments’ requirement of ‘compact districts.’  Certainly, minority communities do not live in

compact, cookie-cutter-like neighborhoods, and so district ‘compactness’ would defeat the ability of the state

Legislature to draw access and majority-minority seats, since minority communities would become fragmented

across the state.

“I was extremely disappointed in the passage of Amendments 5 and 6,” added Brown. “Congressman Diaz-Balart

and I introduced a lawsuit this morning, and will continue our fight against these misguided, deceptive

amendments in the federal courts. I am absolutely convinced that if they are carried out as prescribed, our state

will immediately revert to the time period prior to 1992, when Florida was devoid of African-American or

Hispanic representation.”

“Amendment 6 is blatantly unconstitutional and could cause irreparable damage to the federal electoral process

and prohibit the drawing of districts where minorities have the opportunity to elect candidates of their choice,”

said Diaz-Balart. “My colleague, Congresswoman Corrine Brown, and I said that if this amendment passed, we

would file suit the following day and that is what we have done today. I am confident that once the federal courts

consider the case they will decide based upon constitutional issues, not politics.”
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ACLU cheers passage of Florida's Amendments 5 & 6 

 November 6th, 2010 9:10 am ET 

 By Karl Dickey, West Palm Beach Libertarian Examiner 

Floridians won a significant victory for voting rights on Tuesday with the passage of Fair Districts Amendments 5 & 6. 

This historic vote will move Florida forward towards more fair elections with less gerrymandered districts, and a 

system far less likely to allow politicians to rig elections. 

The ability of politicians to gerrymander districts in order to protect their seats and reward their friends and allies is 

diminished, and the protection of minority voting rights has been strengthened – added to the Florida Constitution for 

the first time. 

In past three election cycles, Florida’s redistricting process has given incumbents running for reelection to the Florida 

Legislature an unfair and decisive advantage – the product of an incumbent-protecting process that denied voters 

competitive elections. The odds were so stacked against fair and competitive districts that only 3 out of 420 

incumbents in those election cycles lost. No wonder our political system is broken and the public has such a cynical 

view of government. 

But now we have hope for the future and Amendments 5 and 6 are a great start for historic change in Florida. The 

ACLU of Florida played a major role in this victory, and we thank our staff, volunteer leaders, and members. Our 

political committee, People over Politics, assembled a campaign team, located in Jacksonville, Tampa and Miami to 

work alongside FairDistrictsFlorida.org. 

ACLU Chapter volunteers across the state worked to support Amendments 5 & 6 by taking the Fair Districts message 

to hundreds of thousands of voters in their local communities who came out to support reform. The ACLU of Florida 

held hundreds of voter education events, engaged the media and spread the word about Amendments 5 and 6. This 

was a significant victory that crossed party lines. 

The ACLU of Florida also secured important endorsements from some of the country’s foremost civil rights leaders, 

including Dr. Julian Bond, former President of the N.A.A.C.P. and Reverend Joseph Lowery, founder of the Southern 

Christian Leadership Conference. At a critical time in the campaign, these leaders weighed in on the debate, lending 

their voices of support for Amendments 5 and 6 and assuring voters that the rights of minority communities would be 

strengthened with the passage of these amendments. Both leaders recorded messages for the campaign that 

reached more than half a million voters through recorded calls and radio ads. 

The ACLU of Florida’s voting expertise helped shape the campaign’s message to counteract the opposition’s 

misinformation and scare tactics. 

Now, we must turn our attention to monitoring the implementation of Amendments 5 & 6. 

“Given the willingness to distort the truth about the Fair Districting amendments by opponents, it may be the elevation 

of hope over reality to expect that the Amendments will be faithfully implemented,” said Howard Simon, Executive 

Director of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) of Florida. 
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“It is most likely that the redistricting plan that will be drawn up next year by those who bitterly opposed Amendments 

5 & 6 – who even went to court to try to prevent voters from having the opportunity to take back their electoral system 

– will end up in protracted litigation to force the Legislature to adhere to the rules that were imposed on them by the 

voters.” 

The ACLU is poised to keep an eye on the Legislature and make sure that the letter and spirit of Amendments 5 & 6 

are respected and carried out as legislators redraw district lines in 2011. While this is a great victory for all Floridians, 

we will remain vigilant and committed to protecting the voting rights of citizens of Florida. 
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Gaetz to chair redistricting committee

2010-11-14 20:44:25

State Senate President Mike Haridopolos handed fellow lawmaker Don Gaetz a headache last week when he

named him chairman of the Senate Committee on Redistricting.

Gaetz, R-Niceville, said he hadnt had the title five minutes when he began hearing from lobbyists and politicians

about pending reapportionment and the creation of two new congressional seats.

This would be a challenging job anytime, but particularly at this time, he said.

Gaetzs committee will be charged with drawing maps delineating Florida state House and Senate districts as well

as state congressional districts.

Census figures have dictated that Florida increase its number of seats in the U.S. House of Representatives from

25 to 27.

Gaetz and his committee will likely be paired with a House committee headed by state Rep. Will Weatherford, a

Republican from Pasco County. The appointments represent both a plum assignment and hefty responsibility for

the two rising leaders; Gaetz is set to be Senate president and Weatherford to be speaker of the House in 2013.

Their committees have until May 2012 to produce district maps in time for election qualifying.

The always-frenzied reapportionment process will be further complicated during Gaetzs tenure by the

implementation of newly passed Constitutional Amendments 5 and 6.

The amendments, which apply to state and national reapportionment, call for lines to be drawn that neither favor

nor disfavor a political incumbent or political party.

The amendments also require map designers to ensure that minority rights to representation are protected and

that efforts be made to respect the integrity of existing communities.

Gaetz foresees a lot of litigation resulting from Amendments 5 and 6. He said his first order of business will be to

consult incoming Attorney General Pam Bondi about the wording of the two new amendments.

These amendments contain a series of loaded terms, he said. We want to see what they are loaded with.

Gaetz said he also intends to hold hearings across the state to find out what Floridas residents are looking for

when political district lines are put down.

Gaetz said among those he wants to talk to are the states supervisors of elections.

Okaloosa County Supervisor of Elections Paul Lux said the states supervisors have recently completed a first-

ever census block map that attempts to point out areas that shouldnt be split by reapportionment lines.

He said he hopes having Gaetz serve as chairman of the redistricting committee will allow him access to voice

Supervisors of Elections concerns as they arise during reapportionment.
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Print Article: EDITORIAL: Gaetz's juggling act

Congratulations, Don Gaetz. For your outstanding service to the Florida Senate and the Republican Party, youve

just been thrown into the meat grinder.

Incoming Senate President Mike Haridopolos announced last week that he was appointing Gaetz chairman of the

reapportionment committee, which will redraw the states legislative and congressional districts. In the past, this

wouldve been a plum assignment, a seat with significant power.

After voters approved Amendments 5 and 6 on Nov. 2, though, the business of drawing lines changed. Legislators

dont have the latitude they used to, and they potentially have more legal land mines to avoid.

The News Herald supported the ballot initiatives, nicknamed Fair Districts, because redistricting had been abused

by politicians to cement their legislative majority. Sophisticated computer programs were employed to cherry-

pick voters by demographic into or out of districts, virtually guaranteeing they would elect a specific kind of

candidate, with little regard to geography. Critics have rightly denounced this practice as legislators selecting their

voters rather than voters choosing their legislators.

Its why in the 10 years prior to Nov. 2, of the 505 incumbent Florida legislators who have stood for reelection,

only 10 have lost. Those werent competitive elections. They were rubber stamps.

The Fair Districts measures, which were approved by 62 percent of voters, now require districts to be compact,

to utilize existing political and geographical boundaries and not to favor incumbents or any party, while at the

same time protecting minority voting rights.

We support those goals. But we never said it would be easy.

Opponents of the amendments warned that the new standards are virtually impossible to comply with and will

invite legal challenges. Indeed, the day after the election two Florida lawmakers, U.S. Reps. Corrine Brown, D-

Jacksonville, and Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Miami, filed suit in federal court to block Amendments 5 and 6. Thats no

surprise considering their districts are exactly the kind the initiatives targeted.

Browns majority-African-American district snakes its way from Jacksonville to eastern Gainesville and into

Orlando. Diaz-Balart was a longtime state legislator who chaired the redistricting committee for the 2000 census

and neatly designed the congressional district he would run for (and win) two years later. It runs from heavily

Republican suburban Miami, across the uninhabited Everglades, to heavily Republican Southwest Florida.

Their lawsuit charges Fair Districts with being an unconstitutional state interference with federal offices, and with

violating the Voting Rights Act. The latter takes a particularly interesting spin that voters in majority-minority

districts are somehow entitled to re-elect incumbents because of their legislative influence. Three Supreme Court

cases in the 1990s narrowed the scope by which districts can be gerrymandered according to race.

Its not unusual for districts to be challenged in court even under the old system in which the majority party

enjoyed the spoils of its victory by rigging the playing field for the next decade. If Amendments 5 and 6 survive

the Brown/Diaz-Balart test, well see how many lawsuits pop up in response.

Thats the needle that Gaetz and his colleagues on the committee will have to thread as they stitch together a new

tapestry of legislative and congressional districts. They undoubtedly will be under pressure to reward

Republicans even Fair Districts cant remove all politics from the process while complying with the new law and

keeping an eye on the Voting Rights Act.

http://www.waltonsun.com/common/printer/view.php?db=newsherald&id=88568


Gaetz says he wants to hold public hearings around the state and solicit opinions from voters about common-

sense solutions. Thats an encouraging start. Its good to have a Northwest Florida lawmaker in the drivers seat,

especially one who represents Bay County. Lets hope he successfully navigates a difficult obstacle course.
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Voters said yes to how districts are redrawn, but details are
sketchy

In 2002, the Legislature re-carved Florida's congressional districts under the guise of making them more

accurately reflect new census data. The process, which is mandated every 10 years, affected Melinda Gallup's

neighborhood in a big way.

"They jumped the river and took a little piece out," said Gallup, who lives in Jacksonville's University Park area,

which boarders the east bank of the St. Johns River.

"I'm in that little piece."

The redistricting changed her member of Congress from Republican Ander Crenshaw to Democrat Corrine

Brown. It baffled her.

"The river seems like such a natural boundary," Gallup said. "It just does not make sense."

Marcella Lowe, her mother, stands as another witness to what the process did to the area. She lives less than a

mile from her daughter.

"You go two blocks away, and it's another district. The whole neighborhood is cut up," Lowe said. "We need

something to be done so the neighborhood is together."

On Tuesday, Florida voters approved Amendments 5 and 6 with the aim of, among other things, requiring that

state and congressional districts be drawn along more compact borders. Because the new amendments will

inevitably be challenged in court, however, the effects of the changes, and what direct impact they will have on

diced-up neighborhoods like University Park, is not yet fully understood.

Read more
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Ballot Access News » Blog Archive » Two Florida Members of
Congress File Federal Lawsuit to Overturn Redistricting Reform

On November 3, two members of the U.S. House of Representatives filed a federal lawsuit to overturn the Florida

redistricting measures that passed last week.  See this story.  The two members are Democrat Corrine Brown and

Republican Mario Diaz-Balart.

The measures do not remove the power to draw district boundaries from the legislature, but they require the

legislature to draw plans that do not favor any particular incumbent, and also plans that do not favor any

particular political party.  The two plaintiffs argue that this violates the Voting Rights Act.  The case is Brown v

State of Florida, southern district, 1:10-cv-23968.  Thanks to Justin Levitt and Rick Hasen for the case name and

case number.

http://www.ballot-access.org/2010/11/08/two-florida-members-of-congress-file-federal-lawsuit-to-overturn-redistricting-reform/
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Florida redistricting measures cleared the ballot but face a
possible legal challenge

From Ballotpedia

By Bailey Ludlam

TALLAHASSEE, Florida: Redistricting measures - Amendment 5 and Amendment 6 - in Florida were cleared

by voters by more than 60% of the votes in favor.[1] However, On November 3, 2010, hours following the

November 2 general election, Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart and Rep. Corrine Brown, opponents of Amendments 5 & 6,

announced that they are suing to block the measures.

Both lawmakers argue that the measure is unconstitutional. According to their statement, they argue "The reason

is simple: because traditional redistricting principles, such as maintaining communities of interest or minority

access districts, will become entirely irrelevant if Amendments 5&6 are implemented, primarily because of the

Amendments’ requirement of 'compact districts.' Certainly, minority communities do not live in compact, cookie-

cutter like neighborhoods, and so district 'compactness' would defeat the ability of the state Legislature to draw

access and majority-minority seats, since minority communities would become fragmented across the state."[2]

In reaction to the lawsuit, Ellen Freidin of Fair Districts Florida, supporters of the two measures said, "I can't

imagine how this can be anything other than more effort by politicians to try and have districts drawn with no

rules."[3]

Both state representatives previously challenged the measures in May 2010. However, in late August 2010 the

high court dismissed challenges to two both citizen proposed redistricting initiatives - Amendment 5 and

Amendment 6.

The lawsuit was filed November 3, 2010. The case is Brown v State of Florida, southern district, 1:10-cv-23968.

See also
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Courthouse News Service

     MIAMI (CN) - Two members of Florida's congressional delegation have challenged a new, voter-approved

amendment to the state constitution that changes the way congressional districts are redrawn. Democrat Corrine

Brown, who is black, and Republican Mario Diaz-Balart, who is Latino, say Amendment 6 will deprive minority

voters of their right to representation. 

     Brown's long, oddly shaped district appears to be most directly threatened by the new rules. Both

representatives asked a federal judge to enjoin the amendment as unconstitutional.

     The honorables claim the harm threatened to Florida citizens - and to them - "is sufficiently real and/or

imminent to warrant the issuance of a conclusive declaratory judgment."

     Florida voters on Tuesday overwhelmingly approved two amendments setting new rules for drawing

legislative districts, but the two officeholders challenged only one, Amendment 6.

     Amendment 6 requires districts to be compact, equal in population and to use city, county and geographical

boundaries if possible. It prohibits drawing districts to favor or disfavor an incumbent or a political party or to

deny minorities the chance to elect representatives of their choice.

     Brown and Diaz-Balart claim the new standards threaten the continued existence of six congressional districts

in Florida where African-Americans and Latinos are either the majority or nearly equal in number to white

voters.

     "Certainly, minority communities do not live in compact, cookie-cutter-like neighborhoods," the complaint

states.

     Previously, the only redistricting requirement in Florida was that districts be contiguous.

     After the returns on Amendment 6 became apparent Tuesday night, Brown, who represents an oddly shaped

district that snakes from Jacksonville on Florida's East Coast to Gainesville on the West Coast, issued a statement

vowing to fight what she called "misguided, deceptive amendments."

     Both lawmakers claim Amendment 6 violates the federal Voting Rights Act of 1965, which prohibits

diminishing the electoral power of minority groups. 

     They claim that protecting minority incumbents also protects the ability of minority groups to elect

representatives of their choice.

     The Florida Legislature will redraw legislative and congressional districts next year, after the release of 2010

Census data.

     The lawmakers are represented by Stephen Cody of Palmetto Bay. 

http://www.courthousenews.com/2010/11/05/31651.htm
http://www.courthousenews.com/2010/11/05/Balart.pdf
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Read the Redistricting Lawsuit in Florida

Read the Redistricting Lawsuit in Florida

Following up on this post, you can read the Corrine Brown and Mario Diaz-Balart lawsuit at this link. In addition

to raising a somewhat unusual claim under section 5 of the VRA, the complaint also alleges a violation of the U.S.

Constitution, Article I, Section 4, which vests in each state legislature the power to choose the rules for selecting

members of Congress (subject to congressional override). I don't think that argument is likely to succeed, for

reasons I've explained in this article on a related topic: the ability to use the ballot measure process for changing

the rules for choosing presidential electors.

Posted by Rick Hasen at November 6, 2010 04:28 PM 

http://electionlawblog.org/archives/017865.html
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Capitol News Service » Blog Archive » Future of 5 & 6

Nov ember 4th, 2010 by  Whitney  Ray

The day after voters told lawmakers they no longer wanted them to draw district lines to control election results,

two lawmakers cried foul. Amendment 6 will keep lawmakers from gerrymandering congressional districts. Suit

was filed against the amendment yesterday in Miami. Amendment 5 will implements the same protections for

legislative districts. Senate President-designate Mike Haridopolos fought hard to keep the amendments from

getting the 60 percent voter support needed to pass. Today he told reporters there’s no lawsuit against five on

the horizon.

“I think that’s still something we are going to look at. I think voters spoke and I respect that very much, but I

think there are still concerns,” said Haridopolos.

Even if state lawmakers don’t challenge the amendment, if a judge finds a problem with Amendment 6, then the

judges ruling could be used to defend lawmakers if they decide not to follow the will of the people.

Posted in Elections, Legislature, State News |
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Cannon appoints ‘Fair Districts’ foe as chair of state House
redistricting committee « Florida Independent: News. Politics.
Media

In advance of the state legislature’s organizational meeting and special session tomorrow, incoming state House

Speaker Dean Cannon, R-Winter Park, today unveiled the names of state House committee chairs. Among them:

state Rep. Will Weatherford, R-Wesley Chapel, who will head up the committee overseeing the redistricting

process after the conclusion of this year’s census.

Weatherford was a vocal foe of Amendments 5 and 6, the so-called “Fair Districts” amendments that limit the

legislature’s ability to gerrymander districts that passed a statewide vote on Nov. 2. He was a supporter of the

group Protect Your Vote, the political action committee whose efforts to fight 5 and 6 were largely bankrolled by

the Republican Party of Florida.

The Protect Your Vote website (nix5and6.com) has been taken down, but a cached version accessed through

Yahoo! Site Explorer lists Weatherford as a person “acting on behalf of the organization.” Also listed as such is

state Sen. Don Gatez, R-Destin, recently appointed by Florida Senate President Mike Haridopolos, R-Merritt

Island, as the chair of the committee in charge of redistricting on the Senate side of the Florida legislature.

That means that the two legislators most responsible for making sure that the legislature follows the redistricting

rules laid out in Amendments 5 and 6 were both members of a group explicitly created to defeat those rules.

http://floridaindependent.com/13837/dean-cannon-appoints-fair-districts-foe-as-chair-of-state-house-redistricting-committee
http://www.sunshinestatenews.com/blog/dean-cannon-names-house-committee-chairs
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We Will Have Nonpartisan Redistricting!

California continues to lead the way in political reform. Back in June, passage of Prop 14, the Top Two Open

Primary referendum, enfranchised 3.4 million independent decline-to-state voters in the state in the first round

of voting.

And now, as Committee for a Unified Independent Party (IndependentVoting.org) Chief of Staff John Opdycke

reported last week, voters in Florida are speaking out on the need for political reform:

Proposition 20-which expanded the California Redistricting Commission's mandate to include

Congressional districts-passed by 20 points.  In addition, Proposition 27, a bi-partisan ploy to

dismantle the Commission, was defeated by a similar margin.

And in Florida, the voters passed Amendment 5 by a 25 point margin. Its passage establishes clear,

non-partisan guidelines for the drawing of legislative districts.

Opdycke goes on to point out the significance of these votes:

While the big story yesterday was the new Republican Congressional majority, the victory for

redistricting reform in California and Florida was an important subtext.  The Democratic and

Republican Parties have mastered the non-developmental game of capturing and recapturing the

approximately 60 competitive Congressional districts.  But this back and forth blood sport-while

making for good copy-does not provide the American people the opportunity to fully express their

desire for change.  When voters have the opportunity to speak directly, as they did in Florida and

California, without being filtered by the political parties, reform passes overwhelmingly.

REFORM

MIDTERMS

COLORADO

BLOOMBERG

NEW YORK
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GOP Maxes Out In Florida, Sets Stage For 2012 Fights

By Dan Roem

November 12, 2010 | 1:16 PM

The Republican wins in Florida that grabbed the most headlines last week were the Senate race -- where

Republican rising star Marco Rubio (R) trounced independent Gov. Charlie Crist -- and the governor's race --

where Republican businessman Rick Scott (R) defeated Democrat Alex Sink.

But a closer look at the results shows that the GOP made its biggest strides in the House, where it picked up the

maximum number of districts that are remotely hospitable to Republicans. And in so doing, the Florida GOP

elected the most diverse Republican congressional delegation in the country and set the stage for a highly

competitive 2012.

Republicans will hold a 19 to six advantage over Democrats in the Sunshine State's House delegation in the 112th

Congress. The six remaining Democrats represent districts that are a deep shade of blue. Entering this year, the

Cook Political Report's Partisan Voter Index gave a double-digit Democratic advantage in each district -- the 3rd,

11th, 17th, 19th, 20th, and 23rd.

That means Democrats enter 2012 with little left to lose. Without the need to play defense, the Democratic

Congressional Campaign Committee will have the advantage of devoting their resources to offense in 2012.

Redistricting may provide the main battleground in 2012. Florida is projected to gain two seats in the House,

increasing its Electoral College total to 29. Though Scott recaptured the governor's mansion for the GOP, a newly-

passed, voter-approved redistricting law may neutralize any GOP advantages in gerrymandering. That, of course,

assumes the law stands a court challenge filed by Reps. Corrine Brown (D) and Mario Diaz-Balart (R).

Florida's new Republican congressional delegation will also be its most diverse in the nation -- though it will still be

more homogeneous than many of the Democrats'.

Florida voters elected seven freshmen GOP House members as well Rubio. The former state House Speaker gives

the GOP a Latino member of the Senate more than a year after former Sen. Mel Martinez (R), a native of Cuba,

resigned and ceded control to Crist's hand-picked placeholder, Sen. George LeMieux (R).

Joining Rubio in Florida's 2010 Class will be Rep.-elect David Rivera (R), who shares Rubio's Cuban heritage.

The seat was previously held by Diaz-Balart, who will now represent the neighboring 21st District after his

brother, Rep. Lincoln Diaz-Balart (R), retired. Rivera, Diaz-Balart and veteran Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen

(R) will serve as the GOP's three Hispanic House members in the 112th Congress.

The election of Rubio will mean that there will be two Cuban-Americans in the Senate with Sen. Robert

Menendez (D-N.J.) being the other.

Rep.-elect Allen West (R) is one of two African-American Republicans slated to enter Congress next year, with

Rep.-elect Tim Scott (R-SC) being the other. Including Rubio, that will give the Florida GOP five non-white

members, by far the party's most diverse showing in the country.

Florida's Republican delegation will still feature only two women, Ros-Lehtinen and Rep.-elect Sandy Adams

(R), compared to 17 men. Rep.-elect Rich Nugent (R) replaces Rep. Ginny Brown-Waite (R) in the 5th

District, meaning the ration of men to women in the Florida delegation will stay the same.

http://hotlineoncall.nationaljournal.com/archives/2010/11/gop-maxes-out-i.php
http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/11/03/1906956/us-reps-challenge-flas-redistricting.html


Florida Democrats, meanwhile, will have four women and two men in their House delegation. That group includes

two white women -- Reps. Kathy Castor (D) and Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D) -- and two African-

American women -- Brown and Rep.-elect Frederica Wilson (D). Wilson faced no Republican opposition in the

general election in the district dominated by Haitian and African-Americans and currently held by Rep.

Kendrick Meek (D), who lost the Senate race against Rubio and Crist.

With the loss of Rep. Allen Boyd (D), the Florida Democratic House delegation lost its only white Christian male

member. Rep.-elect Ted Deutch (D) is Jewish and Rep. Alcee Hastings (D) is African-American.
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U.S. Rep Corrine Brown challenges Florida redistricting
decision

As expected, U.S. Rep. Corrine Brown, D-Fla., filed suit Wednesday against a new, voter-approved amendment to

the Florida Constitution that sets rules for drawing congressional districts in the state.

Brown, of Jacksonville, joined U.S. Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Fla., to file a lawsuit challenging Amendment 6 in

federal court in Miami. The lawsuit asks that the amendment be declared invalid and stopped from being

enforced.

Florida voters approved Amendments 5 and 6 on Tuesday by 63 percent of the vote each. Amendment 5 sets

rules for drawing legislative districts but it is ignored in the lawsuit.

Brown and Diaz-Balart claim the new standards set out in Amendment 6 could threaten Florida’s six

congressional districts where blacks and Hispanics are either the majority or close to being in the majority, a

contention strongly disputed by the amendment’s supporters.

“I can’t imagine how this can be anything other than more effort by politicians to try and have districts drawn

with no rules,” said Ellen Freidin, campaign chairwoman of FairDistrictsFlorida.org, the group leading the push for

the amendments. “There is not even a redistricting plan proposed yet, much less drawn. The idea that there could

be a lawsuit is kind of strange to me.”

The amendment requires districts to be compact, equal in population and make use of existing city, county and

geographical boundaries. The amendment prohibits drawing districts to favor or disfavor an incumbent or political

party and says districts should not be drawn to deny minorities the chance to elect representatives of their choice.

Until Tuesday, Florida’s only redistricting requirement was that districts be contiguous, or share a common

border.

The lawsuit claims that Amendment 6 conflicts with provisions in the federal Voting Rights Act of 1965

prohibiting measures that take away electoral power from minority groups. The lawsuit also claims that

protecting minority incumbents also protects the ability of minority groups to elect representatives of their

choice.

“The Florida Constitution now contains an amendment that directly conflicts with the United States Constitution,”

said Stephen Cody, an attorney for Brown and Diaz-Balart.

The lawsuit names Gov. Charlie Crist and the Florida Legislature as defendants. The Legislature is charged with

drawing new legislative and congressional districts after the release of the 2010 Census data this year. The

governor has power to approve or veto any redistricting plan.

http://jacksonville.com/news/politics/2010-11-03/story/brown-files-suit-over-congressional-redistricting
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US reps. challenge Florida's redistricting law - Politics AP

ORLANDO, Fla. -- Two members of Congress on Wednesday challenged a new amendment to the Florida

Constitution that sets rules for drawing congressional districts in Florida, just hours after it was approved by

voters.

U.S. Reps. Corrine Brown, D-Fla., and Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Fla., filed a lawsuit challenging Amendment 6 in

federal court in Miami. The lawsuit asks that the amendment be declared invalid and stopped from being

enforced.

Florida voters on Tuesday approved Amendments 5 and 6 by 62 percent of the vote. Amendment 5 sets rules for

drawing legislative districts but it is ignored in the lawsuit.

Brown and Diaz-Balart claim the new standards set out in Amendment 6 could threaten Florida's six

congressional districts where blacks and Hispanics are either the majority or close to being in the majority, a

contention strongly disputed by the amendment's supporters.

"I can't imagine how this can be anything other than more effort by politicians to try and have districts drawn

with no rules," said Ellen Freidin, campaign chairwoman of FairDistrictsFlorida.org, the group leading the push for

the amendments. "There is not even a redistricting plan proposed, yet, much less drawn. The idea that there

could be a lawsuit is kind of strange to me."

The amendment requires districts to be compact, equal in population and make use of existing city, county and

geographical boundaries. The amendment prohibits drawing districts to favor or disfavor an incumbent or political

party and says districts should not be drawn to deny minorities the chance to elect representatives of their choice.

Until Tuesday, Florida's only redistricting requirement was that districts be contiguous, or share a common

border.

The lawsuit claims that Amendment 6 conflicts with provisions in the federal Voting Rights Act of 1965

prohibiting measures that take away electoral power from minority groups. The lawsuit also claims that

protecting minority incumbents also protects the ability of minority groups to elect representatives of their

choice.

"The Florida Constitution now contains an amendment that directly conflicts with the United States Constitution,"

said Stephen Cody, an attorney for Brown and Diaz-Balart.

The lawsuit names Gov. Charlie Crist and the Florida Legislature as defendants. The legislature is charged with

drawing new legislative and congressional districts after the release of the 2010 Census data later this year. The

governor has power to approve or veto any redistricting plan.

http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/11/03/1906956/us-reps-challenge-flas-redistricting.html#ixzz14GJt8vc5
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Haridopolos on Amend 5: lawsuit possible, but 'voters spoke'

A day after a new constiutional amendment on redistricting was challenged in federal court, incoming Senate

President Mike Haridopolos told reporters that a legal challenge to a companion amendment is not off the

table, but that he will work to implement the new provisions to the Constitution. “I think that’s still something

we’re going to look at,” he said. “But the voters spoke and I respect that very much.”

The Fair Districts citizen amendments added new restrictions on the Legislature as they draw new boundaries for

legislative and congressional seats -- with the hope of creating more competitive districts. Haridopolos argues the

standards are unworkable. “To their credit, they had a great bumper sticker, and they put $10 million into it,”

Haridopolos said.

“But my first responsibility is to the United States Constitution,” he said, in a reference to a supremacy clause

claim in a lawsuit against the amendment concerning seats in Congress. “That’s where this will be challenged in

the courts by a variety of groups who have said pretty consistently that there’s inherent contradictions.”

He added: “We don’t want this to be a rigged game when we start to actually draw the lines and just know they’re

going to challenge it and win in the courts. Then we get our second run at it – we’re going to draw it and they’re

going to win in the courts. We’ve seen already a very activist court. We’ll see how that plays out.”

http://miamiherald.typepad.com/nakedpolitics/2010/11/haridopolos-on-amend-5-lawsuit-possible-but-voters-spoke.html
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Corrine Brown

The easiest way would be to diminish the support for Democratic candidates among minority communities.  Enter

the aftermath of Florida’s victory on 5&6, a legal challenge led by prominent black leader, Congresswoman

Corrine Brown (D-Jacksonville/Orlando) and prominent Cuban leader, Congressman Mario Diaz-Balart (R-

Miami) to block 5&6 on the basis of detriment to black and Hispanic representation.

I will not waste time hashing out whether or not their claim has merit, though I find it without merit, but rather

focus my concern on how this will impact the Democratic party regardless of the outcome.  The racial equality

components of the Voting Rights Act are Federal Law and must be adhered to regardless of state redistricting

policy.  5&6 will be utilized within those confines, reducing the incumbent friendly absurdly shaped districts but

maintaining majority-minority (or near majority) districts.

The media will be eager to cover a dispute between the Democratic Party and a number of key constituencies of

the Democratic party.  There will be briefings filed, legal processes, press releases launched and interviews on

local, state and national TV.  None of it will be focused on what we should be talking about.  It will be at best a

distraction and at worst, a public relations nightmare.  The discussions in the media will not be centered around

the tremendous leap forward in Democracy 5&6 represent, it won’t be about the underhanded efforts of the

(Republican) opponents to add opposing measures to the ballot, it won’t be about how badly the current and

incoming legislatures misrepresent the people of Florida on so many issues.  The focus will be about racial conflict

where little exists, relatively small disagreements inflated to maximum proportions to sell newspapers and gain

TV viewers.  At the end of the battle, the loser, regardless of legal outcomes, will be the Florida Democratic Party

– if the FDP is seen as the primary defending force of 5&6, which is exactly what it will be if Rod Smith runs the

defense of 5&6 and serves as Chair of the Florida Democratic Party.  One might even question the desirability of

him heading the defense of 5&6 should he not seek the chairmanship officially, as the Democratic Nominee for LG

and a past candidate for Governor as a Democrat, there is no doubt he is part of the “Democratic Establishment.”

The notion of one person occupying both of those roles is foolish at best…but really malpractice is the best word I

can come up with.  This idea flies in the face of the atmosphere that the Fair Districts campaign was based on,

separating party from the issue and focusing on what is best for the people of Florida.  Why would we abandon

that attitude now in such a big way?

I encourage Democratic leaders to step forward and help lead the discussion about why 5&6 are good for Florida,

I also hope they restrain their role to unofficial – cheerleaders and counter weights to the attacks lobbed by their

Republican counterparts.  Let people unaffiliated with the party take up the defense, in a vigorous manner, with

minimized detriment to the Democratic Party.

Those in the media, the opposition party and supporters thereof, will do their best to take full advantage of the

situation.  Images that reflect poorly on our party will be easy to find, emphasizing racial and class based rifts,

ignoring the much larger chasms of the same regard within the Republican party.  Discussions of the failures of

Democrats to correct or even understand issues within minority communities will be given center stage for the

duration of the process, re-hashed with each new development, however insignificant.  The Republicans know

that they just need to suppress minority turnout for Democrats a small percentage to secure victory the

Republican Presidential nominee and the nominee for Bill Nelson’s Senate seat (George Lemuix?), not to mention

down ticket pickups at all levels.

We must make the 2012 election one of expansion and growth, not retraction.  We must have a full time party

chair, dedicated to recruiting candidates, developing and disseminating a message, overseeing strategy, training

and execution, on a much higher level than the FDP has been operating at in recent years.  We need contested

http://mpapolitical.com/tag/corrine-brown/


and execution, on a much higher level than the FDP has been operating at in recent years.  We need contested

primaries and we need candidates that will be proud of their Democratic values.

One attribute being peddled as “key to being a successful chairman” I have seen repeated often is that the next

chair must be able to raise money. Indicating there is a talent or history required to show this – in most

situations, this is valid, though less of a priority then one might think – more important is the willingness and time

to do the work needed to fund raise, the institution and success/competence thereof will drive fundraising,

regardless of the talent level of the chairmen.  In other words, it is like gym class, the effort is what is graded, not

the talent.  This is more true than ever in the 2012 election cycle.  As in 2008, a guy from Chicago will be on the

ballot.  President Barack Obama will be seeking re-election, Florida is a crucial swing state and fund raising will

not be a challenge for the Presidential campaign, DNC or state parties.  It only takes effort.  A part time chairman

is NOT ACCEPTABLE – this is a full time job that needs a full time commitment.  Anyone not willing to give that,

and more (40 hours/week doesn’t get the job done) should not apply.

For candidates, the talent of fund raising is more important, but also it is incumbent on the FDP to do more to

ensure that all our candidates are better trained at fund raising and all other aspects of campaigning.  We left a lot

of votes on the table due to inadequate or non-existent training in 2008 and 2010, we must do better in 2012.

Show me… a chairman who will dedicate themselves to improving the way the FDP operates, increasing the talent

level of staff and county DEC members through training where possible and replacement where necessary.  A

chair that will not only recruit candidates themselves, but will provide the resources for staff (current or new)

that will systematically work to fill as many races in all 67 counties with viable candidates that can inspire and

disseminate the Democratic message.  A chair that will encourage primaries rather than compromise the values of

the party to avoid them.  A chair that will do more to involve young people, minorities and technology.  A chair

that will act with independence from establishment figures, putting the party as a whole above the election or re-

election of any one individual.  Show me that chair and I’ll get excited in a hurry…
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Our take on: Fair districts & Unneeded districts

orlandosentinel.com/news/opinion/os-ed-soil-and-water-conservation-20101104,0,493300.story

Fair districts

U.S. Reps. Corrine Brown and Mario Diaz-Balart sued unsuccessfully in the spring to keep the amendments that

could end gerrymandering off the ballot. Now that the electorate has rendered its verdict on amendments 5 and

6, passing them with nearly 63 percent of the vote, Ms. Brown and Mr. Diaz-Balart say it's time to file another

lawsuit. Ugh.

They're asking a federal court in Miami to declare invalid Amendment 6, which deals with the drawing of

Congressional districts, because it threatens minority districts.

Except it doesn't. Like Amendment 5, which deals with legislative mapping, Amendment 6 requires that

lawmakers draw contiguous and compact districts that respect city and county boundaries; that don't favor

political parties; and that don't diminish the opportunity of minorities to elect representatives of their choice.

The election's over. Ms. Brown and Mr. Diaz-Balart should give up litigating. Try governing.

Unneeded districts

Here's some free advice for the next self-proclaimed budget-cutting political candidate who is vexed by the

question, "What would you cut?"

Instead of dodging and stammering, why not suggest that Florida should get rid of its more than 60 soil and water

conservation districts? Declare them a Depression-era anachronism that should have ceased to exist long ago. Say

that their modest conservation or federal grant functions could easily be absorbed by other agencies. Proclaim

that Florida would be ridding itself of a bureaucracy that few people know or care about.

It also would spare conscientious voters the trouble which they faced again this week of sorting through the

parade of unknowns who run for district supervisor posts, sometimes to pad their political resumes.

It's a mystery why the state hasn't moved to get rid of an office that is to politics what an appendix is to the

human body something you can easily live without.
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Zombie » The Top Ten Most Gerrymandered Congressional
Districts in the United States

(In the first half of this essay, Gerrymandering 101, I explained how gerrymandering works and why it’s so

ubiquitous. Here in the exciting conclusion I name and shame the ten most gerrymandered districts of the

current 111th Congress — plus 20 bizarre bonus districts not mentioned in the title.)

(10.) North Carolina-12

This is what most people

imagine when they think of a

gerrymandered district —

what I call “Gerrymander

Classic.” NC-12 looks very

much like the gerrymandered

districts of the 19th century,

but taken to extremes. As bad

as it is, NC-12 at least looks

like a congressional district,

with meandering lines,

consistent width, and hand-

drawn appearance. As we’ll

soon see, modern

gerrymandering is often

another animal altogether,

with jarring shapes and

artificial boundaries that are

not just offensive to the eye

but somehow feel like an

insult to rationality.

(9.) Florida-20

This is what gerrymandering

looks like in the modern era: ugly.

Gone are any attempts at

aesthetics. In the old days,

redistricters at least tried to

disguise their gerrymandering by

drawing district lines that looked

almost kinda sorta reasonable. No

more. Nowadays many districts,

with FL-20 being a good example,

seem to be the result of computer

algorithms with no regard
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whatsoever for human or natural

boundaries. Needless to say, all

sense of “community” within a

congressional is out the window

altogether when it is shaped like

this, with jagged tendrils reaching

out every which way to gobble up

the desired demographic.

(8.) Pennsylvania-12

PA-12 is a rare example of

“packing” (jamming as many

opposition voters as possible into

one district) that backfired. This

district

was

created

to be a

Democratic stronghold formerly held by Congressman Jack Murtha, who was assumed to have a lock on the

district. At the last redistricting in 2000, the Republicans in charge gave up on the area, which is solidly unionized,

and decided to “pack” Murtha’s new district with as many Democrats as possible, to allow the remaining districts

in the region a chance to have slim Republican majorities. But in the intervening ten years everything has

changed: the area grew more and more conservative, and the locally popular Murtha died, opening up the seat to

possible challengers. In the 2010 election, PA-12 barely remained Democratic with Mark Critz winning by a

hairsbreadth 50.8%-49.2% margin — while most of the surrounding districts overwhelmingly went Republican.

Thus, if the foolish 2000 Republican redistricters had not consciously set out to create a “packed” Democratic

district, and had instead just drawn the boundaries at random, they could have easily won all the races in the

area, instead of losing this one (and the adjacent PA-4) by the slimmest of margins. Note to gerrymanderers:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pennsylvania%27s_12th_congressional_district


THINGS CHANGE. What may appear to be a wise gerrymander maneuver today may blow up in your face

sometime in the future.

(7.) North Carolina-6

I have included

NC-6 as a perfect

example of

“inverse

gerrymandering,” a

district that is

partly hollowed out

internally by a

different

gerrymandered

district — in this

case, the northern

end of NC-12, our

first example

above. NC-6 is a

stark reminder

that no

gerrymander is

freestanding: all

congressional

districts are

interlocked like

jigsaw puzzle

pieces, and every

time you enclose

any area by some outrageous boundary line, you are disincluding that same area from some surrounding district.

So for every gerrymander you create, you are likely to also have a less-noticeable but just as offensive inverse

gerrymander next door.

(6.) Florida-3

Florida has more than its fair share of

gerrymandering nightmares. But while

many of the state’s districts were

admittedly drawn to favor Republican

candidates, FL-3 is instead a federally

mandated “minority-majority” district

gerrymandered to give black voters a

voice:

[FL-3] was drawn in 1992 to be

North Florida’s black-majority

seat and Democrats were shifted

http://rosereport.org/20100222/florida-redistricting-the-complete-analysis/


from the surrounding districts to

make the surrounding districts

more Republican. It currently

stretches from Jacksonville’s

downtown in the north to

Orlando’s in the south, and

stretches east and west to

include other largely minority

and Democratic areas such as

Gainesville, Sanford and

Eatonville. As a result of this

gerrymandering, the district is

strongly Democratic with a Cook

Partisan Voting Index of D +18 and gave Obama 73% of its vote in the 2008 election. It is 50.9%

black and 35.4% white. … The 3rd District is at the center of the debate over the potential impact of

the FairDistricts initiative. Due to its shape, the 3rd is one of several districts that violate

restrictions in the initiative which require compact districts that conform to geographical and

political boundaries. On the other hand, the 3rd District is protected by the Voting Rights

Act and a non-compact shape may be necessary to ensure it remains an effective

African-American seat.

The “FairDistricts Initiative,” ballot proposals designed to finally make Florida’s redistricting theoretically

nonpartisan, was finally approved by voters this year on November 2 — but was immediately challenged in court

not by the Republicans as you might imagine but by none other than Corrine Brown, the representative of FL-3!

Why? Because the new law stipulates that districts be geographically compact, which would eliminate her voting

bloc and most likely her seat in Congress, when FL-3 is totally reconfigured next year. Which is ironic, because

Republicans also view the new law with disdain, seeing it as a plot to swing the redistricting advantage back to the

Democrats. Sigh. Can’t we all just get along? (Answer: NO!)

(5.) Illinois-17

Political scientists love to cite IL-17 as the

prototypical gerrymandered district, and you

are likely to see IL-17 used as the illustration

in many academic treatises about redistricting.

And we can see why here. Its shape has often

been described as “a rabbit on a skateboard,”

though to me it looks more like an embryonic

ichneumon wasp with a pancreatic cyst. We

saw above how PA-12 was a gerrymandering

blunder by the Republicans; IL-17 is the

opposite, a gerrymandered district created by

Democrats to ensure themselves a seat in

western Illinois — but which this year was

snatched from their grasp by Tea Party

candidate and now congressman-elect Bobby

Schilling. Ooops! The Democrats went out on a

limb when drawing IL-17 — several limbs, by

the looks of it — but the wave election of 2010
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changed the electoral landscape. Let me repeat

my warning to over-confident redistricters

next year: THINGS CHANGE. Gerrymander

at your own risk.

(4.) Florida-22

Florida-22 isn’t a congressional district: it’s series of

random lines generated by a malfunctioning dot-matrix

printer. What else could explain the sheer

purposelessness of the innumerable jagged ins and outs

of a district so thin that in a few places you could run

across it in under a minute? All of this to achieve —

what? A district that is almost perfectly balanced

between Democrats and Republicans. Couldn’t the same

result have been effected a little more simply, perhaps

by circling some random part of a Florida map with a felt

pen? But all is forgiven, Florida-22, because on

November 2 you elected as your representative Allen

West MFC (My Favorite Congressman), quite obviously

the next President of the United States.

(3.) Arizona-2

Arizona’s second district is the one most likely to make

people burst out laughing. I mean, c’mon. And the

explanation for this atrocity only makes it seem worse:

The odd shape of the district is indicative of the

use of gerrymandering in its construction. The

unusual division was not, however, drawn to favor

politicians. Owing to historic tensions between the

Hopi and the Navajo Native American tribes and

since tribal

boundary

disputes are a

federal matter, it

was thought

inappropriate

that both tribes

should be

represented in

the U.S. House of

Representatives

by the same

member. Since

the Hopi

reservation is

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FL-22
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completely

surrounded by

the Navajo

reservation, and

in order to

comply with

current Arizona

redistricting laws,

some means of

connection was

required that

avoided including large portions of Navajo land, hence the narrow riverine connection.

So, the district was drawn this way so that Hopis and Navajos don’t give each other “electoral cooties” by having

to vote for the same congressman? What — is America now a 3rd-grade playground? Imagine how Republicans in

Nancy Pelosi’s district feel, or Democrats in rural Texas. All across America people have to line up at polling places

alongside people whom they despise. Get over it.

(2.) Maryland-3

Maryland-3 is the poster child for the lunacy

that is gerrymandering. And the funniest part?

The Democratic politicians who created it deny

that it’s gerrymandered at all:

The new district was concocted after the

2000 Census when Maryland, like all

states, drew up new congressional and

state legislative district boundaries to

reflect changes in the population.

Former Secretary of State John T. Willis,

who was in charge of the redistricting as

chairman of the Governor’s Redistricting

Advisory Committee, said the

committee did not mean for the 3rd

District to look like it does. That’s

just how the numbers worked out,

he said.

“It’s a very complex situation, and

population is the No. 1 driving

characteristic,” Willis said.

…

The final plan, Willis noted proudly,

created eight congressional districts that had almost exactly the same number of people in them.

“All of our congressional districts don’t deviate by more than one person,” he said.

http://www.newsline.umd.edu/politics/specialreports/elections04/fineline022004.htm


But Rascovar said that no matter how the committee “painted it”, the new boundaries were drawn

to favor Democratic candidates in the 2nd District.

“They needed ‘x’ number of votes . . . what you end up doing is juggling these neighborhood votes,

and it becomes absurd,” Rascovar said.

“The most absurd is that the politicians drawing up these districts are no longer concerned with the

neighborhoods,” he said. “All they care is, ‘How many loyal Democrats can I get in this district?’ ”

Willis disagreed. Although the interests of incumbent representatives were taken into consideration,

he said, no single district was favored.

We didn’t draw the district that way on purpose. It was an accident! Honest!

(1.) Illinois-4

Here it is:

The most

ridiculous

congressional district in the entire country. No, you’re not looking at two districts; IL-4 has two absurdly

gerrymandered halves held together by a thin strip of land at its western edge that is nothing more than the

median strip along Interstate Highway 294. The end result is a gerrymandered gerrymander, a complete

mockery of what congressional representation is even supposed to be. As with AZ-2, the intention behind IL-4

was to create an ethnic enclave, in this case an Hispanic-majority district within an otherwise overwhelmingly

non-Hispanic Chicago. Problem is, Chicago has two completely distinct and geographically separate Hispanic

neighborhoods — one Puerto Rican, the other Mexican — but neither is large enough to constitute a district

majority on its own. Solution? Lump all Hispanics together into a supposedly coherent cultural grouping, and then



carefully draw a line surrounding every single Hispanic household in Chicago, linking the two distant

neighborhoods by means of an uninhabited highway margin. Voila! One Hispanic congressperson, by design. And

as a side-effect, the most preposterous congressional district in the United States.

But wait — our gerrymander tour isn’t over. If you think those ten were bad, you ain’t seen nothin’ yet. While

they may have indeed been the ten most gerrymandered districts in the nation, at least they shared something

admirable in common: They were legal. The same cannot be said about our next ten districts, which may not be

as crazily shaped as the ones above, but which are in one crucial aspect far worse: they’re noncontiguous.

The whole reason gerrymandering even exists as a practice in the first place is to overcome the requirement that

each congressional district be contiguous — in other words, a unified single enclosed area, however strangely

shaped it may be. This self-evident need to create contiguous districts is the whole reason why gerrymandered

district boundaries wander all over the landscape, so as to enclose certain sought-after voters while still keeping

them geographically connected to the rest of the district. Without the requirement to have each district be

contiguous, politicians could easily have created a new level of fantasmagorial gerrymandering in which

demographic groupings are enclosed without any regard to where they might be located on a map, forging

“districts” out of disconnected topological islands.

Thank heavens that can never happen, right? Right?

Wrong.

The politicians in charge of redistricting are so brazen in some states that they seem to have gotten drunk on

gerrymander wine, tossing caution to the wind and cavalierly creating noncontiguous congressional districts with

portions completely cut off from the rest of the voters. How in the world they got away with this, I have no idea —

apparently, if you have the hubris to create gerrymandered districts in the first place, it’s not so big a step to

cross the invisible boundary between unethical and illegal.

That said, I am unaware of any federal law stipulating that districts be contiguous; it seems to be legislated on a

state-by-state basis. And it could very well be that certain states intentionally fail to pass or enforce such a law, if

it serves a political purpose to violate it. After all, who’s going to prosecute the redistricters? Themselves?

If this trend continues, perhaps the time has come to enact nationwide guidelines expressly prohibiting

noncontiguous congressional districts. Until that time, we’ll have…

If y ou liked this article, please consider signing up for PJM daily  digest.
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Corrine Brown And Mario Diaz-Balart Sue To Halt Amendment 6

Tom Tillison

Orlando Political Press

In a pro-conservative wave of voter sentiment, against a solid, hard working

competitor, Democrat Rep. Corrine Brown won another term in Congress on

Tuesday in an overwhelming manner. 

After voting in favor of ObamaCare, which is slowly dismantling the greatest

healthcare system in the world, voting to support Cap and Trade, the largest energy tax in the history of this

country and touting her ability to ‘deliver’ the pork, which only adds to an out of control national debt, Brown still

prevails?

How is this possible?  I mean, besides bribing the voters with a free sandwich.

Granted, after 18 years, Ms Brown has an effective ground game that comes to life when it’s time to vote.  Several

poll workers marveled at the audacity and outright boldness displayed by those charged with getting out the vote

on her behalf.  As one said, “there’s no shame in their game”.  Of course, the coupons for a free lunch that were

being handed out had to make the job a little easier.

The actual reason for her success in the face of all odds is the layout of her district.  FL-CD3 is one of the most

gerrymandered districts in the country and it practically ensures her success.  In fact, it was designed to do just

that, give minorities a clear advantage to vote in a minority representative.

Just to clarify, the term ‘gerrymander’ did not originate with an 18th century white politician named Gerry

Mander, as Ms. Brown has mistakenly suggested.  The word was created in 1812 in reaction to a redrawing of

Massachusetts state senate election districts under the then governor Elbridge Gerry. When mapped, one of the

contorted districts in the Boston area was said to resemble the shape of a salamander.

After enjoying the success of this initiative for 18 years, Corrine Brown knows a golden goose when she sees one. 

Which explains why she spent very little time celebrating her re-election.  On Wednesday, she sued in federal

court in Miami to block a constitutional amendment approved by voters Tuesday to change the way congressional

districts are drawn.

Less than a day after Florida voters approved Amendment 6, Brown and Rep Mario Diaz-Balart, a Republican,

filed suit to prevent the newly approved proposal from taking effect. Named in the lawsuit are the Florida House

and Senate.  Ironically, the Republican-led Senate spearheaded efforts to derail the amendment, with its

leadership saying it was unworkable.

Even more ironic, hardcore Democrat staples such as the NAACP, SEIU and the ACLU supported the passage of

Amendment 6.

So, time for those involved to lawyer up and determine what is yours and what is mine…meanwhile, there will be

no reflection on how these chopped up districts have impacted the residents who live there. 

With crime and unemployment a rampant problem in CD3, you’d think this would be a concern, but there we go

again being practical in an impractical world!

What will be interesting is the list of potential witnesses called by the Republican Party, considering that the

Florida NAACP and most black Democratic lawmakers have rejected claims that the changes from this

http://www.redstate.com/tomtflorida/2010/11/06/corrine-brown-and-mario-diaz-balart-sue-to-halt-amendment-6/


Florida NAACP and most black Democratic lawmakers have rejected claims that the changes from this

amendment would hurt minorities, saying federal protections are unaffected.
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California, Florida and Minnesota Free Themselves of
Gerrymandered Districting

As a new documentary that picks apart the corrupt absurdity of gerrymandering that partisan redistricting

brings, three states have passed reforms aiming to find a better, more fair, way.

Via Common Cause:

Voters in California, Florida and Minnesota embraced redistricting reform ballot measures on Election Day,

sending a strong message that they are fed up with party leaders and incumbents hand-picking their own

districts.

California voters strongly rejected a proposal to eliminate an independent redistricting commission, while also

voting to expand its scope to draw congressional boundaries, as well. Through a coalition effort led by Common

Cause, Prop. 11 or the Voters FIRST Initiative, was approved by voters in 2008, and established a new citizens’

commission comprised of five Democrats, five Republicans, and four other members to draw political boundaries

for the California legislature.

In Florida, voters approved two ballot amendments by margins of more than 60 percent that set new rules for

redrawing legislative and congressional districts, requiring that both be compact, equal in population and make

use of existing city, county and geographical boundaries. The amendments prohibit drawing districts to favor or

disfavor an incumbent or political party.

To the north, voters in Minneapolis approved a referendum that removes political parties from the redistricting

process. Political parties will no longer be able to directly appoint people to the redistricting commission – now a

judge will do that using an application process.

“Voters are tired of politicians putting their self interest over the public interest by carving up our communities to

create safe seats for themselves,” said Bob Edgar, president of Common Cause. “It’s time to put an end to the

corrupt practice of gerrymandering, and I’m glad to see voters in two of our largest states, California and Florida,

and in Minneapolis, leading the way.”

“This is a big win for holding government accountable to the people,” Edgar said.

In California, more than 30,000 people have applied to serve on the citizens redistricting commission – a pool

which has now been narrowed to 120 finalists that is more reflective of California’s ethnic diversity than the

legislature is. The commission will begin its work in January, once census data is available.

In addition to every major newspaper in the state, a broad coalition of civic groups including the AARP, California

Forward, NAACP, MALDEF, the League of Women Voters of California, the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce,

and ACLU of Southern California joined Common Cause in opposing Proposition 27, which would have abolished

the independent citizens redistricting commission. Proposition 27 was defeated at the polls.

California also approved a second measure, Proposition 20, extending the scope of the citizens redistricting

commission to draw congressional boundaries as well. This will be a significant change from 2001, when the

Republican and Democratic parties struck a deal to protect every incumbent member of Congress.

“With the 2010 elections behind us, political consultants and pundits will now turn to redistricting as the next

battleground,” noted Edgar. “In most states, we will witness a process where politicians choose their voters for

the next decade, crippling the ability of voters to make meaningful choices in who represents them for years to
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come.”

In many states, Common Cause will be forming advisory citizen boards to demand transparency and fairness in

the redistricting process, armed with new mapping tools and legal advice needed to draw their own districts and

shame politicians out of the worst forms of gerrymandering.

A new documentary film, Gerrymandering, opened in theatres across the county over the past two weeks and

documents some of the past abuses of redistricting, going back to the days of the founding fathers where Patrick

Henry drew his political foe James Madison out of a district to make it harder for him to be elected to Congress.

The United States is the sole remaining western democracy that allows incumbent legislators to draw their own

political districts.

###

Common Cause is a nonpartisan, grassroots organization dedicated to restoring the core values of American

democracy, reinventing an open, honest, and accountable government that works for the public interest, and

empowering ordinary people to make their voices heard.

http://www.commoncause.org/
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'Apollo 18' Movie to Focus on Alien Link to 'Canceled' Mission (Source: Deadline.com)

The Weinstein Company won a bidding battle to make Apollo 18, an extraterrestrial film that is being creatively

spearheaded by Wanted director Timur Bekmambetov. The picture, which is well into production and will be

released March 4, 2011, shapes up as the next in a line of films that use a tinge of reality to launch into thriller

story lines. Bob Weinstein met several times with Bekmambetov before making a deal that came after

Bekmambetov presented film footage purported to have been shot by the crew of Apollo 18.

Redistricting Promises Changes in Florida Representation in Washington (Source: SPACErePORT)

With Florida's population growth, the state will probably add two new Congressional Districts for the 2012

election. The Florida Legislature will be responsible for the redistricting in 2011. Previous redistricting allowed

powerful state legislators to establish Congressional districts that were tailor-made for their own congressional

campaigns. (This was considered the case when the Cape Canaveral Spaceport was split into two districts,

allowing State House Speaker Tom Feeney to become a Congressman.)

Two newly approved Florida ballot initiatives are designed to prevent the kind of politically motivated

redistricting that occured in previous years. Nevertheless, Florida's Congressional influence on space policy could

change profoundly after 2012, with the potential addition or subtraction of a Space Coast district, and more

members available to serve on relevant committees. (11/7)

http://spacereport.blogspot.com/2010/11/november-7-2010.html
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Corrine Brown takes redistricting amendment to court

TALLAHASSEE -- Less than 24 hours after its surprise passage, a constitutional amendment that restricts state

lawmakers when they draw new congressional districts was challenged in court by two members of Congress.

The amendment, along with a similar proposal concerning state legislative districts that is not under legal

challenge, passed with nearly 63 percent of the vote Tuesday despite polls indicating both would fail.

In filing suit against the state just before 2 a.m. Wednesday, U.S. Reps. Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Miami, and Corrine

Brown, D-Jacksonville, leveled two basic claims against Amendment 6:

• Florida voters can't change the standards for congressional district-drawing because the issue is governed by the

U.S. Constitution, not the Florida Constitution.

• Because Amendment 6 prohibits lawmakers from intending to favor incumbents when they draw districts, it

violates the federal Voting Rights Act, which requires lawmakers to weigh incumbency to ensure that already

elected minority legislators remain in power.

'You can't take that out of the mix,'' said Stephen Cody, a Palmetto Bay lawyer for Diaz-Balart and Brown.

J. Gerald Hebert, a Voting Rights Act expert and supporter of both redistricting amendments, says the lawsuit is

'frivolous and misleading.''

"They're misinterpreting the Voting Rights Act,'' he said. "It protects voters, not incumbent politicians.'' Approval

of the two proposals was a rare bright spot for Democrats on Tuesday in an election that saw Republicans pick up

four new members of Congress and veto-proof majorities in the Legislature and narrowly hold onto the

Governor's Mansion.

The once-a-decade redistricting effort is the essence of political power-brokering. The ruling party tries to draw

districts that spread its voters throughout more districts, while the minority party's voters are packed into

relatively few districts.

The process is slated to begin as soon as December when lawmakers receive U.S. Census data that could give

Florida two more seats in Congress. The new maps will be crucial for both parties, as Republicans hope to

maintain lopsided legislative and congressional majorities. Democrats hope the new restrictions will result in more

competitive races.

Cody said he hopes for an expedited ruling on Wednesday's challenge so legislators will know what laws to follow

when they draw the new maps.

The lawsuit targets restrictions on drawing congressional districts addressed in Amendment 6. There are not yet

challenges to Amendment 5, which put similar restrictions on drawing state-level districts.

The text of the amendments sounds straightforward, saying no district shall be drawn "with the intent to favor or

disfavor a political party or an incumbent'' and that districts shall not deny minorities the ability to "elect

representatives of their choice.''

The amendments also say that lawmakers can't violate federal law when they draw the districts.

'We're tired of politicians picking their voters,'' said Ellen Freidin, chairwoman of Fair Districts Florida, which

sponsored the amendments. 'In a democracy, people should pick their politicians.''

http://staugustine.com/news/local-news/2010-11-04/corrine-brown-takes-redistricting-amendments-court


But opponents say the amendments are simply a sneaky way for Democrats and liberals to sue over the districts.

"This is about intent. Anytime you start talking about intent you've got a lawsuit on your hands,'' said Miguel De

Grandy, a redistricting expert and lawyer for the state House of Representatives, which was named in the suit

along with the governor and Senate.
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Gaetz to chair redistricting committee

2010-11-14 20:44:25

State Senate President Mike Haridopolos handed fellow lawmaker Don Gaetz a headache last week when he

named him chairman of the Senate Committee on Redistricting.

Gaetz, R-Niceville, said he hadnt had the title five minutes when he began hearing from lobbyists and politicians

about pending reapportionment and the creation of two new congressional seats.

This would be a challenging job anytime, but particularly at this time, he said.

Gaetzs committee will be charged with drawing maps delineating Florida state House and Senate districts as well

as state congressional districts.

Census figures have dictated that Florida increase its number of seats in the U.S. House of Representatives from

25 to 27.

Gaetz and his committee will likely be paired with a House committee headed by state Rep. Will Weatherford, a

Republican from Pasco County. The appointments represent both a plum assignment and hefty responsibility for

the two rising leaders; Gaetz is set to be Senate president and Weatherford to be speaker of the House in 2013.

Their committees have until May 2012 to produce district maps in time for election qualifying.

The always-frenzied reapportionment process will be further complicated during Gaetzs tenure by the

implementation of newly passed Constitutional Amendments 5 and 6.

The amendments, which apply to state and national reapportionment, call for lines to be drawn that neither favor

nor disfavor a political incumbent or political party.

The amendments also require map designers to ensure that minority rights to representation are protected and

that efforts be made to respect the integrity of existing communities.

Gaetz foresees a lot of litigation resulting from Amendments 5 and 6. He said his first order of business will be to

consult incoming Attorney General Pam Bondi about the wording of the two new amendments.

These amendments contain a series of loaded terms, he said. We want to see what they are loaded with.

Gaetz said he also intends to hold hearings across the state to find out what Floridas residents are looking for

when political district lines are put down.

Gaetz said among those he wants to talk to are the states supervisors of elections.

Okaloosa County Supervisor of Elections Paul Lux said the states supervisors have recently completed a first-

ever census block map that attempts to point out areas that shouldnt be split by reapportionment lines.

He said he hopes having Gaetz serve as chairman of the redistricting committee will allow him access to voice

Supervisors of Elections concerns as they arise during reapportionment.

http://www.thedestinlog.com/common/printer/view.php?db=nwfdn&id=34892
http://www.thedestinlog.com/news/redistricting-34892-nwfdn-chair-committee.html?pic=1
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Two Florida Members of Congress File Federal Lawsuit on
Redistricting Reform — The Florida Law Journal

Courtesy of Ballot Access News

Two members of the U.S. House of Representatives filed a federal lawsuit to overturn the Florida redistricting

measures that passed last week.  See this story.  The two members are Democrat Corrine Brown and Republican

Mario Diaz-Balart.

The measures do not remove the power to draw district boundaries from the legislature, but they require the

legislature to draw plans that do not favor any particular incumbent, and also plans that do not favor any

particular political party.  The two plaintiffs argue that this violates the Voting Rights Act.  The case is Brown v

State of Florida, southern district, 1:10-cv-23968.  Thanks to Justin Levitt and Rick Hasen for the case name and

case number.

Related posts:

1. Class Action Filed Against Toyota

2. Feds File to Dismiss Healthcare Suit

http://www.thefloridalawjournal.com/2010/11/two-florida-members-of-congress-file-federal-lawsuit-on-redistricting-reform.html
http://www.naplesnews.com/news/2010/nov/08/brent-batten-fight-over-amendments-5-6-heads-court/
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Redistricting Post Carries Dual Goals

Published: Sunday, November 14, 2010 at 12:01 a.m.

Other than passing the annual state budget, lawmakers have only one other constitutional mandate: They must

redraw congressional and legislative district lines every 10 years, based on a new federal census.

In the state Senate, that effort will be led by Don Gaetz, a 62-year-old Niceville Republican who is in line to

become the Senate president after the 2012 elections.

The chairmanship of the Senate Reapportionment Committee will enhance Gaetz's already considerable influence

in the 40-member Senate.

But after incoming Senate President Mike Haridopolos, R-Merritt Island, tapped him for the redistricting job,

Gaetz noted it will not be an easy task.

Gaetz, a former Okaloosa County school superintendent who also helped found the VITAS hospice company, said

he expects redistricting to be "a difficult process and involve a great deal of legal wrangling."

Redrawing legislative and congressional district lines is normally a challenging task. For one, nearly all 160

members of the Florida Legislature, as well as the 25 members of the state's congressional delegation, have a

deep personal interest in their districts.

Add into the mix, the likelihood that Florida could gain as many as two new congressional seats - based on

population growth - and the line drawing becomes even more complicated.

In Gaetz's favor, as well as his yet-to-be-named House counterpart, Republicans have such strong majorities in

the House and Senate, as well as incoming Republican Gov. Rick Scott, the Democrats will not be much of an

obstacle in the legislative process.

The real battle will take place in the courts, after Democrat-backed constitutional amendments were approved by

voters this month. The amendments set new standards for drawing the district lines. Democrats will use those

amendments to make the case for districts that could be more competitive for their party members.

In naming Gaetz as the Senate redistricting leader, Haridopolos noted he was giving the senator a "very difficult

assignment."

"With the recent passage of Amendments 5 and 6 by Florida voters, this will be the most challenging committee

chairmanship of all," Haridopolos said.

Senate leaders say the new constitutional requirements - which are already being challenged in federal court by

congressional members - will have a "drastic impact" on how lawmakers draw the new district lines in their 2012

session.

Lawmakers said because of the many legal questions about the amendments' impact, the final lines may end being

drawn by a court. Gaetz said that is something he wants to avoid.

"It is my hope that we will be able to get these new district lines drawn without having the court intervene,"

Gaetz said. "I am looking forward to traveling around the state and hearing the public testimony on this

http://www.theledger.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20101114/COLUMNISTS/11145018/1001/BUSINESS&Title=Redistricting-Post-Carries-Dual-Goals&template=printart


important process."

WINNER OF THE WEEK

J.D. Alexander. The Lake Wales Republican was tapped for another two-year stint as chairman of the state

Senate's Ways and Means Committee, the powerful panel that oversees all state spending. It will be a challenging

year for Alexander and other lawmakers because they face slow growth in state revenue, a $2.5 billion budget

deficit and a new governor who wants more than $2 billion in tax cuts.

LOSER OF THE WEEK

Joyce Kaufman. The conservative talk show host abruptly quit her new job as chief of staff for U.S. Rep.-elect

Allen West after the national media began to focus on some of the controversial statements she has made as a

commentator, including her line "if ballots don't work, bullets will." Kaufman said she resigned because she did not

want to be "used in an electronic lynching by proxy." West, a Republican who will represent parts of Palm Beach

and Broward counties, said he stands by Kaufman.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

"It's a new day in Tallahassee," said Gov. Charlie Crist as Gov.-elect Rick Scott made his first post-election visit to

the state capital.
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Corrine Brown: Congresswoman's antics are egregious,
annoying

Read full article http://jacksonville.com/opinion/blog/401026/r...

You can't see me as I write this column, but when I say I've had it up to here with Corrine Brown, I'm pointing to

about six feet over the top of my head.

Her asinine statements are bad enough as are her ethical challenges.

There's no need to go into details about sweet deals for her daughter, a luxury car, sandbags during a hurricane

and meal coupons for voters, to name just a few.

But this is too much.

On Tuesday, voters went to the polls and approved Amendment 6, which will add some common sense to how

congressional district lines are drawn.

And it wasn't a close vote. In fact, it broke the hard-to-accomplish barrier of 60 percent that an amendment

needs to pass, with 63 percent voting yes.

Brown had campaigned against the amendment so what does she do now that she lost?

She slaps Florida's voters in the face by immediately filing a federal lawsuit in Miami, along with U.S. Rep. Mario

Diaz-Balart, asking that the amendment be declared invalid.

Her excuse is that enforcing the amendment will deprive minorities of the opportunity to elect representatives of

their choice.

In reality, it's about her keeping her seat in Congress, which she holds onto because of her ridiculously

gerrymandered district.

Read full article http://jacksonville.com/opinion/blog/401026/r...
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Its Fraud! No Longer Needed!

(10.) North Carolina-12

(6.) Florida-3

Florida has more than its fair share of gerrymandering nightmares. But while many of the state’s districts were

admittedly drawn to favor Republican candidates, FL-3 is instead a federally mandated “minority-majority”

district gerrymandered to give Black Voters a voice:

[FL-3] was drawn in 1992 to be North Florida’s black-majority seat and Democrats were shifted from the

surrounding districts to make the surrounding districts more Republican. It currently stretches from

Jacksonville’s downtown in the north to Orlando’s in the south, and stretches east and west to include other

largely minority and Democratic areas such as Gainesville, Sanford and Eatonville.

As a result of this gerrymandering, the district is strongly Democratic with a Cook Partisan Voting Index of D +18

and gave Obama 73% of its vote in the 2008 election. It is 50.9% black and 35.4% white. …

The 3rd District is at the center of the debate over the potential impact of the FairDistricts initiative. Due to its

shape, the 3rd is one of several districts that violate restrictions in the initiative which require compact districts

that conform to geographical and political boundaries. On the other hand, the 3rd District is protected by the

Voting Rights Act and a non-compact shape may be necessary to ensure it remains an effective African-American

seat.

The “FairDistricts Initiative,” ballot proposals designed to finally make Florida’s redistricting theoretically

nonpartisan, was finally approved by voters this year on November 2 — but was immediately challenged in court

not by the Republicans as you might imagine but by none other than Corrine Brown, the representative of FL-3!

Why? Because the new law stipulates that districts be geographically compact, which would eliminate her voting

bloc and most likely her seat in Congress, when FL-3 is totally reconfigured next year. Which is ironic, because

Republicans also view the new law with disdain, seeing it as a plot to swing the redistricting advantage back to the

Democrats. Sigh. Can’t we all just get along? 

(Answer: NO!)

(4.) Florida-22

Florida-22 isn’t a congressional district: it’s series of random lines generated by a malfunctioning dot-matrix

printer. What else could explain the sheer purposelessness of the innumerable jagged ins and outs of a district so

thin that in a few places you could run across it in under a minute? All of this to achieve — what? A district that is

almost perfectly balanced between Democrats and Republicans. Couldn’t the same result have been effected a

little more simply, perhaps by circling some random part of a Florida map with a felt pen?

But all is forgiven, Florida-22, because on November 2 you elected as your representative Allen West MFC (My

Favorite Congressman), quite obviously the next President of the United States.

http://blackpoliticalbuzz.blogspot.com/2010/11/gerrymandering-101-its-fraud-no-longer.html
http://rosereport.org/20100222/florida-redistricting-the-complete-analysis/
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Pols try to undermine your vote -- OrlandoSentinel.com

orlandosentinel.com/news/os-scott-maxwell-not-fair-districts-120101116,0,7688513.column

My question seemed simple enough: Whose money was it?

Sure, I knew the names of the politicians who opposed the fair-districting amendments, which we overwhelmingly

approved at the polls earlier this month.

I knew that Dean Cannon and Mike Haridopolos had fought them before the elections seeking to cling to

rules that basically allowed legislators to customize district lines for themselves and their buddies.

And I knew that U.S. Reps. Corrine Brown and Mario Diaz-Balart had filed a lawsuit, trying to block our

votes from counting.

Still, I wanted to know specifically who was funding the lawsuit, paying the court costs and paying the lawyers'

bills.

Voters deserve to know who's trying to overturn their will.

As it turns out, getting the answer wasn't that easy by design.

For starters, Brown, a Democrat, and Diaz-Balart, a Republican, wouldn't say. Brown's chief of staff simply

ignored questions. And all Diaz-Balart's spokeswoman would say was "a legal defense fund" without further

explanation.

So I began trying to find the records for myself. I mean, this is America, right? Where freedom-of-information

reigns!

What I learned is that Congress doesn't allow you to access information about legal funds online, by phone or any

way other than personally traveling to Washington and visiting a basement-level records room.

Most of you can't do that.

Fortunately, I have access to a secret weapon: Mark Matthews.

Mark is the Sentinel's Washington reporter. And he was kind enough to go digging through these files that are

located hundreds of miles away from the people whose lives they affect.

Mark pulled the papers associated with Brown's and Diaz-Balart's legal funds. Neither was very up-to-date

(federal law doesn't require that, either). But they did reveal that each legal fund had received $10,000 from the

two groups: The Florida Leadership Alliance and Citizens for Housing and Urban Growth.

OK. But who is that?

I had to search different set of records to answer that question. After doing so, I learned that the people cutting

checks to your federal representatives were, in fact, your state representatives.

The Florida Leadership Alliance is run by state Sen. Don Gaetz.

Citizens for Housing and Urban Growth is controlled by a cluster of legislators, including Sen. Mike Bennett of

Bradenton and state Rep. Ron Reagan of Sarasota.

http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/os-scott-maxwell-not-fair-districts-120101116,0,5881111,print.column


In other words: The state lawmakers you elected are helping fund a lawsuit filed by the federal lawmakers you

elected all in attempt to overturn the amendment you approved.

If you're wondering where the state legislators got their money, well, that's many of the usual suspects: Power

companies, law firms, builders, you name it all the people who benefit from the status quo.

It doesn't stop there.

Gaetz the guy who's funding the fight against fair districts was recently appointed to head the Senate committee

that's in charge of guess what? redistricting!

Yes, our new Senate president, Mike Haridopolos, made that happen.

Not to be outdone, the new House speaker, Dean Cannon, put another vocal opponent of fair districts, Will

Weatherford, in charge of redistricting in that chamber.

Ain't politics grand?

At this point, I'd like to take a time-out to remind you what's at stake here.

For decades, Florida politicians have drawn themselves districts that split neighborhoods in two, sometimes

snaking hundreds of miles, just so each one has the right kind of voters to keep incumbents in office.

They have gotten so good at doing this that, after they did it last time, not a single legislative incumbent lost a re-

election bid in 2004. In fact, over six years and more than 400 legislative race only three incumbents were

ousted.

This also is why we have congressional districts that resemble pythons. It's why Brown lives in Jacksonville and

represents Orlando, and why John Mica lives in Winter Park but represents Flagler Beach.

Both parties have done it. And voters know it stinks. That's why 62 percent voted to require that future districts

be more compact and "not drawn to favor or disfavor an incumbent or political party."

It's that last part stopping the built-in bias that politicians fear the most. If they can't play with loaded dice and

stacked decks, they don't want to play at all.

It's why Cannon personally went before the Supreme Court to keep on the ballot an amendment that would've

neutered fair-districting. (He failed.)

It's also why the politicians keep fighting you in court, with money from their vested-interest puppet masters,

when they think you're not looking.

Because nothing scares them more than the thought of a fair fight.

Scott Maxwell can be reached at smaxwell@orlandosentinel.com or 407-420-6141.

mailto:smaxwell@orlandosentinel.com
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Florida senators financing redistricting lawsuit – Central Florida
Political Pulse – Orlando Sentinel

Sentinel columnist Scott Maxwell wanted to do a little sleuthing into who was financing the lawsuit against the

Amendment 6 congressional redistricting amendment filed by U.S. Reps. Mario Diaz-Balart and Corrine

Brown.

From Maxwell: 

Voters deserve to know who’s trying to overturn their will. As it turns out, getting the answer wasn’t that easy

… by design. For starters, Brown, a Democrat, and Diaz-Balart, a Republican, wouldn’t say. Brown’s chief of

staff simply ignored questions. And all Diaz-Balart’s spokeswoman would say was “a legal defense fund”

without further explanation.

So I began trying to find the records for myself. I mean, this is America, right? Where freedom-of-information

reigns! What I learned is that Congress doesn’t allow you to access information about legal funds online, by

phone or any way other than personally traveling to Washington and visiting a basement-level records room.

Most of you can’t do that. Fortunately, I have access to a secret weapon: Mark Matthews.

Mark is the Sentinel’s Washington reporter. And he was kind enough to go digging through these files that are

located hundreds of miles away from the people whose lives they affect.

Mark pulled the papers associated with Brown’s and Diaz-Balart’s legal funds. Neither was very up-to-date

(federal law doesn’t require that, either). But they did reveal that each legal fund had received $10,000 from

the two groups: The Florida Leadership Alliance and Citizens for Housing and Urban Growth.

OK. But who is that? I had to search different set of records to answer that question. After doing so, I learned

that the people cutting checks to your federal representatives were, in fact, your state representatives.

The Florida Leadership Alliance is run by state Sen. Don Gaetz.

Citizens for Housing and Urban Growth is controlled by a cluster of legislators, including Sen. Mike Bennett of

Bradenton and state Rep. Ron Reagan of Sarasota.

In other words: The state lawmakers you elected are helping fund a lawsuit filed by the federal lawmakers

you elected … all in attempt to overturn the amendment you approved.

Keep reading.

http://blogs.orlandosentinel.com/news_politics/2010/11/maxwell-florida-senators-financing-redistricting-lawsuit.html
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New Florida House speaker picked wrong tone, wrong issue for
first speech

By The Palm Beach Post

Updated: 9:56 a.m. Thursday, Nov. 18, 2010

Posted: 6:06 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 17, 2010

Florida House Speaker Dean Cannon, R-Winter Park, is half right when he claims to favor a "strong and

independent" court system. He favors a strong, independent court system that does whatever the Legislature

wants.

Having called Florida's economy Tallahassee's priority, Rep. Cannon made demagoguery the priority Tuesday

during his first speech as House leader. The courts are a favorite target of hyper-partisan Republicans, and Rep.

Cannon called recent Florida Supreme Court rulings "threats to our liberties."

Fear not. The Florida Supreme Court poses no such threat. Rep. Cannon is mad because the high court knocked

three Legislature-sponsored constitutional amendments off this year's ballot. One of them would have tried to

exempt Florida from the new health care law.

As a lawyer, Rep. Cannon knows that federal law trumps state law. He also knows that Florida has joined other

states to challenge the health care law, and that those lawsuits will sort out which parts of the law stand. The

Legislature's Amendment 9 was nothing but chum for GOP voters.

There is long-standing precedent in Florida for high court review of amendments - whether from the Legislature

or a petition drive - to make sure that they conform to law and do not mislead voters. Amendment 9 failed

because it purported to create a health care system without doing so. Would Rep. Cannon want Big Labor to

deceive voters into making it easier for unions to organize?

Rep. Cannon contends that "unelected" justices should not interfere with what elected representatives want

voters to place in the Florida Constitution. That's an odd argument from a self-styled conservative, since it

advocates against a check on abuse of power by one branch of government.

In fact, Rep. Cannon's argument is political. He implies that justices appointed by Democrats rejected Amendment

9 and the two others because they came from Republicans. The recent record undercuts his case. In 2006, the

Florida Supreme Court tossed off the ballot an amendment opposed by Republicans that would have created an

independent commission to draw congressional and legislative districts. Only the legislative branch, the judicial

branch ruled, has the constitutional authority in Florida to draw those lines. Four justices appointed by Gov.

Lawton Chiles, a Democrat, were in the majority.

Backers of the amendment regrouped, redrafted and presented for this year's ballot Amendments 5 and 6,

designed to reduce gerrymandering. The court, including three of those four justices from 2006, approved the

new amendments, and so did a supermajority of the voters in whom Rep. Cannon places his trust.

Rep. Cannon may be trying to continue the failed effort to deny merit retention, and new six-year terms, to a pair

of justices who ruled against Amendment 9. Perhaps the Legislature's new effort will be to propose that Florida's

high court justices be elected, rather than appointed.

Such a move would be disastrous. Florida does not want special-interest money bankrolling the campaigns of

http://www.palmbeachpost.com/opinion/editorials/new-florida-house-speaker-picked-wrong-tone-wrong-1055153.html?cxtype=rss_editorials


Supreme Court candidates making promises about how they would rule.

Nothing in Rep. Cannon's tirade will get one Floridian back to work. If the new Legislature's mission is to establish

a political ideology by bullying the courts into submission, we would call that the real threat to our liberties.

- Randy Schultz,

for The Palm Beach Post Editorial Board
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Senators Put Money Behind Redistricting Lawsuits

Michael Peltier, News Service of Florida

The voters may have spoken, but at least one senator says he may not be finished in his quest to derail a pair of

constitutional amendments that will change the way political boundaries are drawn.

Sen. Mike Bennett, R-Bradenton , said Wednesday he hasn't ruled out continuing to assist a pair of Florida

members of Congress -- Democrat Corrine Brown of Jacksonville and Republican Mario Diaz-Balart of

Miami -- who filed suit in federal court to scuttle Amendment 6, which passed Nov. 2 with nearly 63 percent of

the vote.

In June, Citizens for Housing and Urban Growth, a political spending committee led by Bennett and Sen. Greg

Evers, R-Baker, gave $5,000 each to the legal defense funds of Brown and Balart, who contend Amendment 6

violates federal voting rights protections for minority candidates. 

Sen. Gary Siplin, D-Orlando, has said he is considering challenging Amendment 5, which deals exclusively with

state House and Senate district.

Bennett has been an outspoken critic of Amendments 5 & 6, which will regulate how state and federal political

districts will be drawn. He told News Service of Florida Wednesday that he may not be ready to throw in the

towel. 

"I'm not sure we have any money left in the fund, but I might," Bennett said of continuing his support. "The

people have made their decision… but people do have the right to sue." 

Another group, The Florida Leadership Alliance, a group headed by Sen. Don Gaetz, R-Niceville, also gave

$5,000 a piece to Brown and Diaz-Balart in June. The two members of Congress used the money to help finance

an unsuccessful challenge to the redistricting amendment in state court in an attempt to keep the measure from

voters.

Their latest lawsuit was filed in Miami federal court within hours of voters approving the redistricting measures

this month..

Gaetz now heads the Senate Reapportionment Committee.

"I think it was fair before the election for all of us who have views on both sides of this to play," said Gaetz, who

now chairs the Senate Reapportionment Committee.

Gaetz said Wednesday that his committee has not made additional contributions to the defense funds since voters

approved Amendments 5 & 6 on Nov. 2. 

"I've not contributed a dime to any kind of legal action for or against anything having to do with reapportionment

since the election," Gaetz said Wednesday during a break in Senate Medicaid hearings. "I'm a partisan. I think 5

and 6 were wrong-headed and very difficult to comply with. But that was then and this is now. "

http://newsserviceflorida.typepad.com/news_service_of_florida_b/2010/11/senators-put-money-behind-redistricting-lawsuits.html


Led by FairDistrictsFlorida.org, backers of Amendments 5 & 6 said the new proposals will provide some rational

criteria for the way political districts are drawn. The amendments are likely to further strain relations between

the Legislature and the judiciary, especially the Florida Supreme Court, which shot down three legislative

proposals during the recently concluded election cycle. 

Senate Democratic Leader Nan Rich, D-Westin, said a judicial clash is inevitable regardless of whether the

amendments had passed, since the courts historically have had the final say if the newly crafted boundaries are

fair.

But Rich said Republican leaders should be careful in how forcefully they oppose the amendments now because

many of the same voters who elected them to office also supported the measures. 

"In an election where Republicans won from top to bottom, it's amazing to me that 63 percent voted for the Fair

Districts amendment," Rich said. "That means Republicans and independents joined Democrats who voted for it

because we know Democrat turnout was low."

http://www.newsserviceflorida.com
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They say that a fish rots from the head and that results that people get from using a system 

are shaped by what went into designing the system. This came home to me last night as I 

watched the new documentary film, Gerrymandering at a gathering sponsored by Common 

Cause CT, the American Constitution Society, and the Yale Law School Democrats. The film 

highlighted various problems with redistricting and touched on possible ways of improving 

the process. 

One popular idea is to take redistricting out of the hands of legislators and set up 

independent commissions. The film documented the efforts to get that done in California. 

Yet some questioned whether an independent commission would be that much better. 

Whatever ideas come forward, perhaps the best involve making the process more 

transparent. 

This reflected some of what I was hearing at the National Conference of State Legislature's 

(NCSL) National Redistricting Seminar I attended in Rhode Island in September. 

The major redistricting software vendors were there and they all talked about ways of 

making redistricting more open to the public. Staffers for the Florida State Senate and the 

Florida House of Representatives were both there demonstrating early versions of their 

redistricting tools. 

A good place to start with the Florida redistricting effort is at www.floridaredistricting.org. 

For those interested in digging deeper into the Florida House of Representatives toolkit, take 

a look at floridaredistricting.cloudapp.net. While it is great to see a movement towards a 

more open redistricting process, this application is based on Microsoft’s Silverlight and won’t 

run on my computer, so I can’t provide further details. 

Going much more open source is the Public Mapping Project. This will allow any group with 

sufficiently technical people to set up their own public mapping server. Various advocacy 

groups are looking at this as a tool facilitate public involvement in the redistricting process. 

Competition to make public mapping systems where the public can compete to create better 

districts may be an important step these districts being more competitive. 

Another aspect of this is transparency about what the goals are in redistricting. The Voting 

Rights Act makes places an emphasis on creating districts that do not discriminate against 

minorities. Other goals may include recognizing geographic boundaries or existing political 

boundaries. In Connecticut, for example, county boundaries are not as important as they 

are in other states. Some states have a bigger emphasis on nesting districts within districts. 

For example, having a State Senate district that crosses Congressional district lines would 

be considered a very bad thing in some states. Whatever the goals, they should also be 

made public and widely discussed ahead of redistricting.  

The tools are being built for more competitive redistricting. Will people start using the tools 

and demand better districts this time around? We can only hope. 

http://www.orient-lodge.com/user/1
http://www.gerrymanderingmovie.com/
http://www.orient-lodge.com/node/4266
http://www.orient-lodge.com/node/4266
http://www.floridaredistricting.org/
http://floridaredistricting.cloudapp.net/
http://www.publicmapping.org/
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Gaetz, Bennett split on continuing to fund anti-Amendment 6
lawsuit « Florida Independent: News. Politics. Media

Yesterday, we blogged about an Orlando Sentinel piece on the behind-the-scenes dealings of the lawsuit to

overturn Amendment 6, one of the two so-called “Fair Districts” amendments approved by voters on Nov. 2.

The article revealed that political committees consisting of several state legislators, including state Sen. Mike

Bennett, R-Bradenton, and state Sen. Don Gaetz, R-Destin, made donations to the legal funds of Rep. Corrine

Brown, D-Jacksonville, and Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Miami, who are suing to block Amendment 6.

Today, The News Service of Florida is reporting further on the Republican support that Brown and Mario Diaz-

Balart are getting in their battle.

In the article, Bennett and Gaetz made very different statements regarding their support of a lawsuit to overturn

Amendment 6. If their comments are to be believed, the two appear to be at odds over the issue:

Bennett has been an outspoken critic of Amendments 5 and 6, which would regulate how state and

federal political districts would be drawn. He told The News Service of Florida that he may not be

ready to throw in the towel.

“I’m not sure we have any money left in the fund, but I might,” Bennett said of continuing his

support. “The people have made their decision … but people do have the right to sue.”

Gaetz, on the other hand, was seemingly dismissive about any contributions his group had made in the past:

Gaetz said Wednesday that his committee has not made additional contributions to the defense

funds since voters approved the amendments.

“I’ve not contributed a dime to any kind of legal action for or against anything having to do with

reapportionment since the election,” Gaetz said Wednesday during a break in Senate Medicaid

hearings. “I’m a partisan. I think 5 and 6 were wrong-headed and very difficult to comply with. But

that was then and this is now.”

http://floridaindependent.com/15220/don-gaetz-mik-bennett-split-on-continuing-to-fund-anti-amendment-6-lawsuit
http://floridaindependent.com/15137/sentinel-state-legislators-helping-fund-anti-amendment-6-lawsuit
http://floridaindependent.com/13045/corrine-brown-mario-diaz-balart-file-suit-to-block-fair-districts-amendments
http://jacksonville.com/news/florida/2010-11-18/story/gop-florida-state-senator-says-hell-help-corrine-brown-lawsuit
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Florida senators financing redistricting lawsuit – Central Florida
Political Pulse – Orlando Sentinel

Sentinel columnist Scott Maxwell wanted to do a little sleuthing into who was financing the lawsuit against the

Amendment 6 congressional redistricting amendment filed by U.S. Reps. Mario Diaz-Balart and Corrine

Brown.

From Maxwell: 

Voters deserve to know who’s trying to overturn their will. As it turns out, getting the answer wasn’t that easy

… by design. For starters, Brown, a Democrat, and Diaz-Balart, a Republican, wouldn’t say. Brown’s chief of

staff simply ignored questions. And all Diaz-Balart’s spokeswoman would say was “a legal defense fund”

without further explanation.

So I began trying to find the records for myself. I mean, this is America, right? Where freedom-of-information

reigns! What I learned is that Congress doesn’t allow you to access information about legal funds online, by

phone or any way other than personally traveling to Washington and visiting a basement-level records room.

Most of you can’t do that. Fortunately, I have access to a secret weapon: Mark Matthews.

Mark is the Sentinel’s Washington reporter. And he was kind enough to go digging through these files that are

located hundreds of miles away from the people whose lives they affect.

Mark pulled the papers associated with Brown’s and Diaz-Balart’s legal funds. Neither was very up-to-date

(federal law doesn’t require that, either). But they did reveal that each legal fund had received $10,000 from

the two groups: The Florida Leadership Alliance and Citizens for Housing and Urban Growth.

OK. But who is that? I had to search different set of records to answer that question. After doing so, I learned

that the people cutting checks to your federal representatives were, in fact, your state representatives.

The Florida Leadership Alliance is run by state Sen. Don Gaetz.

Citizens for Housing and Urban Growth is controlled by a cluster of legislators, including Sen. Mike Bennett of

Bradenton and state Rep. Ron Reagan of Sarasota.

In other words: The state lawmakers you elected are helping fund a lawsuit filed by the federal lawmakers

you elected … all in attempt to overturn the amendment you approved.

Keep reading.

http://blogs.orlandosentinel.com/news_politics/2010/11/maxwell-florida-senators-financing-redistricting-lawsuit.html
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/os-scott-maxwell-not-fair-districts-120101116,0,7688513.column
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Brown, Diaz-Balart file suit to block ‘Fair Districts’ amendment «
Florida Independent: News. Politics. Media

Well, that didn’t take long. One of the few bright spots for progressive organizations in Florida on election day —

the passage of Amendments 5 and 6, which would limit the Florida legislature’s freedom to gerrymander districts

— is already being challenged in court.

Reps. Corrine Brown, D-Jacksonville, and Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Miami, filed a complaint yesterday seeking to

block implementation of Amendment 6, calling it “unconstitutional” (via Florida Tribune). Amendment 5 deals

with legislative districts, 6 with congressional ones.

There is nothing new about Brown and Diaz-Balart’s opposition to 5 and 6. Both served as “honorary national

chairs” of the group Protect Your Vote, which sought to defeat the so-called “Fair Districts” amendments. Protect

Your Vote’s campaign was largely bankrolled by the Republican Party of Florida, which obviously has a stake in

how Florida’s district lines are drawn. Brown and Diaz-Balart also sued to stop the amendments from even

appearing on state ballots. They lost that case in August.

Brown represents a minority-heavy district that snakes all the way from Jacksonville to eastern Gainesville and

into Orlando — exactly the kind of district (which clumps together minority votes at the expense of geographic

logic) that 5 and 6 will likely change come 2012.

Diaz-Balart, meanwhile, has also benefited from gerrymandering. Rather than face a challenging reelection bid in

the district he represents, he chose this year to switch districts and run for the seat held by his retiring brother,

Lincoln, whose district is more solidly Republican.

Read their complaint in full:

Corrine Brown, Mario Diaz-Balart Lawsuit

http://floridaindependent.com/13045/corrine-brown-mario-diaz-balart-file-suit-to-block-fair-districts-amendments
http://fltrib.com/two-members-congress-file-lawsuit-block-new-redistricting-measure
http://protectyourvote.com/
http://floridaindependent.com/tag/protect-your-vote
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Corrine Brown's political bed is cozy, no matter who’s in it

At a glance, they seem like the strangest of bedfellows.

Corrine Brown and Republican state leaders?

It’s a pairing that brings to mind the “GhostBusters”  scene where Bill Murray and his team try to explain the

apocalyptic situation. “Earthquakes, volcanoes … dogs and cats living together.”

Brown and the GOP suing together? What’s next? Gators and Bulldogs flying each other’s flags?

But here’s the thing about this union: It shouldn’t surprise anyone.

It isn’t a shock that state Republican legislators are supporting a lawsuit filed by the Democratic congresswoman

from Jacksonville.

Or that some even are helping with the legal bills.

Or that they don’t have a problem with the gerrymandered district that runs from here to Orlando, helping

ensure that Brown cruises to re-election after re-election.

Her gain is their gain.

It’s not just that by rigging a district for her, several others are rigged for Republicans. It’s also that she helps the

GOP every election. Want to fire up the base and sway moderates? Cue up the best of Corrine, the YouTube clips

and ethics issues. 

She was, of course, re-elected on Nov. 2.

But soon after the election, she filed a lawsuit along with Mario-Diaz Balart, a Republican congressman from South

Florida. They want to overturn two votes. No, not the ones about whether they should stay in office. They both

won easily, which a cynic might say is exactly why they want to overturn two amendments that would change the

way we draw districts.

Brown argues the amendments — which call for districts drawn “not to favor or disfavor an incumbent or political

party” — will hurt minority representation. (Among those not buying this argument: the NAACP.)

Here’s what it might hurt: incumbent representation.

The way it is now, even when voters are screaming about throwing the bums out, the bums can yawn, knowing

Florida has mismatches of Globetrotters vs. Generals proportions. Only more scripted and less fun.

Look at our Legislature: In eight years, there have been more than 500 races. The incumbent has lost eight

times.

Changing how we draw districts is one thing Florida voters — Republicans, Democrats, independents —

overwhelming agreed on. Sixty-two percent voted yes for Amendments 5 and 6. After getting 49 percent of the

votes in his race, Gov.-elect Rick Scott said the people had spoken “loud and clear.” If that’s the case, then in the

case of the constitutional amendments, they spoke in Dolby Surround Sound.

Yet the politicians who opposed this responded by sticking their fingers in their ears and going, “Lalalala, we can’t

http://jacksonville.com/opinion/blog/401820/mark-woods/2010-11-19/corrine-browns-political-bed-cozy-no-matter-who%E2%80%99s-it


hear you.”

Not only are GOP legislators helping to fund the legal fight, the new leaders of the state House and Senate

appointed vocal opponents of the amendments to head redistricting committees.

Orlando Sentinel columnist Scott Maxwell summed it up quite well: “The state lawmakers you elected are helping

fund a lawsuit filed by the federal lawmakers you elected … all in an attempt to overturn the amendment you

approved.”

It just goes to show you can talk all you want about changing the change, but some things never change.

For all their differences, the strange bedfellows have something in common: They want to stay in that bed.

Flag as offensive
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GOP Florida state senator says he'll help Corrine Brown in
lawsuit

The News Service of Florida

TALLAHASSEE — Florida voters may have spoken, but at least one Republican state senator says he will help a

Democrat, U.S. Rep. Corrine Brown of Jacksonville, in her quest to derail a constitutional amendment that would

change the way political boundaries are drawn.

Sen. Mike Bennett, R-Bradenton, said Wednesday he hasn’t ruled out continuing to assist Brown and U.S. Rep.

Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Fla., who filed suit in federal court to scuttle Amendment 6, which passed Nov. 2 with nearly

63 percent of the vote.

In June, Citizens for Housing and Urban Growth, a political action committee led by Bennett and Sen. Greg Evers,

R-Baker, gave $5,000 each to the legal defense funds of Brown and Diaz-Balart, who contend Amendment 6

violates federal voting rights protections for minority candidates. 

Another group, The Florida Leadership Alliance, headed by Sen. Don Gaetz, R-Niceville, also gave $5,000 apiece

to Brown and Diaz-Balart in June. The two used the money to help finance an unsuccessful challenge to the

redistricting amendment in state court in an attempt to keep the measure from voters.

Bennett has been an outspoken critic of Amendments 5 and 6, which would regulate how state and federal

political districts would be drawn. He told The News Service of Florida that he may not be ready to throw in the

towel. 

“I’m not sure we have any money left in the fund, but I might,” Bennett said of continuing his support. “The

people have made their decision … but people do have the right to sue.”

Brown’s latest lawsuit was filed in Miami federal court within hours of voters approving the redistricting

measures this month.

Gaetz now heads the Senate Reapportionment Committee.

“I think it was fair before the election for all of us who have views on both sides of this to play,” he said.

Gaetz said Wednesday that his committee has not made additional contributions to the defense funds since voters

approved the amendments. 

“I’ve not contributed a dime to any kind of legal action for or against anything having to do with reapportionment

since the election,” Gaetz said Wednesday during a break in Senate Medicaid hearings. “I’m a partisan. I think 5

and 6 were wrong-headed and very difficult to comply with. But that was then and this is now.”

Led by FairDistrictsFlorida.org, backers of Amendments 5 and 6 said the new proposals would provide some

rational criteria for the way political districts are drawn. The amendments are likely to further strain relations

between the Legislature and the judiciary, especially the Florida Supreme Court, which shot down three

legislative proposals during the recently concluded election cycle.

http://jacksonville.com/print/445879
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Competitive Redistricting @ LifeStyleValue

Read the rest of this entry »

They say that a fish rots from the head and that results that people get from using a system are shaped by what

went into designing the system. This came home to me last night as I watched the new documentary film,

Gerrymandering at a gathering sponsored by Common Cause CT, the American Constitution Society, and the Yale

Law School Democrats. The film highlighted various problems with redistricting and touched on possible ways of

improving the process. One popular idea is to take redistricting out of the hands of legislators and set up

independent commissions. The film documented the efforts to get that done in California. Yet some questioned

whether an independent commission would be that much better. Whatever ideas come forward, perhaps the best

involve making the process more transparent. This reflected some of what I was hearing at the National

Conference of State Legislature’s (NCSL) National Redistricting Seminar I attended in Rhode Island in

September. The major redistricting software vendors were there and they all talked about ways of making

redistricting more open to the public. Staffers for the Florida State Senate and the Florida House of

Representatives were both there demonstrating early versions of their redistricting tools. A good place to start

with the Florida redistricting effort is at www.floridaredistricting.org . For those interested in digging deeper into

the Florida House of Representatives toolkit, take a look at floridaredistricting.cloudapp.net . While it is great to

see a movement towards a more open redistricting process, this application is based on Microsoft’s Silverlight and

won’t run on my computer, so I can’t provide further details. Going much more open source is the Public Mapping

Project . This will allow any group with sufficiently technical people to set up their own public mapping server.

Various advocacy groups are looking at this as a tool facilitate public involvement in the redistricting process.

Competition to make public mapping systems where the public can compete to create better districts may be an

important step these districts being more competitive. Another aspect of this is transparency about what the

goals are in redistricting. The Voting Rights Act makes places an emphasis on creating districts that do not

discriminate against minorities. Other goals may include recognizing geographic boundaries or existing political

boundaries. In Connecticut, for example, county boundaries are not as important as they are in other states.

Some states have a bigger emphasis on nesting districts within districts. For example, having a State Senate

district that crosses Congressional district lines would be considered a very bad thing in some states. Whatever

the goals, they should also be made public and widely discussed ahead of redistricting. The tools are being built for

more competitive redistricting. Will people start using the tools and demand better districts this time around? We

can only hope.

See more here:

Competitive Redistricting
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http://twitter.com/home/?status=Competitive+Redistricting+http://6bpy2.th8.us
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Gaetz to chair redistricting committee

2010-11-14 20:44:25

State Senate President Mike Haridopolos handed fellow lawmaker Don Gaetz a headache last week when he

named him chairman of the Senate Committee on Redistricting.

Gaetz, R-Niceville, said he hadnt had the title five minutes when he began hearing from lobbyists and politicians

about pending reapportionment and the creation of two new congressional seats.

This would be a challenging job anytime, but particularly at this time, he said.

Gaetzs committee will be charged with drawing maps delineating Florida state House and Senate districts as well

as state congressional districts.

Census figures have dictated that Florida increase its number of seats in the U.S. House of Representatives from

25 to 27.

Gaetz and his committee will likely be paired with a House committee headed by state Rep. Will Weatherford, a

Republican from Pasco County. The appointments represent both a plum assignment and hefty responsibility for

the two rising leaders; Gaetz is set to be Senate president and Weatherford to be speaker of the House in 2013.

Their committees have until May 2012 to produce district maps in time for election qualifying.

The always-frenzied reapportionment process will be further complicated during Gaetzs tenure by the

implementation of newly passed Constitutional Amendments 5 and 6.

The amendments, which apply to state and national reapportionment, call for lines to be drawn that neither favor

nor disfavor a political incumbent or political party.

The amendments also require map designers to ensure that minority rights to representation are protected and

that efforts be made to respect the integrity of existing communities.

Gaetz foresees a lot of litigation resulting from Amendments 5 and 6. He said his first order of business will be to

consult incoming Attorney General Pam Bondi about the wording of the two new amendments.

These amendments contain a series of loaded terms, he said. We want to see what they are loaded with.

Gaetz said he also intends to hold hearings across the state to find out what Floridas residents are looking for

when political district lines are put down.

Gaetz said among those he wants to talk to are the states supervisors of elections.

Okaloosa County Supervisor of Elections Paul Lux said the states supervisors have recently completed a first-

ever census block map that attempts to point out areas that shouldnt be split by reapportionment lines.

He said he hopes having Gaetz serve as chairman of the redistricting committee will allow him access to voice

Supervisors of Elections concerns as they arise during reapportionment.

http://www.nwfdailynews.com/common/printer/view.php?db=nwfdn&id=34892
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ThinkProgress’s Things To Be Thankful For: Redistricting
Reform : South Capitol Street

There are few aspects of politics that appeal to politicians’ worse demons

more than redistricting. The process begins after the decennial census is

conducted and population data is given to the states, which then use various

methods to redraw their congressional districts accordingly. In many states

that task is delegated to the state legislature and governor. When both are

controlled by the same party, as will be the case next year in states like

Georgia, Pennsylvania, and Illinois, redistricting often descends into

gerrymandering, the process by which one party deliberately manipulates the

map in order to put the other party at a disadvantage.

But fortunately, we’ve seen several substantive efforts at redistricting reform this year. Ridding our political

system of gerrymandering is an issue that puts voters ahead of incumbents and benefits both Republicans and

Democrats. Ensuring more fairness and competitiveness in our elections has been pushed by people across the

political spectrum, from Tea Partiers to progressives, and from establishment Republicans to establishment

Democrats. Because redistricting benefits the party in power, a party’s position on the issue often depends on

their status. Show me a party who can draw the map to their liking, and I’ll show you a party who opposes

redistricting reform – at least until the next census.

Thankfully, voters in a growing number of states are pushing for changes that remove – or severely restrict –

politics from redistricting. Four such states are California, Florida, Iowa, and Arizona.

CALIFORNIA- For the past ten years, California has been a model of the ill-effects of partisan

redistricting. A decade ago, California legislators opted to draw a new map with the primary goal of

protecting incumbent officeholders. It worked beyond belief. In the following election, every single

incumbent in California’s House, Senate, and congressional delegation won reelection, taking an

average 69 percent of the vote. Over the ensuing decade, none of the 120 legislative seats and just

one of the state’s 53 congressional seats have switched parties.

This time around, California voters opted to draw the map themselves. In November, they

overwhelmingly passed Proposition 20, which turned over congressional redistricting to a citizen

commission. Out of 31,000 applicants, eight Californians – including a bookstore owner, an engineer,

and an insurance agent – were chosen at random last week to serve. Those eight will soon choose

another six citizens to finalize the 14-member commission, which will be evenly split between five

Democrats, five Republicans, and four unaffiliated voters. Together, the commission will draw a new

map using “strict, nonpartisan rules.” In order to become law, the new map must be supported by

at least nine of the 14 members – three Democrats, three Republicans, and three unaffiliated voters.

FLORIDA- Like California, Florida’s current map is an egregious example of gerrymandering. A

perpetual swing state, Florida backed President Bush in 2004 with 52 percent of the vote and

President Obama in 2008 with 51 percent of the vote. However, thanks in large part to Republican

gerrymandering in 2001, the GOP’s 55 percent of the state’s congressional vote in 2010 translated

into capturing 75 percent of the state’s congressional seats.

Thankfully, Florida voters passed a redistricting reform initiative in November by a whopping 25

points, despite opposition from the state Republican Party who stood to lose a new opportunity to
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gerrymander the state’s districts. Now, despite a Republican governor and large majorities in the

state legislature, the GOP is barred from drawing congressional districts that “favor or disfavor an

incumbent or political party.”

IOWA- Iowa is a model for fair, nonpartisan redistricting. Rather than allowing legislators to pick

which voters they want to represent, Iowa gives the power of redistricting to an independent body,

the Legislative Services Agency. The LSA draws a map that uses specific formulas to keep districts

as compact and contiguous as possible, while also preserving city and county boundaries. Where

current legislators live is a factor that is prohibited from consideration. The map is then voted on in

the state legislature, but if it’s rejected, the LSA is then charged with producing another map that

the legislature may like less.

There are a few demographic aspects unique to Iowa that make the state’s redistricting restrictions

less complicated and more apt to the type of reform it has implemented. For instance, as

Stateline.org notes, “Iowa is so overwhelmingly white that it does not have to craft districts that

favor minority voters, as required under the federal Voting Rights Act. Plus, Democrats and

Republicans are spread pretty evenly throughout the state.” Still, Iowa’s approach is laudable and

other states would do well to replicate its system.

ARIZONA- Like Iowa, Arizona employs an independent redistricting commission comprised of two

Democrats, two Republicans, and one independent. Instead of protecting incumbents and ensuring

their reelection, the commission is charged with drawing as many competitive districts as possible

while still creating compact, contiguous and fair borders. Unlike California, Arizona succeeded at

prompting competitiveness in its congressional elections over the past decade. Nearly 40 percent of

the state’s districts switched parties once, while a quarter switched parties twice. Rather than

disenfranchising voters, Arizona has taken positive steps to ensure that its elections are

representative and fair.

ThinkProgress
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Redistricting attack was unfair and inaccurate

2010-11-29 13:48:51

NOTE: This is state Sen. Don Gaetz's response to a Nov. 21 column titled "Who's funding the fight against fair

districts?" To read the earlier column, click here.

I admit to being unfashionable: I love good newspapers. I cant wait to read what real reporters write real

reporters who dig for stories, interview sources, check facts and give readers a trustworthy understanding of

issues we dont get from talking heads who read bullet points off teleprompters. Years ago, I even made my living

as a print journalist.

Thats why I wince when I see a newspaper strike another self-inflicted blow to its already crumbling business

model and credibility. Admittedly, I wince a little extra when Im in the line of fire while a newspaper steadies its

aim to get a clear shot at its own foot.

Last Sundays Daily News reprinted a lengthy piece by Orlando Sentinel columnist Scott Maxwell. Maxwell, like

the Daily News, supported the recent passage of amendments 5 and 6 to the Florida Constitution. I opposed the

amendments because they are a not-thinly-veiled attempt by liberals to win redistricting battles in the courts

since they cant win elections at the voting booth.

The campaign to pass 5 and 6 was led by Fair Districts, a coalition of ACORN, government labor unions, the trial

bar and high-dollar progressive donors such as New Yorker George Soros, whose business entities alone kicked in

six figures. Maxwell and the Daily News would have us believe that this group of public-spirited citizens raised

and spent more than $9 million on their side of the question merely because they believe in fairness and want

Florida to have some.

Im the first to say that some of the district lines now on Floridas political map look pretty weird and ought to be

changed. Whether 5 and 6 turn out to be the fair solution the Daily News heralds or cynically devised lawsuit bait,

as predicted by former Secretary of State Kurt Browning, will be evident in time.

Personally, I hope Browning is wrong because Ive been appointed chairman of the Senate Reapportionment

Committee. Its what Freedom Communications calls the meat-grinder job of drawing congressional, Senate and

House districts that are equitable, balanced and sensible.

That brings us back to Maxwells column so prominently boosted on the Daily News Second Opinion page. Saying

he relied on a Washington, D.C., reporter he calls his secret weapon, Maxwell accuses me, as chairman of the

Senate panel responsible for redistricting, of helping fund a lawsuit all in an attempt to overturn the amendment

you (the voters) approved.

The lawsuit to which he refers was filed after the Nov. 2 election by two members of the Florida federal

congressional delegation, one a Democrat and the other a Republican. Maxwell writes and the Daily News prints

that Gaetz (is) the guy whos funding the fight against fair districts following the election, which added

amendments 5 and 6 to the states constitution.

Maxwells secret weapon jammed and backfired. My only contributions very, very modest in comparison with Mr.

Soros left-wing associates were made in support of a lawsuit to fight amendments 5 and 6 before the election, not

to overturn the results after the election.

Thats an important distinction which a thorough reporter would have picked up and understood. Theres a huge
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difference between supporting a cause you believe in before the matter is decided thats called free speech and

funding a lawsuit to overturn a constitutional provision youre obliged as a committee chairman to try to

implement, however difficult that may be. Both are legal but the latter is something I did not do and would not do.

I am neither a party nor a contributor to the lawsuit seeking to overturn the Nov. 2 election results.

My contributions, when they were made and to whom, are public record. Other reporters checked out what really

happened and reported the story correctly. Other reporters accurately wrote that our Senate committee will

operate with more transparency than any previous redistricting effort, with hearings across the state to listen to

voters and an opportunity for every citizen to use demographic software to propose districts that make sense.

Scott Maxwells column was poor journalism. He didnt check his facts so he got the story wrong. When I saw it in

the Orlando Sentinel, I winced but shrugged. I dont live in Orlando.

But the Daily News, my hometown newspaper, printed the column. The editorial page editor chose not to invest

15 minutes in fact-checking, and simply cut, pasted and reprinted it. Thats lazy journalism.

I still love good newspapers and real reporters. I just wish they were more in fashion.

--

Don Gaetz represents Escambia, Santa Rosa, Okaloosa, Walton and Bay counties in the Florida Senate. He lives in

Niceville.
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The Jockeying for 2012 is Underway…

by Javier Manjarres

Long before Republicans like Allen West and Marco Rubio won their respective races on

November 2, other aspirants for elected office were already doing the necessary legwork behind

the scenes to position themselves for runs at both State and Federal offices in 2012. With

Republicans sitting comfortably on supermajorities in both chambers of the legislature and

awaiting the opportunity to work with Governor-Elect Rick Scott and cabinet (who are all

Republicans), Republicans are avoiding complacency and eyeing potential seat pick-ups in 2012.

 These seats in question will be in play, assuming that the anti-Big government/Obama sentiment holds through

the next election cycle, which we fully expect.

At the Federal level, there are potential candidates who are sitting back and waiting for next year’s re-districting

to potentially open up seats that would be favorable to the GOP  or make previously “safe” seats for Democrats

competitive.  Contrary to the so-called ‘Wizards of Smart’ (hat tip to El Rushbo) that are already assuming where

Florida’s two new congressional districts will be located, chances are they won’t be placed in Southeast Florida, in

spite of its population growth.  With the GOP controlling the bounds of redistricting, it’s a safe bet they won’t do

anything that harms Republican-held Congressional seats like Allen West’s seat in District 22, Tom Rooney’s in

District 16, David Rivera’s in District 25, or skew state house and senate seats that overlap those Congressional

Districts.  As it stands right now, Congressional Districts 17,19, 20, and 23 strongly favor Democrats, and Districts

22 and 25 were considered toss-up seats before this past election cycle.

There is the possibility that the GOP could broker a deal with the Democrats to which could solidify existing GOP

Congressional seats as well as Democrat seats like District 19 and 23.  Two new congressional seats will be drawn-

one of the two new seats could be located in Southwest Florida, and the other could split up existing Congressional

District 2, creating two GOP-friendly seats.  It’s also possible that no deal will be brokered and strong Democrat

seats like District 17, 19, and 20 could be even made stronger by giving back portions of surrounding  Districts

that lean ‘D’, while taking ‘R’ leaning areas out of either Districts 17 or 19 and redrawing them into part of District

20. We’ll have to wait to see what the ‘powers that be’ will do to redraw the ‘battle’ lines that were last drawn in

2000.

There is also a lot of buzz going around throughout political circles as to who will be announcing their intentions to

seek higher office for the 2012 election cycle.  At the Senatorial level, GOP strategists that are in ‘the know’

believe that Senator George LeMieux will definitely run against Senator Bill Nelson (D) in 2012. Some other well

known names being seriously mentioned are Florida State Senate President Mike Haridopolos (R), Congressman

Connie Mack, Governor Jeb Bush, and Congressman Vern Buchanan.

At the the Congressional level, Republican Karen Harrington is said to be strongly considering another run in

District 20 against Congresswoman Debbie Wasserman-Schultz.  Harrington garnered almost 40% of the vote in

her loss, and she has already been contacted by the NRCC and both State and National groups about helping in

her efforts.  Were she decide to run again, her candidacy could prove to be a more formidable one with a strong

base of support in an otherwise tough Congressional District.

Other names to watch are Businessman Brian Reilly from Hollywood, and former U.S. Senate

candidate Alexander Snitker. Reilly was the front runner in the Republican primary race for

Congressional District 20 before withdrawing due to personal issues. Reilly quickly received

national media attention and was mingling with the ‘who’s, who’ of the political world. Sources say

that Reilly is weighing both his congressional and his state options, but is said to not be interested in
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that Reilly is weighing both his congressional and his state options, but is said to not be interested in

running against Harrington.   Snitker was the Libertarian candidate that ran for the U.S. Senate against Marco

Rubio, Congressman Kendrick Meek and Governor Charlie Crist. Snitker proved to be an energetic and resilient

opponent, but failed to receive any serious financial backing.  Several people, including myself, say that Snitker

could be a formidable congressional candidate if he were to change his party affiliation form Libertarian to

Republican. Snitker made overtures to many Republican voters, but that appeal only went so far, as his party

affiliation limits his broader appeal.
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Don Gaetz Faces Tall Task at Senate Reapportionment
Committee

Sen. Don Gaetz will be walking point on what will likely be the most politically charged issue facing the

Legislature: reapportionment.

The Niceville Republican will chair the Senate Reapportionment Committee.

As if that weren't enough, Gaetz also will chair the Appropriations Subcommittee on Tourism, Trade,

Transportation and Economic Development. He is the only senator to chair two committees.

But Senate President Mike Haridopolos figures that Gaetz, a former superintendent of Okaloosa County schools

and an all-around workhorse, is up to the task(s). He chaired three panels last session, including the Select

Committee on Florida's Economy.

With the passage of Amendments 5 and 6, and the attendant threat of lawsuits, the job of redrawing new

legislative and congressional districts looks to be more complicated than ever.

http://www.sunshinestatenews.com/blog/don-gaetz-will-chair-senate-reapportionment-committee
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Upcoming redistricting could lessen rural representation in
state capitols, not just Congress

Upcoming redistricting could accelerate a decline in rural influence in state capitols, not just Washington. "With

the once-a-decade redistricting process, state legislatures will be charged with redrawing the nation’s political

lines to reflect where people live," Josh Goodman of Governing reports. "A proportionally smaller rural

population will mean that fewer state legislators and congressmen represent rural areas in the next decade -- and

likely for many decades to come."

"The shift will leave rural areas grappling with a future in which the fate of issues they care about are at the

mercy of people who rarely catch a glimpse of a cow," Goodman writes. Texas has been predicted the early

winner of the 2010 Census count as it stands to gain as many as four new seats in reapportionment of the U.S.

House, but those seats will likely come from the state's metropolitan areas. At the state level, redistricting will

likely mean a a 35- to 40-county area of West Texas will have only one state senator in Austin.

"Rural areas aren’t just losing some of their population -- they’re ceasing to be rural at all," Goodman writes.

Much of the population growth since 2000 across the country has come in suburbs that were rural areas 20 years

ago. "The shift has major implications for a variety of policy issues, most of which have little to do with counting

cows," Goodman writes. "Will education funding formulas favor urban districts or rural ones? Will states spend on

mass transit or rural roads? Will rural broadband and telemedicine be priorities?"

The remaining rural legislators may try to preserve some of their power by banding together with other rural

colleagues. Goodman writes that "the creation of the Maryland Legislature’s Rural Caucus about a decade ago

helped check the power of lawmakers from Baltimore and the big Washington, D.C., suburbs," according to a

rural House member. The days of rural lawmakers controlling state legislatures are over, Goodman writes,

concluding, "To get anything done going forward, rural lawmakers will have to find common interests with

suburban colleagues or even urban ones." (Read more)
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Setting new boundaries may affect congressional, state districts

Despite the political pounding state Republicans gave Democrats during this month's election, Illinois Democrats

and House Speaker Michael Madigan, the state's Democratic party chairman, are expected to have the last laugh

next year when the U.S. congressional and state legislative district maps are redrawn.

In the once-in-a-decade process, Democrats maintain the General Assembly majority muscle to stamp out new,

all-important district boundaries without Republican input or interference.

Candidates, in 2012, will run within the new boundaries when every seat in the Illinois House and Senate and all

the state's congressional districts will be on the ballot. The new maps will dictate the political geographic landscape

for 10 years, according to state Rep. Frank Mautino, D-Spring Valley.

"Of course, the redistricting process will meet and follow all of the (state's) constitutional requirements, but, in

Illinois, you can't take politics out of the process," admitted Mautino. He said he hopes the maps will be as

compact and contiguous as possible.

However, after the 2010 Census results are released next spring, many Republicans are rightly concerned

Madigan and the Democrats will force them further behind gerrymandered, lines which will weaken their future

electoral efforts.

For example, in Illinois there are currently 19 congressional seats, but final census data next year is expected to

reduce that number by one.

In 2001, there was also a seat lost in the state. Back then, a deal was pieced together by Republican Speaker of

the House Dennis Hastert and William Lipinski, a Democratic U.S. representative from Chicago. The two political

pals agreed to a bipartisan plan in which David Phelps, a downstate Democratic congressman, affectedly had his

political career ended when his 19th District was merged into three others.

Those in the cross-hairs of Madigan and state Democrats include Republican congressional newcomers Adam

Kinzinger in the 11th District, Randy Hultgren in the 14th District, Joe Walsh in the 8th District, and Bobby

Schilling in the 17th District.

Kinzinger, on holiday break from setting up his new offices in Washington, told The Times, "Nobody knows what

they'll (the Democrats) will do. We're hearing a lot of different things. I just hope they will be fair." Kinzinger said

he realizes people have been moving from the state and understands the census numbers will most likely reflect

that fact.

The congressman-elect promised he will fight to maintain the integrity of the 11th District for all the people who

live in the North Central Illinois territory.

Some districts will most likely be drawn larger geographically as urban areas gain population and rural areas

continue to decline.

And since several downstate Democrats, like state Rep. Careen Gordon of Morris, were eliminated in the

November firestorm, the Springfield majority will likely be fiercely territorial about keeping themselves in office.

Now You Know

THE TOPIC:

With Democrats in full control in Springfield, Republicans are expected to be shut out of 2011 redistricting

process.

http://mywebtimes.com/archives/ottawa/display.php?id=418738


process.

WHY DOES IT MATTER:

The new state district boundaries will remain in place for 10 years.

WHAT'S NEXT:

The official U.S. Census statistics will be released in the spring.

WANT TO LEARN MORE:

For more information on the redistricting process, go to House Speaker Michael Madigan's website at

http://clients.ecampaigning.com/ilr/main.htm.
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A Backup Plan for Haridopolos and Others

Speculation is already running rampant about who will be challenging Bill Nelson, with early focus on Senate

president Mike Haridopolos. But I would like to note the biggest challenges we will face in federal elections will

come from the redistricting of Florida House seats. Until we know what the map looks like, and how many

ambitious pols will end up with Congressional seats drawn for them, the speculation is a bit premature (but

certainly still fun, so don't stop.)

I wrote about redistricting before , stressing why it was so critical Democrats get the governor's mansion before

this legislative session. But that didn't happen, so we have to deal with the cold reality that little oversight exists

for a Legislature with historic GOP majorities and a Senate president promising the most right-wing agenda ever.

Early estimates show Florida most likely will get two extra House seats once the census numbers are fully tallied

this year. That is the same amount we picked up in 2000. Of course, we could pick up less, or more. In 1990, we

snagged four seats.

Make no mistake, those will be Republican seats. Even if Fair Districts has a positive effect on the system,

something which I sadly doubt , the new seats will be drawn in a way to help the GOP. The map will be

challenged, I am sure. It always is. But while new laws may govern how Republicans rig the system, I assure you

it will be rigged.

The one good thing we can count on is that with so few Democratic incumbents in the House next cycle, virtually

every one will have it easy in 2012. Most have solid blue districts today, and if anything, the lawmakers will try to

pack more Democratic strongholds into those districts just to sort them out of red zones.

The real question is, who wants the seats, and what will they do to get them.

Florida Progressives Coalition, linked above, is following Haridopolos' Senate ambitions right now, which I am sure

are genuine. But ex-Speaker Johnnie Byrd and former Senate president Dan Webster once had Senate ambitions

that got squished by then-HUD Secretary Mel Martinez in 2004. Back then, Byrd fled into obscurity and Webster

ran back to the state Senate until a decent House opportunity presented itself this year.

Now, any legislator who is considering a trip to Washington by defeating Bill Nelson knows it could be a tough row.

Even if it turns out to be a very bad Democratic cycle (though I sincerely doubt it will be like the one just closed),

Florida hasn't booted a sitting Senator since 1986, and it took popular Gov. Bob Graham and out-of-step Senator

Paula Hawkins to make it happen then.

If I was living around Merritt Island, I would start wondering what House district I might be living in next year.

As crazy as it sounds, it would be much easy for a sitting Senate President to draw himself a House seat, as then-

state Speaker Tom Feeney did in 2000, than it would be to wage a winning statewide campaign against a fleet of

ambitious GOP contenders and Nelson.

For those curious, Haridopolos' district Senate office lies within Republican Bill Posey's Congressional district. The

Legislature won't endanger Posey's seat, of course, but they could screw with it. Recall that in 2000, when

reshaping the 5th so that Ginny Brown-Waite would take Karen Thurman's seat, a lot of Republican voters were

sucked out of Cliff Stearns' district because they knew Stearns could survive.

I would also watch Speaker Dean Cannon, who has every motive to pull a Feeney this year. Beyond that, we

should see who chairs the redistricting committees next year in the House and Senate, as those people virtually

always end up running for Congress in custom districts. Past committee chairs include Brown-Waite, Mario Diaz-

Balart, Thurman and Peter Deutsch.

Only when we know the map will we know who is still betting the farm to be part of the 100 Kings, and who will
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settle for rigged House seat.
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Don Gaetz Faces Tall Task at Senate Reapportionment
Committee

Sen. Don Gaetz will be walking point on what will likely be the most politically charged issue facing the

Legislature: reapportionment.

The Niceville Republican will chair the Senate Reapportionment Committee.

As if that weren't enough, Gaetz also will chair the Appropriations Subcommittee on Tourism, Trade,

Transportation and Economic Development. He is the only senator to chair two committees.

But Senate President Mike Haridopolos figures that Gaetz, a former superintendent of Okaloosa County schools

and an all-around workhorse, is up to the task(s). He chaired three panels last session, including the Select

Committee on Florida's Economy.

With the passage of Amendments 5 and 6, and the attendant threat of lawsuits, the job of redrawing new

legislative and congressional districts looks to be more complicated than ever.
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Galvin calls for changes to district redrawing

Galvin calls for changes to district redrawing

By Michael Levenson and Frank Phillips

Globe Staff / December 5, 2010

Secretary of State William F. Galvin is calling on legislative leaders to remove partisanship and back-room dealing

from the redistricting process by appointing a special commission to help redraw Massachusetts’ congressional

districts for the 2012 election.

Under the state constitution, the Legislature redraws the districts every 10 years based on the latest US Census

figures, a highly charged and secretive process that has led to lawsuits and shenanigans and could become

explosive this year if the state loses one of its 10 US House seats.

Galvin is proposing that the Legislature invite more public input and scrutiny by handing some of the decision-

making to an independent panel that includes Democrats and Republicans, residents from across the state, and

specialists in demographics. Such a panel, he said, would propose a handful of maps of potential districts to help

frame the public debate, although its plans would not be binding.

More and more states are adopting independent redistricting commissions in an effort to depoliticize the process.

Galvin said he recognizes the constitution gives state lawmak ers the ultimate power to redraw the boundaries.

“I am not trying to weaken their authority,’’ he said in an interview. “I am only trying to help them define their

options.’’

But there is no indication that state lawmakers will embrace Galvin’s proposal and willingly loosen their grip on

such a politically powerful task. Indeed, Senate President Therese Murray poured cold water on the idea of an

independent commission last week, noting that she and House Speaker Robert A. DeLeo have already launched

the process by appointing chairmen to a joint redistricting committee and by hiring a specialist in political

mapmaking.

Asked if she would be open to an independent commission, Murray said: “No. We’ve already set up our own

committee last year. It would be a little late to do that.’’

Seth Gitell, a DeLeo spokesman, declined to comment.

Galvin pointed to the state’s current congressional map, with its bizarrely contorted boundaries, as evidence that

there is considerable room for improvement. Representative William D. Delahunt’s district, he noted, runs from

Quincy to Nantucket, and Representative Barney Frank’s district stretches from Brookline to New Bedford.

This year, Galvin said, there is a 50 percent chance that the state will lose one congressional seat before the next

election; the census plans to finalize its population figures this month, which will determine the allocation of

congressional seats nationwide.

Galvin said he is hoping to avoid costly redistricting lawsuits and electoral confusion. Massachusetts, after all, is

the state that gave birth to the term gerrymandering and has a long history of drawing districts based on politics.

In 2004, a panel of three federal judges found that the Legislature had discriminated against minority voters by
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drawing state legislative districts that favored white incumbents. That case led to former House Speaker Thomas

M. Finneran’s conviction on federal obstruction of justice charges.

“Any fair and objective look at the past process can only conclude that the proceedings have been shrouded in

secrecy and, in some instances, have had elements of political mischief,’’ said Galvin, a Democrat and the state’s

chief elections officer. “This would create templates for an intelligent public discussion of what these districts

would look like.’’

Pamela H. Wilmot, the executive director of the Massachusetts chapter of Common Cause, said Galvin’s plan is a

“good start.’’

“Redistricting shouldn’t be about helping any individual, incumbent, or challenger,’’ Wilmot said. “It should be

about best representing the communities of Massachusetts.’’

Common Cause has pushed, without success, to change the state constitution to take redistricting decisions out of

the hands of lawmakers.

Wilmot said one of the key goals in changing the redistricting process is to give the public a role in drawing the

lines for congressional and legislative seats. Twenty-one states have set up commissions to redraw districts or

advise lawmakers on the process, according to the National Conference of State Legislatures.

“In other states where independent commissions make the decisions, there is a better track record for fair

districts, without bald political interference,’’ Wilmot said.

A more radical version of Galvin’s plan was floated this summer by state Treasurer Timothy P. Cahill, who was

running for governor as an independent. Under Cahill’s plan, the state Supreme Judicial Court, rather than the

Democratic leaders of the House and Senate, would appoint a committee to redraw legislative districts.

“It’s time to put the partisan politics aside and restore the people’s choice to this process,’’ Cahill said at the time,

when he was hoping to capitalize on voter frustration with the two-party system.

Michael Levenson can be reached at mlevenson@globe.com. Frank Phillips can be reached at phillips@globe.com.
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Crooked lines: Redistricting reformers charge, Albany shrugs

It’s not often that you hear a sponsor of a widely supported bill say that it has no chance of

passage. But that’s just what Democratic Assemblyman David Koon, who was voted out of office

last month, told Capital about a proposal to reform the nakedly partisan process by which

voting-district lines are drawn in New York.

“I’d love to see independent redistricting, but I don’t see it happening, at least not this year,” he said. “If you

think leaders in the Senate and the Assembly are going to pass this, you need to think again. They want to have

that power over their members.”

Koon's statement isn't just arresting for its candor. It's noteworthy because many of the would-be reformers on

this geeky but important issue—which is arguably the key to compelling any other change in the behavior of the

state's notoriously dysfunctional legislature—genuinely believe that they have achieved a critical level of public

momentum.

Advocates for independent redistricting, including Ed Koch’s nonpartisan government-reform coalition New York

Uprising and blue-chip good-government group Citizens Union, insist they have a good chance of passing a reform

bill through both houses of the legislature and having the governor sign it into law. (Koch claims that fifty-four

successful State Senate candidates, along with eighty-four of next year’s Assembly members—clear majorities in

both houses—signed a pledge during the last election to support independent redistricting.) And Governor-elect

Cuomo has promised to veto any redistricting plan that does not include an independent, nonpartisan commission.

The problem, as Koon's defeat now allows him to point out, is that next year’s redistricting will still be controlled

by the leaders of the majority party in each chamber, who will have a great deal at stake in the outcome of the

process, and who will not surrender their prerogative if it's at all possible avoid doing so.

The current reform bill, sponsored last session in the Senate by Democrat Dave Valesky and in the Assembly by

Democrat Mike Gianaris, seeks to take redistricting—a decennial process of redrawing political boundaries based

on new U.S. Census data—out of the hands of a legislative task force dominated by appointees from the majority

party of each house, and give it over to an entity capable of producing a more rational, less gerrymandered

outcome. In a process almost as complex as the election of the Doge of Venice, the leaders of the majority and

minority parties in both houses will each select two people who together will select a separate pool of people from

which the eventual members of the commission will be derived. Commission members would have to be

independent: they cannot have been employed by the government or as a lobbyist for the last two years, and

they cannot be officials in any political party. The commission cannot have a majority of members enrolled in any

single party, and must include members who are registered as neither Democrats nor Republicans. It would hold

public hearings, release a draft of the redistricting plan, and then hold more public hearings.

"Redistricting is more incumbents versus challengers, insiders versus outsiders,” said Gianaris, the lead sponsor

in the Assembly. “The hurdles to this process will come from those who will benefit most from gerrymandering.

Here, that’s the Senate Republicans. Secondary is the majority in the Assembly.”

Gianaris, who is 40, is a political up-and-comer, a prodigious fund-raiser who is replacing George Onorato as the

state senator for Western Queens. He's also not a naive outsider: Before he became an assemblyman, he worked

as a lawyer and operative for former governor Mario Cuomo, former congressman and Queens Democratic boss

Tom Manton, and the Assembly majority.
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HE UNDERSTANDS, THEN, THAT IN ORDER TO HAVE any prayer of passage, the bill needs the support

of Assembly speaker Sheldon Silver, by the far the most powerful legislator in the state, who has not yet signed on

to the cause of independent redistricting. By Gianaris' reckoning, “The barometer [for the speaker’s support] is if

we could actually pass it without Republicans."

That would mean seventy-six supporters from inside the Democratic conference. Right now, the bill has “in the

neighborhood of fifty” Democratic co-sponsors. Still, Gianaris is confident that he’ll be able to bring enough

Democratic holdouts on board, by using, if he has to, Andrew Cuomo’s veto threat.

“At some point something is going to have to be passed, and that’s going to be the pressure point,” said Gianaris.

Meanwhile, he feels that “public pressure needs to continue to be applied to members.”

The trick, as it has always been, is to figure out a way to convey to the voting public that this is an issue they

ought to care about.

“Redistricting is the critical issue around real reform,” says Citizens Union executive director Dick Dadey. “People

understand that if we are really going to make government operable again, we need districts where the legislators

are answerable to their constituents.”

Legislators, if not "people," understand that equation perfectly well: The power to draw lines means job security.

Silver would therefore be providing a doubly important service for his roughly 100 constituents in the 150-

member Assembly by keeping the bill from ever coming to the floor, so they won’t ever have to vote against it.

Take straight-up progressive Democrat Debra Glick, who represents the West Village, SoHo, and TriBeCa, and is

an old ally of Dadey’s. In theory, she should be for reform, or at least somewhat bothered by the prospect of

having to explain to her liberal constituents why she's not. But she neither signed New York Uprising’s pledge nor

sponsored the redistricting commission bill in the Assembly. Her office refused two requests for comment on her

position.

For now, Silver—whose relationship with popular demand is famously casual—has refused to declare an opinion

on the bill. Sisa Moyo, a spokeswoman for the Assembly speaker, said only “The Assembly’s willing to take a look

at different issues [relating to redistricting], but I’m not going to speculate on a bill that hasn’t been introduced.”

She also declined to discuss the speaker’s opinion on the bill that was introduced in the last session.

Another problem for the bill’s chances in the Assembly is that since Gianaris is going to the State Senate, he can

no longer lead the fight for it in the Assembly. It’s not clear who will pick up his mantle and be the new lead

sponsor. Gianaris declined to give a name, and Dadey said only, “We’ve had several conversations with [assembly

members] who we’re confident will take up this bill.”

Moyo disputed the suggestion that the speaker—who controls the members' assignments, allocations for

discretionary spending, office space and, to a large extent, district boundaries—has any sway in selecting who will

be the lead sponsor of a bill.

“If a member wants to sponsor a bill, that’s up to them,” she said.

Furthermore, she insisted that moving the bill through the committees would be the decision of the individual

committee chairs.

By contrast, Koon, the bill’s gloomy co-sponsor from the Rochester area, said that the power to pass redistricting

is “100 percent in the control of the Speaker.”

This lame-duck session will be Koon’s last: an independent Democrat who has been at odds with leadership since

he supported a coup against Silver nearly a decade ago, he was beaten by Republican Mark Johns last month. Of
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the speaker's power, Koon said that he could write a bill, “work hard, and get my bill all the way to the Rules

Committee. The Speaker’s chair of the Rules Committee. If he doesn’t like it, it will never see the light of day.”

THE RECENT HISTORY OF REDISTRICTING IN ALBANY IS ABOUT as sordid as you'd expect. For

decades, New York had a Democratic Assembly and a Republican Senate (as well as a diminishing congressional

delegation, as the state lost population relative to the rest of the country). Although the drawing of lines must be

agreed upon by both houses, the majority parties of each house effectively give each other complete discretion

over the shape of the districts their own members (and the poor opposition candidates) have to run in. 

As Lewis Hoppe, the co-executive director of the legislative task force that currently controls redistricting, and an

Assembly employee, explained, “I don’t see the Senate [plans] until we’re done.”

What it amounts to is a gentleman's agreement requiring the Assembly Democrats to betray the interests of their

brethren in the minority of the State Senate, and the Senate Republicans to do the same to their powerless

counterparts in the Assembly.

The task force also redraws Congressional district boundaries, which this time around will entail eliminating either

one or (probably) two House seats, depending on final Census figures. Traditionally, the two parties would often

agree to handle the mandated shrinking of the state’s House delegation by drawing one representative from each

party into an evenly split “fair fight” district. Other times the parties would be unable to agree on Congressional

maps, in which case a judge would force a similar compromise.

The last round of redistricting, in 2001, was ugly. Assembly Democrats expertly drew into other districts

individual blocks or even residences in which potential primary challengers lived. The Senate Republicans, using a

plan drawn by Dean Skelos, who has since become their leader, did the same. They moved state senator (and now

Attorney General-elect) Eric Schneiderman, at the time their most persistent critic, into an overwhelmingly

Latino district in the hopes that he would lose in a primary election. (He didn’t.)

Reform of this process would not affect both parties equally. The result of the current redistricting routine, for the

Democrats, is a gaudy and unassailable Assembly majority in a state that would have given them a majority

whatever the configuration of the district map. The result for the Republicans—who are a couple of recount

victories away from winning back their Senate majority, just in time for redistricting—has been the ability to defy

physics. Despite the state as a whole leaning strongly Democratic, next year’s Senate will probably have only

three Democrats from outside New York City and its suburbs. The city of Rochester is overwhelmingly

Democratic, and has a population equivalent to roughly 80 percent of a senate district. It’s represented by two

Republican senators. It’s likely that Long Island will be represented next year by one Republican and four

Democrats in Congress, while at the same time sending nine Republicans and zero Democrats to the State Senate.

The details of the 2001 New York Senate map are somewhat mind-boggling. District-population variance—the

discrepancy between the numbers of people living in one district and another—was stretched to 10 percent, the

maximum allowed under the prevailing interpretation of the U.S. Constitution. Virtually every Republican senator

elected in 2002 represented 10 percent fewer people than virtually every Democrat. As demographics have

shifted throughout the decade, with downstate gaining population and upstate thinning out, this disparity has

increased. The Republicans also deployed a new interpretation of an 1894 law to increase the Senate from 61

members to 62, which laid the groundwork for last year’s 31-31 deadlock, a situation that may yet, depending on

the results of three outstanding recounts, be reprised next year.  Upstate Republican districts further padded

their population numbers by counting the inmates of their prisons, the vast majority of whom come from

downstate. (*As noted below by nyc4sanity,  the Democrat-controlled legislature passed legislation this year that

would count the prisoners at their pre-prison addresses.)

IT SHOULD COME AS NO SURPRISE THAT THE CURRENT Albany consensus—notwithstanding the
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optimism of the proponents of reform—is that the chance of all of the rottenness suddenly coming to an end is

slim.

“They’ve been talking about it for years, and nothing’s ever made it out of the legislature.” said Hoppe, the

current Assembly redistricting guru.

Even if this bill did make it to the floor, and passed, it could conceivably be the target of a legal challenge. The

state constitution assigns the legislature the task of drawing its own lines, so even though the legislature would

still ultimately have to approve the lines created by the commission, the technical argument might be that the

legislature can't abrogate that duty just by statute.

Then there's the question of whether an independent commission would fix the process in any case.

Koon, the soon-to-be ex-member, says he believes that the drawing of district lines by anybody, including an

independent commission, would inevitably be biased. Ideally, he said, redistricting “should be taken out of human

hands and done with software.”
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St. Louis Democrats hope to preserve black congressional
district

Monday, December 6, 2010 | 6:04 p.m. CST

JEFFERSON CITY — Faced with the prospect of losing a U.S. House seat, St. Louis Democrats say one of their

top priorities will be ensuring that the state's 1st Congressional District retains its black plurality when the

Republican-dominated  legislature redraws districts next session.

The 1st District, represented by William Lacy Clay Jr., is the only congressional district in Missouri in which

blacks comprise a plurality of voters — just under 50 percent of the total population — and state legislators from

that district argue it ought to stay that way.

"It would be devastating to lose this congressional district," said Rep. Steve Webb, D-St. Louis. Webb, the head of

the Legislative Black Caucus, said ensuring a continued black plurality in the first district was "extremely

important."

Rep. Jamillah Nasheed, D-St. Louis, echoed that assessment.

"When it comes to representing the interests of African-Americans — especially in the city of St. Louis — then it's

(the continued existence of the 1st District) very serious, and I think that if we have to fight for it, we'll fight for it

to the end," Nasheed said, while predicting it wouldn't come to that.

Preserving Missouri's two black congressional districts was the dominant issue the last time Missouri's legislature

had to eliminate a congressional district, 30 years ago.

At the time, Democrats held a majority in the legislature but fought among themselves over protecting two St.

Louis-area Democratic congressmen — one black and one white. The dispute involved the St. Louis city district

held by Clay's father, William Clay, and St. Louis County's Bob Young.

In the end, the legislature was unable to pass a redistricting plan, and the task fell to a panel of federal judges.

After enjoying record success in last month's midterm election, Missouri Republicans find themselves in a position

to lead the redistricting process next year. That could be bad news for Missouri's three Democratic congressmen,

one of whom could be out of a job if Missouri, as expected, loses a House seat.

In the once-a-decade process, state legislatures redraw congressional districts based on population shifts revealed

in the census.

Webb said he was hopeful that Missouri might not lose a House seat but, if push came to shove, he's got his

congressman's back.

"I don't want to see any of the Democratic districts gone, but if I had to choose a district to stay, I'm going to

choose Congressman Clay's," Webb said.

The Republican named to become chairman of the House committee charged with redistricting vowed to oversee

a bipartisan process.

"We're going to do it in a way that is professional and transparent, and we're going to build a map that fairly and

adequately represents all Missourians," said Rep. John Diehl, R-St. Louis County.
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Nasheed said she believed the chairman.

"I believe Diehl is a man of his word, and so I have no qualms about how he's going to handle the redistricting

process," she said. "I truly believe he's going to be coming to the table looking for cooperation."

The feeling was more reserved on the other side of the state.

"I hope the process certainly is a fair one. We'll have to see," said Rep. Shalonn Curls, D-Kansas City, who said she

will serve on the redistricting committee.

Curls said she was heartened by a cordial introductory meeting of the committee earlier this fall.

That meeting was held before the Republicans' big election night in November, though, and Curls acknowledged

the new political reality in Jefferson City.

"I think this is a new beginning for any of us," Curls said. "It'll be a new direction for us as Democrats to see the

way this process takes place, especially in light of the disparity in numbers" between Democrats and Republicans

in the new legislature.

But even if Missouri Republicans are able to effectively translate their large majorities into a favorable

redistricting plan, that's no guarantee of political domination.

"Will this give Republicans a leg up in the next election cycle? Yes, but it's been overstated and can easily be

exaggerated," explained Tim Storey, a redistricting expert at the National Conference of State Legislatures.

He noted that other factors, including the candidates in each district and the mood of the electorate, tend to play a

greater role in determining election results.

"You can't gerrymander the other party into oblivion," Storey said.

And the effect of redistricting tends to decrease over time. A district that is drawn to be reliably Democratic or

Republican could, over the course of the ensuing decade, become more balanced because of demographic and

ideological changes among the district's voters.

"People move and political opinions change, so as the decade goes on, the effects of redistricting are diminished,"

Storey said.

After Rep. Ike Skelton's loss to Vicky Hartzler in the 4th Congressional District, Missouri's nine-member House

delegation consists of just three Democrats. Those congressmen — Russ Carnahan in the St. Louis suburbs,

William Lacy Clay Jr. in St. Louis itself and Emanuel Cleaver in Kansas City — are most likely to see their districts

eliminated in any redistricting.

Diehl acknowledged the delicacy of the situation.

"Whenever something like this happens, there are a lot of people who are nervous about it," Diehl said. "I'm sure

during the process, there are going to be disagreements."

Any redistricting bill passed by the legislature can be vetoed by Democratic Gov. Jay Nixon. But Republicans will

have the required two-thirds majority in the Senate to override a gubernatorial veto and are just three votes

short of the two-thirds majority in the House.

If Nixon does veto any Republican plan, Diehl expressed confidence his party has the strength to override it.

"That prognosis looks better now than it did 60 days ago," Diehl said, in reference to the Republicans' good

showing in last month's election.



The Democrats aren't ready to be steamrolled, though. When asked whether Democrats have been forming a plan

for dealing with Republicans, Curls said not to count the Democrats out.

"That clearly has been something that has been discussed within our caucus," Curls said. "We want to remain as

relevant as we can, in spite of our numbers."
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Our view: Redistricting levels playing field in Las Cruces

Las Cruces— At the heart of fair governance is representation of the people's will by those they elect to speak and

vote on their behalf.

That's why its not only necessary, but is also good, that Las Cruces is undertaking the task of drawing new district

boundaries. It's also a requirement every 10 years, and it follows national Census taking.

It's so that each of the six city councilors represent about the same number of citizens.

If one district is overly large compared to the others, and the people of that district have a special want or need in

the municipality, that large group has only one vote on council. That's not well-rounded representation.

Presently, two Las Cruces districts are overly large. They are the fast-growing East Mesa and Legends West near

Field of Dreams. Voters in those two districts are about twice as many as in each of the four other districts -

districts that are by and large landlocked.

We see few hurdles, if any, when council redraws boundaries. And transparency in this process can be insured by

public watchdogs. History in this country shows some electoral boundaries were drawn by an in-power party for

political gain. It's known as gerrymandering - hindering a targeted group of constituents. It can be based on such

things as race, linguists, religion and political preference.

When the new district map is agreed upon, no council members are expected to be moved outside their district.

Some will just have fewer to

represent. That also means some Las Crucens will be in a different district when the next general election takes

place in November 2011.

We encourage citizens with any wants, concerns or questions to attend scheduled public hearings. Council will be

working on the new boundaries starting next month, and finishing in late June.

Las Cruces is a growing city. Its needs and wants change as that growth takes place. Let the citizens, through

their elected officials, oversee the ways and means of handling that growth.

Redistricting is a good thing for Las Cruces.
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Illinois Senate Passes State Voting Rights Act

As redistricting battles show signs of heating up nationwide next year, the Illinois state legislature is taking steps

to include minority protection provisions in legislative district redrawing.  Passed 53 to 4 in the Illinois State

Senate, a state Voting Rights Act of 2011 would solicit opinions from Illinois voters before redrawing takes place in

their districts, while additional provisions add protections for minority voters in the state.

As introduced, the bill reads:

Provides that Legislative Districts and Representative Districts shall be drawn to create crossover

districts, coalition districts, or influence districts. Defines “crossover district”, “coalition district”, and

“influence district”.

Provides that nothing in the Act shall be construed, applied, or implemented in a way that imposes

any requirement or obligation that conflicts with the United States Constitution, any federal law

regarding redistricting Legislative Districts or Representative Districts, or the Illinois Constitution.

Provides that, if there is a violation of the Act, the redistricting plan shall be redrawn to the least

extent necessary to remedy the violation.

A number of concerns arose this year concerning the legislative district map in Illinois as the 2010 Census came to

a close and lawmakers hoped to avoid problems during the 2000 redistricting process.  Back then, Chicago’s

Chinatown district found itself carved into separate districts with the neighborhood’s predominantly Asian

constituency losing political influence and voice.  And in the small city of Beardstown, Latino advocates are

concerned that lawmakers could severely split up that district and diminish the potential for that jurisdiction’s

large Latino population to grow politically.

But, there could be a real concern among African American legislators hoping to maintain their political presence

in the state capitol of Springfield.  Predominantly Democrats, there are currently 28 Black Senate and House

Members in the Illinois state legislature. Given the current political climate, African American politicos aren’t

taking any chances, nervous that the GOP wave which wrested control of 19 state legislatures from Democrats in

November could reach Illinois.  Four of the five lead sponsors of the bill are Members of the Illinois Black

Legislative Caucus.

“We got some meaningful input, not only from experts from all over the country but … everyday individuals,”

Sen. Kwame Raoul (D-Chicago), a lead sponsor of the bill, told the State Journal Register during an interview. 

“We need to get the public’s confidence back.”

The bill, which would also create the Redistricting Transparency and Public Participation Act, now goes to the

House for approval by Jan. 11th.

The four “no” votes came from Republicans who felt the bill did not go far enough in providing real reform of the

process that is also called “gerrymandering” by critics.  GOP protests reflect a growing debate about the

redistricting process and whether it is fair.  Republicans appear frustrated by their current minority status in the

General Assembly, focusing on the redistricting issue as a way to paint Democrats as manipulating the process.

“It fell far short of its potential,” argues the lead GOP redistricting legislator Sen. Dale Righter (R-Mattoon) in the

Register.  Republicans are calling for more hearings during the preliminary map-drawing process.
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California redistricting panel takes shape with Esparto man on
panel - Sacramento Politics - California Politics

Stanley Forbes will not run for office, give speeches, court voters or solicit donations, but his decisions could help

shape California politics throughout the coming decade.

The 63-year-old Esparto resident is a member of the state's first citizens redistricting commission, whose initial

eight members met for the first time last week to begin selecting six colleagues from a list of finalists.

The 14-member panel – rather than lawmakers – will draw congressional, legislative and Board of Equalization

districts, a once-a-decade task that can make or break political careers and tilt districts left or right.

"If we can create districts that the public believes are fair, then I think we've done our job," said Forbes, co-owner

of Sacramento's Avid Reader bookstore, operator of a family farm and former member of Davis' City Council and

school board.

California's new commission is the first of its kind, patterned somewhat after Arizona's independent panel, and its

work will be watched closely nationwide as Democrats and Republicans brace for a brawl over control of Congress

in 2012.

"I think one of the real virtues of this process is to minimize the political component," Forbes said of determining

district boundaries in public meetings rather than having legislative leaders negotiate privately, as was done in

decades past.

Redistricting is not expected to vastly expand the number of legislative or congressional seats that change party

hands, but it could make some races more competitive, encourage more moderate candidates to run and

jeopardize some incumbents protected by the 2001 gerrymander, analysts say.

Voters demanded the citizens commission by approving Proposition 11 in 2008, seven years after legislative

leaders struck a deal to draw lines that protected incumbents of both parties.

Forbes' goal is to restore public faith in the process.

"There is a public perception that redistricting in the past has been out of the control of the public – and that the

public may not have been the primary consideration in drawing lines," he said.

"Overall, (the commission) can have an effect on how well democracy works in this state," added Jaime Regalado

of the Pat Brown Institute of Public Affairs at California State University, Los Angeles.

The citizens panel is required to consist of five Democrats, five Republicans and four independent or minor-party

voters, with membership reflecting the state's racial, ethnic, geographic and gender diversity.

Forbes will be paid $300 per day while doing public business. New maps must be approved by Aug. 15, with

support from at least three Democratic, three Republican and three other commissioners.

Five of the panel's eight inaugural members are women. Four commissioners are Asian American, two are white,

one is African American and another is Latino.

From a field of nearly 30,000 applicants, finalists were culled by a three-person panel of state auditors based

partly on evaluation of analytical skills and impartiality. The eight inaugural members later were selected by

random drawing.
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"I wouldn't have wanted to bet my life on it," Forbes said this month of beating the odds in a lottery-style drawing

to join the panel.

The screening process resulted in the commission being filled thus far with members who tend to be well-

educated with high-paying jobs: Five of the eight commissioners have annual incomes above $125,000.

Besides Forbes – who has a law degree – the commission consists of two attorneys, one longtime councilman, a

former senior research analyst for UCLA, a program director for a nonprofit group targeting urban problems, the

chief executive of a high-technology consulting firm and the former director of the 1980 United States census.

Forbes' commission application said the Legislature suffers from "political paralysis" that hinders solving budget,

water, education, social service and other problems.

"We must refocus on the goal of solving the people's problems rather than exercising political one-upmanship," he

wrote.

"California can have a bright, robust future, but not with (legislators) creating legislative districts."
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Print Page - More than one majority black seat in Florida post-
redistricting

Title: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: What I wouldn't give for a million smaller problems on December 03, 2010, 11:43:41 pm

Does anyone else think this is not going to happen? One black majority seat between central Broward and

northern Miami-Dade is easy, but preserving Alcee Hastings' seat, already a monstrosity of the highest order

under those new rules doesn't look too likely. And Corrine Brown is probably also done though her seat isn't

majority black exactly. Has anyone managed to draw a map with two black majority seats in south Florida?

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: What I wouldn't give for a million smaller problems on December 03, 2010, 11:57:33 pm

Ha. I did it.

(http://img199.imageshack.us/img199/8013/majblackseats.png)

20 is 52% black. 21 is just over 50% black.

21 obviously is hardly compact though it is significantly less ugly than the current south Florida map (which says

A LOT) nor does it really cover "communities of interest" but I suspect the rules will be bent in this case.

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: fierce bad gobsh!te on December 04, 2010, 08:27:58 am

nor does it really cover "communities of interest"

Suburban Blacks?

Why are you including the rural precincts (besides the obvious one) - is that place inhabited by Blacks or what?

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: What I wouldn't give for a million smaller problems on December 04, 2010, 10:59:21 am

nor does it really cover "communities of interest"

Suburban Blacks?

Why are you including the rural precincts (besides the obvious one) - is that place inhabited by Blacks or what?

Yes actually. On the shore of Lake Okeechobee is Belle Glade, which is basically Florida's Detroit (except much

smaller, and the economy was on sugarcane growing instead of auto manufacturing.) The area is currently in

Hastings' seat.

http://uselectionatlas.org/FORUM/index.php?action=printpage;topic=128893.0


Hastings' seat.

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: fierce bad gobsh!te on December 04, 2010, 11:04:30 am

The area is currently in Hastings' seat.

I was aware of that much, actually. ^-^

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: fierce bad gobsh!te on December 04, 2010, 11:07:56 am

The racial makeup of the city was 30.29% White (13.8% were Non-Hispanic White,) 50.68% African American,

0.17% Native American, 0.19% Asian, 0.04% Pacific Islander, 9.70% from other races, and 8.93% from two or

more races. Hispanic or Latino of any race were 27.57% of the population.

(...)

As of 2000, speakers of English as a first language accounted for 61.03% of all residents, while Spanish as a

mother tongue consisted of 26.87%, Haitian Creole comprised 11.00%, and French made up 1.07% of the

population.

That's a lot of non-Hispanic mixed/others - Haitian mulattoes crossing both black and white?

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: Verily on December 04, 2010, 12:22:44 pm

It's actually really easy to preserve Alcee Hastings' seat. Just drop all of the extensions inland and run along the

coast only.

It also helps if you run Frederica Wilson's seat down I-95 to Homestead to take in the black areas along I-95 that

otherwise get put in one of the Cuban seats.

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: Verily on December 04, 2010, 12:39:49 pm

Here's my version. Note that there's a big black area in Broward County just over the border from Frederica

Wilson's district that I didn't include in her seat because I wanted to keep her seat only in Miami-Dade County.

But you probably could drop the I-95 to Homestead tail and cross into Broward instead. Also, I dropped Fort

Pierce and Belle Glade from Hastings' seat, so it's a lot neater.

Wilson's seat is 52% black; Hastings' seats is 54% black.

This is assuming Florida gains a single seat. On the off chance that it gains two, it's even easier.

(http://img809.imageshack.us/img809/266/screenshot20101204at124.png)

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting



Post by: The Hokie Bird on December 04, 2010, 12:53:23 pm

nor does it really cover "communities of interest"

Suburban Blacks?

Why are you including the rural precincts (besides the obvious one) - is that place inhabited by Blacks or what?

Yes actually. On the shore of Lake Okeechobee is Belle Glade, which is basically Florida's Detroit (except much

smaller, and the economy was on sugarcane growing instead of auto manufacturing.) The area is currently in

Hastings' seat.

Highest AIDs rate in the state, btw.

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: Verily on December 04, 2010, 01:02:48 pm

Black majority seat in North Florida, too, for what it's worth (only just barely though, might be able to get it to

51% with finessing).

(http://img132.imageshack.us/img132/2977/screenshot20101204at106.png)

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: The Hokie Bird on December 04, 2010, 01:05:16 pm

Black majority seat in North Florida, too, for what it's worth (only just barely though, might be able to get it to

51% with finessing).

(http://img132.imageshack.us/img132/2977/screenshot20101204at106.png)

That's probably the most horrific thing I've ever seen. Not your work, that district. :) Plus, that's not a "fair"

district.

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: Estes Kefauver on December 04, 2010, 08:09:50 pm

The VRA seats will be made as compact as possible, but still have to bend the rules a bit to pass pre-clearence.

This is my solution for FL-3.

(http://i17.photobucket.com/albums/b99/DrPhillips48/florida.jpg)

It reaches from Jacksonville to Tallahasee. It's 47% White, 44% Black, 5% Hispanic, so it might be acceptable for

the VRA, as NC-12's demographics are.

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: fierce bad gobsh!te on December 05, 2010, 02:42:07 pm

The VRA seats will be made as compact as possible, but still have to bend the rules a bit to pass pre-clearence.

This is my solution for FL-3.

(http://i17.photobucket.com/albums/b99/DrPhillips48/florida.jpg)



It reaches from Jacksonville to Tallahasee. It's 47% White, 44% Black, 5% Hispanic, so it might be acceptable for

the VRA, as NC-12's demographics are.

That's just fine - though it wouldn't be if all the Whites were Republicans or if all the Whites were Democrats too -

as either way the winner of the race would not be the candidate of choice of the Black community.

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: Verily on December 05, 2010, 04:27:45 pm

The VRA seats will be made as compact as possible, but still have to bend the rules a bit to pass pre-clearence.

This is my solution for FL-3.

(http://i17.photobucket.com/albums/b99/DrPhillips48/florida.jpg)

It reaches from Jacksonville to Tallahasee. It's 47% White, 44% Black, 5% Hispanic, so it might be acceptable for

the VRA, as NC-12's demographics are.

That's just fine - though it wouldn't be if all the Whites were Republicans or if all the Whites were Democrats too -

as either way the winner of the race would not be the candidate of choice of the Black community.

Well, given where the seat is, all the whites are Republicans (in vote if not in name), except for a few in

Tallahassee. It would look like Sanford Bishop's seat, except the Republicans would have won it this year.

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: muon2 on December 05, 2010, 09:56:44 pm

The VRA seats will be made as compact as possible, but still have to bend the rules a bit to pass pre-clearence.

This is my solution for FL-3.

(http://i17.photobucket.com/albums/b99/DrPhillips48/florida.jpg)

It reaches from Jacksonville to Tallahasee. It's 47% White, 44% Black, 5% Hispanic, so it might be acceptable for

the VRA, as NC-12's demographics are.

That's just fine - though it wouldn't be if all the Whites were Republicans or if all the Whites were Democrats too -

as either way the winner of the race would not be the candidate of choice of the Black community.

But the Bartlett decision relieves the state of the need to create a district with less that 50% VAP. Specifically it

forbids the DOJ from mandating such a district. My guess is that FL could create that district, but there's no way

it can be forced to happen in preclearance.

Title: Re: More than one majority black seat in Florida post-redistricting

Post by: fierce bad gobsh!te on December 06, 2010, 05:16:51 am

My guess is that FL could create that district, but there's no way it can be forced to happen in preclearance.

Eh, I've no clue about the legal situation regarding the second part of that sentence, and was talking purely about

the scenario in the first part. :)
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Rucho to lead N.C. Senate's redistricting committee

Posted: Tuesday, Dec. 07, 2010

N.C. Sen. Bob Rucho, a Matthews Republican named to lead the Senate's legislative and congressional redistricting

efforts, said Monday he hopes to fast-track the creation of "fair and legal districts."

And U.S. Rep. Patrick McHenry of Cherryville, the ranking Republican on a census oversight committee, said he

hopes the state can start the process as early as February.

Lawmakers will use the 2010 Census as the basis for the remapping. The Census Bureau guarantees only that all

states will have the data by April 1.

"Especially considering our history of lawsuits in North Carolina that in many cases have become legendary, we're

very hopeful that we'll be in the early states for data releases," McHenry said Monday.

North Carolina redistrictings have had a history of legal hurdles.

In the 1990s, the 12th Congressional District was the most litigated in the country, according to the "Almanac of

American Politics." The district represented by Democratic Rep. Mel Watt was part of four cases that went to the

U.S. Supreme Court.

In 2002, a state Superior Court invalidated legislative districts drawn the year before. That case ended up in the

state Supreme Court. Legal challenges delayed the start of the 2004 elections.

To complicate matters, under provisions of the Voting Rights Act, any redistricting has to be approved, or pre-

cleared, by the U.S. Justice Department.

"We're working hard to get the numbers early for two reasons," Rucho said. "One, we're a voting rights state and

need approval of Justice Department. Two, so we can make the February 2012 filing period."

Candidates are scheduled to kick off the 2012 elections by filing for office in February that year.

Incoming Senate Leader Phil Berger of Rockingham County named Rucho to the chairmanship, calling him "a

good listener and evenhanded." The House has yet to name a counterpart.

Republicans have long accused Democrats of drawing districts favorable to their party. Former GOP Rep. Ed

McMahan of Charlotte, who co-chaired a previous redistricting committee, expects that to change.

"I certainly think Republicans will try to take advantage of this to at least try to make the maps more fair because

they have been gerrymandered by the Democrats for so many years," he said.

Rucho said he's excited "about showing the people of North Carolina exactly how it should be done... the way the

law says it should be done."

Rucho said he doubts an independent redistricting commission, favored by some, could be truly independent.

"There's always politics involved, one way or another," he said.

Jim  Morril l : 704-358-5059

Subscribe to The Charlotte Observer.
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Subscribe to The Charlotte Observer.

The Charlotte Observer welcomes your comments on news of the day. The more voices engaged in

conversation, the better for us all, but do keep it civil. Please refrain from profanity, obscenity, spam, name-

calling or attacking others for their views.   Read moreRead less
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December 8, 2010

Cannon taps committee chairs, delays redistricting
appointments – Central Florida Political Pulse – Orlando
Sentinel

TALLAHASSEE — House Speaker Dean Cannon, R-Winter Park, tapped two dozen lawmakers for committee

chairmanships Tuesday, and several Central Florida faces will head up some influential panels.

Those with the money: Rep. Marlene O’Toole, R-The Villages, will chair the Higher Education budget

committee, and Mike Horner, R-St. Cloud, will head up Transportation and Economic Development

appropriations.

Those without it: Rich Workman, R-Melbourne, will chair Community and Military Affairs; Bryan Nelson, R-

Apopka, will chair Insurance and Banking; Steve Precourt, R-Orlando, will chair the Finance and Tax

Committee; Eric Eisnaugle, R-Orlando, will chair Civil Justice; Dennis Baxley, R-Ocala, will chair Criminal

Justice; Chris Dorworth, R-Lake Mary, will chair a new “Rulemaking and Regulation” committee; Seth

McKeel, R-Lakeland, will chair State Affairs; Steve Crisifulli, R-Merritt Island, will chair Agriculture and

Natural Resources; and Scott Plakon, R-Longwood, will chair a new “Federal Affairs” committee.

Cannon also noted in a memo to lawmakers that he was delaying the appointment of members to the redistricting

committee until 2011, while staff tries to analyze the impact of Amendments 5 and 6, which add new

requirements on the redistricting process that takes place in 2012.

“Because we are still developing the House’s redistricting software, analyzing the recently-enacted constitutional

amendments, and building a redistricting timeline, I have decided to delay appointments to the redistricting

committees until 2011,” Cannon’s memo reads.

http://blogs.orlandosentinel.com/news_politics/2010/12/cannon-taps-committee-chairs-delays-redistricting-appointments.html
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Will Weatherford Focused on Redistricting

While he is in line to become speaker after the 2012 elections, Rep. Will Weatherford, R-Wesley Chapel, is looking

forward to handling one of the most challenging assignments in the House -- leading efforts to manage

redistricting.

Incoming Speaker Dean Cannon, R-Winter Haven, on Monday designated Weatherford to head up the House

Redistricting Committee. Rep. Perry Thurston of Plantation will be the ranking Democrat.

"In addition to passing the budget, redistricting is the only other constitutional mandate the members of the

Legislature must pass," said Cannon.  "Representative Weatherford's hard work and proven leadership abilities

make him a perfect fit for this important, but very challenging assignment."

With Florida voters supporting two amendments changing redistricting, Weatherford does not have an easy task.

"Over the next two years, Florida will face the challenging constitutional mandate of redistricting." Weatherford

stated. "I am honored that Speaker-designate Cannon has such confidence in me to guide this difficult, but

necessary process.

"I look forward to hearing our citizens' concerns on this very important process," added Weatherford. "We will

seek to give all parties a voice on this vital issue affecting every Floridian."

http://www.sunshinestatenews.com/blog/will-weatherford-focused-redistricting
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Residents: Redistricting should be fair, free from
gerrymandering

vote

nowBuzz up!PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY, Va. --

Members of the House of Delegates redistricting subcommittee on Monday heard a little bit about what residents

want out of the upcoming legislative boundary changes.

Those who spoke to the subcommittee at the Stafford County campus of the University of Mary Washington said

they wanted fairness and didn’t want gerrymandering.

 Legislative lines are redrawn every 10 years after the U.S. Census is taken. Political districts are reworked to

reflect changes in population and to ensure that they each include roughly the same number of constituents.

Political parties in power generally draw redistricting maps, leaving seats safe for members of their party.

In the General Assembly, the House is controlled by Republicans, while Democrats rule in the state Senate. That’s

led some to believe that the coming redistricting might be the fairest seen in years.

Others fear that the two houses might agree to leave the districts relatively unchanged to maintain the status

quo.

Subcommittee Chairman  Mark L. Cole, R-88th, and members Johnny S. Joannou, D-79th, Algie T. Howell Jr., D-

90th,  Robert B. Bell, R-58th, Chris S. Jones, R-76th and Manassas’ Jackson H. Miller, R-50th, met to listen to

residents.

Four people spoke at the meeting that lasted about 20 minutes.

 Former Prince William County resident Horace McCaskill said he lives in the 1st Congressional District, which

“snakes” from Hampton Roads to Prince William County.

He can’t see how that district wasn’t a result of gerrymandering.

“It was very creatively drawn,” said McCaskill, a retired Army colonel. 

Like others who spoke, McCaskill said that fairness is often the victim of partisan bickering, and that the people

ought to be able to choose their representatives instead being left with districts that are safe for incumbents.

“I think elections ought to be protected. I think people ought to be able to make the choice and vote on the best

candidate and offer solutions,” said McCaskill who now lives in Spotsylvania County.  “Draw the lines where the

lines  ought to be drawn and not necessarily where the politicians want them. Incumbent protection ought not to

be the driving force. It ought  to be the will of the people and what the people want, so they can make choices and

we can have a democracy.”

Olga Hernandez, president of the League of Women Voters of Virginia, said that there were maybe 15 seats in the

Virginia legislature that were truly competitive.

“Right now, there’s a lot of protection of incumbents and a playing with political lines to make very safe seats,”

Hernandez said.

She told the commission that the League of Women Voters considered redistricting a constitutional right to “fair
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and equal representation.”

“It’s a core principle,” she said.

This year there will be others looking at redistricting, and they might be of help to the General Assembly if the

legislators choose to listen.

Teams from Virginia colleges and universities will offer their own takes on redistricting, Hernandez said.

The teams of students, led by faculty members, will compete to draw the best redistricting map with districts that

are compact, contiguous and equal in population.

Christopher Newport University, George Mason University, James Madison University,  Longwood University,

the University of Mary Washington,  Norfolk State University, Old Dominion University, the University of

Richmond, Roanoke College, the University of Virginia, the College of William and Mary, and  Virginia

Commonwealth University will field the teams competing in the Virginia Redistricting Competition.

Hernandez said the maps the students come up with might show the legislators a “different — maybe a better

way.”

Senior reporter Keith Walker can be reached at 703-369-6751.
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December 30, 2010

Speaker Cannon explains why he is delaying appointments to
redistricting committee

Lost in the, um, excitement regarding yesterday’s announcement of who is on what

committee in the Florida House was what was not announced: appointments to the

House’s committee on redistricting.  Speaker Dean Cannon explained why:

“In addition, because we are still developing the House’s redistricting software,

analyzing the recently-enacted constitutional amendments, and building a

redistricting timeline, I have decided to delay appointments to the redistricting

committees until 2011.”

Tags: Appointments, Cannon, Committees, Constitutional Amendments, Dean,

Excitement, Lost, Redistricting Committee, S Committee, Timeline
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Florida House Wants to Restrict Court's Role

Published: Thursday, December 9, 2010 at 4:38 a.m.

TALLAHASSEE | The Florida House has begun exploring steps giving the Legislature more authority to get

proposed state constitutional amendments before voters without risking having measures struck down by a court.

House Speaker Dean Cannon, R-Winter Park, lashed out at the courts for judicial activism after three proposed

ballot measures approved by the Legislature last spring were barred by judges as unconstitutional.

Among them was an amendment aimed at blocking the federal health care overhaul from taking effect in Florida a

measure Senate President Mike Haridopolos, R-Merritt Island, has retooled and steered Wednesday through a

Senate committee.

"I respect the courts, it's part of the checks and balances," Haridopolos said. "But when in doubt, and it's a gray

area, I'd hope they'd defer to the elected representatives, especially when there's a super-majority vote

involved."

A three-fifths vote of the Legislature is required to put a measure on the ballot.

But House analysts reported Wednesday that only four of the 10 legislative proposals challenged in courts since

1982 have been cleared for the ballot.

Overall, courts have rejected the ballot language in 70 percent of cases involving proposed amendments by the

Legislature.

The Florida Supreme Court has proved a particularly stern test for lawmakers, approving only one of six ballot

summaries put before it this year.

Among the possible changes in play: Give lawmakers authority to put measures before voters without judicial

review.

"It might be the way to go," Haridopolos said.

http://www.theledger.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20101209/NEWS/101209711&template=printart
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Our View: Redistricting reform in Illinois? Don't believe it -
Peoria, IL

Sponsors of a bill moving through the Legislature dealing with redistricting - the process of drawing a new

legislative map, required every 10 years - claim it would offer members of the public a chance to have their voices

heard, letting lawmakers "get the public's confidence back."

Don't believe the hype. The measure barely qualifies as "reform lite," and only then because it would offer minor

improvements to an abominable process, rendering it merely awful. Lead sponsor Sen. Kwame Raoul, D-Chicago,

crafted a bill that would among other things require there be four public hearings - each held in a different part of

the state - on new House and Senate district boundaries.

There's plenty more that could have been done to make this a fair process. Republicans tried to add amendments

stating that map-makers wouldn't take into account the voting history of citizens who live in the districts - that is,

no more letting politicians choose their voters. They also sought more public hearings, noting that even the

Democratic plan this spring would have required twice as many. No dice.

Both those changes were key planks in the Fair Map Amendment that the GOP and good-government reformers

tried to push earlier this year. It also attempted to remove at least some of the politics from the process by

requiring a special commission - not the Legislature - draw the maps, and would have mandated that commission

members not be lobbyists, lawmakers' relatives or state employees. It also insisted on supermajority legislative

votes to approve the maps, and barring those would have put the power in the hands of a "special master," a

compromise decision-maker agreed to by top Democratic and Republican judges.

Sadly, Illinois voters who talk a better game than they play about changing the status quo and curtailing political

corruption didn't sign enough petitions to get the measure on the ballot. Democrats killed an attempt to put it

there legislatively. Without the constitutional amendment, we're stuck with the old system, wherein politicians

draw their own maps, embracing the "incumbent protection racket" that essentially ensures their re-elections.

So while more hearings might look like progress, it's really nothing compared to what could have been achieved.

Conceivably the map could be even more egregious this time around, with hearings or without them. The last

three times redistricting has occurred - 1981, 1991, 2001 - party representation was more balanced, with

Democrats and Republicans able to check each other's ambitions and force a random drawing to decide which side

of the aisle got to draw the final map. To have unilateral control of the process, the governor's office and the

Senate and House must be held by the same party. In the previous three decades, that wasn't the situation, but it

is now with Democrats firmly in charge across the board. As a result, they can pretty much draw maps that favor

the party and, with a like-minded governor willing to affix his signature, the GOP can't do a thing about it short of

challenging it to an Illinois Supreme Court with - you guessed it - a Democratic majority. Suffice it to say,

Democrats could rule Illinois, for better or worse, for some time.

The House still has to approve these changes by mid-January. It isn't likely that Democrats running the show

there will go for more transparency or fairness in map-making, but that doesn't mean Republicans shouldn't try

to achieve both by offering up amendments. Maybe lightning will strike. We wouldn't count on it, but if nothing

else, at least Democrats will also have to stand up and cast votes to show whether they're for or against real

reforms, in a Springfield that has long had an allergy to them. We just wish Illinois voters would hold them more

accountable.

http://www.pjstar.com/opinions/ourview/x2115285443/Our-View-Redistricting-reform-in-Illinois-Dont-believe-it
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Final Word on Redistricting Not Until 5 Months Before the 2012
Election

Original Author: 

Kenneth Quinnell

Florida’s redistricting timeline:

* Summer 2011, legislature conducts hearings around the state to get public input

* Jan. 10, 2012, legislature meets for its 60-day legislative session.

* March 9, 2012, session ends

* March 10, 2012, legislature petitions the Florida Supreme Court for its required review of the districts; the

court has 30 days

* April 16, 2012, the FSC completes its review and legislature sends the redistricting plan to the U.S. Department

of Justice for its required review; the DOJ has 60 days

* June 18 districts are finalized and candidates may start qualifying for newly drawn districts.

This is so not designed to give Republicans running for Congress and the legislature a huge advantage, right?

More to come on this…

EXTRAS:

*Questions: Can we sue over a bad redistricting timeline?

*Follow us on Twitter and Facebook.

*Help support this blog, this type of post and additional investigative reporting by contributing $5 a month or

more

*Send your tips, ideas, feedback and links to quinnelk@hotmail.com

*Interested in writing for FPC? E-mail me at quinnelk@hotmail.com
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State Senate discusses redistricting software and timeline,
possibility of lawsuit

The Florida Senate’s reapportionment committee met yesterday to discuss a contentious issue — the redrawing

of district lines to reflect data gathered in the newest census. It’s an issue that has become more convoluted

thanks to the recent passage of Amendments 5 and 6, the so-called “Fair Districts” amendments that created

strict rules for how politicians can draw up district maps.

The distribution of seats in the Florida legislature and the state’s congressional delegation will have to shift to

even out the population distribution among districts and account for as many as two additional congressional seats

Florida is expected to receive.

During the last round of redistricting, which followed the 2000 census, people could send a $20 check to get a CD

that would allow them install desktop software, which they could use to explore demographic data and tinker with

district boundaries.

This year, the public will have access to a pair of web applications that will allow them to track different

redistricting proposals and draw their own lines using “an easy set of tools” similar to Google Maps, according to

John Guthrie of the Senate reapportionment committee’s staff.

One application, District Explorer, will allow anyone to look at redistricting proposals as they are submitted and

analyze the boundaries and demographics. The other, District Builder, will allow anyone who obtains a username

and password to try their own hands at drawing the districts. The House will have a seperate but largley similar

system.

“No other state is providing the level of public access that the House and Senate are going to provide in Florida,”

Guthrie said.

The process begins later this month, as the census data become available and the congressional seats are

distributed among states. After that:

+ In June, the first full version of District Builder software is set to become available.

+ Later in the summer, public hearings begin around the state. Committee chairman Don Gaetz, R-Niceville, said

he wanted the software online before the hearings begin, so people could present their own district maps and

weigh in on other proposals.

+ In January 2012, the Florida legislature begins its regular session, which ends on March 9. Once both houses

approve a redistricting proposal, they’ll have to submit it to the attorney general, who will have 15 days to send it

to the Supreme Court.

+ Then the Supreme Court has 30 days to review the proposal.

+ Then the U.S. Department of Justice has 60 days to review the proposal.

+ Mon., June 18 is the first day candidates can qualify to run for the new seats created by

the redistricting process.

That leaves only 100 days between the end of the session on March 9 and the start of qualifying on June 18.

State Sen. John Thrasher, R-Jacksonville, worried that with little time to spare, the process could be derailed by a

lawsuit.

http://floridaindependent.com/16894/state-senate-discusses-redistricting-software-and-timeline-possibility-of-lawsuit#


lawsuit.

Under Amendments 5 and 6, which passed in the November elections, districts must be as contiguous as possible,

and may not be drawn with the intent of marginalizing minority groups or favoring any incumbent or political

party.

State Sen. Jack Latvala, R-St. Petersburg, warned fellow committee members that “intent” could be determined

by analyzing lawmakers’ electronic communications, which could become evidence in such a lawsuit.
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Civil liberties at risk - Other Views

You don't need to be Max Mayfield to know that a Category 5 disaster is headed straight for our civil liberties.

Here's what's coming from Tallahassee:

Redistricting: The new Fair District Amendments will help end gerrymandering (and racial and political

packing) of legislative and congressional districts. But first this historic victory must be protected.

U.S. Reps. Mario Diaz-Balart and Corrine Brown have challenged the congressional redistricting amendment in

federal court. Their analysis strangely morphs the Voting Rights Act from a law protecting the right of minority

voters to elect candidates of their choice to one that ensures ``the preservation of minority incumbents in

positions of legislative influence and leadership.''

Speaker Dean Cannon and Senate President Mike Haridopolos were bitter opponents of Amendments 5 and 6 It's

not likely that their first draft of new district lines will reflect what voters intended.

Religious freedom: Gov.-elect Rick Scott has said that school vouchers are high on his priority list. These are

code words for repealing Florida's 150-year-old constitutional prohibition on taxpayer funds for churches or

sectarian institutions.

Repealing the ``no aid'' provision is cleverly and dishonestly sold as ``ending discrimination against religion,'' and

aid to church-run schools described as ``ending the monopoly of government schools.''

When former Gov. Jeb Bush's crusade to ``improve'' public schools with ``Opportunity Scholarships'' was struck

down by the Florida Supreme Court, he tried, unsuccessfully, to get the Legislature to remove constitutional

obstacles to funneling tax dollars to church-run schools through vouchers. His allies then used the Tax and Budget

Reform Commission until the court declared that an abuse of its authority.

It is hard to overstate the disastrous consequences the loss of the ``no aid'' constitutional provision would have

for Florida families, most of whom depend on their neighborhood public school, and on efforts to improve schools

and address depressingly low graduation rates.

The incoming Tallahassee regime, however, seems bent on creating two systems of education: impoverished

neighborhood public schools mostly for poor and minority children alongside mostly church-run schools supported

by tax-funded vouchers.

The adoption ban: Another likely target is the ACLU's legal victory ending Florida's 33-year-old law that

banned adoptions by lesbians and gay men. The victory allowed Martin Gill to adopt two brothers the state placed

in his foster care six years ago. Striking down the adoption ban also increased the number of loving, forever

homes available to children languishing in Florida's foster care system.

Anti-gay obsessed opponents have vowed to undo our victory in the courts by mischief in the Legislature or a

constitutional amendment for the 2012 ballot.

Abortion rights: In the 2010 Legislature, abortion rights opponents enacted legislation requiring all women

seeking an abortion during the first trimester to pay for and undergo an ultrasound. Unless the woman could

prove she was a rape or incest victim, she would be required to view the ultrasound or hear a description of the

fetus before being allowed to have the procedure. Another provision prohibited employers from providing health

insurance for their employees that includes abortion coverage. Gov. Crist vetoed the bill.

http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/12/11/1968367/civil-liberties-at-risk.html#


More radical measures are now tempting, including making it more difficult for a girl to obtain a court order

allowing her to have an abortion, if notifying a parent would have harmful consequences, or a ``fetal personhood''

constitutional amendment that would ban abortions and some forms of birth control -- and trigger a lawsuit to

invite the U.S. Supreme Court to revisit Roe v. Wade.

Curbing racial and ethnic profiling: Scott and Haridopolos are unsure whether enacting an Arizona-style

immigration law is a priority. So, it was all about politics. Shocking!

Zealots, however, may seek legislation requiring law enforcement to stop anyone they think might be illegal,

demand their papers and detain those who don't have papers. A law that is enforced by targeting people because

of skin color or language they speak will trigger a legal challenge.

For the coming attacks on civil liberties, the only questions are: How many and how ferocious will they be and

how prepared will we be to confront them?

Howard Simon is executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union Florida.
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Only a strong message, not fair districts, will help Florida
Democrats

Share9  3

Sun Dec 12, 2010 at 11:02:12 AM PST

Let me be clear: as great as Fair Districts Florida's victories are, they are not a Democratic nor Republican tool for

victory - and never should be.  Democrats have been equally guilty for drawing beneficial lines & cutting out

voters they didn't want.  These standards are a good step forward for all Florida voters to elect their

representatives from fairer districts.  But let's be real, the final district lines won't even be finalized until June 18,

2012!

Florida Democrats are about to elect a new state party Chair who has signaled his number one priority will be

making sure Fair Districts remains the "savior" of the FDP (Facing Florida 11/5/10). We haven't had an open

forum on what went wrong in 2010 and where we need to go in 2012.  The process remains broken, and that

means our party is broken - and worse, focused on the wrong message.

New district lines will not save Florida Democrats - only a strong message and clear platform will.  Our party

priorities are clearly off track and out of line still.

Many supporters of Rod Smith and the current establishment say that the most important work the FDP has to

do right now is stay on top of the redistricting process.  They say the redistricting process is the number one

priority as Rick Scott, Dean Cannon and Mike Haridopolos make plans to further destroy the public school system

if not privatize education completely.  They say the redistricting process is the number one priority as the GOP

pushes to privatize hospitals and waste taxpayer dollars over suing/refusing to implement healthcare reform.

 They say the redistricting process is the number one priority as Republicans move ever closer to privatizing

prisons and dismantling every state agency piece by piece.  They say the redistricting process is the number one

priority as the teachers and public employees are attacked and Florida's working families are left behind.

I say the number one priority is being the clear alternative, holding the GOP accountable, and presenting a

progressive vision for Florida.  We need a Chair and a state party that can present a platform and communicate a

message that represents the true interests of Florida's working families. We have the opportunity to elect a leader

who can begin to build the necessary infrastructure around the state so Democrats are in a position to fight the

terrible GOP agenda being put forward.

The fight has already begun.  Waiting for new districts will not be productive.  Here's the proposed Republican

timeline:

* Summer 2011, legislature conducts hearings around the state to get public input * Jan. 10, 2012,

legislature meets for its 60-day legislative session. * March 9, 2012, session ends * March 10, 2012,

legislature petitions the Florida Supreme Court for its required review of the districts; the court has

30 days * April 16, 2012, the FSC completes its review and legislature sends the redistricting plan to

the U.S. Department of Justice for its required review; the DOJ has 60 days * June 18 districts are

finalized and candidates may start qualifying for newly drawn districts.

It is very important to stay on top of the redistricting process, I understand that.  But it should not be the number

one priority of the party, nor should it be the pressing priority for the Chair given the current state of Florida

http://www.dailykos.com/story/2010/12/12/14212/087
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Democrats.  

As I have said before, Democrats need to be able to communicate a platform effectively in order to counter the

Republican agenda.  There is much work to do.  Democrats are demoralized, they crave leadership and a vision to

rally behind. They crave a voice and at the end of the day "fair districts" drawn by this legislature will only take

our party so far.  We don't need small gains in a few seats.  We need to contest the GOP agenda

everywhere.

This blog cross-posted at Florida Progressive Coalition Blog.
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Bloomberg Pushes Party-Free Redistricting (Updated)

Count independent New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg as part of the movement to re-draw legislative

districts in the state along non-partisan lines.

Bloomberg, who is launching the non-partisan “No Labels” Committee today, said in a statement the current

system of having political parties control how federal and state legislative lines are drawn is unfair and limits voter

choice.

“The current system for drawing districts protects incumbents, promotes ideological extremism, and reduces

voter choice,” Bloomberg said. “Gerrymandering is part of the reason why compromise and bi-partisanship are so

rare these days. Voters in California and Florida overwhelmingly passed redistricting reforms in recent elections,

and there’s no reason why, working with Ed Koch and our state legislative leaders, we can’t do the same here. It

would be one of the best things to happen to Albany since the building of the Erie Canal.”

Bloomberg joins former New York Mayor Ed Koch, whose New York Uprising political action committee has

pushed for the redistricting reform as well. Senate Republicans, who will likely control the upper house of the

Legislature next year, have signed the pledge (see update below).

Legislative districts are redraw every 10 years based on the most recent census data. New York will draw the

lines in 2012. The state is expected to lose several seats in Congress based on its population loss.

Bloomberg’s drive for a political world without parties is being seen by some as a precursor to a 2012 presidential

run, which he has strenuously denied is the case.

Here’s the full statement from Bloomberg:

Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg today released a report showing that nonpartisan reforms to the

redistricting process can increase the competitiveness of legislative elections at the state and federal

level. In the most recent elections, the report found that across the country, 49 percent of

candidates elected to the U.S. House of Representatives, and 57 percent of candidates elected to

state legislatures won their races with margins of victory greater than 30 points, or faced no

opposition at all. States with nonpartisan redistricting had races that were, on average, 14 percent

closer for the state legislature and 24% closer for congress, and candidates in state legislative

districts drawn through a nonpartisan process were 20 percent less likely to run unopposed. Mayor

Bloomberg joined former Mayor Ed Koch in urging the New York State Legislature to create an

independent commission to re-draw state legislative and congressional district lines in advance of

the 2012 elections.

“The current system for drawing districts protects incumbents, promotes ideological extremism,

and reduces voter choice,” said Mayor Bloomberg. “Gerrymandering is part of the reason why

compromise and bi-partisanship are so rare these days. Voters in California and Florida

overwhelmingly passed redistricting reforms in recent elections, and there’s no reason why, working

with Ed Koch and our state legislative leaders, we can’t do the same here. It would be one of the

best things to happen to Albany since the building of the Erie Canal.”

The report compared state and federal legislative elections in 35 states that give redistricting

authority to the legislature to the 13 states where there is some form of a nonpartisan process (only

7 states have non-partisan congressional redistricting). The 13 states with a nonpartisan process
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have, on average, 20 percent fewer uncontested state legislative races. Margins of victory were 14

percent lower (24 points vs. 28 points) in state legislative races and 24 percent lower (21 points vs.

28 points) in congressional races. The experience of the two states (Arkansas and Ohio) that give

the governor and other state-wide elected officials control over the redistricting process largely

mirrored that of the 35 states in which partisan redistricting occurs through the legislature.

The report also found that the three states with a “Top Two” election system or a nonpartisan

legislature (Louisiana, Washington, Nebraska) also produced substantially more competitive

elections, and large cities with nonpartisan elections were found to have city council races that were

24 percent closer than their partisan counterparts. Mayor Bloomberg supported recent, successful

efforts in California and Florida to remove or reduce partisan control from the redistricting process.

Koch has released a statement praising Bloomberg for his stance on the issue:

“The cause of nonpartisan redistricting today gained a nonpartisan champion in the form of Mayor

Mike Bloomberg. Mayor Bloomberg represents what Albany doesn’t. He has earned respect across

the board for making New York City work for New Yorkers—and not by playing politics to protect

Democrats, or Republicans, or incumbents. He is the third New York City mayor to declare support

for impartial redistricting, including Rudy Giuliani and me. If our state’s political leaders still think

that they can keep gerrymandering their own districts and those of their party, and no one will

notice, they’re dead wrong. I look forward to working with Mayor Bloomberg on getting this

important reform enacted into law.”
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PolitiFact Florida | Reform advocate says "dozens'' of Florida
political districts split counties and splinter cities

Following a polarizing midterm election, and with intensifying partisan bickering over everything from taxes to

health care, a group dubbing itself No Labels is hoping to start an earnest discussion about policy over politics.

The group, comprised of Democrats, Republicans and independents, launched its website on Dec. 13, 2010, in the

hopes of starting a movement that "encourages leaders to ‘put the labels aside’ in an effort to seek common sense

solutions to our nation's problems."

The launch brought out independents like outgoing Florida Gov. Charlie Crist and New York City Mayor Michael

Bloomberg, who both spoke at a kickoff event in New York City that was live-streamed on the No Labels website.

Also speaking was Ellen Freidin, chairwoman of Fair Districts Florida, a group behind the passage of two 

constitutional amendments that set new guidelines for how legislative and congressional districts are drawn up.

Freidin used the occasion to note: "We have dozens of districts that go for 150 to 200 miles, splitting counties,

splintering cities and connecting areas that have very little in common."

We decided to take a closer look at Freidin’s statement. The Fair Districts Florida website cites two examples of

such districts, but we were curious to see if there were dozens of examples, as Freidin stated.

About redistricting

First, some background on how Florida’s districts are created. It’s an issue bound to be back in the limelight as

state legislators restart the process of translating those numbers into political boundaries on a map.

Every 10 years -- two years after U.S. Census figures are compiled -- state lawmakers redraw state and

congressional legislative districts. The objective is to adjust district sizes to reflect changes in the population.

Occasionally, new congressional districts are added when a state gains population. For example, Florida gained

two House seats this time.

The civics book reason for periodic redistricting is to protect the value of each voter’s ballot by preventing it from

being diluted by a population surge -- the goal being for each person's vote to carry relatively equal weight

in elections. But the process of redistricting is never without accusations of "gerrymandering" often brought up

against the party in power.

The term dates back to 1812 when Massachusetts Gov. Eldbridge Gerry signed a bill to redistrict Massachusetts.

A newspaper noted that the contorted districts on the map resembled salamanders, and the term "gerrymander''

has since come to mean creating districts for political motive over geographical proximity.

The Florida website for the redistricting that was carried out in 2002 gives a sense of the process and numbers

involved.

The Legislature divided the state’s population evenly into 120 state House districts, each containing a little over

130,000 people. Records show the number of registered voters per district ranged between 45,000 and 98,000.

The same population is divided evenly into 40 state Senate districts. Each district's population hovered around

399,000, with the number of registered voters varying from about 134,000 to 280,000.

Florida's Congressional districts contained a uniform population of 639,295, give or take a few people, and had

voter registration ranging from about 232,600 to 418,700.    
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During the November 2010 election, Florida voters approved two amendments to the state constitution that set

specific guidelines in the creation of such districts. Amendment 5 was geared toward state districts and

Amendment 6 was to be applied to congressional districts.

Both amendments say districts should not be drawn to favor incumbents or a particular political party. Districts

must be contiguous, compact and follow local and geographical boundaries. The districts shall also not be drawn to

interfere with minority representation as provided for in the Voting Rights Act.

The amendments were brought forth by Fair Districts Florida, a group that collected 1.7 million signatures to get

the questions on the state ballot.

A look at our districts

So, do the districts created in 2002 "go on for 150 to 200 miles, splitting counties, splintering cities and connecting

areas that have very little in common?''    

Here, with the distances for the larger districts approximated by plugging cities into Mapquest, are some

examples we found of both state and congressional districts that speak to the issue at hand:

The 2nd Congressional District

This Panhandle district represented by newly elected Republican Steve Southerland contains the largest number

of counties in the state's delegation -- 16. It takes in some or all of Bay, Calhoun, Dixie, Franklin, Gadsden, Gulf,

Jackson, Jefferson, Lafayette, Leon, Liberty, Okaloosa, Suwannee, Taylor, Wakulla and Walton counties.

Approximate distance covered: 240 miles.  

The 3rd and 4th Congressional Districts 

The 3rd District, represented by Democratic Rep. Corrine Brown, contains portions of larger cities like

Jacksonville and Orlando, while also taking in smaller communities like Gainesville and Apopka. The 2010 edition

of the Almanac of American Politics notes that the district has three sets of borders. Designed in 1992 to be

North Florida's black majority seat, from a partisan point of view it was also created "to shift as many Democrats

as possible to the 3rd District to strengthen Republicans elsewhere,'' the Almanac says. It taps Democratic

voters in the center of Jacksonville, then picks up voters in Orlando and Gainesville, with stops in Sanford and

smaller communities. Approximate distance covered: 210 miles.

Meanwhile, Republican Rep. Ander Crenshaw's 4th District stretches across the northern border of the state from

the Atlantic shore in Nassau County to Tallahassee in the center. It includes, as the Almanac notes, "much of

Jacksonville, minus the African-American neighborhoods,'' and runs west through Baker, Union, Columbia,

Hamilton, Madison, Jefferson and Leon counties. Approximate distance covered: 165 miles.  

The 5th Congressional District

Carved from west-Central Florida, this district represented in the upcoming Congress by Republican Rich Nugent

stretches from the northern tip of Polk County to include nearly all of distant, rural Levy County, large portions of

Lake, Marion and Pasco counties and all of Sumter, Citrus and Hernando counties. Approximate distance covered:

140 miles.

The 6th Congressional District

Republican U.S. Rep. Cliff Stearns' district is another that takes a bite out of the metropolitan Jacksonville area.

From there it wobbles south through wooded north-central Florida, shaving off part of Gainesville and stopping
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in Lake County, a short drive from Orlando. In the process it takes in some or all of Duval, Clay, Bradford,

Alachua, Gilchrist, Levy, Marion and Lake counties. Approximate distance covered: 146 miles.    

The 10th and 11th Congressional Districts

Democratic Rep. Kathy Castor's 11th District used to be entirely in Tampa and Hillsborough County, but during

the 2002 redistricting, a sizable pocket of Democratic voters in South St. Petersburg were frog-marched across

Tampa Bay, electorally speaking, to be joined with Democratic kindred spirits. The district also picked up a piece

of Manatee County. The effect boosted the GOP margins in Pinellas County, where Republican Rep. C.W. Bill

Young holds the 10th District, which voted for Bill Clinton in 1996 and Al Gore in 2000. Young's district is the only

one in Florida contained wholly within a single county's borders.         

The 16th Congressional District

Represented by Republican Tom Rooney, the district stretches from the Atlantic coast on the east almost to the

Gulf of Mexico, and was described in the 2010 edition of the Almanac of American Politics as "one of the most

oddly designed districts in the nation.’’ The district spans parts of Charlotte, Glades, Hendry, Highlands,

Okeechobee, St. Lucie, Martin and Palm Beach counties. Approximate distance covered: 155 miles.

 

The 22nd Congressional District

While the district was once a Democratic stronghold, it recently traded hands into the Republican party when

Allen West defeated Democrat Ron Klein. the narrow coastal district, which stretches from Palm Beach Gardens

down to Cooper City Broward County, may be a straight shot down the coast, but the western portion of the

district is a series of electoral cul-de-sacs.

  The 25th Congressional District

The needs of voters in the largely Hispanic enclaves of West Miami-Dade County like

Hialeah Gardens may have little in common with the needs of older rural voters in Collier

County, but the two Republican-leaning areas are linked in the same congressional

district. The 25th District was one of two new districts carved out by the Legislature in

2002. Mario-Diaz Balart, who was Florida House majority leader at the time, also chaired

the redistricting committee that created the district. Diaz-Balart, a Republican, was

subsequently elected the district’s first congressman in 2002. It is about to pass to newly

elected U.S. Rep. David Rivera, also a Republican. 

State Senate District 1

Sen. Tony Hill's district cascades south through Duval County, spreading out in central St. Johns, and sending a

spur line into Putnam County, and dips south to take in a large swath of Flagler County and a looping portion of

Volusia County. Approximate distance covered: 108 miles.

State Senate District 3

State Sen. Charlie Dean’s district covers Baker, Dixie,

Hamilton, Lafayette, Suwannee and Taylor counties, in

addition to parts of Citrus, Columbia, Jefferson, Leon,

Levy, Madison and Marion counties. Approximate

distance covered: 272 miles.
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http://fcit.usf.edu/florida/maps/pages/3400/f3453/f3453.htm


 

 

State Senate District 7

Represented by Republican Sen. Evelyn J. Lynn, this

district snakes from Clay County down to Putnam and

Marion counties and covers most of Volusia County.

Approximate distance covered: 165 miles.

 

State Senate District 8

Republican Sen. John Thrasher’s district is

spread along the Atlantic coast, running through

Nassau, Duval, St. Johns, Flagler and Volusia counties.

Approximate distance covered: 144 miles.

State Senate District 14

Republican Sen. Steve Oelrich's district covers

Alachua, Bradford, Gilchrist and Union counties with

portions of Columbia, Levy, Marion, and Putnam

counties in the fold. Approximate distance covered: 85 miles. 

 

  

State Senate District 15

Republican Sen. Paula Dockery's district is carved where four counties converge

-- Hernando, Sumter, Lake and Polk, throwing in a piece of Osceola County to fill

it out. Approximate distance covered: 159 miles.   

State Senate District 18

The district, represented by Democratic Sen. Arthenia Joyner, covers parts of

East and South Tampa, South St. Petersburg in Pinellas County and a sliver of

Manatee County. Approximate distance covered: 57 miles.

State Senate District 21

Republican Sen. Mike Bennett's district covers nearly all of Manatee County, plus

pieces of Sarasota, DeSoto, Charlotte and Lee counties (and the Senate misspells

Charlotte on its website map). Approximate distance covered: 124 miles.  

State Senate District 26

The district represented by Republican Senate

President Mike Haridopolos covers coastal areas of

Brevard County, but also covers portions of Osceola

and Indian River counties. Approximate distance



covered: 164 miles.

 

State Senate District 27

The district, currently represented by Palm Beach

County Republican Lizbeth Benacquisto, spans five

counties (Palm Beach, Glades, Hendry Charlotte and

Lee) and travels nearly coast to coast from West Palm

Beach in the east to Fort Myers in the west.

Approximate distance covered: 140 miles.

 

State Senate District 28

Republican Sen. Joe Negron's district hugs the highly

developed southeastern coast, except when it veers

deep into the state to pick up portions of Okeechobee,

St. Lucie, Martin and Palm Beach counties.

Approximate distance covered: 109 miles.    

State Senate District 39

Democratic Sen. Larcenia Bullard’s district covers a

vast geographic terrain from Hendry County to rural

Immokalee in Collier County, plus urban areas in

Broward, Miami-Dade and Palm Beach counties and

down to the Florida Keys in Monroe County.

Approximate distance covered; 268 miles.

 

State House districts are more compact because they take in a smaller

population, but they do meander from time to time, with

electoral ramifications for the counties and towns affected. Here are a few

notable clusters:

State House Districts 29, 30, 31, 32

This Atlantic coast region is solidly Republican, with Tom Goodson in

district 29, Ritch Workman in district 30, John Tobia in district 31 and

Steve Crisafulli in district 32. Despite the GOP nature of the territory, it is

still carved into byzantine interlocking connections of

neighborhoods and towns around Melbourne and the

beach communities to the north and south. 

State House Districts 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 49

These districts, taken together, are a case study of the

political legerdemain when district lines are drawn.    

http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_29wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_30wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_31wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_32wmap.pdf


Districts 36, 39 and 49 rub shoulders in the urban

Orlando area, and present three faces of the

Democratic Party -- white liberal, African American

and Hispanic. The state House district interactive map

puts them in political perspective. District 36,

represented by liberal Democrat Scott

Randolph, is shaped vaguely like a lobster, with its

claws in northern and eastern Orange County and

its body in the center of Orlando. 

District 39, represented by African American Rep.

Geraldine Thompson, is a more solid, cohesive block of

voters. 

District 49, represented by Darren Soto, tracks the

Hispanic population through west Orlando, down to

Kissimmee and elsewhere, spreading across Orange

and Osceola counties.

All around them are Republican districts enjoying a

carefully crafted symbiotic relationship. Between the

lobster's claws rests the wealthy enclave of Winter Park, in district 35, home

to Republican House Speaker Dean Cannon. Nearby is the southern edge of

Apopka Republican Rep. Bryan Nelson's district 38, which picks up voters in

the gaps between Democratic districts 36 and 39.   

District 40, represented by Republican Eric Eisnaugle, is another odd

configuration, cobbling together disparate suburbs in lumps and

bulges constituting southern GOP border of this political nexus.

Neighboring district 41, represented by Republican Stephen Precourt, is where

the tidy urban divisions really begin to break

down. With districts 36 and 39 holding large groups of

Democrats across the border, this Republican district

sprawls west from Orange County into the old Florida

region of south Lake County, and dips into Osceola

County to the south.   

 State House Districts 55, 67, 68 and 69

With its southern end sandwiched narrowly between

three Republican districts, district 55, represented by

Democrat Darryl Rouson, combines voters in Sarasota,

Manatee, Hillsborough and Pinellas

counties. Meanwhile, Republican Rep. Greg Steube's district 67

takes eastern chunks of Sarasota and Manatee counties along with an

oddly shaped section of southern Hillsborough County. Republican Rep.

Jim Boyd's district 68 covers the more affluent beach communities around

Bradenton, and district 69, represented  by Republican Jay Pilon, takes in

south Manatee and Sarasota, enveloping the southern tip of Rouson's

district.   

http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_36wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_39wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_49wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_35wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_38wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_40wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_41wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_55wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_67wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_68wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_69wmap.pdf


State House Districts 78, 79, 80, 84

District 78, represented by Democrat Stephen Perman, contains a large

portion of western Palm Beach County, plus odd pieces of Martin, St. Lucie

and Okeechobee counties, including what looks like a surgical sliver of

metropolitan Fort Pierce. It also wraps around district 84, represented by Haitian-born Democrat Mack Bernard,

whose district includes Belle Glade and the surrounding area, then tracks along a road east to pick up more voters

in neighborhoods around West Palm Beach. North of this oddly shaped pair of Democratic districts it is solidly

Republican. Mike Horner's district 79 runs north from Okeechobee County through Osceola County and picks up

chunks of Orange and Polk counties. And Debbie Mayfield's district 80 tracks the jagged edge of Perman's district

to the Atlantic Ocean.   

State House Districts 101 and 112

Naples Republican Matt Hudson's district is a political oddity with two nodes of urbanization separated by

thousands of square miles of swamp, farms and open land. To the east it picks up a little of urban Broward

County along the edge of Pembroke Pines, then it slides west through a long, narrow passage that includes the

Everglades and Big Cypress swamp, emerging amidst a host of suburban neighborhoods around Naples, in Collier

County. Approximate distance covered; 108 miles. The same strange geography and approximate distance

applies with district 112, represented by Miami Republican Jeanette Nunez.   

Winnowing people by party alliance does raise a basic question about representative government -- Should a

politician be given carte blanche to discard certain voters, or would the public good be better served if the offfice-

holder were required to take divergent views into account? But that discussion is not why we're here.  

So, back to the question at hand. Was Freidin accurate in stating that Florida has "dozens of districts that go for

150 to 200 miles, splitting counties, splintering cities and connecting areas that have very little in common?"  

Florida has a total of 185 legislative and congressional districts -- 120 in the state House, 40 in the Senate and 25

in Congress. Of those, 67, or 36 percent, are contained within the borders of a single county. In less populated

regions, a district must, of necessity, spread out to meet its population number. But, as the maps above show,

that's not always the reason for the shifting lines. 

The state's major cities are carved into all manner of peculiar bits and pieces to assemble state House, Senate and

even Congressional districts. Fort Lauderdale and Orlando are each divvied up into four congressional districts,

often being grouped with smaller rural communities that share little common interest.

 It is also clear that the integrity of county lines is not a concern when district lines are drawn. As we mentioned

before, only one of the state's 25 congressional districts is wholly contained in one county. Among the rest,

one includes some or all of 16 counties, and the average number of counties per district is 4.8. Miami-Dade and

Broward counties are in five congressional districts. Hillsborough, Pinellas and Duval counties are in three.  

The state House and Senate are not much better. In the House, 59 -- slightly less than half -- of the districts fall

within one county. One district takes in portions of 10 counties, and the average number of counties

included wholly or partially in a state House seat is 1.96. Only seven of the 40 state Senate seats fall within one

county, and on average, senate districts spread over three counties.

What about the claim that districts "go for 150 to 200 miles?''

Many do, as our rough approximations illustrate. Strictly speaking, there are not "dozens'' that run over 150

miles, but there are at least nine on our list, and if you loosen the standard slightly to take in those over 140 miles,

we found 13. One might argue that districts should be measured not just from end to end, but by the

http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_78wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_84wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_79wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_80wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_101wmap.pdf
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/FileStores/Web/District/H406H020_district_112wmap.pdf


sprawling territory they take up, which would likely add to the list. Whether it would get it to "dozens'' is

debatable.       

Inarguably, the districts meander and wind in jagged jigsaw patterns that crisscross cities and 

counties. We highlighted more than three-dozen examples. With a slight penalty for fuzzy math on the number of

giant districts, we rate Freidin’s claim Mostly True.
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2010Dec16ACLU Intervenes in Legal Challenge

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. – The ACLU of Florida today filed a motion to intervene as defendants in the lawsuit

brought by Congresspersons Mario Diaz-Balart and Corrine Brown, which challenges one of the Fair Districts

Amendments that was added to the Florida Constitution when it was adopted by voters on November 2, 2010.

Amendments 5 & 6 passed with over 60% of the vote, and when implemented will end gerrymandering and bring

a fair districting process to Florida. They will also add protection of minority voting rights to the Florida

Constitution for the first time.

The Congresspersons claim that Amendment 6 violates the federal Voting Rights Act which, according to the

Congresspersons, ensures “the preservation of minority incumbents in positions of legislative influence and

leadership.” The Congresspersons also claim that Amendment 6 violates the U. S. Constitution, which provides

that “The times, Places and Manner of Holding Elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in

each State by the Legislature thereof.”

The ACLU and its political committee, People Over Politics, campaigned throughout Florida in support of the Fair

Districts Amendments to end gerrymandering, and political and racial packing of legislative districts. The ACLU,

intervening on behalf of its members who are registered Florida voters, is seeking to protect the anti-

gerrymandering amendments approved by the voters.

“The passage of Amendments 5 & 6 was a major victory for voters in Florida,” stated Howard Simon, Executive

Director of the ACLU of Florida. “Under Florida’s rigged and broken system, the odds have been stacked against

fair and competitive elections.  When Floridians went to the polls and passed these amendments, they brought an

end to the era of gerrymandering that had left many Floridians without a voice in government.

“We hope that the federal courts reject this bizarre analysis of the Voting Rights Act by which the protection of

minority voting rights is transformed into a law that protects minority office-holders. The ACLU intends to

defend the people’s amendments and put an end to gerrymandering,” continued Simon.

Laughlin McDonald, Director of the National ACLU Voting Rights Project and one of the attorneys for the

Intervenors, said: “The challenged constitutional amendment doesn’t discriminate against anyone. It only

attempts to insure that the redistricting process is fair and that all voters have an equal voice.”

A PDF copy of the motion filed today can be found here:

http://www.aclufl.org/pdfs/GerrymanderInterveneMotion.pdf

A PDF copy of the ACLU memo in support that was filed today can be found here:

http://www.aclufl.org/pdfs/GerrymanderInterveneMemo.pdf

The motion to intervene  names four individuals and the ACLU of Florida – on behalf of its members – as

defendant-intervenors in the lawsuit. If granted, the Motion to Intervene would permit the ACLU to defend the

Fair District Amendments in court.

ACLU attorneys intervening in the federal lawsuit include: Laughlin McDonald, National ACLU Voting Rights

Project Director based in Atlanta; and Randall Marshall, ACLU of Florida Legal Director.

About the ACLU of Florida

The ACLU of Florida is freedom's watchdog, working daily in the courts, legislatures and communities to

http://www.fosterfollynews.com/news/2010Dec16ACLUIntervenesinLegalChallenge.php
http://www.aclufl.org/pdfs/GerrymanderInterveneMotion.pdf
http://www.aclufl.org/pdfs/GerrymanderInterveneMemo.pdf


The ACLU of Florida is freedom's watchdog, working daily in the courts, legislatures and communities to

defend individual rights and personal freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.  For

additional information, visit our web site at: www.aclufl.org.

http://www.aclufl.org/


NationalJournal.com - Battle Lines: The Next 
Redistricting Brawl 

by Richard E. Cohen 
Map updated on Dec. 23. 
Murray Clark wants to draw some lines. But his interest wasn't spawned by any great appreciation 
for art. Instead, Clark, the state Republican Party chairman in Indiana, is eagerly anticipating 
redrawing the congressional district map in his home state, which Barack Obama narrowly won in 
2008. 
First, Clark wants something close to a straight east-west line running across the state, a bit south of 
Indianapolis. He might also want another line to scoot around Monroe County to isolate the liberal 
campus population of the large state university in Bloomington from more-moderate areas. And he 
would be glad to draw separate sets of boundaries enclosing the Democratic bastions of 
Indianapolis in the state's center and Gary in the northwest corner. In the end, he is hoping for a 
Republican success story that could shift as many as three of the swing state's House seats from the 
Democrats. 
Like politicians across the nation in both parties, Clark has begun planning for the states' decennial 
redistricting of their congressional boundaries. That process will not formally start until 2011, after 
April's census count yields the December 2010 announcement of the state-by-state reapportionment 
of the House for the next decade. 
Clark is confident that Republicans will control the process in Indiana under the leadership of GOP 
Gov. Mitch Daniels, given their party's expectation that it will hold the state Legislature after next 
November's election. Clark's preparations are a stark warning to Democratic Reps. Brad Ellsworth 
and Baron Hill in the state's southernmost 8th and 9th congressional districts. 
"I suspect that we will do some work on redistricting next year," Clark said in an interview. "The new 
east-west line would change the dynamics in the 8th and 9th districts, which are very conservative 
areas.... When Democrats drew the current maps in 2001, our contention is that they were 
gerrymandered." 
One party's gerrymander, of course, is the other party's priceless masterpiece. Top officials on both 
sides are well aware that, either way, redistricting will have a huge impact on the 2012 congressional 
elections and on the membership of the House for the next decade. Leaders are beginning to 
consult with batteries of demographers, lawyers, and political operatives to get ready to try to 
maximize their party's total seats nationwide. 
On Capitol Hill, redistricting veterans are warning fellow incumbents that the complex and little-
understood process can wreak havoc -- regardless of a member's seniority, legislative influence, or 
political experience. "I have seen grown people cry when they find that their own career can be over 
because other [state] politicians are looking out for their own interests," said Rep. Lynn 
Westmoreland, R-Ga. 
Westmoreland, who participated in multiple rounds of redistricting as a state lawmaker for 12 years, 
now heads efforts to plan for redistricting at the National Republican Congressional Committee. He 
has been urging other House Republicans to prepare for 2011. "We want to build relationships in the 
states and be a resource for the people who draw the maps," he said. Westmoreland is also working 
to increase GOP control of state legislatures in the 2010 elections. 
House Democrats are making their own preparations. "I want to make sure that we have a complete 
and accurate census, so that our constituents are treated fairly," said Rep. Mike Thompson, D-Calif., 
an eight-year state Senate veteran whom Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., has designated to 
coordinate redistricting for their party. "I have been meeting with members from each state and have 
told them that we are watching the data to make sure the process is done fairly." 
The zero-sum game of redistricting will inevitably create winners and losers. Some House members 
will be forced out, either by the mapmaking before the 2012 election or in contests in which they 
must face new constituents. It's no accident that during each of the past three decades, the highest 
number of House retirements came in 1982, 1992, and 2002, according to Vital Statistics on 



Congress 2008, published by the Brookings Institution. In those three elections, 37 House members 
lost in party primaries, often in contests in which redistricting pitted them against other incumbents. 
In the combined 12 other elections since 1980, by contrast, a total of only 31 House members lost 
renomination. 
Although many House members otherwise breeze from one election to the next, redistricting poses 
formidable and diverse demands for them and their advisers. The Supreme Court has ruled that the 
Constitution requires all districts within a state to have the same population total -- which, on 
average, will be slightly more than 700,000 people in 2012. The successful House candidates will be 
those who find the most favorable partisan mix within their districts. 
In trying to come up with just the right formula, politicians will be forced to examine census and other 
demographic data to review how constituencies have changed in the previous decade, looking at 
race and ethnicity, jobs and income levels, and partisan voting patterns. Among members of the 
same party in adjacent districts, testy clashes can break out for control of key precincts. 
In most states, members of Congress will be putting their fate in the hands of lowly state legislators 
who have the authority to draw the new districts. For powerful national lawmakers, it can be 
humbling to be at the mercy of power brokers in locales from Albany to Springfield to Austin, which 
have been known for their own dysfunctionality. 
"Many members of the California delegation don't have friends in Sacramento," said Brad Smith, the 
veteran chief of staff to Rep. David Dreier, R-Calif., who has been notably successful in mastering 
the demands of redistricting. "And with term limits there [in the state Legislature], many of those 
members want a job elsewhere." 

Big State Shifts 
Virtually all states are in play during redistricting -- whether they are large or small, and whether they 
are gaining, losing, or keeping the same number of congressional seats. The chief exceptions are 
the seven states that have only one House district, all of which are expected to remain unchanged. 
Both parties face challenges in the three largest states -- California, Texas, and New York. Although 
California has gained House representation in every decade since 1850, it is expected to remain 
even at 53 seats or perhaps lose one this time around, according to the latest Census Bureau 
projections. Democrats control the Legislature, reflecting the state's partisan leanings, but GOP Gov. 
Arnold Schwarzenegger is retiring next year and voters might choose another Republican to 
succeed him. Further complicating the picture is a possible state referendum on the ballot next 
November that could hand control of congressional redistricting to an outside commission; voters 
have already approved an independent panel to draw lines for the state Legislature. 
California's huge and still-growing Latino population has gained notable influence in state and local 
government but has been something of a sleeping giant in congressional elections. In Los Angeles 
County, nearly half of the 10 million residents are Hispanic, but Latinos hold only four of the county's 
13 strongly Democratic districts "It's incredibly important for the Latino community to increase its 
influence," said Rep. Linda Sanchez, D-Calif. "The desire is there because the numbers are there." 
Sanchez predicted an increase of perhaps three new Latino members in the Los Angeles area 
because of redistricting. The results could jeopardize House members in both parties, she 
cautioned. "All incumbents would be foolish to ignore their prospects." 
But some Democratic Party lea-ders -- and even some Hispanic activists -- prefer to take a 
conciliatory approach and enhance overall Dem-ocratic performance rather than overtly promote 
Hispanic interests. "The number of Latino members of Congress will grow over time," said Arturo 
Vargas, executive director of the National Association of Latino Elected and Appointed Officials. "It's 
difficult to take on an incumbent. And Latinos don't necessarily vote for other Latinos." His chief goal, 
Vargas added, is to elect public officials of all backgrounds who respond to Latinos' concerns. 
"There is a risk of overplaying your hand." -- former Rep. Tom Davis 

House Republicans will have less political leverage in the state's redistricting. Southern California's 
GOP districts, however, have generally grown more in population than have the more-urban 
Democratic districts, and that growth could further complicate Democrats' prospects. 



Texas, which is likely to add three or four House seats to its current 32, has also seen a huge 
increase in Latinos. Like California's, Texas's population is 36 percent Hispanic, according to last 
year's Census Bureau estimates. Currently, the Texas delegation includes six Hispanic Democrats; 
national and state-based Latino leaders hope they can control three of the new districts, each of 
which would be likely Democratic: one in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, one in Houston, and another in 
South Texas. 
"The trend is heading in [Democrats'] direction," said former Rep. Martin Frost, D-Texas, who was 
active in state and national redistricting for three decades before he fell victim to the GOP's 
controversial mid-decade redistricting in 2004. 
Still, Texas has a Republican governor and a GOP-controlled Legislature, although Democrats hope 
for state legislative gains in 2010. Westmoreland said he expects only two new minority House 
districts in the state. And Rep. Pete Sessions, R-Texas, who ousted Frost and now chairs the 
National Republican Congressional Committee, would not concede Hispanic voters in his state to 
the Democrats. "The Republican Party will continue to be the party of job creation and the values 
that represent Hispanics," said Sessions, who is married to a Latina and represents a district that is 
42 percent Hispanic. 
Racial politics may be less contentious in New York, where the total population has barely changed 
but the number of Hispanics has increased. New York had the largest House delegation until 1970, 
when it had 41 seats, but it is now third, with 29 seats -- and it is expected to lose one more. The 
one black-controlled district that could be at risk because it now has a large Hispanic plurality is the 
Harlem seat held by Ways and Means Committee Chairman Charles Rangel, D-N.Y. 

Smaller State Changes 
Redistricting politics can be just as intense in relatively small states. Indiana and Tennessee, for 
instance, are expected to hold steady with nine seats apiece. In each state, Democrats ran the 
redistricting process in recent cycles and enjoy 5-4 control of the congressional delegation. But 
Republicans are optimistic that their party will fully control both state governments after next year's 
election, and they see big opportunities on the horizon. 
"We believe that we can gain two or three seats from redistricting," said Chris Devaney, the state 
Republican Party chairman in Tennessee. "With fair lines, we believe that all three are sustainable." 
That might leave Democrats with only two seats, based in Nashville and Memphis. But Devaney 
cautioned that he doesn't want to put the redistricting cart before the horse of the 2010 election, in 
which all three of the targeted Democratic districts could be in play. "Redistricting would be 
insurance in case we don't win any of those seats in 2010," he said. 
Those targeted districts are represented by Democratic Reps. Lincoln Davis, Bart Gordon, and John 
Tanner, all of whom have easily won re-election in recent years. Obama got only 35 percent, 37 
percent, and 43 percent of the vote in those districts, respectively, which are exurban and rural areas 
where his approval has since dipped. Although the recent retirement announcements by Gordon and 
Tanner will likely accelerate Devaney's timetable, Republicans could use redistricting to entrench 
their new GOP members if they win those open seats next year. 
Virginia is a third state where Republicans see redistricting opportunities. They took the governor's 
office and scored gains in the state House in this year's election. Democrats narrowly maintain 
control of the state Senate, although the Republicans are scheming to force a deadlock there. 
Virginia will probably retain its 11 congressional seats. Democrats gained three seats in the 2008 
election, and Republicans are already targeting all of the freshmen plus 14-term Rep. Rick Boucher, 
who has not faced a serious challenger since the 1980s. Last year, Obama got less than 40 percent 
of the vote in Boucher's district, as did Democratic gubernatorial nominee Creigh Deeds this year. 
Former Rep. Tom Davis, R-Va., who helped to draw the lines in 2001 that gave Republicans 8-3 
control of the state's congressional delegation until their setback in 2008, contends that incoming 
Gov. Bob McDonnell can help the GOP regain its edge. "A return to 8-3 could be done easily," Davis 
said. "The goal is 9-2, though there is a risk of overplaying your hand." 
Boucher dismissed such speculation as highly premature. "They can do very little to my district," he 
said. He noted that his district is bordered by four other states, which leaves little room for 
gerrymandering, even though redistricting will need to add more people to his district. 



Partisan Gerrymandering 
Many reformers and political pundits have criticized the convoluted congressional lines that have 
often emerged from recent rounds of redistricting as partisan abuses of democracy that ought to be 
outlawed or otherwise limited. As a better alternative, they frequently cite Iowa, where a nonpartisan 
panel of state employees draws the relatively straight boundaries that have resulted in competitive 
districts. 
Sarah Binder of Brookings, Norman Ornstein of the American Enterprise Institute, and other scholars 
have said that partisan gerrymanders have reduced competition for House districts. In a column this 
fall, Albert Hunt of Bloomberg News decried the "polarizing effect" of redistricting, which he called a 
"largely bipartisan scam" that stifles competition. "There are a little more than 50 truly competitive 
districts," Hunt wrote. 
But such criticisms may be overblown. Since 2005, Democrats have a net gain of 56 House seats, 
even though Republicans had drawn many of those districts' boundaries to try to enhance GOP 
opportunities. And Republicans next year seem positioned to reclaim some of those seats from 
junior members, and others from more-senior Democrats, especially among the 49 Democrats in 
districts that Obama lost last year. These seesaws show, among other things, that partisan-tinged 
redistricting often cannot withstand the inevitable swings in voter sentiment. 
"Recent research provides little basis for the common belief that gerrymandering is a significant 
cause of contemporary political polarization," political scientist Morris Fiorina wrote in a new book, 
Disconnect: The Breakdown of Representation in American Politics. Fiorina cites the fact that voting 
is just as polarized in the Senate -- where all members are elected statewide -- as it is in the House. 
Moreover, he says, many of the states where critics contend that gerrymandering of House districts 
has benefited one party have two senators from that same party. 
In many areas where election returns lean heavily one way, it would make little difference how the 
district lines are drawn. "Nonpartisan redistricting has had no effect in increasing competition, though 
the concept may have popular support," Alan Abramowitz, a political science professor at Emory 
University, said in an interview with National Journal several years ago. 
Creative redistricting does not seem likely to disappear any time soon. For one thing, the traditional 
patterns of people of similar backgrounds or interests being confined to cramped apartment 
buildings or small neighborhoods have broken down. And the growing availability of map-drawing 
software and census data on the Internet enables many more individuals to weigh in on redistricting. 
Earlier this year, Dave Bradlee, a Seattle-based software engineer who worked for Microsoft for 20 
years, launched "Dave's Redistricting App," which is available free. Bradlee writes on his blog that 
he has been politically active on issues such as "population and its relationship to climate change." 

Political Firepower 
In recent rounds of redistricting, the national parties -- working with House members -- have 
coordinated with their state affiliates to maximize their success, including by pouring in money and 
other resources. The 2002 McCain-Feingold campaign finance reform law now bars the parties from 
raising soft money, the large and mostly unregulated contributions from big donors, but they are sure 
to find ways to funnel political money into the redistricting process. 
Democrats have responded to the new environment with the National Democratic Redistricting 
Trust. Bob Bauer, the veteran election-law superlawyer who is preparing to become the White 
House counsel, designed and formally unveiled the initiative this summer. "The trust was created to 
assure that Democrats have an adequate role in redistricting," said Marc Elias, who has succeeded 
Bauer as chairman of the political law practice at the Washington firm Perkins Coie. "It raises money 
to spend on litigation and to work with interested groups that need legal support in drawing the 
lines." 
Although the trust will be nominally separate from the Democratic Party, all three of its trustees 
recently served in top posts at the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee. The group's 
executive director, Brian Smoot, a partner in the 4C Partners political consulting firm, was the 
DCCC's political director in 2008. Smoot will work with Elias on securing courtroom teams for 



expected redistricting battles in most states; he will also help House members seek consensus on 
their states' mapmaking, and coordinate with allied interest groups and state legislators. 
The trust does not yet have a formal budget, but it is set to raise and spend many millions of dollars. 
The Federal Election Commission has ruled that the campaign finance law does not cover 
redistricting activities, Elias said. "We are not independent, but we will operate separately from 
Democratic groups," he added, parsing his words. 
For their part, Republicans announced in September the launch of MAPS, or Making America's 
Promise Secure, to work with party groups on redistricting. The co-chairmen are former House 
Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., and former Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss. 
A House Republican aide who has done early work on redistricting said that the McCain-Feingold 
law makes it "a challenge to figure out who does what," because the Republican National Committee 
can no longer directly coordinate. Even election specialists don't understand how the new rules will 
work, a Republican Party lawyer said. As the House GOP's redistricting coordinator, Westmoreland 
has initiated his own contacts with state legislators in many states. 
With the Obama administration in charge of the census, Republicans worry about the potential for 
Democratic meddling in the count and the use of controversial statistical sampling techniques. 
Although Republicans resolved their initial objections to Robert Groves's appointment to head the 
Census Bureau, some fear the influence and political expertise of Bauer and White House Chief of 
Staff Rahm Emanuel. "I feel very confident that the goal of Dr. Groves is to have an accurate count," 
Westmoreland said. "But we need to worry that Rahm is like Karl Rove on steroids." 

Justice Department Review 
The 1965 Voting Rights Act set out a complex regimen for federal review of state and local laws that 
affect voting, especially in the nine mostly Southern states and the parts of seven others that are 
required to receive pre-approval of any election-law changes, either from the Justice Department or 
the U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C. During the subsequent redistrictings in 1971, 1981, 1991, 
and 2001, a Republican administration was in charge at Justice, but the 2011 redistricting will take 
place under the watch of the Obama DOJ. 
Tom Perez, who took over in October as assistant attorney general for the Civil Rights Division, said 
that his division is "feverishly preparing" for the census and will be ready to review redistricting plans. 
"I feel privileged to have a front-row seat in this conversation," said Perez, who served a dozen years 
as a career lawyer in the division and in 2002 was the first Hispanic elected to the Montgomery 
County, Md., council. During a recent speech to an alumni club of Brown University, his alma mater, 
Perez harshly criticized aspects of civil-rights enforcement by the Bush administration and said that 
part of his job was to "restore trust with the career attorneys." 
Perez's selection has raised alarms among some conservatives. "My concern is that with the new 
leadership of the Civil Rights Division, Democratic redistricting plans will slide right through, but 
Republican plans will run into a buzz saw of opposition," said Hans von Spakovsky, an election-law 
expert who was a top official in the division during the George W. Bush administration. The division's 
lawyers are "highly partisan Democrats," von Spakovsky said, who in handling cases have often 
reflexively called outside activists for minority groups, "but they didn't get the other side of the story." 
Gerry Hebert, a former longtime attorney at the division and a prominent lawyer for Democrats on 
redistricting issues, firmly rejected that view. With Perez, he said, "the Justice Department will be 
restored to its earlier approach, and decisions will be based on the merits rather than on Republican 
politics." He predicted more-aggressive enforcement of voting-rights laws, and said that it might lead 
Republicans to file some of their redistricting plans in federal court, making the process "enormously 
more expensive." 
Perez said he expects to hire about 100 new lawyers in the Civil Rights Division, but some activists 
worry that the administration has not moved fast enough, especially with the census and redistricting 
quickly approaching. "I am concerned that it's getting late," Vargas said. "It takes time to sign and 
train new attorneys." 

Measuring The Impact 



Most states' redistricting plans will have been implemented in time for the November 2012 election, 
although some might require additional review. Measuring the change in the number of minority 
members elected to the House as the result of redistricting should be relatively easy. 
At least as much interest will focus on the aggregate partisan gains and losses, but that can be more 
difficult to calculate. Even the relatively simple cases of Indiana, Tennessee, and Virginia raise 
several imponderables. When Tanner recently announced his retirement, for instance, a local news 
report said that a factor in his decision to retire in 2010 was that he otherwise would be "confronted 
with a hopeless re-election situation for 2012" because of Tennessee redistricting. And some 
Democrats in these three states might find themselves voted out of office because they lost touch at 
home, rather than because their district lines changed. 
Still, redistricting seems likely to shake up the usual political outcomes. In Indiana, Tennessee, and 
Virginia, where Republicans now hold 13 of 29 House seats, the party hopes to gain more than half 
a dozen. (The GOP gained six seats in 2004 from the controversial Texas redistricting.) But some 
Republicans concede that they could lose nearly that many seats in California in 2012. 
Although many members say they haven't given much thought to their redistricting prospects, some 
might want to create a checklist soon. Sanchez said that, as a new mother, it has become more 
challenging for her to make the trip from Washington for a long weekend in California. But she now 
does it once every three weeks, she said, to stay in touch with constituents and local leaders. 
"It all boils down to who does the work in their district," Sanchez said. Back in 2002, she won a low-
turnout primary against two better-known Democratic state legislators in the newly created district in 
the southeast corner of Los Angeles County. At the time, some local observers said that she 
benefited from campaign help from her older sister, Rep. Loretta Sanchez. That personal touch is 
yet another element that adds mystery to the art of redistricting. 
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2010Dec16ACLU Intervenes in Legal Challenge

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. – The ACLU of Florida today filed a motion to intervene as defendants in the lawsuit

brought by Congresspersons Mario Diaz-Balart and Corrine Brown, which challenges one of the Fair Districts

Amendments that was added to the Florida Constitution when it was adopted by voters on November 2, 2010.

Amendments 5 & 6 passed with over 60% of the vote, and when implemented will end gerrymandering and bring

a fair districting process to Florida. They will also add protection of minority voting rights to the Florida

Constitution for the first time.

The Congresspersons claim that Amendment 6 violates the federal Voting Rights Act which, according to the

Congresspersons, ensures “the preservation of minority incumbents in positions of legislative influence and

leadership.” The Congresspersons also claim that Amendment 6 violates the U. S. Constitution, which provides

that “The times, Places and Manner of Holding Elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in

each State by the Legislature thereof.”

The ACLU and its political committee, People Over Politics, campaigned throughout Florida in support of the Fair

Districts Amendments to end gerrymandering, and political and racial packing of legislative districts. The ACLU,

intervening on behalf of its members who are registered Florida voters, is seeking to protect the anti-

gerrymandering amendments approved by the voters.

“The passage of Amendments 5 & 6 was a major victory for voters in Florida,” stated Howard Simon, Executive

Director of the ACLU of Florida. “Under Florida’s rigged and broken system, the odds have been stacked against

fair and competitive elections.  When Floridians went to the polls and passed these amendments, they brought an

end to the era of gerrymandering that had left many Floridians without a voice in government.

“We hope that the federal courts reject this bizarre analysis of the Voting Rights Act by which the protection of

minority voting rights is transformed into a law that protects minority office-holders. The ACLU intends to

defend the people’s amendments and put an end to gerrymandering,” continued Simon.

Laughlin McDonald, Director of the National ACLU Voting Rights Project and one of the attorneys for the

Intervenors, said: “The challenged constitutional amendment doesn’t discriminate against anyone. It only

attempts to insure that the redistricting process is fair and that all voters have an equal voice.”

A PDF copy of the motion filed today can be found here:

http://www.aclufl.org/pdfs/GerrymanderInterveneMotion.pdf

A PDF copy of the ACLU memo in support that was filed today can be found here:

http://www.aclufl.org/pdfs/GerrymanderInterveneMemo.pdf

The motion to intervene  names four individuals and the ACLU of Florida – on behalf of its members – as

defendant-intervenors in the lawsuit. If granted, the Motion to Intervene would permit the ACLU to defend the

Fair District Amendments in court.

ACLU attorneys intervening in the federal lawsuit include: Laughlin McDonald, National ACLU Voting Rights

Project Director based in Atlanta; and Randall Marshall, ACLU of Florida Legal Director.

About the ACLU of Florida

The ACLU of Florida is freedom's watchdog, working daily in the courts, legislatures and communities to

http://www.fosterfollynews.com/news/2010Dec16ACLUIntervenesinLegalChallenge.php
http://www.aclufl.org/pdfs/GerrymanderInterveneMotion.pdf
http://www.aclufl.org/pdfs/GerrymanderInterveneMemo.pdf


The ACLU of Florida is freedom's watchdog, working daily in the courts, legislatures and communities to

defend individual rights and personal freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.  For

additional information, visit our web site at: www.aclufl.org.

http://www.aclufl.org/
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Federal Judge Dismisses Challenge To Key Voting Rights Act
Provision

A federal district judge late Thursday dismissed a constitutional challenge to a critical part of the nation’s

landmark Voting Rights Act—one of two lawsuits aiming for the U.S. Supreme Court.

U.S. District Judge John Bates, saying an opinion would follow, issued the dismissal order in Laroque v. Holder, a

suit filed in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia by a group of residents of Kinston, N.C., attacking

Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act. A second suit—Shelby County, Ala. v. Holder—is also before Bates and a

merits hearing is scheduled for Feb. 2.

“This is the first of two constitutional challenges to the Voting Rights Act, hoping to find a sympathetic audience in

the United States Supreme Court,” said J. Gerald Hebert, executive director of the Campaign Legal Center and

co-counsel to a group of intervenors in the case. He added the decision was “an important victory in safeguarding

this historic and still very pertinent piece of legislation.”

Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act prohibits certain state and local jurisdictions—mostly in the south—from

changing voting procedures without first obtaining federal preclearance that the proposed voting change does not

deny or abridge the right to vote on account of race, color or membership in a language minority group.

Jones Day partner Michael Carvin, who is representing the Kinston residents on a pro bono basis, said he will

appeal the dismissal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit.

“We can’t imagine what the rationale is [for the dismissal], but whatever it is, it can’t be right,” said Carvin. The

lawsuit is receiving financial support from the Center for Individual Rights, a Washington conservative public

interest law firm.

The Department of Justice, which argued in favor of dismissal, said the Kinston plaintiffs lacked standing to bring

the lawsuit.

Last year, Attorney General Eric Holder Jr. refused to approve a Kinston voter referendum to switch from

partisan to nonpartisan voting in city council elections. The referendum had been approved by a 2-1 margin. The

lawsuit noted that blacks constitute 64.6% of registered voters in the city.

The Justice Department stated in its objection letter that “elimination of party affiliation on the ballot will likely

reduce the ability of blacks to elect candidates of choice.”

The Kinston suit, which focused solely on Section 5, argued that the preclearance requirement for voting changes

exceeds Congress’ authority under the Fifth, 14th and 15th amendments.

Laughlin McDonald, director of the ACLU’s Voting Rights Project, applauded Bates’ decision and said that, without

Section 5, “jurisdictions could implement new forms of discrimination and the burden and expense of challenging

them would fall upon the victims.”

Shelby County, represented by Wiley Rein’s Bert Rein and William Consovoy, contends that Section 5 and its

trigger mechanism in Section 4(b) exceed Congress’ enforcement powers under the 14th and 15th Amendments.

In reauthorizing the act in 2006, the county says, Congress lacked evidence of intentional discrimination that

warranted the act’s enactment in 1965 and its three subsequent extensions. Its lawsuit is being funded by The

Project on Fair Representation, a Virginia-based, conservative nonprofit legal defense fund.
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The two lawsuits focus on constitutional questions left unanswered by the Supreme Court’s decision last year in

Northwest Austin Municipal Utility District No. One v. Holder. That case involved a direct challenge to Section 5

of the Voting Rights Act, which Congress reauthorized in 2006 and extended for another 25 years. The justices

avoided answering the question of Section 5’s constitutionality by deciding the case on other grounds, but Chief

Justice John Roberts Jr., in his majority opinion, voiced strong skepticism about its constitutionality, essentially

warning Congress to fix it before another lawsuit reached the high court.
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Tuesday I was one of the 49 citizens that signed up and spoke at the annual Brevard Legislative 
Delegation meeting. I commend all the engaged citizens who attended or addressed the delegation. 
It is unfortunate for constituents the meeting was not televised by the county or FLORIDA TODAY 
newspaper. 
During my allotted 3 minutes I expressed concerns about the apparent attempts by our legislators to 
circumvent the will of the voters and Amendments 5 & 6 "FairDistricts" which were passed by Florida 
voters exceeding the 60% required majority.  
Two legislators, State Rep. Will Weatherford and State Sen. Don Gaetz were appointed to oversee 
the redrawing of Florida's districts. They will be responsible for making sure that the legislature 
follows the redistricting rules despite the fact they were both members of a group explicitly created to 
defeat Amendments 5 and 6. 
Senate President Mike Haridopolis did not explain or defend the appointments of these two 
legislators who so clearly oppose their assigned task.  
Haridopolos did predict a lengthy and costly battle, with "the courts ultimately drawing district lines." 
Haridopolos did not dispute the fact that one of those lawsuits is being funded by The Florida 
Leadership Alliance and is run by Sen. Don Gaetz, the same Senator he as Senate President put in 
charge of redistricting. 
And Haridopolos did not deny The Citizens for Housing and Urban Growth is controlled by a cluster 
of GOP legislators who are paying the lawyers challenging the amendments because they allegedly 
negatively impact minority voters. The Florida Conference of Black State Legislators and the NAACP 
disagree, both endorsed "FairDistricts".  
Why are the state lawmakers we elected funding lawsuits specifically designed to overturn the 
amendments the voters just approved? 
Senate President Haridopolos asked me if I "knew how many districts Obama won?" I fail to see 
what this has to do with following the will of voters who overwhelmingly passed Fair Districts.  
Perhaps Senator Haridopolos's question only illustrates the benefits of gerrymandering and why our 
GOP dominated legislature will lead a long and messy redistricting fight. Despite having more 
registered Democrats than Republicans in Florida, the state government is dominated by 
Republicans. 
Floridians of all political parties are fed up with our Florida Legislators quest for power. We voted to 
restore true democracy in Florida and want to choose our representatives rather than 
representatives choosing voters by gerrymandering.  
.  
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We were assured the redistricting process would be open and in the "sunshine". Citizens will be 
watching to make sure it is. 
The time line: 
* Summer 2011, legislature conducts hearings around the state to get public input 
* Jan. 10, 2012, legislature meets for its 60-day legislative session. 
* March 9, 2012, session ends 
* March 10, 2012, legislature petitions the Florida Supreme Court for its required review of the 
districts; the court has 30 days 
* April 16, 2012, the FSC completes its review and legislature sends the redistricting plan to the U.S. 
Department of Justice for its required  
review; the DOJ has 60 days 
* June 18 districts are finalized and candidates may start qualifying for newly drawn districts. 
Do Opinion Matters readers think Haridopolos and those in power have chosen to ignore the will of 
the voters by funding these lawsuits and appointing leaders in charge of the process which they so 
clearly oppose?  
Labels: Amendments 5 and 6, FairDistricts, Florida Senate President Mike Haridopolos, State House 
Speaker Dean Cannon 
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Will Florida Redistricting Be Open and in the “Sunshine”? «
athenapost.com

December 20, 2010

By Vicki Impoco, December 16, 2010, Opinion Matters/Florida Today –

Tuesday I was one of the 49 citizens that signed up and spoke at the annual Brevard Legislative Delegation

meeting. I commend all the engaged citizens who attended or addressed the delegation. It is unfortunate for

constituents the meeting was not televised by the county or FLORIDA TODAY newspaper.

During my allotted 3 minutes I expressed concerns about the apparent attempts by our legislators to circumvent

the will of the voters and Amendments 5 & 6 “Fair Districts” which were passed by Florida voters exceeding the

60% required majority.

Two legislators, State Rep. Will Weatherford and State Sen. Don Gaetz were appointed to oversee the redrawing

of Florida’s districts. They will be responsible for making sure that the legislature follows the redistricting rules

despite the fact they were both members of a group explicitly created to defeat Amendments 5 and 6.

Senate President Mike Haridopolis did not explain or defend the appointments of these two legislators who so

clearly oppose their assigned task.

Haridopolos did predict a lengthy and costly battle, with “the courts ultimately drawing district lines.” Haridopolos

did not dispute the fact that one of those lawsuits is being funded by The Florida Leadership Alliance and is run by

Sen. Don Gaetz, the same Senator he as Senate President put in charge of redistricting.

And Haridopolos did not deny The Citizens for Housing and Urban Growth is controlled by a cluster of GOP

legislators who are paying the lawyers challenging the amendments because they allegedly negatively impact

minority voters. The Florida Conference of Black State Legislators and the NAACP disagree, both endorsed

“FairDistricts”.

Why are the state lawmakers we elected funding lawsuits specifically designed to overturn the amendments the

voters just approved?

Senate President Haridopolos asked me if I “knew how many districts Obama won?” I fail to see what this has to

do with following the will of voters who overwhelmingly passed Fair Districts.

Perhaps Senator Haridopolos’s question only illustrates the benefits of gerrymandering and why our GOP

dominated legislature will lead a long and messy redistricting fight. Despite having more registered Democrats

than Republicans in Florida, the state government is dominated by Republicans.

Floridians of all political parties are fed up with our Florida Legislators quest for power. We voted to restore true

democracy in Florida and want to choose our representatives rather than representatives choosing voters by

gerrymandering.

.

We were assured the redistricting process would be open and in the “sunshine”. Citizens will be watching to make

sure it is.

The time line:

* Summer 2011, legislature conducts hearings around the state to get public input
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* Jan. 10, 2012, legislature meets for its 60-day legislative session.

* March 9, 2012, session ends

* March 10, 2012, legislature petitions the Florida Supreme Court for its required review of the

districts; the court has 30 days

* April 16, 2012, the FSC completes its review and legislature sends the redistricting plan to the U.S.

Department of Justice for its required review; the DOJ has 60 days

* June 18 districts are finalized and candidates may start qualifying for newly drawn districts.
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Florida could gain two House seats thanks to census count

By Lesley Clark, Miami Herald 

In Print: Monday, December 20, 2010

WASHINGTON Florida may pick up as many as two seats in the U.S. House further boosting the state's influence

in Congress and making it an even bigger prize in the race for the White House.

Though the actual increase in seats won't be known until the U.S. Census Bureau makes it official Tuesday, early

projections suggest Florida is a lock for one seat, and in contention for a second.

The creation of seats based on new census data is always a messy political and legal fight in Florida, pitting the

parties and ambitious lawmakers from various regions against each other. And it's likely to be further complicated

this time around by two voter-approved state constitutional amendments that create strict rules for how

politicians can draw district maps.

The addition of two seats would bring the state's total number in the U.S. House of Representatives to 27. It

would also boost Florida's Electoral College votes to 29 (the state's two senators are included in that math).

"Two seats would be like both LeBron James and Chris Bosh," said state Rep. Perry Thurston, D-Fort

Lauderdale, the top Democrat on one of the legislative committees that will handle redistricting. "To think that we

could be more influential than the last couple of presidential elections is saying a lot, but two more seats surely

would do it."

The state Legislature will decide where to put the new seats, with a potential nod to Central Florida: The

University of Florida's Bureau of Economic and Business Research says that area has grown at a faster rate than

any other region.

Florida would get its two seats as part of a broad population migration and power shift with Sun Belt states like

Florida, Georgia, Arizona and Texas picking up seats that are being lost in declining Northern states, including

Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio.

The migration, which mirrors population movement in the country since World War II, could be good news for

Republicans, with Rust Belt states trending Democratic, while Sun Belt states have leaned Republican.

"It's impossible to see how Republicans don't pick up a dozen or more House seats," said Larry Sabato, director of

the University of Virginia's Center for Politics.

Democrats in Florida question whether Republicans, who already control two-thirds of the congressional

delegation and the state House and Senate, will have enough voters in the state to create additional districts for

the GOP without jeopardizing Republican incumbents. They note that state voter registration rolls show

Democrats with an edge.

"I don't think they can draw any more Republican seats," said state Rep. Ron Saunders, D-Key West, the House

minority leader. "At a certain point it's got to be hard to sustain."

Some Republicans concede the point privately. But state Sen. Don Gaetz, R-Niceville, who will lead the Senate

redistricting committee, says much of the speculation is premature. He promises a transparent process the
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computer software that lawmakers will use to draw districts will be available to the public and committees will

hold a series of public hearings, beginning this summer.

"It will be the most open, transparent and interactive redistricting in the nation," said Gaetz, who had opposed

the redistricting amendments. "We can have 19 million auditors of the process."

Though Republicans will control the committees that put together the new maps, they will be required to abide by

the new amendments, which the party had opposed. The state amendments, which are aimed at creating more

compact districts and not sprinkling inkblots, dictate that districts can't be drawn to either help or hurt an

incumbent or a political party.

U.S. Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Miami, who is challenging the state amendment that governs congressional

redistricting, along with U.S. Rep. Corrine Brown, D-Jacksonville, said he believes the federal courts will overturn

the amendment. He and Brown say it violates the Voting Rights Act by diluting minority representation.

"We're hoping for some clarification before redistricting starts up," said Diaz-Balart, who was chairman of the

House redistricting committee while in the Florida Legislature.

Ellen Freidin, the Miami attorney who championed the amendments as a way of creating more competitive

districts, noted they passed with more than 60 percent of the vote, suggesting widespread discontent with the

way districts are drawn by politicians.

"That's been proven beyond a reasonable doubt," she said.

Observers expect the dispute to end up in federal court. Redistricting plans end up in court more than 90 percent

of the time, said Douglas Johnson, a fellow with the Rose Institute of State and Local Government at Claremont

McKenna College in California.

"Florida's redistricting," Johnson said, "is certainly not going to be a smooth ride."

The new census numbers have implications beyond politics. The figures are used in formulas that determine how

much money each state receives in federal subsidies for health care and other services.

The housing crisis, however, may have affected the state's population and the result could be a single seat, rather

than two. Figures compiled by Election Data Services, a Washington, D.C., company that tracks demographic and

election trends, predicts two seats. But its president, Kimball Brace, said he was surprised by the prediction, given

Florida's housing market.

Brace said a second Florida seat is "probably the iffiest'' of all of the predictions, which include Texas picking up

four seats and Ohio and New York each losing two seats.

Another projection has Florida gaining a single seat.

"All these estimates are based on demographic models and we've never had a situation like the housing and

foreclosure crisis," Johnson said. "The models don't know how to capture that. There's likely to be even more

surprises than usual."

Still, a single seat is better than none: In 2000, the state of Utah unsuccessfully challenged the census results and

sought to have Mormon missionaries living abroad counted as residents after narrowly losing a seat.

Said Stan Smith, director of the University of Florida's economic and business research bureau: "It's no small

deal."

McClatchy Washington bureau reporter Les Blumenthal contributed to this report.
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U.S. Census Data to be Released Tuesday

Florida could get two more seats in Congress

The U.S. Census Bureau is scheduled to announce its statistics from the 2010 Census Tuesday, and as a result,

Florida is slated to get at least one -- and possibly two -- extra seats in the House of Representatives.

Florida’s population has grown substantially in the 10 years since the last census, with the Census Bureau

estimating 18.5 million residents in the state in 2009, up more than 2.5 million from 2000 Census numbers.

State legislators involved in the process of redistricting will take notice of the data released Tuesday, but say it is

too soon to know  where the new districts might be placed or which political party might benefit the most by the

shift in district boundaries.

“Our job is to follow the law and draw districts, and we’ll let the voters decide who wins the seats,” said Rep. Will

Weatherford, R-Wesley Chapel, chairman of the House Redistricting Committee.

But following the law will be a difficult proposition for legislators, as the redistricting process is already the subject

of court cases before it has really begun.

Voters passed Amendments 5 and 6 to the Florida Constitution during the midterm elections, placing greater

restrictions on legislators trying to draw new districts. For instance, new congressional and legislative boundaries

must not be drawn to help or hurt incumbents or minority voters.

Those amendments, are already being challenged in the courts. U.S. Reps. Corrine Brown, D-Jacksonville, and

Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Miami, have filed suit to have them struck down. State legislators, though, are proceeding

under the assumption the amendments will be upheld.

Sen. Don Gaetz, R-Niceville, who chairs the Senate Redistricting Committee, pledged an open and transparent

process during a meeting earlier this month, and while federal and state laws will make for a complicated and

arduous process, he is reveling in the prospect of two more congressional seats for Florida.

“Imagine how much more powerful Florida will be in Republican and Democratic presidential politics with two

more congressional districts,” Gaetz said.

The data released Tuesday will go a long way toward determining where legislators will fit in those new districts.

“The new congressional districts will probably go where there’s been a disproportionate increase in population,”

Gaetz said.

Tuesday’s numbers are likely to raise some eyebrows, but won’t spark any immediate action by legislators.

Weatherford’s committee doesn’t have any members yet (they're expected to be announced in January), and

until more specific, block-by-block statistics are released in April, he says there’s little for them to do.

If Republicans in charge of redistricting are quiet about what redistricting means for the GOP in the state, they

are excited about the party’s possible national gains. Most estimates have traditionally blue states like New York,

New Jersey and Massachusetts losing seats and red states like Georgia, South Carolina and Texas adding

districts.

“I think people are moving out of these states with a high tax structure and highly regulated industries and

coming to states with warm weather and friendly to investment capital. Hopefully, we’ll continue to create good

http://www.sunshinestatenews.com/story/us-census-data-be-released-tuesday


policies that will continue the population growth,” Weatherford said.

Reach Gray Rohrer at grohrer@sunshinestatenews.com or at (850) 727-0859.

mailto:grohrer@sunshinestatenews.com
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Florida gains 2 seats in Congress as census shows population
surge - Wire - Lifestyle

WASHINGTON Florida will have two more members of Congress in 2012, with 2010 census figures showing a

surge in the state's population, boosting its influence in Washington and giving it more clout in the race for the

White House.

The two new seats, announced Tuesday by the U.S. Census Bureau, will bring Florida's representatives in the U.S.

House of Representatives to 27 - the same number of congressional seats as New York, which lost two seats as

part of a decades-long population migration from the Northeast and Midwest to the South and the West.

Only Democratic-leaning California and reliably Republican Texas will be bigger presidential prizes when it comes

to Electoral College votes, though neither state has been considered an up-for-grabs, presidential battleground

like Florida, which George W. Bush won by just 537 votes in 2000 and which went for Barack Obama in 2008.

"Already a 'must win state' for presidential candidates, Florida becomes even more important," said state Sen.

Don Gaetz, the Destin Republican who will lead one of the state Legislature's redistricting committees that will

redraw congressional maps before the 2012 election.

The creation of seats - often a chaotic political and legal fight - is likely to be further complicated by two voter-

approved state constitutional amendments that create strict rules for how politicians can draw district maps.

Republicans largely opposed the amendments and are challenging them in court. On Tuesday, Democrats

cautioned the Republican-controlled Legislature to stick to the changes. The amendments call for districts to be

drawn in such a way that neither helps nor hurt political parties.

"It is important to remember that the people of Florida have spoken when voters overwhelmingly passed the Fair

District Amendments," Florida Democratic Party executive director Scott Arceneaux said. "Floridians of all

parties can look forward to districts that truly reflect their communities and representation that reflects the

diversity of our great state, rather than the partisan gerrymandering that best describes the current districts."

Florida Senate President Mike Haridopolos didn't mention the amendments, but promised transparency.

"This will be a deliberative process and all Floridians will have a voice," Haridopolos said.

Across the U.S., 12 seats shifted in the 435-seat House, reflecting a drift in population to the South and West. The

numbers are largely viewed as a boost for Republicans, with Texas, for example, picking up four seats.

The state Legislature will decide where to put Florida's new seats, with a potential nod to the Orlando area where

growth has been faster than any other region. Some analysts suggest a second seat in Southwest Florida, or north

of Tampa. More detailed, neighborhood level data will be released by the Census Bureau early next year.

Democrats in Florida suggest Republicans in the state may have a difficult time creating more GOP districts in a

state where Democrats lead in voter registration.

"It's a problem I wouldn't mind having, but it's going to be tough," Democratic strategist Steve Schale said of the

opportunity to draw two new seats. "I would be surprised if they try to do two Republican seats. You could do it in

the short term, but it comes at great peril in the long term."

Republican strategist David "D.J." Johnson noted there will be no shortage of competing forces: from state

lawmakers who may be interested in creating seats for themselves to members of Congress who will want to

http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2010/12/21/1782644/florida-gains-2-seats-in-congress.html


protect their own districts - often by pinching friendly voters from other districts.

"We got new seats in 2000. I bemoaned then that although you get two new seats, you get no new land, so you've

got to force seats where you can," said Johnson, who was executive director of the Republican Party of Florida

during the last post-census redistricting. "There's a lot of confusion and chaos, and now there's two new

amendments."

The GOP now holds 19 of Florida's 25 congressional seats, and Johnson noted that not all are GOP strongholds.

For example, the Broward-Palm Beach district that Republican Allen West recently won by defeating Democrat

Ron Klein was redrawn after the 2000 census to benefit Republicans, but now is closely split between the parties.

Both sides will be watching that seat and others like it because any changes to either that include or exclude

voters of either party could make a difference at the ballot box.

The numbers have implications beyond the political. U.S. Commerce Secretary Gary Locke noted that the results

will be used to allocate more than $400 billion in annual federal aid for education, services for seniors, law

enforcement and transportation.

And Locke said that businesses will use the data to identify new markets and areas to invest.

"The 2010 census will serve as a backbone for our political and economic system for years to come," Locke said.

Florida's official population as of April 1 - Census Day - was pegged at 18,801,310, an increase of 17.6 percent, or

2,818,932 people, over the past 10 years.

Florida's growth, despite the housing crisis, outpaced overall growth in the South, which was the fastest in the

country at 14.3 percent.

Just seven states, including Nevada - which at 35.1 percent had the nation's largest rate of population growth -

had larger gains than Florida.

(Miami Herald staff writer Amy Sherman contributed to this report.)
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Blogs: Lone Republican» Blog Archive » Who will the
Democrats sacrifice?

It is redistricting time again and the legislature will be up to their old tricks

which means taxpayers will be funding another costly legal court battle. 

Instead of creating an independent commission to draw the new lines, the

Speaker and the Senate President will appoint a group of loyalists to protect

incumbencies.  Districts will not be fair, balanced or concise.  Hence, there will

be a legal challenge.  I see no reason to hope that the legislature will create a

Boston-based minority Congressional district.  Slicing Boston for the liberal

votes is too important piece of the puzzle for keeping all the seats biased for

Democrats.

With the population drop in the Commonwealth, we are going to lose a

Congressional seat.  If none of the Democrat incumbents retire or run for higher

office, it is going to fun to see who the legislature sacrifices.  Who do you want to

see ousted via redistricting?

Update: For those asking about less representation, I like things to be fair as

possible.  So if we lost people, then we lose a seat.  And yes, I am glad a Democrat will be tossed out.  Moreover, I

think our decline is a reflection on our poor leadership.

This entry  was posted on Tuesday , December 21st, 2010 at 11 :02 am and is filed under General. Y ou can follow any  responses to

this entry  through the RSS 2.0 feed. Y ou can leav e a response, or trackback from y our own site.
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Florida Politics

"When Gov.-elect Rick Scott stood in a church this week and dropped a policy bomb on the education

establishment -- a plan to essentially give vouchers to any family that wants one -- 900 voucher kids in the

audience cheered. But from South Florida to Tallahassee, apocalyptic thoughts began raining on traditional public

education advocates." "When Scott spoke Thursday of giving all students the same opportunities as voucher

students, he didn't mention " "Scott shaking up halls of academia with plan". Related: "Scott, Superman and

what’s next for Florida’s schools". "Rick Scott to interview candidates for Florida GOP chief". See also "Scott to

Hold Sit-Downs With GOP Contenders" and "Scott interviews candidates for chair of RPOF". "Rick Scott hires

New York headhunters to fill state jobs". "State workforce is lean - but who cares".

RPOFers warned not to document their "intent"

"The Florida Senate’s reapportionment committee met yesterday to discuss a contentious issue — the redrawing

of district lines to reflect data gathered in the newest census. It’s an issue that has become more convoluted

thanks to the recent passage of Amendments 5 and 6, the so-called 'Fair Districts' amendments that created strict

rules for how politicians can draw up district maps."

Under Amendments 5 and 6, which passed in the November elections, districts must be as

contiguous as possible, and may not be drawn with the intent of marginalizing minority groups or

favoring any incumbent or political party.

State Sen. Jack Latvala, R-St. Petersburg, warned fellow committee members that "intent" could

be determined by analyzing lawmakers’ electronic communications, which could become

evidence in such a lawsuit.

"State Senate discusses redistricting software and timeline, possibility of lawsuit". "Questions over bump in school

grades". "State should clear activists' records". "Another political lawsuit: State fighting EPA for insisting on

standards like ones Florida developed". "Peterman case highlights ethics law flaws". "GOP field already building

to challenge Bill Nelson".
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State gains 2 congressional seats

The state of Florida got an early holiday present as it gained two more congressional seats thanks to 2010 census

results.

In addition, results from the state’s MyFloridaCensus study helped identify 2,333 additional households whose

census data was missing that could provide an additional $35 million in federal funding to the state, counties and

cities for the next 10 years.

“Today, Florida is being assigned two additional congressional seats, meaning more adequate representation for

the nearly 20 million people residing in Florida,” said state Rep. Will Weatherford, R-Wesley Chapel, in a

prepared statement.

According to census data, Florida has a population of 18.8 million people, a 17.6 percent increase from nearly 15.9

million reported in 2000. The U.S. population increased 9.7 percent to 308.7 million from 281.4 million in 2000.

For the full release from the state, click here.

The state of Florida got an early holiday present as it gained two more congressional seats thanks to 2010 census

results.

In addition, results from the state’s MyFloridaCensus study helped identify 2,333 additional households whose

census data was missing that could provide an additional $35 million in federal funding to the state, counties and

cities for the next 10 years.

“Today, Florida is being assigned two additional congressional seats, meaning more adequate representation for

the nearly 20 million people residing in Florida,” said state Rep. Will Weatherford, R-Wesley Chapel, in a

prepared statement.

According to census data, Florida has a population of 18.8 million people, a 17.6 percent increase from nearly 15.9

million reported in 2000. The U.S. population increased 9.7 percent to 308.7 million from 281.4 million in 2000.

For the full release from the state, click here.
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Florida gains two seats in Congress - 12/21/2010

Posted on Tue, Dec. 21, 2010

Florida has picked up two new seats in the U.S. House of Representatives, making it the biggest up-for-grab state

in the race for the White House.

The new seats, announced by the U.S. Census Bureau, give Florida equal standing with New York, and only

California and Texas will have more electoral college votes, though neither state is considered up for grabs like

Florida.

The boost is expected to help Republicans, who already control two-thirds of the seats in the state, but some say

privately the party could have a tough time carving out two new seats without jeopardizing incumbents.

In February the Census bureau will release population and race breakdowns down to the neighborhood level for

states to begin redrawing the congressional boundaries.Florida's redistricting will be complicated this time around

by two voter-approved state constitutional amendments that create strict rules for how politicians can draw

district maps.

The addition of two seats will bring Florida's total number in the House to 27 and boost its Electoral College votes

to 29 (the state's two senators are included in that math).

The boost in Florida's population comes as part of a broad population migration -- and power shift -- with Sun

Belt states like Florida, Georgia, Arizona and Texas picking up seats that are being lost in declining Northern

states, including Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Texas was the biggest winner in the census, picking up 4 new seats; Ohio and New York each lost two.

The new numbers put Florida's population at 18,801,310 -- the fourth largest state in the nation, behind

California, Texas and New York.

http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/12/21/v-print/1983504/florida-gains-two-seats-in-congress.html
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Senate prez promises everyone gets a voice in redistricting

Florida Senate President Mike Haridopolos on Florida's new congressional seats: "With today’s release of the

2010 census results, Florida’s clout among our country’s 49 other states continues to rise. The population growth

in the state allows Floridians to gain two additional voices in the U.S. House of Representatives – meaning our

state will be tied for the third largest congressional delegation in the country with 27 members of Congress.

Florida has experienced phenomenal growth and in just 40 years, the number of Floridians has nearly tripled to

the 18.8 million residents we have today.

"Now the work begins in the Florida Legislature as we draw new congressional districts as well as seats in the

Florida House and Senate. This will be a deliberative process and all Floridians will have a voice. I have the

utmost confidence in the Senate Reapportionment Committee led by Senator Don Gaetz and look forward to

providing an efficient, transparent process to maximize Floridians’ voice in Tallahassee and Washington, D.C."

http://miamiherald.typepad.com/nakedpolitics/2010/12/senate-prez-promises-everyone-gets-a-voice-in-redistricting-.html


NationalJournal.com - No. 2. Florida: One New Seat Or 
Two? 

Florida is certain to gain at least one additional seat in this year's reapportionment of congressional 
districts; the question is whether it will gain two, as it did in 2002. 
If so, Florida would add a 27th seat, potentially tying New York for the nation's third-largest 
congressional delegation (California has the largest, followed by Texas). 
Once again, Republicans control both the governorship and the Legislature, giving them the 
authority to redistrict. This time they would love to protect the four-seat gain that gave them a 19-to-
6-edge in the delegation in 2010. 
But the passage of the “Fair Districts Florida” ballot amendments this fall (the one bright spot for the 
state's Democrats in an otherwise dismal year) could tie Republicans’ hands by forbidding them to 
draw districts that “favor or disfavor an incumbent or political party” and requiring them to draw 
districts that are “compact, as equal in population as feasible, and where feasible make use of 
existing city, county and geographical boundaries.” 
Of course, this amendment is almost guaranteed to produce a legal fiasco over just what exactly 
constitutes “compact” and “making use” of existing boundaries, but any “neutral” redrawing of 
districts would almost certainly guarantee Democrats more opportunities in the state. 
The question is whether Republicans can find a clever way to draw districts that abide by these new 
standards and conform to their own political interests. One way that they might be able to skirt the 
rules is by citing the requirement to preserve minority-majority voting districts. That could allow them 
to preserve the oddly shaped districts of a pair of African-American Democrats, the 3rd 
Congressional District's Rep. Corrine Brown and the 23rd's Rep. Alcee Hastings -- and thereby 
shore up those of three newly elected House Republicans: the Orlando area's Daniel Webster of 
the 8th District and Sandra (Sandy) Adams of the 24th, andPalm Beach's Allen West of the 22nd. 
If Florida gains one seat, look for Republicans to attempt to add a new GOP-friendly seat in fast-
growing southwest Florida, perhaps combining parts of the 13th, 14th, 16th, and 25th Congressional 
Districts into a new one in the Naples and Fort Myers area. 
If Florida does gain a second seat, look for Republicans to attempt to add another GOP-friendly seat 
north of the Tampa Bay area, incorporating parts of the fast-growing 5th, 6th, and 8th Congressional 
Districts. The 5th District includes The Villages, a retirement behemoth, and is the fastest-growing 
district in the state. Its population has grown by 45 percent since 2000, meaning that the district 
needs to shed more than 200,000 residents. 
But remember, any plan Republicans come up with is likely to end up being challenged in court. 
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GOP gains congressional seats in post-Census reapportionment

The Census Bureau announced the results of the decennial process of reapportioning congressional districts by

state Tuesday morning, and Republicans stand to gain from the results based on growth patterns in the South and

West. New Mexico, however, will retain all of its congressional seats.

The Census apportions congressional districts every ten years, while state legislatures are generally in charge of

redrawing the districts based on those apportionments. The population of the United States is now 308,745,538,

and each congressional district will average 710,767 persons.

Texas, where Republicans have a supermajority in the House and Senate and hold the governor’s mansion, gained

four new House seats with the population growing by 20.6 percent in ten years. However, the growth broken

down by race will be released in February — the Voting Rights Act could mean that some of those seats have to be

drawn with a majority of Hispanics that have accounted for much of the recent growth.

Florida gained two seats, where Republicans also have a supermajority in both legislative chambers and hold the

governor’s mansion. Amendment 6, limiting the power of the legislature to redraw congressional districts, passed

in the November elections, but it is being challenged in court by Reps. Corrine Brown (D-Fla.) and Mario Diaz-

Balart (R-Fla.).

Arizona, Georgia, Nevada, South Carolina, Utah and Washington all gained one seat.

New York and Ohio lost two seats each, representing the longstanding decline in growth in the Rust Belt. Iowa,

Illinois, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey and Pennsylvania all lost one seat.

The reapportionment process will also have implications for the 2012 presidential campaign, as the Electoral

College is based on the number of congressional districts in each state. In 2008, Barack Obama beat John McCain

by 365 electoral votes to 173. With today’s reapportionment, McCain would have picked up six seats and Obama

would have lost five.
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State gains two seats@ | NewsOK.com

c.2010 St. Petersburg Times@

WASHINGTON ? Florida will gain two U.S. House seats as Census Bureau data released Tuesday realigned

Congress and continues a steady shift of population and political power to the South and West.

A 17.6 percent population boom in the past decade will give Florida 27 House members beginning in 2012,

boosting the state's clout and ability to draw more federal funding.

Florida now has as many seats as New York, a significant marker that shows how far the state has come since the

advent of air conditioning.

Already the biggest swing state in presidential elections, Florida stands to be even more influential. The

population growth ? up to 18.8 million from 15.9 million ? will push Florida's Electoral College votes to 29.

"What a great day for Florida!" said U.S. Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, R-Miami.

Now comes the hard part: determining where the new seats will go, an often bitter political fight that may not be

resolved until June 2012.

The Republican-led Florida Legislature will decide where to put the seats, and there is early talk of Central

Florida getting the attention because of its rapid growth. Tampa Bay and Southwest Florida also could be a

consideration.

Overall, the nation's population April 1 was 308,745,538, up from 281.4 million a decade ago, or 9.7 percent. It

was the slowest decade-long growth rate since the Great Depression. Florida remains the fourth-largest state,

behind California, Texas and New York.

The demographic shift made winners out of the South and West and losers out of the Northeast and Midwest.

Texas was the biggest winner, with four new House seats, putting its delegation at 36 members. Gaining one seat

each: Arizona, Georgia, Nevada, South Carolina, Utah and Washington.

Ohio and New York will lose two House seats each. Losing one House seat are Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana,

Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.

The gains come as part of the 10-year "resident population" count by the U.S. Census Bureau. Florida began with

just four seats a century ago and picked up more each decade.

In 1960, the state had 12 House members. By 2000 it had reached the current 25, of which Republicans hold an

overwhelming 19.

According to PoliData, Florida would have gained only one seat, not two, if the census had only counted U.S.

citizens in making its apportionment calculations.

Several other states with large Hispanic populations ? including both illegal immigrants and legal immigrants who

have not become naturalized citizens ? would have had different totals as well.

? ? ?

Florida voters in November passed constitutional amendments requiring the drawing of compact districts, not the
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jigsaw boundaries of the past that were designed to benefit one party. Court fights have been common.

Republicans opposed the amendments.

State Sen. Don Gaetz, the Niceville Republican who will head up Florida's redistricting effort, said he has already

been flooded with calls from members of Congress and would-be representatives (he would not name names)

offering suggestions of where the lines should be drawn.

"Apparently I have new friends everywhere," Gaetz said, laughing. "I don't think anybody can take the politics

out of politics. However my goal is to have the most open, transparent and interactive redistricting process in

America."

He said a website would be established with detailed maps incorporating census data and current congressional

and state legislative seats so the public can see before and after models. Public hearings will be held.

The work will begin in April after the census provides highly detailed block-by-block population data. "Until we

really have that," Gaetz said, "it's hard to figure where the two additional congressional seats will go."

The new seats, subject to legislative review, must be complete by June 2012, when candidates will declare their

intent to run.

Democrats sought to remind their counterparts of the voter mandate for "fair districts" and called for an end to

partisan maneuvering.

But the party shared in the excitement and said it ensures Florida will continue to play a critical role in

presidential elections as the "largest and most important swing state."

? ? ?

Overall, the gains came in Republican-friendly states and that could be a problem for President Barack Obama as

he seeks re-election.

Had the new apportionment numbers been used during the presidential election of 2008, Obama would still have

won, but with six fewer electoral votes, according to Election Data Services.

White House press secretary Robert Gibbs played down the implications, saying he did not think the census

would have "huge practical impact" in national politics.

The GOP undoubtably feels more secure, with most of the gains happening in Republican-leaning states and with

the GOP controlling a large share of the nation's legislative bodies.

But it's still too early to declare it a boon. In states such as Florida with a large number of Republican districts, it

could be tough to carve out more.

"It's not as straight away and clear cut as saying it's all a big gain for the GOP," said Tim Storey, a redistricting

analyst with the National Conference of State Legislatures.

Alex Leary can be reached at leary@sptimes.com.

Highlights of census data

? Michigan was the only state to lose population during the past decade.

? Nevada, with a 35 percent increase, was the fastest-growing state.

? For the first time in its history, Democratic-leaning California will not gain a House seat after a census.
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? The average population of a new U.S. House district will be 710,767. But each state must have at least one

district. So Wyoming, the least populous state with 563,626 residents, will have a representative with

considerably fewer constituents.

See changes

over time

For a New York Times interactive map of apportionment changes in the past century, go to links.tampabay.com.
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New census numbers award Florida 2 more seats in Congress

orlandosentinel.com/news/politics/fl-new-congressional-seats-20101221,0,4193309.story

By William E. Gibson, Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON -- Florida's population topped 18.8 million this year, a 17.6-percent surge since 2000 that will

give the state two more seats in Congress and two more electoral votes in presidential elections.

Count Florida Democrats among the potential winners from the 2010 Census results unveiled on Tuesday.

New political boundaries shaped by the "Fair Districts" constitutional amendments approved by voters this year -

- are expected to divide power more evenly between the major political parties in both the Legislature and the

U.S. House. At the same time, though, the Republican-dominated Legislature, overseen by a Republican

governor, will try to draw lines to maximize their party's chances.

"It's a crap shoot right now. But if we draw the districts in a fair and impartial way, the registration of Florida

voters would suggest that we would have a more balanced delegation in Congress and a more balanced state

Legislature," said David Colburn, a history professor at the University of Florida and co-author of "Government in

the Sunshine State."

"That would likely mean an increase in the number of Democrats," he said. Registered Democrats outnumber

Republican voters by roughly 600,000 in the state, despite the huge GOP advantage in legislative and

congressional seats.

Census officials released the Florida numbers on Tuesday along with other state and national results, reporting a

nationwide population of 308,745,538. The population data, used every 10 years to determine the number of U.S.

House seats allocated to each state, shows a continuing shift of people from the Northeast and Midwest to the

South and West.

The new numbers will allow Florida to draw a bigger share of more than $400 billion of federal spending each

year that is divvied up among states and communities. But the biggest impact may be the state's additional two

seats in the U.S. House, bringing a total of 27 members to be elected in 2012.

New York, which lost two seats, will have the same number. The Florida delegation will trail only Texas, which

gained four seats the most of any state - and California, which saw no gain but remains the nation's largest state.

The "Fair Districts" amendments approved by voters this year require legislators to draw congressional and

legislative district boundaries that are geographically compact and contiguous, follow city or county lines when

possible and are not manipulated to favor any political party. Until now, legislators were required only to draw

districts that were contiguous.

The amendments were immediately challenged in a lawsuit filed by African-American U.S. Rep. Corrine Brown,

D-Jacksonville, and Cuban-American U.S. Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Miami. They claim the new standards are

unworkable and would jeopardize black and Hispanic representation.

Some political observers who track redistricting issues expect the amendments to hold up under review in federal

court.

Daniel Smith, director of the Political Campaigning Program at the University of Florida, predicted that

Democrats and Republicans in the Legislature as well as independent citizens groups will each draw up
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Democrats and Republicans in the Legislature as well as independent citizens groups will each draw up

redistricting plans, and the state Supreme Court will end up deciding which plan best conforms to the intent of the

amendments.

"I don't see the state Supreme Court overturning a constitutional amendment approved by 62 percent of

Floridians," Smith said. "What is going to be challenged is how to interpret the drawing of the lines as stipulated

by Amendment Six."

Amendment Five affects boundaries for legislative districts. Amendment Six applies to congressional districts.

"It's going to mean more compact districts, and it almost inevitably is going to pit some incumbents against one

another," Smith said. "It's hard to imagine Democrats doing any worse. I would think they would gain some

seats."

Republicans have dominated the Legislature since the last Census and gained enough new members this year to

give them veto-proof majorities in both chambers. Voters also elected a GOP governor, Rick Scott, and three

Republican Cabinet members. And they ousted four congressional Democrats, giving Republicans 19 members to

just 6 Democrats in the U.S. House next year.

The two new House seats will also mean two more Florida electoral votes for a total of 29 -- which will make the

nation's biggest swing state that much more important in presidential politics.

Both state parties hailed the results as another sign of Florida's political clout.

"Now, with a larger delegation and increased electoral votes, Floridians are guaranteed to play an even more

pivotal role in the next decade," said outgoing Republican Chairman John Thrasher.

Scott Arceneaux, the Democratic Party's executive director, said Floridians can look forward to districts that truly

reflect the diversity of the state "rather than the partisan gerrymandering that best describes the current

districts."

The Legislature's tentative schedule for setting new boundaries calls for a final court review of the new districts

by June 2012 the same time candidates must qualify to run. The timetable has prompted complaints that it would

leave little time for non-incumbents to mount a campaign and raise money before the August primaries and the

November elections.

William E. Gibson can be reached at Wgibson@tribune.com and 202-824-8256.
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Dinerstein, Siegel say U.S. census results to boost Florida’s
political influence

Updated: 7:12 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 21, 2010

Posted: 7:05 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 21, 2010

The chiefs of the two major political parties in Palm Beach County both welcomed the news that Florida will pick

up two congressional seats and two electoral votes as a result of the latest U.S. Census results.

“It’s a good thing for any state to get more electoral votes, regardless of how the congressional seats work out,”

said Sid Dinerstein, chairman of the county Republican Party.

Mark Siegel, chairman of the Democratic Party of Palm Beach County, said Florida will become even more

important in future national elections.

“It’s great for the state because it gives us greater throw weight,” Siegel said.

Florida’s population grew 17.6 percent in the last decade, enabling the state to pick up two congressional seats in

time for the 2012 elections, the U.S. Census Bureau said Tuesday.

The 2010 Census puts the state’s population at 18.8 million. Florida remains the fourth most populous state,

behind California (37.3 million), Texas (25.1 million) and New York (19.4 million).

The U.S. population grew 9.7 percent to 308,745,538 between 2000 and 2010, according to the census data. The

rate of growth was the slowest since the Great Depression. The population is continuing to shift away from the

Northeast and Midwest and into Republican-leaning states in the South and West.

The number of U.S. House seats from Florida will grow from 25 to 27, meaning the state will have 29 electoral

votes in the 2012 presidential election. A state’s electoral votes equal its number of U.S. House and U.S. Senate

seats combined.

Only California and Texas will have more U.S. House seats than Florida, with 53 and 36, respectively. New York

also will have 27.

In a prepared statement, Governor-elect Rick Scott said Florida’s 2.8 million population gain shows that it

remains a destination for economic opportunity, even in tough times.

“With the addition of two U.S. House seats, Florida has become an even more important state in the 2012

presidential election,” Scott said in the statement. “We can attract even more businesses, jobs and people to our

state by removing burdensome regulations and putting private industry ahead of government, which I am

committed to doing.”

Florida was one of eight states to gain House seats and electoral votes. Texas gained four seats and four electoral

votes. Arizona, Georgia, Nevada, South Carolina, Utah and Washington all gained one House seat and one electoral

vote apiece.

Those losing seats include Iowa, Louisiana, Missouri, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania.

Thirty-two states saw no change in seats.

The Republican-led Florida Legislature will draw new congressional boundaries before the 2012 elections. When
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The Republican-led Florida Legislature will draw new congressional boundaries before the 2012 elections. When

the new Congress takes office in January, Republicans will command 19 of the state’s 25 U.S. House seats.

The U.S. Constitution mandates that new congressional maps be drawn every 10 years based on census data. But

the only guideline beyond that has been a U.S. Supreme Court directive that the district populations be roughly

equal, said Kevin Wagner, a political scientist at Florida Atlantic University.

But the redistricting process has been complicated by an amendment to the state Constitution, approved by

voters in November, that says boundaries “may not be drawn to favor or disfavor an incumbent or political party”

and must be “contiguous” and “compact.”

The amendment is intended to prevent the Legislature from “gerrymandering,” a practice in which the political

party in charge draws the districts to its own advantage, Wagner said.

“The purpose of the census is allocation,” Wagner said. “But all the census tells us is how many. It doesn’t tell us

how. We’ll see whether we allocate them in a way that says what the State of Florida is, or in a way that is what

the people drawing the districts want Florida to be.”

Dinerstein figures the two new congressional seats will likely go to Republicans.

“You’d have to go to Utah to find a redder state than we are,” he said. “We have the governor, full Cabinet, two-

thirds of both houses. We have one U.S. senator and one on the way. We also have 19 out of 25 congressmen.

We’re one of the most Republican states in the country.”

Dinerstein refers to the years 1990 to 2007 as “the great migration” when liberals from Miami and New York

City moved to Palm Beach County, making it a stronghold for Democrats.

“The economic meltdown ended the migration and now we, the Republican Party, had success in this election

cycle that we haven’t had since 1996,” Dinerstein said. “So we in Palm Beach County and throughout southeast

Florida are going to have a redder complexion in the cycles moving forward.”

Siegel said that, in addition to being one of the four largest electoral prizes, Florida is, along with Ohio, the biggest

swing state.

“New York, California and Texas, the other three of the big four, it’s clear which way they go in the big elections,”

he said. “Florida is not so clear. My view is we’ve won three of the last four presidential elections and there’s no

reason we shouldn’t repeat in 2012.”

Siegel looks at the passage of the congressional redistricting amendment as a plus to Democrats in the next

election.

“The lines will have to be completely redrawn; the current lines are corrupt,” Siegel said. “The whole math is

going to change, but I expect in Palm Beach County we’ll have some outstanding candidates for those

congressional districts where we’ll have more influence than we have now. Given our population, Palm Beach

County should be the controlling voice in three congressional districts and I expect Democrats to win all three of

those seats.”

Population data within Florida won’t be available until February or March.
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Florida's late redistricting deadline - David Catanese

Decem ber 21, 2010

A left-leaning blogger with the Florida Progressive Coalition points out that the Sunshine State has one of the

latest deadlines in the country for completing redistricting.

The June 18, 2012, drop-dead date is a "Republican protection racket," argues Kenneth Quinnell.

With an August primary, this is nothing more than an incumbent (and Republican) protection

racket, since it makes it almost impossible for challengers or underfunded candidates to know what

their district is in time to mount a significant campaign for the 2012 elections.

This isn’t a coincidence and it’s part of a bigger problem and part of the explanation as to why

Republicans win so much in Florida — they stack the rules in their favor.

Posted by David Catanese 02:57 PM

Back to top
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Representative Will Weatherford praises Florida’s census
initiatives in state’s securing a second additional Congressional
seat

State Representative Will Weatherford (R-Wesley Chapel), Chairman of the House

Redistricting Committee, today offered his praise and thanks to the many individuals and

organizations who partnered in the 2010 Sunshine Census and other complete count

efforts for the State of Florida.  Due to their collective body of work, Florida was able to

secure a second additional Congressional seat in the apportionment that was announced

today.

Representative Weatherford credited the margin of success to efforts like those of

Complete Count Committee delegates Speaker Dean Cannon, Representative Hazel Rogers and Representative

Perry Thurston, the Legislature’s Office of Economic and Demographic Research, and the House’s outreach

through MyFloridaCensus (www.myfloridacensus.gov). “With MyFloridaCensus, Florida was the only state in the

country to offer a web-based and interactive mapping application to the public, enabling Floridians to share

visually-dynamic information with the state, in-turn allowing Florida to push that feedback to the U.S. Census

Bureau and other Complete Count partners,” said Representative Weatherford.  “Specifically, the House used

MyFloridaCensus to target homes, streets and entire communities that were missed in the 2010 Census mail

campaign.  Through this initiative, Floridians reported 2,133 households and neighborhoods that were initially

missed by the 2010 Census.”

“The House used MyFloridaCensus to hold the Census Bureau accountable for making sure that these individuals

and entire communities were counted,” said Representative Weatherford.  “Often times, MyFloridaCensus helped

highlight entire subdivisions that were initially overlooked in the early phases of the 2010 Census.”

“With a basic goal of ensuring that every Florida resident would be counted, MyFloridaCensus added to the

collective efforts of nearly every city and county government, many chambers of commerce, colleges and

universities, regional planning boards and commissions, and many others throughout Florida.  Today, Florida is

being assigned two additional Congressional seats, meaning more adequate representation for the nearly 20

million people residing in Florida,” concluded Weatherford.

Estimates also show that MyFloridaCensus contributed to at least $35 million in federal funding for the State of

Florida and its counties and municipalities over the next decade.  Each additional person counted equates to

roughly $1,500 in combined federal funding for all levels of Florida government.  Assuming that each of the 2,133

households and neighborhoods missed equates to at least 2,133 Floridians who would have otherwise not been

counted, the return on investment is $3.5 million per year, $35 million over the course of the decade.
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Census Gives Florida Two More House Seats

Sunshine State’s population growth leads to greater representation in Congress

Florida will send 27 representatives to the U.S. House in 2013, two more than it currently does, thanks to the

2010 Census numbers released Tuesday.

There were 308,745,538 residents in the 50 U.S. states and Washington, D.C., as of April 1. Florida residents

made up more than 18.8 million of those, adding more than 2.8 million residents from the 2000 Census.

Rep. Will Weatherford, R-Wesley Chapel, who chairs the Florida House Redistricting Committee, praised the

efforts of the Florida House to ensure all state residents were counted, that he said aided in the push for two more

congressional seats.

“The House used MyFloridaCensus to target homes, streets and entire communities that were missed in the 2010

Census mail campaign. Through this initiative, Floridians reported 2,133 households and neighborhoods that were

initially missed by the 2010 Census,” Weatherford said.

Republicans are hoping the new population numbers mean a boost for the GOP, as population growth in the red

states in the West and South vastly outpaced that of bluer Northeastern and Rust Belt states. Nevada, Utah,

Arizona, Washington, Texas, Georgia and South Carolina also picked up seats. New York, New Jersey,

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, Iowa and Missouri lost seats. Louisiana was the only

Southern state to lose a seat, thanks largely to dispersal of the population by Hurricane Katrina.

State houses will begin the redistricting process in April 2011 after more specific data is released by the U.S.

Census Bureau, allowing them to target where new districts should be drawn or which should be eliminated. The

districts drawn by the legislatures are subject to gubernatorial vetoes and judicial review before being sanctioned

ahead of the 2012 presidential election.

In Florida, the 2012 legislative session will begin in January in order to accommodate the redistricting process.

Sen. Don Gaetz, R-Niceville, who chairs the Florida Senate Redistricting Committee, has announced plans for

town hall meetings throughout the state in the summer of 2011 to hear from constituents about what boundaries

should be used and where districts should be drawn.

Florida Democrats are counting on Amendment 5 and Amendment 6, known as the Fair Districts amendments,

which voters passed in the midterm elections, to rein in Republicans who hold veto-proof majorities in both

chambers of the Legislature and the Governor’s Mansion.

“Floridians of all parties can look forward to districts that truly reflect their communities and representation that

reflects the diversity of our great state, rather than the partisan gerrymandering that best describes the current

districts,” said Florida Democratic Party Executive Director Scott Arceneaux.

But with a GOP stranglehold on Florida’s government, it’s unclear how constraining the amendments will be.

“Now the work begins in the Florida Legislature as we draw new congressional districts as well as seats in the

Florida House and Senate. This will be a deliberative process and all Floridians will have a voice,” said Senate

President Mike Haridopolos, R-Merritt Island.

Florida legislators are awaiting the more detailed statistics to come out next year to see how the political

landscape might shift along with the district boundaries, but the census data released Tuesday is already changing
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the playing field for national and presidential politics.

States that voted for President Barack Obama in 2008 -- including Florida -- picked up four U.S. House seats, but

lost 10 -- a net loss of six votes in the Electoral College. States that opted for his opponent, Sen. John McCain, R-

Ariz., gained a net six seats and electoral votes.

Besides Texas, which picked up four seats, Florida was the only state to gain more than one representative. New

York and Ohio, which each lost two seats, were the only states to lose more than one.

Reach Gray Rohrer at grohrer@sunshinestatenews.com or at (85) 727-0859.
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Let the Games Begin...the fight over redistricting starts today

The Census Bureau is set to release their much-anticipated 2010 data today, and the key to the 2012 elections is

in these numbers.

Based on estimates, Florida is gaining at least one, probably two, new Congressional seats.  We're taking over! 

This actually reflects a nationwide trend of "red" or Republican-controlled states gaining population (e.g., Texas),

while "blue" or Democrat-leaning states (New York, Ohio) are losing people.  Hmmm, maybe people like lower

taxes?

Anyway, the Washington Post has a helpful write-up about what to expect from the Census numbers, and here's

their comments on Florida:

If Florida gains two seats and New York loses two, the Sunshine State will be tied with New

York for the third-largest congressional delegation in the country. Republicans control the

drawing of the map in Florida, but a ballot measure that passed this year attempts to narrow

their ability to draw districts that are too politically motivated. How much they will actually be

restricted is an open question, but Republicans feel good about their ability to draw the map.

Population gains in southern Florida and the Tampa Bay area should allow Republicans to try

and draw two GOP-friendly districts. At the same time, nothing is for certain here, and

we could be headed for a long legal battle either way.

My money's on a long legal battle.  There is just too much at stake.  Fortunately, the last election left the

Governor's Mansion, the entire Cabinet, and the vast majority of the Legislature in Republican control.  The

Democrats have been grasping desperately on to the passage of Amendments 5 and 6 - pretty much their only

victory in Florida last month - and have already been articulating plans to use those amendments as a weapon to

attempt to gain more seats.

The Democrats' big problem, of course, is that redistricting won't help them with the statewide

races.  Draw districts any old way you want, and Rick Scott is still our governor.

One thing redistricting will affect is our Congressional districts, especially if we add two seats.  So, coupled with

the effects of Amendments 5 and 6, we will most likely break up Corrine Brown's gerrymandered trainwreck of a

district:

In red: Florida's 3rd Congressional District.  Indefensible by everyone except for Corrine Brown and her
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daughter's lobbying clients.

Now, since the Republicans control the Governor's Mansion, the Cabinet, and the Legislature (man, I just love

saying that!), they have nearly total control over the redistricting process.  When I was little, I knew another little

girl who got a shiny new dollhouse and she would not let anyone else play with, or even touch, that dollhouse. 

Well, with redistricting, the Republicans have the dollhouse and the Democrats don't get to play. 

It's MY dollhouse and no, you can't touch it.
You're lucky I'm even letting you look at it.

Another interesting wrinkle is the date by which Florida's redistricting process is supposed to wrap up.  According

to a liberal site, the Florida Progressive Coalition Blog , Florida's deadline for redistricting is the latest in the

country:

As previously reported Florida’s deadline for redistricting is June 18, 2012. With an

August primary, this is nothing more than an incumbent (and Republican)

protection racket, since it makes it almost impossible for challengers or underfunded

candidates to know what their district is in time to mount a significant campaign for

the 2012 elections.

The author, Kenneth Quinnell, has helpfully looked up the redistricting deadlines for other states, which you can

see here .  What do you think?  Do you think Florida's deadline for finishing redistricting is too late?  Do you think

the lawsuits will even be done by then?  And, let's go ahead and start the madness with speculating who might be

running for those new Congressional seats in 2012!

UPDATED: As expected, Florida is indeed gaining TWO Congressional seats.  See a map here of which states are

gaining and losing.
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Florida Gains Two More Seats in Congress

Even with the boom slowing, Florida still grew 17 percent in the last decade and will gain additional congressional

clout, getting two more seats in Congress, Census officials announced Tuesday.

Now slated to hold 27 seats in the 435 member House, Florida continues a trend that

began in 1930 by gaining at least one congressional seat during each of the past nine

decennial redistributions of political power in a nation that continued to grow to the west

and south.

Florida, with 18,801,310 residents as of April 1, remained the fourth most populous state.

It will have the same number of seats in Congress as No. 3 New York, behind No. 2 Texas,

which gained four seats – the most of any state – and California which saw no gain in

congressional power, but remains the nation’s largest state.

The biggest growth over the decade was in Nevada, which grew 35.1 percent, Census Director Robert Groves said

in a conference call. Michigan was at the other end of the spectrum, with declines in auto making and other

industries making it the only state to decline in population in the decade, losing at 0.6 percent of its population.

Nationally, the population revelation looked like continuing good news for Republicans, who made major gains in

the November election, and now will gain congressional seats in several Southern and Western states that are

generally considered more red than blue. The states losing population are mostly northeastern and Rust Belt

states that have traditionally voted more Democratic.

The exact location of Florida’s two new congressional seats – and what they will look like and who they will

include – now will be up to state legislators, who are scheduled to redraw the districts during the 2012 legislative

session. How, exactly, the process will work this time around isn’t totally clear because of a new constitutional

requirement that lawmakers not create districts that favor incumbents or a particular political party.

“Now the work begins in the Florida Legislature as we draw new congressional districts as well as seats in the

Florida House and Senate,” said Senate President Mike Haridopolos, R-Merritt Island. “This will be a deliberative

process and all Floridians will have a voice.”

The change also has implications for future presidential elections, because it increases the clout of growing states

– Southern and Western states – in the Electoral College, while reducing the strength of traditionally Democratic

states like New Jersey, Michigan and New York.

Florida will now have 29 Electoral College votes.

“Already a ‘must win state’ for presidential candidates, Florida becomes even more important with the addition of

two more electoral votes as a result of gaining two more U.S House seats,” Sen. Don Gaetz, R-Niceville, and the

chairman of the Senate Reapportionment Committee, said in a statement.

The U.S. population on April 1 was reported as 308.7 million, reflecting a 9.7 percent increase since 2000. That’s

the slowest growth since the 1930s, according to the Census Bureau.

New York and Ohio each lose two congressional. States losing single seats are Iowa, Illinois, Missouri,

Pennsylvania, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan and New Jersey.

The Census Bureau is constitutionally required to reapportion congressional seats every 10 years to give all 435
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congressional districts roughly the same population. Under the new apportionment, the average population of a

congressional district will be 710,767, compared with 646,942 in 2000.

By Michael Peltier

The News Service of Florida

Editor
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Census May Mean Change for Polk

Published: Wednesday, December 22, 2010 at 12:03 a.m.

LAKELAND | Local political leaders say they hope the realignment of Florida's Congressional districts as the

result of the 2010 census will mean all of Polk County will lie within a single district.

The U.S. Census Bureau announced Tuesday that Florida will gain two seats in the U.S. House of Representatives,

increasing from 25 to 27 seats in the 435-seat body.

Polk County is now split among three Congressional districts.

State Rep. Seth McKeel, R-Lakeland, said at this stage there is no way to predict the outcome of redistricting.

"What I can tell you is that Rep. Will Weatherford, chair of the Redistricting Committee, is putting together the

most public and interactive redistricting process that Florida has ever seen," he said. "The Florida House will be

putting the district-building program on the Internet and asking members of the public to submit maps and ideas

for where districts should be drawn."

McKeel said the Florida Legislature will be holding 30 or more public meetings beginning next summer to get

input.

He said it would be premature to project how the congressional districts will be affected.

About 65 percent of Polk County is now in the 12th Congressional District, where Dennis Ross, a Lakeland

Republican was elected in November. The district also includes parts of Hillsborough and Osceola counties.

Polk voters make up less than 10 percent of the voters in the 5th Congressional District, which will be

represented by recently elected Republican Richard Nugent of Hernando County. The Polk portion of the

sprawling district is north of Interstate 4 between Hillsborough County on the west and State Road 33 on the

east.

A sliver of northeast Polk is assigned to the 15th District, represented by Republican Bill Posey of Brevard

County. Polk residents make up less than 4 percent of the district's voters.

Along with McKeel, other members of the Polk legislative delegation have been thinking about congressional

redistricting as well.

"I'm committed to one representative that's reflective of the voters of Polk County," said State Rep. John Wood,

R-Winter Haven.

Wood said the decision will not occur until 2012.

Although it's possible Polk County could be within one congressional district, it's still not populous enough to

qualify for a single seat of its own.

According to census officials, each congressional district contains 710,767 residents. Polk's estimated 2009

population was 583,403 -- the 2010 county population figures have not been released -- so any district including

all of Polk would have to include voters in at least one adjacent county.
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The Florida Legislature will convene in January 2012 to make the decision on how the lines will be drawn.

That decision will be governed by recently approved constitutional amendments that require that election

districts be compact, contiguous and respect city and county boundaries as much as possible, he said.

State Rep. Kelli Stargel, R-Lakeland, said it's difficult to say what will happen.

"We haven't gotten that far," she said.

County officials are watching the process, too.

County Commissioner Bob English said it's a topic he has thought about in connection with the recently approved

state constitutional amendments on redistricting.

The state amendments are aimed at creating fewer spread out districts and prohibiting boundary lines being

drawn to help or hurt an incumbent or a political party.

The issue could be raised when county commissioners meet with local state legislators next month to discuss the

2011 session.

Commissioner Melony Bell said she thinks a single district centered in Polk County would be easier on the

member of Congress as well because it would be easier to serve.

"It's hard to spread the love," she said.

[ Tom Palmer can be reached at tom.palmer@theledger.com or 863-802-7535. ]
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Our View: Our Christmas wish: A fair, common-sense
congressional map - Peoria, IL

It's easy to identify the political winners and losers now that the details of the once-in-a-decade Census have been

released.

The nation's population continued to grow - up just shy of 10 percent since 2000 to nearly 309 million but still the

smallest jump since the Great Depression. Meanwhile, the "where" behind that growth shows the trend of

Americans moving to the South and West persists, while the Midwest and Northeast lagged (with Illinois suffering

especially anemic gains).

That means the latter two regions lost clout when it came to figuring out which states get more representation in

Congress and which less in 2012. Of the 10 states to shrink their congressional footprint, five are in the Midwest.

Illinois, Iowa, Missouri and Michigan all will lose one congressman, Ohio two. (On average a typical congressional

district will now have about 710,000 people; Illinois will come close to that, but if you want the best bang for your

vote, move to Rhode Island, where there are a mere 527,624 residents per House member.)

Overall it looks like Republicans end up winning here. Democratic strongholds in the Northeast and across the

Rust Belt forfeit seats, while new ones will be created in Texas (four, with three likely going to the GOP), Florida

(two), Arizona, Utah and South Carolina (one apiece). Based on voting patterns, Republicans will likely have six

more electoral votes in their "safe" states in the next presidential election.

Not everybody on the right side of the aisle should be popping the champagne corks just yet, especially in Illinois.

Going from 19 representatives to 18 here - early reports suggest that 75,000 more warm bodies would have let

us keep all our seats - probably puts the local 18th Congressional District in play. We've long known it might be in

the crosshairs should a seat go bye-bye. Democrats in full control of the Legislature that will draw and OK the

maps are much more likely to play around with downstate seats - now largely held by the GOP - than they are to

make significant changes in the Chicago suburbs where their influence is growing.

Even before the official announcement, some political wonks began playing the "what if" game to determine what

kind of maps could be drawn to give the Dems an edge or easily bump off a Republican by tossing two into the

same district. One potential map generated by national political expert Charlie Cook suggests making the

grotesquely gerrymandered 17th District - which goes from the Quad Cities to the Metro East suburbs of St.

Louis to parts of Springfield and Decatur -a bit more compact by divvying up the current 18th between the 17th

and newly elected Republican Rep. Adam Kinzinger's 11th District. Current 18th District Rep. Aaron Schock's

residence would land in the 17th, where he could face a primary against new GOP Congressman Bobby Schilling of

the Quad Cities area.

And the 18th District? It would land south and west of here, beginning in Hancock County and heading southeast,

wrapping around south Springfield and continuing through a large swathe of farm country. Gone would be Peoria's

connection to the historic seat held by Abraham Lincoln, Everett Dirksen, Bob Michel and Ray LaHood. That

roster should be proof that not just Peoria but the nation as a whole has been well-served by the caliber of

lawmaker central Illinoisans have chosen to send to Washington.

Worse, should that map or anything like it come to pass, the interests and influence of this area could potentially

be diluted. For an example, look no farther than Springfield, home to parts of three congressional districts, where

it's very difficult for a local to get sent to Washington.
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When lawmakers sit down at their drafting tables next year to figure out their final maps, our request of them -

consider it part of our Christmas list - is simple: We'd like to have a fair, compact map that keeps communities

together as much as possible. Ideally they'd leave the partisanship out of it as well, but given that politicians are

picking the boundaries that wish is about as likely to be fulfilled as one from a kid who asks Santa for a pony. Not

that we wouldn't mind being pleasantly surprised, of course ...
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Census depicts a growing Florida

Published: Wednesday, December 22, 2010 at 1:00 a.m.

The Florida Dream may have foundered in recent years, but new census numbers released Tuesday showed that

the state has still experienced substantial growth since 2000 compared with most of the nation.

Following a national trend that saw Americans migrating to warmer states, Florida's population swelled by 2.8

million people to 18.8 million.

The state's growth rate of 17.6 percent was among the most robust in the nation. Only Texas and California added

more people overall during the 10-year period. Michigan was the only state to lose population.

Nationwide the population grew by 9.7 percent over the decade to 309 million, according to the latest once-a-

decade federal tally. Growth was stagnant throughout much of the Midwest and East Coast and up significantly

through the South and West. Overall, the census documented the slowest rate of growth since the Great

Depression decade of the 1930s.

The shifting population has major political ramifications. Florida -- still the fourth largest state in the nation

behind California, Texas and New York -- gains two new seats in the U.S. House of Representatives for a total of

27. Only Texas added more Congressional seats, while slow-growth states such as Pennsylvania, Ohio and Iowa

all lost seats.

Nevada had the fastest growth rate in the nation at 35.1 percent. The South -- a census grouping that includes

Florida and Texas -- grew at a rate of 14.3 percent, faster than any other region.

State leaders have been eager to get their hands on the data and begin the process of drawing new political

districts.

State Rep. Will Weatherford, R-Wesley Chapel, is chairing a legislative committee that will help draw Florida's

new congressional districts and redraw old ones. He said the state's growing political clout means that presidential

candidates will be visiting more often.

"The addition of two new congressional seats is very important," Weatherford said. "It gives Florida a stronger

voice in national politics."

Political ramifications aside, the 2010 census figures put a cap on one of the most turbulent 10-year periods in

state history. It was a decade of two extremes: rapid growth followed by precipitous decline.

"There are always ups and downs, but they've never been as dramatic as what we've seen," said Stan Smith, an

economist and demographics expert with the University of Florida's Bureau of Economic and Business Research.

That Florida still grew by 2.8 million people -- nearly the same number as in each of the past three decades --

despite a historic recession and four years of economic doldrums is an indicator of just how explosive the first half

of the decade was, Smith said.

Florida's roller-coaster decade peaked in 2005 when the state added 409,000 people and hit a trough in 2009

when the population grew by 114,000 people, according to previously released census estimates.
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Estimates from other sources had the state actually losing population between 2008 and 2009. Based on electrical

hookups and building permits, Smith's agency calculated that the state lost 50,000 residents between April 2008

and April 2009.

Smith believes the state's growth was even more explosive during the first half of the decade and weaker during

the second half than reported in past census surveys. He expects the Census Bureau's annual population

estimates for Florida between 2000 and 2009 to be revised based on the hard count in the 2010 report.

Florida's population boom had dramatic effects across the landscape at the beginning of the decade.

North Port doubled in size to become the largest city in Sarasota County. Condo and retail development reshaped

downturn Sarasota. And Lakewood Ranch emerged from scrub land and palmettos to become one of the largest

communities in the region.

Sarasota builder John Cannon had his best year in 2005 with $100 million in sales from 127 new homes. Many

were built in Lakewood Ranch.

"A Lakewood Ranch comes along not just once in a lifetime but once in a multi-generational span," Cannon said.

"The commitment to a total community like that is more than what would happen in just one lifetime or one

person's career."

But the breakneck pace of growth was unsustainable.

"In many respects the second half of the decade is the payment for the first," said Sarasota County Commissioner

Jon Thaxton. "We were being driven by this non-existent fuel and the whole damn thing just collapsed."

Thaxton believes the economic collapse will have a "dramatic impact on the first half of the next decade" in terms

of population growth.

He said the lesson from the last 10 years is economic diversification, the kind that brings steady growth rather

than Florida's boom and bust cycles.

Cannon remains optimistic. After dropping to 25 new homes in 2008, he rebounded to build 50 new homes this

year.

"You take the high and the lows out but still overall it's good steady growth, and I think we have a good decade in

front of us," Cannon said. "There's a lot of problems that have worked themselves out, and there's not many

places like Sarasota in the whole country."

The census data released Tuesday only included state population counts.

Detailed local population tallies, along with information about race and housing, will be released beginning in

February.

The state information is used primarily for political purposes and to determine how much federal aid states

receive.

The trends reported in the 2010 census were hinted at in state and national population surveys the federal

government conducts annually, but the official 10-year count is unique.

Rather than make inferences about the population from a representative sample, the census employed more than

a million temporary workers to count each person individually.

Thomas Jefferson managed the first national census in 1790 when the nation's population was just 3.9 million.



A 10-year hard count of every man, woman and child is mandated by the Constitution. The figures are used for a

broad range of purposes.

"The 2010 census will serve as a backbone for our political and economic system for years to come," U.S.

Commerce Secretary Gary Locke said in announcing the results.
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District analysis coming up...
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FL-01 (blue): Not much different from the current one. Very safe R seat. FL-02 (green): Also not much different. This
district isn't as conservative as the other ones Blue Dogs were bounced from, and it still has some white liberals, so
it might flip back in a good year. FL-03 (purple): Quite a safe R seat. It has Gainesville but I doubt that's enough.
04 (red): South bit of Jacksonville plus some very Republican counties. Safe R. 
toss-up. FL-06 (teal): Very interesting seat. Very Republican Nassau county plus most of Jacksonville, including the
black parts. About 35% black. Probably voted for Obama narrowly, but only due to a surge in black turnout. This one
could flip all over the place depending on turnout models, kind of like OH-01. Of course the Democrats need to
nominate someone other than Corrine Brown. FL-07 (gray): Very safe R seat. FL-08 (light purple): Very safe D seat
now that the gerrymandering in this area has been eliminated. Capable of returning the glorious ALAN GRAYSON
to office! YES YES YES YES YES YES!

FL-09 (teal): A bunch of boring suburbs and some Democratic areas. Call it an
R-leaning swing seat. FL-10 (pink): This is the seat that douchebag Webster who
will be taking Alan Grayson's seat but isn't fit to shine Grayson's shoes will
probably take. Pretty safe R. FL-11 (olive): Coastal seat but pretty Republican.
Only Democratic area is St. Lucie. FL-12 (light blue): Interesting seat, the two
counties were only about 51% McCain. But that's still R+6 or so, and this isn't an
area where there's lots of swing voters on either side. Any non-horrendous
Republican could probably hold it, but it would never be truly "safe".
Once the now misnamed Young retires, this will flip. And he almost certainly will in
the next 10 years. FL-14 (brown): Tough to tell how this one voted with no
partisan data, but must be pretty Republican. 
gerrymandered monstrosity. A bit less safe, but any competent Democrat should
easily hold it. Kathy Castor should have no problems.
safe Republican seat. FL-17 (dark purple): Same. That election-stealing douche
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Buchanan should hold easily. FL-18 (yellow): Decently Republican, but flippable
in a good year. FL-19 (that weird greenish color): Very safe Republican seat.
Hellhole. FL-20 (pink): Majority black, Alcee Hastings' new seat.
Also majority black, Frederica Wilson will hold.
gerrymandered monstrosity that black Republican nutjob will hold is gone. This
one will flip Dem. FL-23 (tealish): I don't know if Deutch or Wasserman-Schultz is

more likely to run here, but either one will win. FL-24 (purple): Same, the other one of the Jewish Democrats will win
here. FL-25 (dark pink): Cuban majority, that new nutjob or Diaz-Balart will hold it.
be the seat for Diaz-Balart. FL-27 (light green): Cuban majority, the weakest Cuban seat but a gay-friendly
moderate like Ros-Lehtinen shouldn't have much problems.
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Did you use the new population estimates or the old ones? I did a map this morning and some of the county
proportions look a lot different from yours.

I tried to minimize county splits, but sometimes it's unavoidable. Open the images in a new window to see them
more clearly.
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panhandle...

FL-01 (blue, Jeff Miller - R) - Not much changed here (the district shrunk toward the west), extremely safe R district.
FL-02 (green, Steve Southerland - R) - Shifts a little to the west accordingly, but still will be a safe Republican
district.
FL-03 (purple, Corrine Brown - D) - The current monstrosity gets eliminated, and instead we have a greater
Jacksonville area district. Would probably lean to the Dems, but Brown would have no chance of holding this seat.
FL-04 ( red, Ander Crenshaw - R) - Contracts to become all of the area surrounding Jacksonville. Safe R.
FL-06 (dark teal, Cliff Stearns - R) - Gainesville is balanced out by some heavily-Republican counties. Should
probably still lean R, though elections might actually be interesting in this district for once.
FL-07 (grey, John Mica - R) - The problem is Mica lives outside this district (he's in Winter Park in Orange County,
the same place Daniel Webster lives). He'd have to move, but this district would be safe for him, assuming he'd
win a primary here (it's mostly new territory to him).
FL-27 (light mint green, new district) - Open seat consisting of Volusia, Flagler, Putnam, and part of St. Johns.
Swing district.

Central Florida:



FL-05 (yellow, Rich Nugent - R) - Fairly Republican district. Shouldn't be too tough to hold.
FL-08 (purple, Daniel Webster - R) - Mostly Orlando and western Orange County. This one would probably be fairly
Democratic, especially since it's 48% white, 26% black, and 19% Hispanic.
FL-09 (light teal, Gus Bilirakis - R) - Mostly unchanged, the borders are a bit different. Should lean R.
FL-10 (magenta, Bill Young - R) - Basically the entire peninsula of Pinellas County. I'm guessing the bits that are
chopped out currently are Democratic, so it probably moves a few points to the Dems.
FL-11 (light green, Kathy Castor - D) - Tampa and the surrounding area, safe Dem.
FL-12 (light purple, Dennis Ross - R) - All of Polk and part of Osceola. Should have a decent Republican lean.
FL-15 (orange, Bill Posey - R) - Brevard, Indian River, and a little bit of Volusia. Definitely a Republican district.
FL-24 (dark purple, Sandy Adams - R) - I have no idea where Sandy Adams lives, but this is the other half of
Orange County, and parts of Osceola and Seminole. I'm guessing this one would either be a swing district or lean
Dem? It's 53% white, 33% Hispanic.

South Florida:

FL-13 (pink, Vern Buchanan - R) - Buchanan lives in Sarasota, which is in the southern end of the district. Mostly
Manatee and parts of eastern Hillsborough. Should have a slight Republican lean.
FL-14 (brown, Connie Mack - R) - Hard to see, but this one's part of Lee, and almost all of Hendry and Collier.
Safe R.
FL-16 (light green, Tom Rooney - R) - Rooney is in the tiny slice of northern Palm Beach County. The district
stretches across the state from St. Lucie and Indian River to DeSoto and Hardee. Should have a decent
Republican lean.
FL-26 (grey, new district) - Charlotte and parts of Sarasota and Lee. Definitely leans Republican.



Miami area:

FL-17 (purple, Frederica Wilson - D) - Pretty much unchanged; 54% black.
FL-18 (yellow, Ileana Ros-Lehtinen - R) - Also pretty much the same, although it picks up the mainland part of
Monroe to keep the county within one district. 61% Hispanic.
FL-21 (dark red, Mario Diaz-Balart - R) - V-shaped to take in all the non-black northern parts of Miami. 76%
Hispanic.
FL-25 (pink, David Rivera - R) - Pretty much the same as before. 73% Hispanic.

Palm Beach and Broward Counties:



FL-19 (brownish yellow, Ted Deutch - D) - Most of the white parts of Palm Beach County; safe Dem. I didn't even
bother trying to figure out where the Reps in the southeastern part of the state live, given how much of a mess the
current map is.
FL-20 (pink, Allen West - R) - Picks up quite a bit of territory from FL-22, which should push the district to the
Dems.
FL-22 (brownish red, Debbie Wasserman-Schultz - D) - Southern Palm Beach and northern Broward; I'm
assuming it's still a Dem district, although probably not as packed-in. It picks up some parts of FL-19.
FL-23 (light green, Alcee Hastings - D) - The black parts of Palm Beach and Broward Counties connected by a
big tract of vacant land. 52% black.
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Reply #3 on: December 24, 2010, 02:56:52 pm

I assume that if Republicans choose to ignore the fair redistricting amendment and lawsuits ensue then Florida
could have a court-drawn map.
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Reply #4 on: December 25, 2010, 12:35:14 am

Shouldn't there be a new Hispanic majority district in South Florida?
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Reply #5 on: December 25, 2010, 12:44:15 am

I used the new population estimates. Just confirmed it.
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Reply #6 on: December 25, 2010, 01:25:42 am

Shouldn't there be a new Hispanic majority district in South Florida?

Problem is there's nowhere for one to go. There have to be two black-majority seats and three Hispanic seats.
Also, dilute the Cubans too much and you get Democratic seats. A 55% Hispanic seat in South Florida would
probably elect a white Democrat before any Hispanic of either party as whites would control the Democratic
primary and Cubans would be outvoted by the combined voting strength of whites and Puerto Ricans/other
Hispanics.
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Also, one of the two new districts added in 2002 was a Hispanic district in South Florida (the other being a district
near Orlando), so it wouldn't make sense to add a new district in the same place this time.
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Reply #8 on: December 25, 2010, 05:18:28 pm

Shouldn't there be a new Hispanic majority district in South Florida?

Problem is there's nowhere for one to go. There have to be two black-majority seats and three Hispanic seats.
Also, dilute the Cubans too much and you get Democratic seats. A 55% Hispanic seat in South Florida would
probably elect a white Democrat before any Hispanic of either party as whites would control the Democratic
primary and Cubans would be outvoted by the combined voting strength of whites and Puerto Ricans/other
Hispanics.

I thought someone had posted a previous map which had 4 Hispanic seats in South Florida but perhaps I was
mistaken.  I'll have to play around with it myself again.
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Reply #9 on: December 26, 2010, 05:49:27 am

Is it technically possible to draw a Non-Cuban Hispanic Opportunity district? Not that Republicans will want to, or
can legally be compelled to even if possible, of course; though it would make a lot of sense.
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Reply #10 on: December 26, 2010, 09:14:17 am

I think Orlando is the only place outside of Miami with a big enough Hispanic population for that. You can draw
about a 41% Hispanic district across Orange and Osceola Counties. That's assuming that the Hispanics who live
there aren't Cuban, about which I have no idea.
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Reply #11 on: December 26, 2010, 09:36:05 am

Dade has lots of non-Cuban Hispanics... lots of South Americans especially... and is where I meant. (And yeah, the
Hispanics at Orlando are mostly Portorican IIRC. Lots of Mexicans too.)
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Dade has lots of non-Cuban Hispanics... lots of South Americans especially... and is where I meant. (And yeah, the
Hispanics at Orlando are mostly Portorican IIRC. Lots of Mexicans too.)

The main problem you might run into is differentials in citizenship rates between Cuban-Americans and others,
followed by whether non-Cubans live in distinct neighborhoods from Cubans or not. Right now all of Miami-Dade
not in Meek's old district is represented by Cuban-American reps so you'd have to dislodge one of them with
redistricting existing seats, which may not work, given how easily the one Diaz-Balart shifted from one district to
another. Interestingly, the Census indicates there are about 400,000 Hispanics in Broward County who aren't
included in any of JohnnyLongtorso's Miami-Dade districts. I remember hearing that Weston was nicknamed
"Westonzuela," and also that Pembroke Pines has a large Latino population, but none of that necessarily excludes
Cubans.
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It looks like the Hispanics in Broward are too spread out to make a Hispanic-opportunity district. I just messed
around with it, and to get about to 35% Hispanic, it has to stretch the entire length of the county.
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Making sense of the Census

Remember all the fuss about Ohio in the 2004 election? Had he been running on the new electoral map, released

yesterday by the Census Bureau, George W. Bush could have won re-election without even carrying Ohio.

That's not to say that Ohio doesn't matter anymore, or that any Republican will have it easy running against

President Obama in 2012. Bush had to defeat Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass, in several hard-fought swing states --

Iowa, New Mexico, Florida, Nevada, Arizona, and Missouri -- to get his 286 electoral votes, which translates to

292 electoral votes on the new map. Obama's large victory would still hold up, although the margin would have

been 12 votes smaller.

But the point is that the new electoral map is a bit gentler for the GOP, and a bit tougher for President Obama's

re-election effort.

Every 10 years, the Census counts America's population to determine which states gain and lose representation in

Congress and in the Electoral College. In this process of "reapportionment," states that don't keep up with

national population growth are in danger of losing clout.

This time, the count is full of good news for whatever Republican eventually takes on President Obama in 2012.

Solidly red states like Texas (+4 electoral votes), Utah (+1), Georgia (+1) and South Carolina (+1) all gained

electoral votes and seats in the House of Representatives. Louisiana, after two devastating hurricanes, is the only

reliably Republican state at the presidential level to lose representation (-1).

On net, that means the GOP can take six more extra electoral votes to the bank next year than in 2008. That's

like winning an extra Arkansas without even trying.

Meanwhile, several deep-blue states lost ground, including New York (-2), Massachusetts (-1), Illinois (-1),

Pennsylvania (-1), New Jersey (-1) and Michigan (-1). Only one reliably Democratic state -- Washington (+1) --

gained representation. On net, Democrats can bank on six fewer electoral votes.

Swing states had mixed results -- some will be more significant than before, and others less. Ohio lost two

electoral votes, while Iowa and Missouri each lost one. Florida gained two, and Arizona and Nevada each gained

one. For the first time, Florida and New York are equals in the electoral college.

The process of reapportionment is more complicated than you might expect. It's not just a matter of dividing the

population by 435 U.S. House members and hoping for the best.

After each state gets its mandatory first seat, a mathematical formula distributes the other 385. (For those who

love math, you divide a state's population by the square root of its current number of seats times the number it

would have if given one more. Do that for all 50, and the state that produces the largest result is next in line to get

a seat.) If Congress passed a law to expand itself, then this formula could continue awarding as many seats as you

like, and in the best proportion possible. California would get an additional 16 seats before Maine got even one.

This year, the formula gave Minnesota the 435th seat, which means they barely missed losing a district. North

Carolina was in line for seat 436 -- too bad for them. Rhode Island continues to be the most overrepresented state

in Congress (528,000 people per district) and Montana the most underrepresented (nearly a million people in just

one district).

Neither reapportionment nor even redistricting -- the process of drawing the lines, which Republicans will control

in most states -- will usher in a new, permanent majority for anyone. But it will tilt the playing field in the

Republicans' direction as they seek to take the presidency and preserve their new House majority.
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Republicans' direction as they seek to take the presidency and preserve their new House majority.

David Freddoso is The Examiner's online opinion editor. He can be reached at

dfreddoso@washingtonexaminer.com.
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On Politics: GOP in driver’s seat for Florida redistricting

The battle over redistricting has begun.

Florida will pick up two U.S. House seats and Republicans, who will hold 19 of the state’s 25 seats in the new

Congress, will look to strengthen swing districts and capitalize on the new ones. Democrats, rendered powerless in

the Legislature, will likely have to turn to the courts to lodge complaints.

Some refer to it as the once-in-a-decade moment when members of Congress bother to learn the names of state

lawmakers. Tallahassee holds the cards and the calendar is on its side.

Boundaries of Florida’s 27 new districts won’t have to be finalized until June 18, 2012 — the first day of qualifying

for federal and state races. That timing is part Florida Constitution and part legislative calendar, but it leaves

outsiders at a distinct disadvantage.

How do you challenge an incumbent without even knowing which district you’ll end up in?

Take Flagler County, for example. A newcomer looking to challenge Rep. John Mica, an 18-year incumbent, could

be drawn out of Mica’s district and into Rep. Cliff Stearns’. Or Rep. Ander Crenshaw’s. Or Rep. Corrine Brown’s.

A challenger could spend months fundraising and recruiting volunteers, only to learn, perhaps the day of

qualifying, that he no longer lived in the district.

The power of incumbency is alive and well.

Party politics

Donald Foy, a candidate for City Council At-Large Group 5, garnered press when he left the Duval GOP nearly

three years ago, but he’s not the only council hopeful who’s switched parties. In all, 10 candidates have changed

their affiliation since January 2008, according to the Duval County Supervisor of Elections. Three of them — Foy,

“Big Jim” Breland and Dave Siebert — left the GOP for the Independent Party of Florida. The others — Lindsey

Brock, Fritz VanVolkenburgh, Ron Petts, Paul Martinez, Juan Diaz, Jim Robinson and Dane Grey — became

Republicans.  

UPDATE: Mr. Diaz challenged the assertion he had ever switched parties, attributing the party change to an

error on the part of the Department of Motor Vehicles. The information provided to the Times-Union from the

Duval County Supervisor of Elections shows his affiliation changing from Republican to no party affiliation and

back to Republican less than one year later. He was a member of the Republican Executive Committee at the

time of the change and said he corrected the registration after it was brought to his attention.

Insider

If you somehow thought pensions wouldn’t be the issue of the 2011 Jacksonville mayor’s race, think again. After

Rick Mullaney penned a letter outlining his reasons for not seeking union endorsement, Fraternal Order of Police

President Nelson Cuba fired back. “[Y]ou enjoy the second-highest city pension … yet have the audacity to call

upon everyone else to sacrifice.” Mullaney lamented Cuba’s response, calling it a “personal attack.” … City Council

President Jack Webb was named partner at Brennan, Manna & Diamond. … Times-Union columnist Ron

Littlepage earned a spate of media attention this week after a lawsuit threat from Rep. Corrine Brown. T-U

attorney George Gabel responded with: “Lawsuits by public officials … challenging criticism … chill free speech
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and freedom of the press.” … Hundreds turned out last week with ideas to turn around four struggling Duval

County schools, but political candidates were in short supply. In fact, state Rep. Mia Jones was the only elected

official (other than School Board members) spotted in the crowd. … Lawyer David Taylor is out of the City Council

District 12 race. He’s now running for the At-Large Group 1 seat.
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2nd new seat due to noncitizens - 12/24/2010

Posted on Fri, Dec. 24, 2010

BY AARON SHAROCKMAN

St. Petersburg Times

This week's announcement that Florida will pick up two congressional seats and a pair of additional electoral votes

certainly enhances the state's clout in Washington.

But that extra political muscle comes with an interesting twist: The state would have gained only one additional

seat had the Census counted just U.S. citizens, one researcher found.

It's a strange and little known quirk of the Census process -- that people who cannot vote help influence future

elections -- which in 2010 helped Florida at the expense of states like Ohio, Pennsylvania and Missouri.

The methodology has politicians in states that lost seats angry and also puts some Florida Republicans in an

awkward position, given tough talk recently over illegal immigration.

Last February, as Marco Rubio waged what proved to be a successful campaign for the U.S. Senate, he ran into

criticism when he advocated that only legal U.S. citizens be counted for the purpose of awarding congressional

seats. He quickly backtracked, saying he thought the Census should also count legal residents, but not illegal

immigrants.

Rubio was unavailable to speak for this story, spokesman Alex Burgos said.

Imagine a reshuffling of the 435 U.S. House seats. The Constitution guarantees each state one seat, so scratch off

the first 50.

The Census count then helps allocate seats 51-435, one at a time. While there will be one House member for

every 710,767 people, that's not necessarily how the Census Bureau decides how many congressional seats a state

receives.

Here's how they do it. All 50 states and their populations are ranked in order. California, being the largest, is at

the top, and gets the 51st congressional seat.

Next, the Census Bureau uses a formula to subtract from California's population the portion of the state assigned

to that 51st seat.

So now Texas has the highest remaining population, and gets the 52nd congressional seat. Again, some of the

state's population is subtracted. And so it goes, with the next seat awarded to the state with the largest remaining

population, and that portion of the population removed until seat 435 is awarded.

In every case, the state with the highest remaining number gets the seat, though the margins are much smaller as

the apportionment reaches the last 10 or so seats.

Using that process, Florida will have two additional House seats until at least 2020.

But that's only because the entire population was counted.

Clark Bensen, who analyzes political and demographic data for a company he founded called Polidata, estimates

that if the Census only counted U.S. citizens for the purpose of apportionment, Florida would gain just one seat,
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that if the Census only counted U.S. citizens for the purpose of apportionment, Florida would gain just one seat,

not two.

Bensen used the same formula the Census Bureau does to hypothetically award congressional seats, but in his

calculations he only counted U.S. citizens. Doing that would drop Florida's population from 18.8 million to 17

million, and cost Florida a congressional seat.

According to Bensen, if the Census only counted U.S. citizens, California would have lost five congressional seats,

while Montana, North Carolina, Oklahoma and Indiana each would have gained a seat.

``It's one of the things most people don't realize. The Census count, indirectly, sort of gives noncitizens a vote.''

Along with congressional seats, the 10-year Census count is used to allocate $400 billion in federal funding.

In 2009, U.S. Sen. David Vitter, R-La., proposed adding a question to the 2010 Census asking about citizenship

status to reshape how seats were awarded and how money might be divided. But the measure failed. And as a

result, Vitter's Louisiana will lose a seat.

Some question the count's constitutionality.

John S. Baker, who teaches constitutional law at Louisiana State University, said the Constitution specifically says

``Indians not taxed'' are not to be counted when considering congressional apportionment. To Baker, those

sovereign Native American tribes are no different from foreign nationals living in the United States.

But others argue that the Constitution proves the opposite. Right before ``Indians not taxed,'' the 14th

Amendment to the Constitution said the Census should be used to count ``the whole number of persons in each

State.''

``The wording in the Constitution strongly suggests to me that the framers intended the Census to count

everybody,'' said Steve Schwinn, who teaches at the John Marshall Law School in Chicago.

Legal or not, Florida legislators are expected to begin discussing how to add two new congressional districts during

the 2011 legislative session.

Aaron Sharockman can be reached at asharockman@sptimes.com.
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Redistricting Florida | jacksonville.com

This morning I read an article by Salena Zito writing in Town Hall as follows,

<<

"Governors are the CEOs of their states; next month, 37 of them will be chosen.  Which party controls those state

offices will affect the entire country, since governors have the ability to craft state and congressional district lines

and, thus, the control of the U.S. House of Representatives for the next decade.

In almost every state or commonwealth, legislators draw the lines - but governors have the authority to approve

or veto the maps.

"This is the rawest form of political power in the United States," commented history professor Jeff Brauer at

Keystone College.".

>>

This is something I knew but that did not register until now.  Are we to chose Alex Sink - a Progressive/Marxist

for governor whom we know will gerrymander every district in favor of a Marxist takeover of our state?

Or will we chose a conservative businessman who will help assure we maintain a conservative Florida for the good

of all of us.

I hope we remain Conservative as we are today - we already know what "Change" has done and I've had had

enough of it for one lifetime.

http://my-sb.jacksonville.com/forums/rants-raves-forum/2010-10-24/redistricting-florida
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In Redistricting, Equality Can’t Make People Vote

Ross Ramsey, the managing editor of The Texas Tribune, writes a regular column

You can make political districts the same size, but you can’t make them politically equal.

Lawmakers will spend the next six months drawing political maps for Texas, doing their decennial readjustment

to make sure each district has roughly the same number of people. But when they’re done, some parts of the state

will still get more political attention than others, and the voters have only themselves to blame.

Politicians care most about the part of the population that votes. El Paso County has 92,680 more people than

Denton County, for instance. But Denton turned out 42,043 more voters in November. Which is more attractive

to a statewide candidate?

New 2010 census numbers put the state’s population at 25.1 million, up from 20.9 million in 2000. In the next

few months, the counters will get more specific about where those people are. The Legislature will divide the total

population by the number of members in each body — 36 Texans in Congress, 31 in the State Senate, 150 in the

State House and 15 on the State Board of Education — and draw political districts of equal size for each.

Districts must have the same numbers of people so that, for instance, each of the state’s 31 Senate districts will

have 811,147 Texans. But they’re never the same size in voter participation, and ultimately, there’s no way to tell

without an election or two.

In 2002, State Senator John Whitmire, a Houston Democrat, faced a Republican in his re-election bid and won

with 62,458 votes — 60.4 percent of those cast. Joe Sullivan, a San Antonio Democrat, got nearly as many votes

— 61,899 — while losing to Senator Jeff Wentworth, Republican of San Antonio. Mr. Sullivan captured just 30.2

percent of the votes cast, in a district the same size in population as Mr. Whitmire’s.

In 2004, after new Congressional seats were drawn and district-to-district populations equalized, Representative

Lamar Smith, a Republican, was re-elected in a San Antonio-based district that turned out 341,119 voters. At the

same time, Representative Sheila Jackson Lee, a Democrat from Houston, was winning re-election in a district

where less than half as many people voted: 152,988.

All redistricting does is give officeholders and their peers districts of equal size. It gives residents a chance to

choose their representatives. But it doesn’t require them to vote, and you can play politics with the results.

Democrats out to beat State Representative Kevin Bailey of Houston in their own primary a few years ago had

noticed something about his district that made him vulnerable. Where it might take a large number of votes to

knock off someone in a high-turnout district, you could turn Mr. Bailey’s anemic district on its head by attracting

just a few new people to the polls.

Mr. Bailey got almost 70 percent of the votes in the 2006 primary, but had only 517 more than his opponent. His

foes went after him in the 2008 primary, and while turnout was way up with Barack Obama and Hillary Rodham

Clinton on the ballot, Mr. Bailey lost to Armando Walle, who got out early and started targeting people who hadn’t

been voting for the incumbent.

The new maps will be drawn by a Legislature that can reasonably be expected to try to institutionalize the results

of the Nov. 2 Republican stampede. The 101 Republicans in the House will try to draw 101 safe Republican seats

and, failing that, to draw as many safe seats as they can, putting the remaining Democrats into swing districts

when they can.

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/24/us/24ttramsey.html
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Senators on the other side of the Capitol rotunda will be doing the same thing. Together, the Republicans in both

chambers will try to keep their party’s stamp on a Congressional delegation of 23 Republicans and 9 Democrats

(to keep the same proportions with four new seats, they’d have 26 Republicans and 10 Democrats, or three to the

Republicans and one to the Democrats).

The districts will be the same size over all, but not at all equal in adult population, voter registration, voter

participation and geographic size. It won’t affect each member’s clout in Congress, or in the statehouse, or on the

State Board of Education, where every vote counts the same. But it’ll matter. A governor who gets more votes

from one district than from another might find he has a favorite when it comes time to choose winners and losers.

Redistricting is designed to even things up, or to at least give voters an opportunity to do so. You can lead them to

the opportunity, but you can’t make them vote. The size of their clout is up to them.
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In Southern States, GOP Keeps Gaining

(Please see Corrections and Amplifications below.)

ATLANTA—Republicans in the South continued to make gains weeks after the midterm elections, as a number of

Democrats elected to state offices have switched parties.

Associated Press

GEORGIA: Rep. Amy Carter was one of eight Democratic representatives to switch to the Republican side since

the Nov. 2 election, giving the GOP 114 seats in the 180-seat House.

Since the vote, in which the GOP took control of the U.S. House of Representatives and solidified control in state

governments across the South, at least 18 Democratic state legislators have jumped to the Republican Party.

More defections are likely in coming months, officials from both parties say.

While a handful of Democrats became Republicans in other parts of the country, the majority of these defections

have come in the South.

Not all Southern states have seen mass defections after this election, but in Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana and

Texas, elected Democrats have been crossing over or making plans to do so.

There haven't been any Southern Republican state officials who have turned Democrats since the election, though

a Republican county commissioner in Pennsylvania has announced he was going to the Democratic side.

In Louisiana's 105-seat House, Republicans went from 49 seats after the Nov. 2 vote to 53 seats today, their first

majority since Reconstruction. A state senator there also switched to the GOP. Alabama Democrats controlled the

105-seat House for 136 years until the midterms, when Republicans finished with 62 seats. Now that majority has

increased to 66.

Associated Press

LOUISIANA: Rep. Walker Hines left the Democrats and became a Republican, along with three other

representatives, after the election. The GOP now has 53 seats in the 105-seat House.

In Georgia, where Republicans control all state offices as well as the legislature, nine Democratic legislators—eight

representatives and one senator—have changed sides, strengthening solid GOP majorities. On the local level, even

a black county commissioner who was once national president of the College Democrats of America has switched.

While Texas officials aren't allowed to formally change parties until January, Republicans expect to pick up two

state representatives and "around a dozen" county officials, judges and commissioners, state party spokesman

Chris Elam said.

Southern Democrats said their losses would ultimately strengthen the party.

"Sometimes you have to subtract to add, and once you get down to the real warriors, you can fight," said Joe

Turnham, chairman of the Alabama Democratic Party. He said he has made dozens of phone calls in recent weeks

to surviving Democrats to make sure they weren't considering leaving.

Stephen Wainscott, a political science professor at Clemson University in South Carolina, said Democrats may be

switching as much for political ambition as for ideological affinity with Republicans. "The simple fact is that

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703814804576036110157622364.html
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working in the majority is a lot more pleasant than banging your head against the wall in the minority," he said.

Candidates and officials have switched party affiliations throughout U.S. history. During the last half century,

hundreds of Democratic candidates and millions of voters changed allegiances to Republican in what was once

called the Solid South. After this election, it appears that Southern Democrats, in retreat for years, are dealing

with a new round of desertions from their most loyal ranks.

Associated Press

ALABAMA: Rep. Mike Millican was among four Democrats to join the GOP after the midterm. With the

defections, Republicans have 66 of the House's 105 seats.

Louisiana state Rep. Noble Ellington, a fixture in the Democratic Party for decades, was the fourth representative

in that state this month to join the GOP. His defection handed control of the House to the Republican Party. He

said he began thinking of switching the day of the midterm election, when he found himself rooting for Republican

victories. "I figured I must not be a very good Democrat anymore," said Mr. Ellington, 68 years old.

Mr. Ellington said his own conservative leanings contrasted with national Democratic policies and decisions made

in Congress that kept "moving further and further to the left." He grew tired of explaining why he was different.

"A Louisiana Democrat is probably more conservative than some Connecticut Republicans," he said, adding that

while he was changing party affiliation, he wasn't changing how he votes on the issues.

Many Democratic state legislators in the South aren't wavering. They are finding solace in U.S. Rep. Jim Cooper

(D., Tenn.), a Democratic congressman who survived the midterms—and has no plans to defect.

"I was born a Democrat, and I plan on dying a Democrat," said Mr. Cooper, who added that he gets offers to

switch parties "all the time."

Meanwhile, Republicans continue to gain. Ashley Bell, a black commissioner in Hall County in north Georgia, said

the GOP had been trying to recruit him for years before he finally agreed to switch earlier this month. "I had to

get away from the team-sport mentality and look more at the issues," said Mr. Bell, 30 years old, who said he

supported lower taxes, gun rights and helping business.

Mr. Bell, the only Democrat elected in his county, said the decision to go GOP was gradual. He said that this year

he edited the political views on his Facebook profile several times, from conservative Democrat to post-partisan

conservative and finally to Republican.

Corrections & Amplifications 

An earlier version of this article stated that U.S. Rep. Jim Cooper was the only incumbent Democratic

congressman in his state to win in midterm elections. U.S. Rep. Steve Cohen also won re-election. Additionally,

Rep. Mike Millican of Alabama was among Democrats who joined the GOP after the midterm. A photo caption in

an earlier version of this article incorrectly identified Rep. Millican as Rep. Walker Hines of Louisiana. The caption

has been corrected.

Write to Timothy W. Martin at timothy.martin@wsj.com and Cameron McWhirter at

cameron.mcwhirter@wsj.com
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Amendments 5 and 6: The Battle of Less Bad

FairDistricts Florida and its supporters say Amendments 5 and 6 will put an end to the way incumbents draw

voting district lines every 10 years. But opponents say the rigid requirements would make the Legislature's job of

redistricting nearly impossible and have potentially unintended consequences.

"How about I just ask everyone to stand up," said incoming Senate President Mike Haridopolos to a crowd of

about 200 Florida Chamber of Commerce members. "Line up in alphabetical order by height, weight and age --

that's literally what's happening here."

The crowd chuckled at the analogy, but Haridopolos says there are serious challenges with the proposal. Earlier

this year he tried to put an additional amendment on the ballot that would modify 5 and 6, but the courts rejected

it.

The summary of Amendments 5 and 6 as they will appear on the ballot reads as follows:

Congressional districts or districting plans may not be drawn to favor or disfavor an incumbent or

political party. Districts shall not be drawn to deny racial or language minorities the equal

opportunity to participate in the political process and elect representatives of their choice. Districts

must be contiguous. Unless otherwise required, districts must be compact, as equal in population as

feasible, and where feasible must make use of existing city, county and geographical boundaries.

"There are few things more hazardous in politics than a bad idea that sounds good," said Rep. Dean Cannon, the

House speaker designee. "I like FairDistricts, but the premise is flawed and the structure is flawed."

Haridopolos and Cannon say the FairDistricts' premise is flawed because it assumes the reason districts have such

sprawling shapes, and Republicans are in the majority because incumbents draw districts to favor themselves.

Video: Watch interview with Dean Cannon on Amendments 5 and 6

In Cannon's view, the imbalance is reflective of voters who simply choose not to always vote along their party

lines. He took the two U.S. Senate seats and four Cabinet seats in Florida as an example. Four of the six are

Republican.

"Now you can't accuse us of drawing the state of Florida in some peculiar configuration," said Cannon. "Voters

have crossed party lines. Voters are smart. They choose among candidates and they differentiate."

But Sen. Dave Aronberg, D-Greenacres, sees it differently.

"[He's] right about the state, but the districts are different," he said. "The districts are skewed to only elect one

member of a party -- to elect either a Democrat or a Republican. There are very few competitive districts left."

Aronberg is one of FairDistricts' strongest voices in support of Amendments 5 and 6. He says his district, which

stretches from West Palm Beach to Fort Myers and down to Naples, is an example of gerrymandering.

"This is the typical game of incumbents trying to make a fake argument; trying to scare people into rejecting this

and make people believe the current system, the status quo, is somehow better," Aronberg said.

FairDistricts' claims support by more than 50 nonpartisan Florida organizations -- including League of Women

Voters, AARP, NAACP and Democracia Ahora -- but they receive most of their financial support from

http://www.sunshinestatenews.com/story/amendments-5-and-6-battle-less-bad
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unions, including $500,000 from the Florida Education Association and $250,000 from the SEIU labor union.

They describe their purpose as working to establish constitutional rules to stop politicians from drawing districts

to favor themselves. They accuse politicians, particularly Republicans, of manipulating district boundaries to keep

themselves and their friends in power by drawing lines based on voter registration records.

Opponents of the amendments say, ultimately, the FairDistricts' requirements would make it so convoluted that

anyone can take it to a judge claiming it doesn't meet requirements.

If the courts twice strike down the FairDistricts' attempt, the Constitution says the Florida Supreme Court would

then have to draw the map itself.

"That's one of the basic premises of our federal republic, that courts don't make political decisions; and yet 5 and

6, left unchecked, may result in courts drawing political districts."

Aronberg argues that would still be better than the alternative.

"I'd rather have the courts draw the lines than the politicians themselves," he said. "Do you think it's a better

system to have incumbents draw their own districts? It's a terrible system."

Cannon says he and Haridopolos asked those who drafted the amendments to explain some of the seemingly

contradictory requirements. He says they refused to give an answer.

"The fact that the drafters wouldn't explain how they would work to the legislative branch that would be

governed by them -- that raised a red flag," Cannon said.

He added that because support of the amendments is primarily funded by trial lawyers and unions, "that sends

up a red flag, too, that there's sort of a partisan motive behind them."

Lane Wright can be reached at lane@sunshinestatenews.com or at (561) 247-1063.
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Testing the limits of Weatherford's interpersonal skill set

By TOM JACKSON | The Tampa Tribune

Published: December 26, 2010

WESLEY CHAPEL - For the substantial minority of your neighbors still worrying about the implications of new

state constitutional amendments on the coming wrangling over reapportionment, a certain reassurance can be

obtained from this fact:

Molly Marie Weatherford arrived in this world Thursday, at the front end of what her proud father calls "the only

10 (consecutive) dead days I have the entire year."

To have calculated this important life event almost down to the hour says much about Will Weatherford's

interpersonal skill set, the limits of which will be tested as chairman of the state House of Representatives

committee overseeing the drawing of new congressional and legislative district lines.

Let's review. Ability to plan ahead? Check. Ability to anticipate unforeseen obstacles? Check. Ability to weigh and

satisfactorily resolve competing interests? Check. Ability to engage cooperatively, cordially and constructively

with others when the outcome is very much in doubt? Check.

* * * * *

This being a family publication, we will not go into the awkward and unsightly collaborative processes required

to produce both a beautiful human baby and 27 artful, compact and legal congressional districts (two more than in

2002) – however much the parallels demand comparison – except to say there are certain events even public

access cable shouldn't carry, but most likely will, at least in the case of the 30-odd town hall/public hearings

Weatherford expects to convene around the state next summer and fall.

Wary of the objections litigants inevitably will attach to their arguments about the redistricted grid that will

emerge from the Legislature during its 2012 session, Weatherford vows to pursue a process that is without

precedent in its clarity, transparency, openness and accessibility.

(This is also what the Pasco County School Board promises whenever they have to recast district lines, and look at

all the trouble that causes.)

"Our thought is, engage the public," Weatherford says. "Have them start the conversation, and once they've had

their say, then we (legislators) start working on the problem."

Having done that, Weatherford says – hopes, actually – the likelihood of "losing in litigation decreases … because

we will have set a tone of things on the record that (reapportionment) was done non-politically."

* * * * *

The problem lies within the Fair Districts amendments' (Nos. 5 and 6, for the record) language. While allowing

for federal mandates and court precedent, legislators also are required to draw districts that conform to assorted

dictates, not limited to compactness, political boundaries and populations of shared interests – "to the best of their

abilities."

This last is weasel language, a free pass through the courthouse door, and those who drew up the amendments

knew it. Who decides where to set the "best of their abilities" bar? It's a judicial question.

http://www2.tbo.com/content/2010/dec/26/jackson-testing-the-limits-of-weatherfords-interpe/news-pasco/


Small wonder Weatherford chooses only the most carefully selected words to describe the assignment set before

him. This Space will say what he cannot: It's a nightmare. However prudently his committee pursues the process,

they all can count on being deposed in the spring of 2012.

Talk about arranging your schedule in advance.

Columnist Tom Jackson can be reached at tjackson@tampatrib.com and (813) 259-7068.
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Jeremy Wallace: District changes may help Sen. Bennett

Bennett, R-Bradenton, now is blocked by U.S. Rep. Vern Buchanan, R-Longboat Key, in the 13th District, where

both of them reside. But Bennett is growing hopeful that because of the region's population growth, most of

Manatee will be moved into the neighboring 11th Congressional that is mostly a Hillsborough County district now.

Already, new Census numbers show Florida will get two new seats in the U.S. House. While those districts likely

will be centered near Orlando and Miami, the ripple effect could be Sarasota and Manatee being split into two

separate districts.

If the lines are redrawn with all of Manatee in the 11th District, Bennett would be in a position to challenge Rep.

Kathy Castor, a Democrat, in 2012 instead of taking on Buchanan in a primary.

Already that path seems clearer than it did just a week ago. That is because Gov.-elect Rick Scott, a Republican,

picked Mike Prendergast to be his chief of staff. Prendergast, a Tampa Republican, ran against Castor in 2010,

and would have been a serious contender in 2012 for a reconfigured 11th District if it included more of Manatee

County.

Bennett says he would like a shot at Congress and will be interested to see how the new districts are shaped over

the next 18 months as the Legislature begins the redistricting process.

Bennett is the Florida Senate Pro Tem, the second highest ranking post in the Senate -- which will be drawing the

district lines for Congress.

Hear more about how Bennett sees the region's districts being formed on Jan. 6 when he speaks to Sarasota's

Tiger Bay Club. Bennett and Pamela Goodman of the League of Women Voters speak to Tiger Bay at noon at

Michael's On East, 1212 East Ave. S., Sarasota.

Gruters bids for new term

Sarasota Republican Party chairman Joe Gruters will be seeking a new two-year term as the local party's

chairman on Wednesday.

Gruters is the only announced candidate for the position so far, and that is good news for him as he also bids to

become the state Republican Party chairman.

In order to be considered for the state party's top spot, Gruters has to be a county party chairman.

"I'm hoping that all the work we've done this year in Sarasota will get me past that hurdle," Gruters said of his bid

to win re-election to the local party.

The Sarasota Republicans meet at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday at the Sahib Temple, 600 N. Beneva Road, Sarasota.

On the state level, Gruters said he has traveled more than 6,000 miles in December meeting party leaders

throughout the state to bolster his chances to win the state leadership post on Jan. 15. He said it is hard to know

who is really leading the race, but he feels like he is doing the work to give himself a legitimate shot.

Gruters is running against Hillsborough County chairwoman Deborah Cox-Roush, former Charlotte County state

legislator Dave Bitner, Pinellas County chairman Tony DiMatteo and Palm Beach County chairman Sid Dinerstein.
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Staff shuffle

Buchanan has reassigned members of his office staff in anticipation of a more concentrated role in D.C.

Longtime spokeswoman Sally Tibbetts, stationed in Sarasota, is losing her title as communications director to be

the full-time district director.

As a result, Buchanan has promoted former legislative assistant Max Goodman, based in D.C., to be his full-time

press secretary based in Washington.

This year in Florida

Before watching the ball drop in Times Square, you can catch me and a panel of experts on WEDU's "Florida This

Week" talking about the biggest stories in Florida in 2010.

St. Petersburg Times reporter Steve Bousquet, University of South Florida professor Susan MacManus, former

USF professor Darryl Paulson and I count down the 10 biggest stories.

The list includes the Gulf oil spill, Rick Scott's election and the future of high-speed rail.

The program airs at 8:30 p.m. Friday on PBS affiliate WEDU, and then again at 12:30 p.m. on Sunday.

http://www.heraldtribune.com/section/TOPIC0341//
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Florida redistricting won’t happen very fast – Political Insider -
Sarasota Herald-Tribune - Sarasota, FL - Archive

December 27th, 2010 07:53am

by Jeremy Wallace

Florida now knows it will get two new seats in Congress thanks to the latest U.S. Census
numbers.

But where those seats will be is going take some time.

The Florida Legislature has created a timeline for redistricting the predicts Florida’s new districts
will be finalized in June 2012 – just two months before the 2012 primary elections.

Here’s how the timeline looks right now.

March 2011 - Census publishes more detailed population counts for counties and
cities.
June 2011 - First version of redistricting map goes goes online.
July 2011 – October 2011 - Statewide public hearings on proposed maps.
December 2011 - Second version of redistricting maps online
January 2012 - Legislature holds annual session early to have enough time to
produce redistricting map.
Early March 2012 - Legislature pass redistricting map that then goes to a
Supreme Court review for 30 days.
April 2012 to June 2012 - U.S. Justice Department reviews maps to assure civil
rights laws are followed.
June 2012 - New Districts take effect
June 18, 2012 - Qualifying to congressional candidates begin
August 28, 2012 - Florida Primary elections
November 6, 2012 – Election Day
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Florida’s next members of Congress? – Orlando Opinionators –
Orlando Sentinel

As expected, the 2010 census has awarded Florida another two seats in the U.S. House. Orlando and Tampa grew

faster than other parts of the state, so those areas would have to be the favorites to wind up with the new seats.

Legislators will be operating in this round of redistricting under the recently passed Fair Districts constitutional

amendments, which require them to follow county and city boundaries where possible and not to rig districts to

favor anyone. But I’m guessing they’ll find latitude, even within those constraints, to create a couple of districts

with candidates in mind. And with the GOP in charge, the candidates will of course be Republicans.

A decade ago, under then-House Speaker Tom Feeney, legislators created a district for Feeney in Central Florida

and for then-state Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart in South Florida. So who will the districts be drawn for this time?

In Central Florida, I’d think the early favorite would have to be the current House speaker, Republican Dean

Cannon of Winter Park.

In the Tampa area, it would seem to be Republican Will Weatherford of Wesley Chapel, who will be chairing the

House committee on redistricting. But Weatherford is in line to be speaker in 2012, so he might not want to give

that up for a run for Congress.

Any other ideas out there?

http://blogs.orlandosentinel.com/orlando_opinionators/2010/12/floridas-next-members-of-congress.html
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Legislative redistricting may be a tough task

The legislators responsible for drawing the states new political districts will have state-of-the-art computers, a

snazzy website, experienced consultants, and the input of Massachusetts residents from every walk of life. At its

core, however, redistricting is a nakedly political process, with elected officials fighting over turf and communities

of interest seeking fair representation.

With the Bay State losing one of its 10 US House seats, following the 2010 Census, the stakes are especially high

as lawmakers begin devising new boundaries for congressional districts and for the 160 House and 40 Senate

districts in the Legislature. Many constituencies have a keen interest in the outcome, from incumbent members of

the congressional delegation fighting to keep their jobs to advocacy groups concerned about minority

representation.

State Senator Stanley C. Rosenberg, Democrat of Amherst and Senate chairman of the redistricting committee,

said the panel will hold public hearings in all 10 existing congressional districts and build a website to give

residents access to large amounts of information.

Basically, our objective is to have as participatory and transparent a process as possible, said Rosenberg, who had

a similar role in the last redistricting.

Because of the proliferation and advancement of communication technology, Rosenberg expects much more input,

not only from advocacy groups but from ordinary citizens, many of whom will have the tools to draw and

recommend their own maps. He is already receiving e-mails and Facebook messages, Rosenberg said.

A coalition of voting rights and minority advocacy groups is forming and will make recommendations to increase

transparency in the process, said Alejandra St. Guillen, the new executive director of the Latino political

organization Oiste? These groups hope to have their greatest impact in the redrawing of state legislative districts,

where racial and linguistic minorities, despite some recent gains in the House, are underrepresented, especially in

the state Senate.

They want to avoid a repeat of the last legislative redistricting plan, which surfaced on a Friday and was approved

the following Monday, she said. That produced a voting rights suit challenging the districts. Thomas M. Finneran,

then speaker of the House, later pleaded guilty to testifying falsely in the case and was fined and disbarred.

Rosenbergs House counterpart, state Representative Michael J. Moran, Democrat of Brighton, predicted that

state legislative redistricting, in which population shifts could spark significant movement of boundaries, will be

more challenging than reducing the number of congressional districts.

Everybody wants to talk about Congress, but the real problem is with the [state] representatives, because there

are 160 of them, and we will be dealing with precincts, as opposed to towns, Moran said, pointing out that the

committee will have a budget of at least $750,000 for technology, consultants, and staff.Continued...

Still, the fight over the nine remaining US House seats could be brutal if all 10 Democratic incumbents seek

reelection. That would pit two members of Congress in a political death match not seen since 1982, when

Democrat Barney Frank and Republican Margaret Heckler were thrown into the same district and Frank

prevailed.

Anybody who thinks it can be a nonpolitical process is ignoring history, because the members of Congress have

sought to influence the process going back probably to the founding of the republic, Secretary of State William F.

Galvin said.

http://www.boston.com/news/local/massachusetts/articles/2010/12/23/legislative_redistricting_may_be_a_tough_task/
http://www.boston.com/news/local/massachusetts/articles/2010/12/23/legislative_redistricting_may_be_a_tough_task?page=2


Galvin said.

Bruce E. Tarr, the new Senate minority leader and a Republican of Gloucester, said that, like Galvin, GOP

legislators want an independent commission to assist in the process, which in recent history has created limited

opportunities for his party.

Weve suffered from a lack of independence in the process, Tarr said. Now, he said, theres a very high-stakes

situation for embedded political interests.

Congressional redistricting will be complicated by where many of the incumbents live.

The four westernmost counties have a combined population of about 825,000, roughly 100,000 more than that of

the average new district. Yet there are two seats held by incumbents who live about 25 miles apart in the area,

John W. Olver of Amherst and Richard E. Neal of Springfield.

Olvers Firsts District includes 107 of the states 351 communities and reaches from the New York border to

Pepperell in Middlesex County. Neals Second District extends from the Northampton-Springfield area into the

Blackstone Valley and Bellingham in Norfolk County. With one fewer district statewide, both those districts would

have to expand eastward.

Rosenberg, who also lives in Amherst, is an advocate for keeping two western districts.

My responsibility is to conduct an open and honest process that produces a result that is best for the whole

Commonwealth, but like every member of the committee, my region will expect me to look out for my region, he

said.

There is even more congestion in the eastern part of the state, where five US representatives currently represent

half the state but live within a 10-mile radius of Boston, assuming newly elected William R. Keating in the 10th

District, continues to reside in Quincy.

The result is a series of oddly shaped congressional gerrymanders, with Stephen F. Lynch of South Boston in the

Ninth District, Barney Frank of Newton in the Fourth, Michael E. Capuano of Somerville in the Eighth, and

Edward J. Markey of Malden in the Seventh.

Brian Mooney can be reached at bmooney@globe.com.

Copyright 2010 Globe Newspaper Company.
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Capital Soup » Blog Archive » Statement By Senate President
Mike Haridopolos on U.S. Census Population Figures

TALLAHASSEE – Florida Senate President Mike Haridopolos made the following statement on the release of

United States census figures including Florida’s population:

“With today’s release of the 2010 census results, Florida’s clout among our country’s 49 other states continues to

rise. The population growth in the state allows Floridians to gain two additional voices in the U.S. House of

Representatives – meaning our state will be tied for the third largest congressional delegation in the country with

27 members of Congress. Florida has experienced phenomenal growth and in just 40 years, the number of

Floridians has nearly tripled to the 18.8 million residents we have today.”“Now the work begins in the Florida

Legislature as we draw new congressional districts as well as seats in the Florida House and Senate. This will be a

deliberative process and all Floridians will have a voice. I have the utmost confidence in the Senate

Reapportionment Committee led by Senator Don Gaetz and look forward to providing an efficient, transparent

process to maximize Floridians’ voice in Tallahassee and Washington, D.C.”

###

CONTACT | David Bishop | 850-487-5229 | bishop.david@flsenate.gov

http://capitalsoup.com/2010/12/21/statement-by-senate-president-mike-haridopolos-on-u-s-census-population-figures/
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Tallahassee Democrat - www.floridacapitalnews.com -
Tallahassee, FL.

Florida legislators got the official go-ahead Tuesday to start a two-year argument over redrawing the state's

congressional and legislative districts.

Details on how Florida's population has shifted internally remain months away.

Because of national population shifts, the state gains two seats in the U.S. House.

But it also means that state lawmakers will have to draw the district boundaries for

themselves 40 in the Senate and 120 in the House as well as the now-27 congressional tracts.

"We'll take the show on the road and have at least 20 public hearings," Sen. Don Gaetz, R-Niceville, who chairs

the Senate committee on redistricting, said Tuesday. "Also, we're going to light up a website allowing every citizen

in Florida to have access to the same data that we're using."

While Florida gets more seats in Congress, the state Legislature does not grow.

"We know we'll all be representing more people," Gaetz said, "but there won't be any more of us."

Gaetz said the "block by block" breakdown of population shifts will be sent to Tallahassee in April. The 2011

session will then be in its second half, so the data will be fed into computers. It will all be cross-matched with voter

registration and election results, so members will know who is affected when they bunch counties together or split

them two or three ways.

Eventually, the Florida Supreme Court and federal courts will decide whether legislators get too self-interested in

drawing the lines. Hundreds of maps will be haggled over by legislators and lawyers, for review by the U.S.

Department of Justice, with judges probably moving a few lines.

The 2011-12 task is complicated by a pair of state constitutional amendments, adopted Nov. 2, requiring districts

to be as compact and contiguous as possible while not favoring or handicapping incumbents, political parties or

potential candidates. The 1965 Voting Rights Act, protecting the electoral interests of black and Hispanic voters,

also applies to Florida.

Scott Arceneaux, executive director of the state Democratic Party, said the Electoral College gain that comes with

additional congressional seats makes Florida more critical in the presidential election. Democrats are

outnumbered 2-1 in both legislative chambers, but Arceneaux said the GOP majority has to be mindful of the two

"Fair District Florida" constitutional amendments voters approved last month.

"Floridians of all parties can look forward to districts that truly reflect their communities and representation that

reflects the diversity of our great state," said Arceneaux, "rather than the partisan gerrymandering that best

describes the current districts."

Senate President Mike Haridopolos, R-Merritt Island, expressed confidence that Gaetz will run "an efficient,

transparent process to maximize Floridians' voice in Tallahassee and Washington, D.C."

http://floridacapitalnews.com/article/20101222/CAPITOLNEWS/12220318/1067/RSS15
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Orlando Opinionators

Story posted 2010.12.22 at 09:30 AM EST

As expected, the 2010 census has awarded Florida another two seats in the U.S. House. Orlando and Tampa grew

faster than other parts of the state, so those areas would have to be the favorites to wind up with the new seats.

Legislators will be operating in this round of redistricting under the recently passed Fair Districts constitutional

amendments, which require them to follow county and city boundaries where possible and not to rig districts to

favor anyone. But Im guessing theyll find latitude, even within those constraints, to create a couple of districts

with candidates in mind. And with the GOP in charge, the candidates will of course be Republicans.

A decade ago, under then-House Speaker Tom Feeney, legislators created a district for Feeney in Central Florida

and for then-state Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart in South Florida. So who will the districts be drawn for this time?

In Central Florida, Id think the early favorite would have to be the current House speaker, Republican Dean

Cannon of Winter Park.

In the Tampa area, it would seem to be Republican Will Weatherford of Wesley Chapel, who will be chairing the

House committee on redistricting. But Weatherford is in line to be speaker in 2012, so he might not want to give

that up for a run for Congress.

Any other ideas out there?

Story posted 2010.12.22 at 09:30 AM EST
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The reality of redistricting reform – Orlando Opinionators –
Orlando Sentinel

Opponents of redistricting reform in Florida spent big money to portray it as a “power grab” and “con job” from

out-of-state liberal special interests. Voters didn’t fall for it, even in an election when conservatives

scored decisive victories in most races.

It’s nonsense that reforming a system designed to protect legislative and congressional incumbents is somehow a

liberal plot. Consider that while voters in Republican-run Florida were approving new rules that would bar

legislators from drawing district lines to favor incumbents, voters in Democratic-run California were reaffirming

and broadening their own, more ambitious plan to give an independent commission the job of

drawing districts. And the opponents of redistricting reform in California were some of the state’s top Democrats,

including U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi.

Republican politicians in Florida who would prefer to run in safe districts dictated by their party’s majority in the

Legislature hate redistricting reform now, but they’ll love it if Democrats ever take control in Tallahassee.  The

same goes for Democratic politicians in California, if Republicans grab power in Sacramento.

http://blogs.orlandosentinel.com/orlando_opinionators/2010/11/the-reality-of-redistricting-reform.html
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State Senate discusses redistricting software and timeline,
possibility of lawsuit

The Florida Senate’s reapportionment committee met yesterday to discuss a contentious issue — the redrawing

of district lines to reflect data gathered in the newest census. It’s an issue that has become more convoluted

thanks to the recent passage of Amendments 5 and 6, the so-called “Fair Districts” amendments that created

strict rules for how politicians can draw up district maps.

The distribution of seats in the Florida legislature and the state’s congressional delegation will have to shift to

even out the population distribution among districts and account for as many as two additional congressional seats

Florida is expected to receive.

During the last round of redistricting, which followed the 2000 census, people could send a $20 check to get a CD

that would allow them install desktop software, which they could use to explore demographic data and tinker with

district boundaries.

This year, the public will have access to a pair of web applications that will allow them to track different

redistricting proposals and draw their own lines using “an easy set of tools” similar to Google Maps, according to

John Guthrie of the Senate reapportionment committee’s staff.

One application, District Explorer, will allow anyone to look at redistricting proposals as they are submitted and

analyze the boundaries and demographics. The other, District Builder, will allow anyone who obtains a username

and password to try their own hands at drawing the districts. The House will have a seperate but largley similar

system.

“No other state is providing the level of public access that the House and Senate are going to provide in Florida,”

Guthrie said.

The process begins later this month, as the census data become available and the congressional seats are

distributed among states. After that:

+ In June, the first full version of District Builder software is set to become available.

+ Later in the summer, public hearings begin around the state. Committee chairman Don Gaetz, R-Niceville, said

he wanted the software online before the hearings begin, so people could present their own district maps and

weigh in on other proposals.

+ In January 2012, the Florida legislature begins its regular session, which ends on March 9. Once both houses

approve a redistricting proposal, they’ll have to submit it to the attorney general, who will have 15 days to send it

to the Supreme Court.

+ Then the Supreme Court has 30 days to review the proposal.

+ Then the U.S. Department of Justice has 60 days to review the proposal.

+ Mon., June 18 is the first day candidates can qualify to run for the new seats created by

the redistricting process.

That leaves only 100 days between the end of the session on March 9 and the start of qualifying on June 18.

State Sen. John Thrasher, R-Jacksonville, worried that with little time to spare, the process could be derailed by a

lawsuit.

http://floridaindependent.com/16894/state-senate-discusses-redistricting-software-and-timeline-possibility-of-lawsuit


lawsuit.

Under Amendments 5 and 6, which passed in the November elections, districts must be as contiguous as possible,

and may not be drawn with the intent of marginalizing minority groups or favoring any incumbent or political

party.

State Sen. Jack Latvala, R-St. Petersburg, warned fellow committee members that “intent” could be determined

by analyzing lawmakers’ electronic communications, which could become evidence in such a lawsuit.
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Amendments 5 & 6 – Orlando Opinionators – Orlando Sentinel

This might count as the election’s top irony. My cursory glance at the races in Central Florida for Congress and

the Legislature indicates that, once again, voters reelected most incumbents by overwhelming margins. Voters

were, on the whole, happy enough with their officeholders. Right?

And yet Amendments 5 and 6, which would end the practice of gerrymandering that nearly guarantees

incumbents’ reelection, was still attracting 61 percent of the vote at 11 p.m. – just enough for them to pass. And

sufficient to make it far, far harder for incumbent legislators and Congress members to keep their jobs.

Maybe the electorate isn’t as happy about its choices as the results of so many races Tuesday would have us

believe.

http://blogs.orlandosentinel.com/orlando_opinionators/2010/11/an-election-day-irony-amendments-5-6.html
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Redistricting process goes bipartisan | Colorado Statesman

story_kicker: 

Legislative leaders hope to forestall partisanship

By Marianne Goodland

THE COLORADO STATESMAN

Colorado legislative leaders hope to avoid one of the most contentious issues in the 2011 session — redistricting —

by putting the process into the hands of a 10-member joint select committee that will solicit input from Colorado

citizens on the next congressional district boundaries.

The leadership of the Colorado General Assembly used a press forum on the 2011 session to announce the

bipartisan 10-member committee. House Minority Leader Rep. Sal Pace, D-Pueblo, said that putting the initial

redistricting discussions into the hands of the select committee would take “one of the most partisan topics [for

the 2011 session] off the table” and allow legislators to focus on the session’s top priority, job creation. The

Thursday forum is an annual event sponsored by the Colorado Press Association.

Next session’s legislative leaders visit at the annual briefing for

statehouse reporters Thursday sponsored by the Colorado Press

Association at the Denver Press Club. The subject of redistricting

was up front and center. From left: Senate President Brandon

Shaffer, D-Longmont; House Speaker-designee Frank McNulty,

R-Highlands Ranch; Senate Minority Leader Mike Kopp, R-

Littleton; and House Minority Leader-designee Sal Pace, D-

Pueblo.

Photo by  Ernest Luning/The Colorado Statesman

Gov.-elect John Hickenlooper talks about his plans for the state at

the annual Colorado Press Association briefing for journalists on

Thursday.

Photo by  Ernest Luning/The Colorado Statesman

House Majority Leader-designee Amy Stephens, R-Monument,

discusses the upcoming legislative session.

Photo by  Ernest Luning/The Colorado Statesman

House Speaker-designee Frank McNulty, R-Highlands Ranch, left,

and Senate Minority Leader Mike Kopp, R-Littleton, chat with

House Minority Leader-designee Sal Pace, D-Pueblo, on Thursday

at a Colorado Press Association event in Denver.

Photo by  Ernest Luning/The Colorado Statesman

Senate President Brandon Shaffer, D-Longmont, said the select

committee will meet at least once in each of Colorado’s seven

congressional districts. It will be made up of five Democrats and

http://coloradostatesman.com/content/992360-redistricting-process-goes-bipartisan


congressional districts. It will be made up of five Democrats and

five Republican legislators, and will have co-chairs from each

party. Census data that will determine the number of

congressional seats from the state won’t be available until late

February or early March, Shaffer said, so initially the select

committee will meet with citizens to get input and opinions.

“This is a remarkable opportunity,” said Speaker of the House-

elect Frank McNulty, R-Highlands Ranch. He said the goal in

setting up the committee is to take “the heat and politics” out of

one of the most partisan issues at the capitol, draw congressional

boundaries that are “fair and transparent” and allow legislators to

get on with the business of working for the people of the state.

Legislative leaders hope that allowing the select committee to deal

with redistricting will avoid a repeat of the legal battle that took

place after the 2000 census. The process ended up in the Colorado

Supreme Court after a divided 2002 Legislature failed to agree on maps, and the 2003 Republican-dominated

General Assembly engaged in a controversial last-minute redrawing of the maps. The Colorado high court

eventually threw out the 2003 maps and came up with its own. “Citizens want a fair and open process with

competitive districts,” said Senate Minority Leader Mike Kopp, R-Littleton, adding that gerrymandered districts

“try the public’s trust.”

Pace pointed out that voters in November gave the General Assembly a “mandate for bipartisan control” and that

means a bipartisan solution on redistricting.

The select committee is to make its recommendations to the General Assembly by April 14, and Shaffer said he

wants to see the redistricting legislation done before the session’s scheduled end on May 11. Committee

appointments will be announced next week.

“We’re taking a chance” on this, said McNulty. Kopp said that the leaders had spoken to some of the state’s

congressional delegation, and said they understand that it’s the legislature’s prerogative to draw the maps. “I

don’t get a sense they’re hovering over our shoulders. They just want to be sure there’s fairness in the process.”

One issue Republicans will have to tackle is how to deal with the American Constitution Party. Based on its

showing in the Nov. 2 gubernatorial election, the ACP is now a major party, and although the party has no

representatives at the state capitol, most of the Republicans in the General Assembly endorsed its gubernatorial

candidate, Tom Tancredo. McNulty told The Colorado Statesman that while the select committee will not have

ACP representation, the committee’s members will solicit input from all political parties.

Legislative leaders also spoke about their agendas for the 2011 session, trying to stick to the bipartisan feeling.

“Nothing will get done unless the two parties can bridge their ideological differences and find common ground on

budget priorities and related issues,” Kopp said.

That feel-good spirit temporarily dissolved when a high school journalist asked them about the biggest issues

facing K-12 education, and McNulty launched into an attack on the Colorado Education Association. The biggest

barrier to K12 education, he said, is the “public employees union. They don’t stand for students.”

McNulty said that Republicans point out that unions are out to protect their own interests, and Democrats

counter by saying Republicans attack teachers. “The proof is in the action,” he said. When legislative leaders from

both parties stood up and said the state could do better with SB 10-191, “who opposed it? The teachers’ union,”

McNulty said.



Shaffer countered the Republicans’ charges, pointing out that his wife is a teacher and board member of the CEA,

and their number one issue is children in the classroom and how to improve the quality of education. “I don’t

think Mike or Frank understand the CEA or what local associations do in their districts. If they did, they wouldn’t

be making those statements.”

Shaffer said the first bill he intends to introduce in the 2011 session is on making education funding a priority. He

said his bill would create a check-off on state income tax forms to allow contributions to education, from pre-

school through higher ed. He also said his agenda for the session is to ask legislators to look at every decision made

in the session, and ask the question, what is the higher value — funding education or the project in the bill. The

way “to grow the economy and create jobs is to invest in the education system,” he said.

Jobs are also among McNulty’s top priorities for next year, and both parties need to find ways to agree on how to

move the economy forward. He said Republicans intend to make a “sincere effort” on bipartisanship; there would

be times “when Republicans and Democrats disagree, but our focus will be to find those areas of common ground.”

McNulty said he is looking forward to working with the businesses that create jobs, having an education system

that is “flexible,” a strong transportation system, low taxes, and a fair regulatory system rather than the one that

he said is a burden to employers and has driven investment out of the state. “We will be bold in our suggestions

and ideas.”

Kopp’s priorities for the session include promoting a jobs-friendly economy, addressing taxation and regulation,

and establishing a “taxpayer-focused set of budget priorities.” He sais he intends to introduce a bill similar to one

he sponsored in 2010 that would set up a task force that will create “a blueprint for streamlined government.”

Kopp said the budget is not based on the core functions of government ranked in a priority order, and in a “time of

forced austerity, we need to focus on the core functions… The state can no longer indulge the pet projects.”

Pace’s priorities include legislation that will foster a strong environment for small- and medium-sized business

and continuing to invest in clean and green energy. He also plans to sponsor a “pay as you go” bill that would

require legislators whose bills carry a fiscal note to find the money to pay for it. “We have to be honest about

offsetting new spending with cuts,” Pace sad.

Republicans also said they intend to go after at least some of the so-called “dirty dozen” tax bills that came out of

the 2010 session. “We need to repeal as many as we can,” said Kopp. But Shaffer dismissed the idea, saying that

the higher value is to invest in education rather than looking at an incentive for a specific industry. “Education will

win every time in my book,” he said. Pace added that if Republicans can show that the exemptions are harming

business and how they would pay for the revenues lost if the exemptions were reversed, Democrats “will be

happy to have those discussions.” He also warned Republicans that such a discussion would break the bipartisan

spirit. “It would be a shame to start off the session with acrimonious partisan bickering when we have a real

opportunity to work in a bipartisan fashion.”

A new session, a new governor

Legislators hope to get off on a better foot with the new governor than they did with the previous one. Kopp said

he had met with Gov.-elect John Hickenlooper twice and said they would attempt to communicate “excessively.”

Shaffer said he had shared a handout on Senate Democrat legislative bills with the incoming governor, which he

called “a courtesy” to ensure that they don’t have the same communication issues with Hickenlooper that they

had with Gov. Bill Ritter in his first year in office. The relationship with the new governor will be very

constructive, he said. “I think he will be a good herder of cats.”

Hickenlooper also addressed the press during the forum, discussing the state budget, regulation and red tape, job

creation and the economy. While he said he wants to see more efficiencies in state government, efficiencies alone

are not enough to close the $1.1 billion budget gap. “There is no hidden pool of money in the state budget. We



have to be direct — there is no immediate short-term solution and we won’t turn around a recession of this

magnitude in a couple of months.”

He predicted there could be more budget cuts to higher education, and possibly to K-12, Medicaid and

transportation. The legislature will have to decide on its core values and priorities, he said. “If we believe kids and

the ‘last and least’ are the highest priority, how do we balance cuts in such a way that we create the greatest level

of opportunity and protect kids, and let other things slide for a year or two?”

Hickenlooper said part of the solution is to become more pro-business and “to hold ourselves to a different set of

standards than any other state.” Being pro-business means defining the difference between appropriate

regulation and red tape, he said. On taxes, Hickenlooper said despite a recent report that said the state should ask

voters for a tax increase to fund higher education, he couldn’t see making that request in this economy.

Hickenlooper also said he would like to make an endorsement about the Denver’s mayor’s race, although he has

been advised against it. “Who knows the job better than I do?” he said. “Shouldn’t I express my opinion?”

— Marianne@coloradostatesman.com
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The Coming Battle Over Reapportionment « State of Elections

The stakes are incredibly high, reapportionment is looming, and recent data from Election Data Services shows

that neither Democrats nor Republicans will be too pleased come next year. States which have been recently

labeled as ‘safe Republican’ in Presidential elections will gain seats, but in more Democratically inclined areas.

States recently labeled as ‘safe Democrat’ in Presidential elections will lose some seats. The biggest gain will be in

Texas. Texas can expect to gain four House seats, at least some of which will be placed in locations more favorable

to Democratic candidates. Meanwhile, New York, a state typically labeled as ‘safe Democrat’ in Presidential

elections, will likely lose two House seats. In terms of multi-district moves, Florida will likely gain two seats and

Ohio will likely lose two seats. Arizona, Georgia, Nevada, South Carolina, Utah and Washington will all likely gain a

seat while Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey and Pennsylvania will all

likely lose a seat.

Reapportionment is becoming a problem not only for certain Presidential candidates but also state and

federal candidates, especially candidates in the Midwest where rapid population flight is decimating the electoral

landscape. The close electoral math is mapping onto reapportionment strategy. Democrats and Republicans are

locked in a mortal struggle to gain control of state houses and governor’s mansions across the nation, in

anticipation of being able to influence the composition of both state legislatures and Congress over the

next decade.

Factoring into the reapportionment calculation is the recent Supreme Court decision in Northwest Austin Mun.

Utility Dist. v. Holder, which revolved around the “preclearance” obligation of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. The

1965 Voting Rights Act preclearance obligation requires certain municipalities in the South to get federal approval

before changing election laws or venues. It was designed to eliminate the racial discrimination in those

municipalities. Interestingly, the Northwest Austin Municipal Utility District Number One, like many similar

areas in Texas, did not exist in 1965 but was still covered by the preclearance obligation. The Municipal Utility

District sued the Attorney General, asking to be exempted from the “preclearance” obligation and challenging

the Constitutionality of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. The outcome of the case suggests that the Supreme

Court wants to narrow the scope of the 1965 Voting Rights Act, specifically the preclearance obligation. It is

possible that two cases, LaRoque v. Holder and Shelby County, Alabama v. Holder, both challenging the

constitutionality of the preclearance obligation, will make it onto the Supreme Court’s docket in the coming years,

allowing the court to further narrow the scope of the 1965 Voting Rights Act.

Given this outcome and the upcoming battles over reapportionment it seems inevitable that the Supreme Court

will entertain several reapportionment cases in its 2011 term resulting in the disappearance of the preclearance

obligations. This factors into electoral strategy immensely. The legislators who win election in 2010 in the South

will likely have the ability to change the electoral landscape in that region far more than any legislators in the past

half-century. Despite this, reapportionment will almost certainly not become a major campaign issue in 2010.

Although every legislator will acutely feel the need to participate and influence reapportionment the convoluted

nature of reapportionment will doom it to a second tier status.  Nevertheless, “fair district” crusaders in some

states have managed to get measures, which require that reapportionment occurs without political bias, on the

ballot.  The impact of these ballot measures, especially those that pass, remains to be seen but one thing is certain

– observers ought to expect to see some interesting cases move up through the courts over the next few years.

Natch Greyes is a first-year student at William and Mary School of Law.
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Redistricting Reform on November Ballot

Redistricting is required in all fifty states after the 2010 census results are received. This data gives the state

legislatures the information it needs to draw the lines in their states. These numbers will usually not be released

until either early in 2011. States then will conduct redistricting procedures in 2011 in time for the 2011 state

legislative elections and in 2012 elections across the country.  However, in two states the battle for redistricting is

starting early. Florida and California have issues on the ballot next week which would dramatically alter

congressional and state redistricting in two of our largest states.

 FLORIDA-AMENDMENTS 5 & 6

According to the Florida Secretary of State- Available Here.  Amendments 5 & 6 on the ballot in Florida are

complementary measures that would impose standards on the legislature for redistricting the state. Amendment

5 applies to standards that must be followed in redistricting for the Florida Legislature and Amendment 6 applies

to standards imposed for Congressional redistricting. The standards are the same in both Amendments, which

include: no favoring or disfavoring of political parties, districts cannot be drawn with the intent to deny or abridge

equal opportunity, and districts shall consist of contiguous territory.  Florida law requires that these amendments

receive at least 60% of the vote to become law.

The main proponent of this bill (and its sponsor) is Fair Districts Florida(visit here)  , a coalition made up of such

organizations  as the League of Women Voters , AARP, Florida Association of Counties and the NAACP. Fair

Districts Florida argue that that this Amendment is necessary so that incumbent politicians do not draw lines in

backroom dealings that will only result in their own re-election.  They cite the abnormally high re-election rate of

Florida politicians for their support behind this bill.

Opponents of these Amendments include the Chamber of Commerce and the James Madison Institute Here  that

stress the potential of increased litigation due to the amendment. Some  racial minorities like Congresswoman

Corrine Brown Article Here  express concern that the new redistricting standards would be detrimental to racial

minorities by reducing the number of majority-minority districts.

The bill is supported by every major newspaper in the state of Florida Here  But the  combination of some

partisan reactions to the amendments (Republicans currently hold 18 of the state’s 25 congressional districts and

have firm control of the state legislature, although this year’s governor’s race could be won by either majority

party) and the 60% vote required for enactment make the outcome uncertain

WHAT THESE BALLOT MEASURES MEAN

The very fact that voters in these two states have a big choice on Election Day that will affect the next ten years

points to the problem of our current redistricting process: those drawing the lines have too much power over

what choices and representation a state’s voters are likely to have.  Normally when procedures similar to this are

implemented in states they are initiated and passed entirely by the state legislature. It is good that voters in

these states will have a voice in deciding what they want when relating to such an important issue – a goal that

FairVote promotes through its leadership in the EndGerrymandering.com project .
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Duval Democratic chairman: ‘No issue’ with Rep. Brown’s work
with Protect Your Vote (Corrected)

Rep. Corrine Brown, D-Jacksonville, has taken a lot of heat for her decision to fight against Amendments 5 and 6,

the so-called “Fair Districts” amendments that, if passed, would mean a drastic change in the demographic of her

constituents.

Though the Florida Democratic Party and the NAACP have both has announced their its support of the

amendments, Brown has allied herself with the Republican Party of Florida. In fact, she has become the face of

Protect Your Vote, a conservative group campaigning hard against the amendments with mostly Republican

Party dollars.

Daniel Conston, communications director for the Republican Party of Florida, had this to say when questioned

about Brown’s involvement with Protect Your Vote:

The “Fair Districts” scheme is simply unworkable and would be a huge threat to our democracy. It

should have bipartisan opposition, but it’s unfortunate that outside liberal groups are putting

millions into actively hurting our democracy. However, Chairman Thrasher and the Party are happy

to welcome any Democrats that recognize Fair Districts would be bad for Florida and don’t want to

see our state hurt by it.

Many might think that Brown’s close ties with Protect Your Vote means tensions with her fellow Democrats, but

Duval Democratic Party Chairman Travis Bridges says this isn’t the case:

The Florida Democratic party has of course come out in favor of Amendments 5 and 6 … and we also

recommended a “yes” vote on those amendments. Congresswoman Brown has recommended a “no”

vote … and has distributed literature on it in her district, which is perfectly her right, but as far as

the Florida Democratic Party and the county party goes, we disagree.

I don’t see it as an obstacle, just the right to an opinion. I see nothing wrong with it whatsoever,

actually. I was with Congresswoman Brown all day yesterday, and there’s absolutely no issue with

our difference of opinion. Remember, we’re Democrats. We can still disagree and love each other. If

we were Republicans, we’d probably be fighting over it.

Correction:

The Florida Democratic Party has not officially come out in support of Amendments 5 and 6.

According to Eric Jotkoff, communications director for the Florida Democrats, “The Florida

Democratic Party as a policy does not take sides on Constitutional Amendments campaigns.”
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No: Amendments 5 & 6 benefit outside interests, not voters

In 2008, President Obama won 20 of Florida's 40 Senate districts. Still, there are those who suggest that Florida's

districts are uncompetitive and gerrymandered.

Of course, everybody supports fair redistricting. But Amendments 5 and 6 are not the answer. These

amendments would impose new rules on redistricting — rules written by liberal union bosses, trial lawyers, and

special interests, many located outside Florida.

Just follow the money.

The amendments' sponsor, Fair Districts, has raised $3 million from lawyers and labor unions, including $1 million

from state and national teachers unions and $625,000 from the Service Employees International Union.

Fair Districts received $400,000 from America Votes, a union-backed coalition whose members include the AFL-

CIO, Planned Parenthood and MoveOn.org. Its stated mission is "to advance progressive policies." Fair Districts is

also funded by EMILY's List, an extremist group dedicated to the election of pro-abortion Democrats. It even

accepted $25,000 in 2007 from the Florida affiliate of ACORN, the shady, left-wing organization suspected of

nationwide voter-registration fraud.

These highly partisan, liberal groups did not invest millions for nothing. Their agenda is not disinterested civic

reform, but a more liberal Congress and Legislature.

"Tell me what company you keep," Cervantes wrote, "and I will tell you what you are." From the company that

Fair Districts keeps, we know that Amendments 5 and 6 are a power grab by liberal interest groups — plain and

simple.

Fair Districts is not a grassroots movement of mainstream Florida citizens. In the last four weeks alone, Fair

Districts raised nearly $2 million from four ultra-partisan Democratic mega-donors. Most of these funds came

from Washington.

Amendments 5 and 6 are an attempt by Washington special interests to amend our constitution for their political

gain. It's no secret. One prominent, out-of-state supporter of the amendments boasted in news accounts that, if

the amendments pass, Democrats would gain up to five seats in Congress. Florida voters — not Washington

special interests —should make these decisions.

To date, Fair Districts has spent $5.8 million to convince voters that Florida's redistricting process is broken.

They claim that Republicans owe their legislative majority to gerrymandered districts, but plain facts prove

otherwise:

First, Republicans gained their majority under a map drawn by Democrats.

Second, the number of Republicans in the Legislature today, under Republican-drawn districts, is exactly the

same as one decade ago, under Democratic-drawn districts.

Third, while Republicans hold 63 percent of seats drawn by the Legislature, they fare even better where

redistricting is not a factor, winning 73 percent of statewide elections in the last decade.

The Legislature takes redistricting very seriously. Florida will conduct an open and responsible redistricting
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The Legislature takes redistricting very seriously. Florida will conduct an open and responsible redistricting

process, with or without the partisan rules proposed by trial lawyers and union bosses. Floridians should vote

"no" on Amendments 5 and 6.

Mike Haridopolos is the incoming Florida Senate President.
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Supporters, opponents sharply divided on redistricting

Written by RENEE MICHELLE HARRIS   
If Floridians approve Amendments 5 and 6 on Nov. 2, legislators would no longer be able to
carve out a meandering district like the Third Congressional District in Jacksonville which helped
Corinne Brown become, in 1992, the first African American elected to Congress since
Reconstruction.

Legislators would also be prevented from creating a district like Senate District 27, which is held
by Dave Aronberg, who lives in Palm Beach County, with the district spanning 115 miles west to
Fort Myers and covering five counties. 

Instead, districts would be compact, as equal in population as feasible, and where feasible must make use of
existing city, county and geographical boundaries, according to the wording of the proposed amendments.

Such a configuration, some black leaders say, will prevent blacks from being elected to legislative and
Congressional seats because the districts would not include a sufficient number of black voters, who would,
presumably, vote for black candidates.

"If passed, Amendments 5 & 6 would turn back the clock to the days when African Americans watched from the
sidelines, said Brown, who is national chairwoman of Protect Your Vote, an organization established to oppose the
amendments.

Ellen Freidin, chairwoman of Fair Districts Florida Campaign, the group proposing the amendments, said the
measures would level the political playing field and allow voters a stronger say in who gets elected. 

Politicians have been using redistricting as a way to protect their own seats, making backroom deals and
handpicking the voters that will most likely support them to be in their districts. Amendments 5 and 6 will stop
this selfish practice, once and for all, said Freidin, a Miami lawyer.

The Florida ACLU supports the amendments, which have been endorsed also by every major Florida newspaper,
and points to Browns district as an example.

"Corrine Browns district is kind of notorious because it begins in Jacksonville and snakes through... parts of nine
different counties -- not all of them -- and comes all the way down to the outskirts of Orlando, Florida ACLU
President Michael Pheneger said on a Tampa radio program discussing the issue. Nobody would draw a district
that way unless they had an ulterior purpose. And the ulterior purpose is either to exclude voters that they dont
want in their district or to include voters that they want in a district to ensure somebodys election or reelection." 

Redistricting comes into play every 10 years, following the Census.  The current law requires that districts be
equal in population and that they consist of neighboring territory. However, because a connecting strip a yard
wide and miles long satisfies that requirement, constituents of some districts are unlikely to be actual neighbors.

Barbara Howard, Florida state chairwoman of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), strongly opposes the
amendments and questions why they are supported by the NAACP. 

Why would the Florida NAACP promote Amendments 5 & 6 when they know they would lose black districts?
Howard said.

Leon Russell, vice president of the NAACP national board of directors and chairman of the legislative committee
of the Florida NAACP, has an answer. The amendments would actually protect the Voting Rights Act, Russell
said.
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The NAACP supports the legislation, he said, because, There should be rules/standards in place that provide an
opportunity to make the process fair in terms of offering all voters an opportunity to elect candidates of their
choice to the legislature and the Congress and create more balance within the political process, which would allow
all citizens an opportunity to affect the development of Floridas public policy.

He added, Most significantly, 5 & 6 would include the language from the Voting Rights Act requiring that the
voting rights of minorities must be protected and, to the extent possible, that districts must be drawn that
provide an opportunity for minorities to elect candidates of their choice to the legislature and to the Congress.

Russell cited Brown as an example: Corrine Brown right now has a 47 percent minority district. She doesnt have
a majority district. Yet shes been elected for 17 years to her Congressional district. So these amendments would
continue to protect that district.

While Howard sees the amendments as a ploy to strip away Republican power, Fair Districts Freidin, sees it
differently. 

"The whole point here is to draw districts that make sense geographically and that are not rigged to accomplish a
particular political result," Friedin said.

Supporters also say that the amendments would also help to ensure that incumbents face serious challengers. In
the last six years, more than 420 elections have taken place for state senator and state representative and only
three incumbents have been defeated.

Renee Michelle Harris may be reached at RMHarris15@Bellsouth.net This e-mail address is being protected
from spam bots, you need JavaScript enabled to view it .

Pictured:   Corrine Brown
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Guest column: Amendments 5 & 6: Vote yes

Proposed Amendments 5 and 6 to the Florida Constitution will give voters a chance to reclaim some of the powers

they have relinquished to politicians. They are based on the principle that voters should pick politicians -- not the

other way around.

David Winston, the consultant who drew the districts in Florida's last redistricting, says, "I can have more of an

impact on an election than a campaign, a candidate, and voters." By voting "yes" on Amendments 5 and 6, we're

demonstrating that we've had enough of partisan political gerrymandering. Gerrymandering means to divide a

territory into election districts to give one political party an electoral majority in a large number of districts, while

concentrating the voting strength of the opposition in as few districts as possible. The opponents to the

establishment of fair districts are primarily whichever political party is in power and many incumbent politicians.

Only three incumbents have been defeated in 420 elections for state legislative seats since 2004. By allowing

incumbent politicians to establish political districts to virtually assure their re-elections, we are giving them the

sense that they are all powerful.

When they know that their re-election is a certainty, they aren't beholden to voters or the wider public interest.

Instead, they are primarily influenced by special interests and corporate lobbyists. The constitution requires that

after the census count is taken, state legislatures redraw the boundaries of congressional districts. On the national

level, some states may lose a seat or two, and other states may gain seats. For example, in 2012 Florida will likely

grow from 25 to 26 congressional seats.

The important thing to keep in mind is currently the redistricting process occurs behind closed doors with no

public input. Political strategists on both sides know whichever party controls the state House and Senate and the

governorship will be able to maximize their party's representation in Congress.

Ed Gillespie, a former chairman of the Republican National Committee, says, "If you were to fight these seats out

cycle by cycle every two years in competitive congressional races, you would probably have to spend more than

$200 million in federal money, which is harder to raise versus the $18 million in non-federal money that we're

going to spend to try to win the state seats to draw those districts in this election year."

To his big donors, Gillespie says, "Money spent on state races is the gift that keeps on giving" until another census

in 2020. Amendments 5 and 6 do the following: Prohibit apportionment plans from favoring any party or

incumbent, allow for equal opportunity for racial or language minorities, require political districts to be contiguous

(land must be physically touching), unless otherwise required, districts must be compact, districts must be as

equal in population as feasible, and, where feasible, they make use of existing city, county and geographical

boundaries.

These amendments will require a 60 percent approval vote in the November election. If passed, these

amendments will add guidelines for legislators to follow and transparency to the apportionment process that will

allow us to observe our legislators' actions. They will instill political competition giving voters an opportunity to

demand more responsible behavior of elected officials. Presently we see incumbents cling to their seats for

decades and assume leadership positions through their seniority. The result is a polarized body of politicians that

is unable or unwilling to solve our nation's vexing problems.

Meanwhile those with seniority are the leaders in spending taxpayer monies for earmarks directed to their

financial supporters. Amendments 5 and 6 won't resolve all the problems associated with a broken political

system, but they are a giant step in the right direction.
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Bill McCormick is the current Democratic state executive committeeman for St. Johns County. He has lived in St.

Augustine since 2005. He spent 14 years at the University of Florida as professor and department chair in the

College of Pharmacy. He was the founder and chairman of a national management consulting firm and was co-

owner of a sporting goods store in Gainesville.
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Florida likely to gain clout in House

WASHINGTON -- Florida may pick up as many as two more seats in the U.S. House -- further boosting the

state's influence in Congress and making it an even bigger prize in the race for the White House.

Though the actual increase in seats won't be known until the U.S. Census Bureau makes it official Tuesday, early

projections suggest Florida is a lock for one seat, and in contention for a second.

The creation of seats based on new census data is always a messy political and legal fight in Florida, pitting the

parties and ambitious lawmakers from various regions against each other.

And it's likely to be further complicated this time around by two voter-approved state constitutional amendments

that create strict rules for how politicians can draw district maps.

The addition of two seats would bring the state's total number in the U.S. House of Representatives to 27. It

would also boost Florida's Electoral College votes to 29 (the state's two senators are included in that math).

"Two seats would be like both LeBron James and Chris Bosh,'' said state Rep. Perry Thurston, D-Fort

Lauderdale, the top Democrat on one of the legislative committees that will handle redistricting. "To think that we

could be more influential than the last couple of presidential elections is saying a lot, but two more seats surely

would do it.''

The state Legislature will decide where to put the new seats, with a potential nod to Central Florida: The

University of Florida's Bureau of Economic and Business Research says that area has grown at a faster rate than

any other region.

Florida would get its two seats as part of a broad population migration -- and power shift -- with Sun Belt states

like Florida, George, Arizona and Texas picking up seats that are being lost in declining Northern states, including

Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio.

The migration, which which mirrors population movement in the country since World War II, could be good news

for Republicans, with Rust Belt states trending Democratic, while Sun Belt states have leaned Republican.

"It's impossible to see how Republicans don't pick up a dozen or more House seats,'' said Larry Sabato, director of

the University of Virginia's Center for Politics.

Democrats in Florida question whether Republicans, who already control two-thirds of the congressional

delegation and the state House and Senate, will have enough voters in the state to create additional districts for

the GOP without jeopardizing Republican incumbents. They note that state voter registration rolls show

Democrats have an edge.

"I don't think they can draw any more Republican seats,'' said Ron Saunders, D-Key West, the House Minority

Leader. "At a certain point it's got to be hard to sustain.''

Some Republicans concede the point privately. But State Sen. Don Gaetz, R-Niceville, who will chair the Senate

redistricting committee, says much of the speculation is premature. He promises a transparent process -- the

computer software that lawmakers will use to draw districts will be available to the public -- and committees will

hold a series of public hearings, beginning this summer.

"It will be the most open, transparent and interactive redistricting in the nation,'' said Gaetz, who had opposed the

redistricting amendments. "We can have 19 million auditors of the process.''
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redistricting amendments. "We can have 19 million auditors of the process.''

Though Republicans will control the committees that put together the new maps, they will be required to abide by

the new amendments, which the party had opposed. The state amendments, which are aimed at creating more

compact districts and not sprinkling inkblots, dictate that districts can't be drawn to either help or hurt an

incumbent or a political party.

Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart, who is challenging the state amendment that governs congressional redistricting, along

with Rep. Corrine Brown, D-Jacksonville, said he believes the federal courts will overturn the amendment. They

say it violates the Voting Rights Act by diluting minority representation.

"We're hoping for some clarification before redistricting starts up,'' said Diaz-Balart, who chaired the House

redistricting committee while in the Florida House.

Ellen Freidin, the Miami attorney who championed the amendments as a way of creating more competitive

districts, noted they passed with more than 60 percent of the vote, suggesting widespread discontent with the

way districts are drawn by politicians.

"That's been proven beyond a reasonable doubt,'' she said.

Observers expect the dispute to end up in federal court. Redistricting plans end up in court more than 90 percent

of the time, said Douglas Johnson, a fellow with the Rose Institute of State and Local Government at Claremont

McKenna College in California.

"Florida's redistricting,'' Johnson said, "is certainly not going to be a smooth ride.''

The new census numbers have implications beyond politics. The figures are used in formulas that determine how

much money each state receives in federal subsidies for healthcare and other services.

The housing crisis, however, may have affected the state's population and the result could be a single seat, rather

than two.

Figures compiled by Election Data Services, a Washington, D.C., company that tracks demographic and election

trends, predicts two seats. But its president, Kimball Brace, said he was surprised by the prediction, given

Florida's housing market.

A second Florida seat is ``probably the iffiest'' of all of the predictions, Brace said, which include Texas picking up

four seats and Ohio and New York each losing 2 seats.

Another projection has Florida gaining a single seat.

"All these estimates are based on demographic models and we've never had a situation like the housing and

foreclosure crisis,'' said the Rose Institute's Johnson. "The models don't know how to capture that. There's likely

to be even more surprises than usual.''

Still, a single seat is better than none: In 2000, the state of Utah unsuccessfully challenged the Census results and

sought to have Mormon missionaries living abroad counted as residents after narrowly losing a seat.

Said Stan Smith, director of University of Florida's economic and business research bureau: "It's no small deal.''
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FL: Cannon appoints ‘Fair Districts’ foe as chair of state House
redistricting committee

In advance of the state legislature’s organizational meeting and special session tomorrow, incoming state House

Speaker Dean Cannon, R-Winter Park, today unveiled the names of state House committee chairs. Among them:

state Rep. Will Weatherford, R-Wesley Chapel, who will head up the committee overseeing the redistricting

process after the conclusion of this year’s census.

Weatherford was a vocal foe of Amendments 5 and 6, the so-called “Fair Districts” amendments that limit the

legislature’s ability to gerrymander districts that passed a statewide vote on Nov. 2. He was a supporter of the

group Protect Your Vote, the political action committee whose efforts to fight 5 and 6 were largely bankrolled by

the Republican Party of Florida.

The Protect Your Vote website (nix5and6.com) has been taken down, but a cached version accessed through

Yahoo! Site Explorer lists Weatherford as a person “acting on behalf of the organization.” Also listed as such is

state Sen. Don Gatez, R-Destin, recently appointed by Florida Senate President Mike Haridopolos, R-Merritt

Island, as the chair of the committee in charge of redistricting on the Senate side of the Florida legislature.

That means that the two legislators most responsible for making sure that the legislature follows the redistricting

rules laid out in Amendments 5 and 6 were both members of a group explicitly created to defeat those rules.
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Court sets February date for conference in anti-Amendment 6
lawsuit « Florida Independent: News. Politics. Media

In a court order filed Wednesday, United States District Judge Ursula Ungaro set a February 2011 date for a

conference in the lawsuit filed by U.S. Reps. Corrine Brown, D-Jacksonville, and Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Miami,

challenging Amendment 6, one of the two so-called “Fair Districts” amendments that limit politicians ability to

gerrymander districts.

Read the order in full, after the jump:

Amendment 6 Lawsuit Court Order
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